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Manifestations of the Dead in Ancient Egyptian Coffin Texts 

Anne Landborg 
 

Abstract 
In the Coffin Texts, a person’s identity can be expressed as the sum of several parts listed together. 
There are also a few examples of this method of listing being used for the most important aspects of 
the Afterlife. A close reading of these lists, and how the outcomes are connected with individual 
concepts belonging to the identity of a person, is the foundation for the following chapters which 

investigate a few of the concepts in depth. The xprw and the bA are the two concepts which occur 
most often, and in the most complex uses in this context. They are both parts of the identity of a 
person, while they can also be means by which someone manifests: as an aspect of a person 
manifesting in a particular form, or a manifestation which is representative for the whole person. In 

later texts, it is clear that it is the bA which is manifest (xpr) so there is a strong relationship between 
these concepts. 

 xprw is a category for forms which gods and dead people, at least,  are able to assume, as well 

as a term for the process involved in the so called ‘transformation spells’. The spells with xprw-
rubrics are discussed in detail, to examine the relationship between their rubrics and the body of the 
spells, as well as the outcome expected in the spell. Though groups of spells may have been given 
the same type of title, it is sometimes difficult to see how they constitute a homogeneous group. 
There is often an identification sentence in the body of the spell which reflects the transformation 
object, but this is far from always the case. The relationships between the rubric and the body of the 
spell vary, as well as the identity of the speaker in the spell, as the speaker might take on several 
different identities. In the majority of spells the deceased assumes a synchronised identity with a 
specific being to acquire a certain quality belonging to that being. There are, however, a number of 
transformation objects with which the dead is not directly identified, but rather acquires something 
related to that object. 

 The bA is strongly connected to movement and activity in the Afterlife, and in spells where the 
individual is identified with the bA of a god, the bA is a manifestation of the god which is related to 
these two qualities. It is contrasted to the inert corpse, and sometimes accompanied with the 

shadow, which are both also explored here. The bA can be a manifestation of a person, representing 

the whole being, but his bA and bAw can also be separated from him, and be sent out, towards 

enemies, or for the purpose of seeing. It seems that in the Coffin Texts, the distinction between bA 
and bAw-power is not particularly sharp, having many similarities in their range of actions.  
 The terms for specific components are also used as broader concepts, and in this aspect they 

can also include other parts of a person’s identity. The dead can be in the irw of a bA and can 
therefore describe the bA, or be a component of the bA. At the same time, the two terms might in 

particular contexts have closely related meanings, where the bA can be the manifestation of a being, 
and irw a form of the same being.  
 The wished-for results of the spells are related to passage into the Afterlife, integration, and 
having authority and power in the Afterlife. This passage into the Afterlife is prominent both in 

relationship to the main characteristics of the bA, and in many of the xprw spells, where the means 
of passage is acquired from the transformation object. Through identification with a god, or the bA of 
a god, there are elements of integration into their sphere, as well as giving the person authority and 
power in the Afterlife. The person lives on intact, integrated into the Afterlife: in the sky and in the 

Netherworld, and on earth through the bA and the continuation of the bloodline. The identification 
with an external identity ‘syncretises’ vital characteristics of their personalities, adding to the overall 
identity of the final persona.  
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Abreviations 

Standard Egyptological abbrevations apply as outlined in Lexikon der Ägyptologie.1 For Coffin Texts 

(CT), the reference system used by de Buck is adopted here, with the first letter indicating the place 

of origin, followed by the coffin number, and its location at the time of his publication. This is done 

for the simplicity of finding the text in the volumes to the expenses of new information containing, 

for example, a new location. If nothing else is stated, the first version in de Buck’s publication is 

used. If there is damage to the first version, gaps have been filled in by help of other versions if it has 

seemed to fit. If another version has been followed, it is stated in footnotes. Since the hieroglyphs 

are available online,2 only transliterations are given here.

                                                           
1
 Helck and Westendorf (eds). 

2
 http://oi.uchicago.edu/research/pubs/catalog/oip/ OIP 34, 49, 64, 67, 73, 81 and 87. 

http://oi.uchicago.edu/research/pubs/catalog/oip/
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Chapter I Aims and Objectives 

I 1 Identity 

The descriptions of what a person consists of, and which concepts make up the identity of a person, 

varies greatly between different Ancient Egyptian texts.3 One variable concerns the difference 

between a living person and a dead person. A living person is, ideally, an integrated person, with the 

spiritual and physical parts functioning and making a complete whole. Even though many different 

components contribute to the identity of the person, in life these are intact. Death means 

disintegration from the former state of being, and through death, the previously complete person is 

scattered into separate parts.4 However, while the dead person is disintegrating, new concepts of 

identity are added to the already existing ones.5 In order to reintegrate6 into the new condition, 

some components also need to regain their functions.  

 The term ‘identity of the dead’ is understood to mean here what a person consists of in a 

religious, after-life context in the Coffin Texts, excluding the presentation of identity in biographical 

texts, or self-presentations,7  about the person as a physical social being while alive. The different 

‘components of a person’ refers to parts of the identity such as the corpse (XAt), belly (Xt), body (Dt), 

mummy (saH), heart (ib and HAt), shadow (šwyt) and name (rn). For certain concepts the Egyptian 

words will be deployed where the aspects of identity do not adequately correspond to any 

appropriate modern translation, such as Ax, bA, kA and xprw.  

 The components of a person’s identity are often multifaceted concepts. They have a certain 

independence, and features that are significant to them, but also overlap with other components of 

different features. Specific components are also broader, as concepts, and can in this aspect consist 

of other parts of a person’s identity. The bA can be a component of another form, such as the Ax, and 

the bA can also consist of other parts: such as the irw. However, the reverse is not always possible 

                                                           
3
 Among the large number of discussions about this, see for example Lloyd in Simpson (ed), Religion and 

Philosophy, 117-120, Assmann, Death and Salvation, 34-35, 89, Meyer-Dietrich, Seneni und Selbst, 356f, 
Englund, Människans Möjligheter, 16, Harrington, Living with the Dead, 2, Baines in Shafer (ed), Religion in 
Ancient Egypt, 145, Loprieno in Guksch, Hoffmann and Bommas (eds), Grab und Totenkult, 201-202, DuQuesne 
in Koenig (ed.), La Magie en Égypte, 240, Hollis in DuQuesne (ed), Hermes Aegyptiacus, 87-99. 
4
 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 26. 

5
 For example it has been argued that the bA and the Ax only belong to the identity of the dead and not the 

living, Harrington, Living with the Dead, 3. For the bA see for example Žabkar, Ba Concept, 51-88, 116-118, de 
Jong, SAK 21, 149, Smith, Traversing Eternity, 5. 
6
 Hays, Typological Structure of the Pyramid Texts I, 173. Nyord prefers the term reconstitution, Breathing 

Flesh, 48. 
7
 Morenz, Human Affairs 13, 179-196. 
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due to the characteristics of the parts; the irw cannot partly consist of an Ax. Additional themes 

explored in this thesis are how the different parts are connected and how concrete or abstract 

individual parts are. 

 A division is drawn between components of the identity, such as the bA and the corpse, and 

between transformations (xprw),8 and identification with transformation objects. Transformation 

spells, or xprw-spells, are spells with a rubric in the format of xpr m …, xprw m …. or irt xprw m …, 

and in a large number of these spells the dead person is identified (ink … or N pn …) with the same 

being who occurs in the rubric. An issue arising from this is what a person needed after death in 

relation to his or her own identity, in the sense of what would be permanent but in need of 

restoration, and what would be temporary for a specific purpose. This division is explored further in 

the following chapters in order to explore the difference, and how it was important.  

Identity research in the social sciences has moved from being more focused on the individual 

perspective towards studies focused on collective identity,9 with a ‘holy trinity’ of gender/sexuality, 

race/ethnicity, and class,10 which now seems to make out the largest quantity of modern research.11 

Neither of these areas apply to the Coffin Texts very well, mainly because the identity concerned is 

that of a dead person, and not of the living, and the afterlife seems less dependent on those 

boundaries. 

 The Coffin Text spells are formulated so that a name can be inserted and the pronouns 

possibly changed, but otherwise seemingly usable for any person. The same spells are used for both 

genders, and both men and women are identified with gods and goddesses alike. With sexuality 

however, amendments to gender is not generally made, so that coffins belonging to a woman still 

have spells where the speaker takes a clear masculine role.12 Ethnicity is partly expressed in terms of 

defining ‘us’ and ‘them’ in other texts,13 but this is somewhat displaced in the world of the dead. The 

distinction is rather drawn between the successful and unsuccessful dead, or other dangerous 

inhabitants of the Netherworld. Also, it is not in the nature of the texts when expressing an ideal 

identity to define a person as ‘Egyptian’ or ‘non-foreigner’. Social class can be seen in titles, and here 

                                                           
8
 Buchberger, Transformation und Transformat. 

9
 Cerulo, Annual Review Sociology, 385-386, Bystydzienski, Intercultural Couples, 48-49. 

10
 Appiah and Gates in Appiah and Gates (eds), Identities, 1.  

11
 In the field of ancient civilisations, for example Jones, The Archaeology of Ethnicity, Derks and Roymans 

(eds), Ethnic Constructs in Antiquity. For a review of different studies of collective identities see Cerulo, Annual 
Review Sociology, 385-409. 
12

 See for example CT I 364/365b-366/367b where the speaker ejaculates in goddesses, inscribed on coffins 
belonging both to males and females. 
13

 Parkinson in Felber (ed), Feinde und Aufrührer, 11-31, see also other articles in the same collection. 
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there seems to be similar ideals before and after death. Some xprw-spells include professions in 

their rubrics, but they are limited to scribes and kings.14 

 There are no room for a real comparison between Coffin Texts and self-presentations here, 

but a few things can be said in relation to identity. The opposite approach to collective identity, the 

‘highly individual ways in which a self could be fashioned and presented’, though idealised, concerns 

tomb biographies or self-presentations. In general, they relate to individual events in a person’s life 

before his death.15 Even so, general statements can be repeated to show moral values,16 without 

necessarily having any connection to real events.17 So, there are certain common elements between 

self-presentations and Coffin Texts.18 The different texts can of course not be strictly divided into 

categories, and both of them might accompany the same person. However, the nature of the Coffin 

Texts is not to express individuality, and the spells are reused in a manner in which only certain 

phrases from self-presentation could be reused. While the self-presentations promote personal 

events, the only expression of individuality in the Coffin Texts is the name and titles on the coffins. 

Studies concerning individual identity are therefore better applicable to self-presentations.  

 The identity in focus in the Coffin Texts is the ideal dead person: intact, powerful and alive. 

They are not telling the reader how he lived, but how the successful dead is in the afterlife. 

Moreover, the texts are written by living people, so the identity in the texts is an ascribed, idealised 

picture. Linton’s studies of social status,19 and Merton’s development of it where he argues that we 

do not only apply to one status or role at one time but rather consist of status-sets,20 have through 

other researchers come to include identity-sets,21 and achieved identity versus ascribed identity.22 

Though this area of study mostly apply to a modern society, and large parts of it duties and 

possibilities relating to a certain status or identity,23 some of it is applicable even to the identity of 

the dead in the Coffin Texts. The identification between the dead person and an entity adds to the 

person’s expandable identity, to his total identity set. Moreover, even though ascribed identity has 

been used to refer to aspects which a person is normally born with, such as gender, the 

                                                           
14

 For this, see Chapter III. 
15

 Frood, Biographical Texts, 1-2, Baines, in Leahy and Tait (eds), Studies in Honour of H. S. Smith, 24, 34, n.69 
contains further references for the tomb’s construction and decoration which also relates to the life rather 
than afterlife. 
16

 For this subject in Coffin Texts see Grieshammer, Jenseitsgericht in den Sargtexten, 46-66.  
17

 Morenz, Human Affairs 13, 187. 
18

 as well as the Book of the Dead, see Lichtheim, Maat in Egyptian Autobiographies, 103-127, Morenz, Human 
Affairs 13, 188, Parkinson touches upon the subject in Loprieno (ed), Ancient Egyptian Literature, 150, 154. 
19

 The Study of Man, 115-116. 
20

 Merton, Social Theory, 369-370. 
21

 Goodenough in Banton (ed), The Relevance of Models for Social Anthropology, 21 n. 8.  
22

 See for example Jenkins, Social Identity, 172-173. 
23

 Especially Goodenough in Banton (ed), The Relevance of Models for Social Anthropology, 1-23. 
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presumption, and purpose, with these spells is for the dead to have these particular identities in the 

afterlife in a similar sense.  

 The Coffin Texts presents the individual depersonalised (but for the name) to be included in a 

social group,24 as a member of the category of the successful dead. Focus is not on the individuality, 

but an idealised picture of the successful dead. 

 

 

I 2 Coffin Texts 

The Coffin Text material constitutes a substantial corpus, since it is has a well-defined chronology, 

although the material comes from a wide variety of sites. Chronologically the findings are limited to 

the period from the end of the Old Kingdom to the end of the Middle Kingdom. Geographically the 

coffins, as well as other material incorporating Coffin Texts, have been found throughout Egypt, even 

though the majority comes from Middle Egypt.25 Many themes are also repeated in a number of 

spells and on many coffins, even though there are certain spells or features which only occur in one 

version. The term ‘mortuary  literature’ is used since the Coffin Texts have been found in a funerary 

context. By this usage of the world, the wish is not to imply that they exclusively belonged to a 

mortuary context, or necessarily originally did, only that they defiantly also did.26 

 De Buck’s publications contain the hieroglyphic transcriptions of the texts based on what were 

considered to be the distinctive corpus of Coffin Texts.27 An eighth volume was later published by 

Allen containing Middle Kingdom Pyramid Texts.28 Additional material outside de Buck’s collection, is 

in general not used in this study, since the purpose is to investigate a general view provided by the 

material in relationship to the limited corpus and time period (even though some might have been 

composed earlier), rather than to include every known occurrence within the time period as well as 

outside the given frames. In other types of literature from the same period, the components of a 

person’s identity are seldom of the same concern in comparison with the rich information the 

mortuary literature gives, since the identity of the living is not generally in need of reintegration. The 

                                                           
24

 Turner et al, Rediscovering the Social Group, 50-51, where it is also noted that the depersonalisation is often 
seen as something positive, a change from the personal to the social and a gain to the identity. 
25

 Lesko, Index of the Spells, 7-11, Hoffmeier in Willems (ed), World of the Coffin Texts, 46-48. 
26

 For the uses of mortuary and funerary, see for example Baines in Bickel, Mathieu (ed) Textes des Pyramides 
& Textes des Sarcophages, 15 n.2. For discussions about different uses of spells: Gee, Totenbuch Forschungen 
73-86, DuQuesne in Assmann and Bommas (eds), Ägyptischen Mysterien, 37-46, Eaton, JARCE 42, 81-94,  
Willems, Heqata, 279-284, Wente, JNES 41, 161-179, Federn JNES 19, 241-257, Griehammer, JAOS 98, 502, 
Assmann, Solar Religion, 7 n.32. 
27

 See de Buck, The Egyptian Coffin Texts, xi-xii for a discussion about what he defined as Coffin Texts. 
28

 Allen, Middle Kingdom Copies of Pyramid Texts. 
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study is also addressing the identity of the dead, and not the living. Therefore, other material does 

not provide abundant material because of the lack of data concerning the specific topic. 

  

I 3 A critical appraisal 

There are a number of specific studies of Middle Egyptian coffins in regard to their typology,29 and 

discussions on the coffins and studies of Coffin Text spells from particular areas and of individual 

coffins.30 Sometimes these go outside the Coffin Text publication by de Buck.31 The Coffin Texts as a 

corpus have been particularly well studied, and in addition to translations,32 indexes,33 a dictionary,34 

and a grammar are available.35 There are also numerous studies of specific themes within the Coffin 

Texts,36 of particular sequences,37 groups of spells, or individual spells,38 in addition to smaller 

studies of particular areas of interests.39 The possibility of master copies of the spells has been 

another area of study,40 as well as the transmission of them.41 However, only a few possible 

                                                           
29

 Willems, Chests of life, Lapp, Typologie der Särge. 
30

 Willems, Heqata, Meyer-Dietrich, Nechet und Nil and Senebi und Selbst.  
31

 Some example include Hieraconpolis: Roccati, Oriens Antiquus 13, 161-197,  López, Oriens Antiquus 14 , 57–78, 
Kom el-Hisn: Edgar in Maspero(ed), Le Musée Égyptien, 54-63, Silverman, The Tomb Chamber of Hsw the Elder. 
See also Silverman in Simpson (ed), Religion and Philosophy, 29-53, and Silverman in Israelit-Groll (ed), Studies 
in Egyptology Presented to Miriam Lichtheim II, 853-876, Naga ed-Dêr: Hussein, in Thompson and Der 
Manuelian (eds), Egypt and Beyond, 171-195. 
32

 In whole: Faulkner, Coffin Texts I-III, Barguet, Textes des Sarcophages, Carrier, Textes des Sarcophages.   
33

 Van der Plas and Borghouts, Coffin Text Word Index, Lesko, Index of Spells, (see also Lesko, GM 7, 19-23), 
Griehammer, Die Altägyptischen Sargtexte. 
34

 Van der Molen, Dictionary of Egyptian Coffin Texts. 
35

 Van der Molen, An Analytical Concordance. 
36

 Among the larger studies published: Griehammer, Das Jenseitsgericht, Altenmüller, Synkretismus, Lesco, 
Book of Two Ways, Hermsen, Zwei Wege des Jenseits, Backes, Das Altägyptische “Zweiwegebuch“, Buchberger, 
Transformation und Transformat, Nyord, Breathing Flesh, Wallin, Celestial Cycles, Assmann, Bommas, 
Altägyptische Totenliturgien Bd. 1, Willems, Les Textes des Sarcophages et la Démocratie. 
37

 Assmann and Bommas, Totenliturgien I, Jürgens, GM 105, 27-39, Grundlinien, and in Williams (ed), World of 
the Coffin Texts, 55-72, Lapp in Schoske (ed), Akten des Vierten Internationalen Ägyptologen Kongresses 
München 1985, 269-279, SAK 16, 171-202, SAK 17, 221-234, Buchberger, Transformation und Transformat, 55-
64, Willems in Willems (ed), Social Aspects of Funerary Culture, 253-372, Topman, Abscheu-Sprüche, 12-20. 
38

 For example: Assmann in Willems (ed), The World of the Coffin Texts, 17-30, de Jong, SAK 21, 141-157, 
Faulkner, JEA 58, 91-94, Gee in Ciraola and Seidel (eds), Magic and Divination, 83-88, Gilula, JEA 57, 14-19, 
Grieshammer, OLP 6/7, 231-235, Lesko, JARCE IX, 89-101. 
39

 Grieshammer’s index contains the research from 1936 but was published 1974, and thereby largely 
outdated. Among more current work see foremost the conference proceedings: Bickel, Mathieu, (ed) D'un 
Monde à l'Autre, Willems in Willems (ed), The world of the Coffin Texts. Myriad other articles have been 
published, for example: Bickel, SAK 15, 17-25, de Buck, JEA 35, 87-97, Federn, JNES 19 no 4, 241-257, Gee, in 
Hawass, (ed.), Egyptology at the Dawn of the Twenty-first Century, 230-237, Lesco in L’Égyptologie en 1979 1, 
39-48, Zandee, ZÄS 97, 155-162, ZÄS 100 no 1, 60-72, ZÄS 100 no 2,141-149, ZÄS 101 no 1, 62-81. 
40

 Wente, JNES 41, 163, Berger-el Naggar in Bickel and Mathieu (eds), Textes des Pyramides & Textes des 
Sarcophages, 85-90, Morenz, GM 143, 109-111. 
41

 For example Allen in Johnson and Wente (eds) Studies in Honor of George R. Hughes, 1-29. See also the 
transmission between Pyramid Texts and Coffin Texts, Mathieu in Bickel and Mathieu (eds), D’un monde à 

http://library.liv.ac.uk/search~S8?/aMeyer-Dietrich%2C+Erika./ameyer+dietrich+erika/-3,-1,0,B/browse
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examples which might be master copies have been found.42 Despite this considerable number of 

studies, the large corpus of the Coffin Texts, in combination with the issues of understanding many 

of the cultural and religious concepts and their underlying meaning, still provides many problems 

and areas of study. 

  Within the Coffin Texts, the presentation of the identity of the dead person is thematically 

central, but this identity is often fragmented. Concerning the different concepts which make up the 

totality of the person’s identity, most studies choose to focus on one specific component, often over 

a longer span of time of the Egyptian history,43 though there are also a number of examples of one 

component in a defined time period.44 The main problem with this approach is that it might create a 

picture of a concept as properly definable and individually independent. However, the component 

parts often overlap in both their nature and function. When they occur together, they can also 

interchange aspects of each other’s conceptualisation, which then also becomes the nature of that 

particular part of the person’s identity.  

 There seem to be very few larger studies on parts of the identity in combination. Publications 

which bring them together45 generally do this as a part of a slightly different study.46 Most often the 

concern is Egyptian concepts that to a large extent lack an equivalent in other cultures, such as the 

bA, Ax and kA. In other publications, the focus might be a specific text where a concept of the identity 

of a person plays a large role, such as The Debate Between a Man and his bA.47 

 The foremost studies which include a large number of concepts relating to a person’s identity 

are Nyord, Breathing Flesh, Conceptions of the Body in the Ancient Egyptian Coffin Texts, and 

Englund Människans Möjligheter. Nyord includes every physical body part of a person, but also some 

concepts relating to them, for example powers which can be situated in the belly, such as magic and 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
l’autre, 247-262, and between Coffin Texts and Book of the Dead: Geisen, Totentexten, 15-17 and elsewhere, 
Lapp, SAK 13, 140-145, Grajetzki, SAK 34, 205-216, Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 11-24. 
42

 For example, the Gardiner papyri which some have suggested to be master copies, e.g. Müller, BiOr XX, 246-
250, Bidoli, ADAIK 9, 18, 25, Lapp, SAK 16, 171-202, Bourriau, Pharaohs and Mortals, 82, see also Gestermann 
in Hawass (ed), Egyptology at the Dawn of the Twenty-first Century vol. 1, 202-208. 
43

 For example Žabkar, Ba Concept, Englund, Akh: une Notion Religieuse dans l'Egypte Pharaonique, George, 

Schatten als Seele, Schweitzer, Das Wesen des Ka. Though HkA is more complex, both being a part of a person’s 

identity, a god and the concept of magic, see also Ritner, Magical Practice, and Etienne, Heka. 
44

 Bolshakov, Man and his Double, Greven, Der Ka in Theologie und Königskult, Wolf-Brinkmann , Versuch einer 
Deutung des Begriffes “ba”, Gee in Nyord and Kølby (eds), Being in Ancient Egypt, 1-14. 
45

 Te Velde in Kippenberg, Kupier and Sanders (eds), Concepts of Person, 83-102, Otto, ZÄS 77, 78-91, Hornung, 
Idea into Image, 171-184. 
46

 For example: Assmann, Death and Salvation, 87-90, Smith, Traversing Eternity, 4-7, Lloyd in Simpson (ed), 
Religion and Philosophy, 117-120, Baines in Schafer (ed), Religion in Ancient Egypt, 145, Eyre in Poo (ed), 
Rethinking Ghosts, 36-44, Harrington, Living with the Dead, 1-3, Meyer-Dietrich, Senebi und Selbst, 356-375, 
Eaton, JARCE 42, 81-94, Hasenfratz in Binder(ed), Tod und Jenseits im Altertum, 88-102, Bonnet, Reallexikon, 

entries for bA, kA etc. 
47

 Allen, Debate, Siffert in Hawary (ed), Wenn Götter und Propheten Reden, 227-253, Ouellet, in Goyon, and 
Cardin (eds), Proceedings of the Ninth International Congress of Egyptologists 2, 1437-1441, Barta, Gespräch, 
Williams, JEA 48, 49-56, Žabkar, Ba Concept, 120-123, Mathieu, Égypte, Afrique et Orient 19, 17-36. 

http://oeb.griffith.ox.ac.uk.ezproxy.liv.ac.uk/oeb_entry.aspx?parent=174787
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fear. He uses methods derived from cognitive linguistics and philosophic phenomenology, with the 

way of viewing the body ‘as locus of lived experience’.48 Englund includes many concepts of identity 

to describe the interaction between body and soul, and by comparing it to a modern biomedical 

view of human beings, argues that it is not so different now from the time of the Middle Kingdom.49  

 Larger studies concerning xprw-spells are primarly Buchberger’s Transformation und 

Transformat, and Servajean Les Formules des Transformations du Livre des Morts á la Lumière d’une 

Theorie de la Performativité. Buchberger set out to make a thorough study of the meaning of the 

rubrics before applying theological interpretations,50 and except for the instances of xprw-rubrics in 

the Coffin Texts, he included numerous examples of transformations in Egyptian literature. Intended 

to consist of three volumes, the second and third intended to contain examinations of the 

transformation goals as well as theology, translation, comments and interpretation, are not 

published. Servajean’s study of the xprw-spells focuses on the performative and creative action of 

words, both spoken and written, while analysing the spells in Book of the Dead. A number of other 

studies concern xprw-spells in different text corpora, most of them relating to the Coffin Texts and 

Book of the Dead,51 but also demotic transformation texts.52 

 

I 4 Concepts relating to the identity of a dead person 

The Coffin Texts have extensive ‘lists’, where a large number of concepts of the identity of the dead 

are mentioned next to each other as a method of expressing its entireness.53 Particular texts concern 

the assembly of all the important components, while other spells focus on a reintegration of the vital 

parts of a person’s identity. Even though the purpose of these texts is often to ensure that every part 

of the person is intact in the Afterlife, they also provide different layouts of what a person ultimately 

consists of after death. These texts, and the result of the initial investigation of what a person 

consists of (Chapter II), provide a starting point for a further investigation into some of these 

                                                           
48

 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 2. See also Nyord, LingAeg 20, 165-184. 
49

 Englund, Människans Möjligheter, 11. This book is only published in Swedish, and thereby has only a limited 
reach. It is not primarily directed towards Egyptologists, but to a larger audience, only including references to a 
very limited amount of secondary literature. 
50

 Buchberger, Transformation und Transformat, 7. 
51 Willems, Heqata, 279-283 some of the Coffin Text spells with a xprw-rubric which occur on this coffin. 

Federn provides an interpretation of the xprw spells in the Coffin Texts and Book of the Dead in JNES 19 no 4, 

241-257. Žabkar, relates the xprw-spells of Book of the Dead to Tutankamon’s amulets in Thill and Geus (eds), 
Melanges offerts a Jean Vercoutter, 375-388, Brugsch, ZÄS 5, 21-26. Wilson mentions them briefly in Kousoulis 
(ed), Demonology, 86. 
52

 Legrain, Le Livre des Transformations, Smith, Traversing Eternity, 610-649, also in Backes, Munro and Stöhr 
(eds), Totenbuch-Forshungen: Gesammelte Beiträge des 2. Internationalen Totenbuch-Symposiums, 334-336. 
53

 See Chapter II. 
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individual concepts, and are partly the foundation for the selection of specific components in the 

following chapters.   

 The different concepts of identity are in various degrees connected to specific outcomes for 

the dead in the Afterlife. The method of listing in the Coffin Texts is also used for these outcomes, 

though these most often occur in rubrics, apparently as a summary of the most important positive 

aspects of the Afterlife. Through comparing the connections between lists of concepts of the 

identity, and lists of outcomes, the two categories can reveal parallels between individual parts and 

their nature and actions, and the functions which they can symbolise. 

 Due to the word limit of a doctoral thesis, the full range of concepts relating to the identity of 

the dead cannot be explored in detail. For this reason, focus has been concentrated on a limited 

number of concepts in order to investigate their nature, as well as their relationships to other 

concepts. To be able to include as many different aspects as possible, while limiting the number of 

parts of the identity, the selection has been influenced by the function of individual parts, their 

connections to other parts, and how they relate to the identity as a whole. Two main concepts have 

been chosen: the xprw and the bA, and they will be explored together with other concepts most 

closely connected to them, in order to show the importance of the interrelationships between the 

parts of the identity, and to add to the range of concepts of identity. From the two categories of 

listing, concepts of identity and outcomes, and the connection between them, the xprw and the bA 

are the two concepts which occur most often, and exhibit the most complex use.  

 The xpr or xprw, and the bA, can both be means by which a dead person or god manifests, in 

the meaning of taking on a specific form, an aspect of the person manifesting in a particular way for 

a particular reason. In this context, the manifestation can be representative of the person or god.54 

The bA and xprw are also parts of the identity of a person or a god, being included among others in 

contexts of what a person consists of. The study involves their roles as manifestations, 

representations of the dead and gods, and how this works for the bA and xprw respectively. Each 

concept is studied in relationship with the context in which it occurs, which inevitably leads to other 

areas of interest. In the case of the xprw, this involves among other things, the relationship between 

the xprw-rubrics and the spells, the function of identification, and rites of passage.55 Other concepts 

with the related meaning of ‘form’, is also included. The bA has a close relationship with other parts 

of the identity, such as the shadow and the corpse, and the relationship between them will be 

examined as well as the nature of the individual parts. The different functions of the bA, and the 

relationship between bA and bAw in the Coffin Texts is also a theme for Chapter IV. 

                                                           
54

 Which is also Žabkar’s main argument about the nature of the bA, Ba Concept, passim. 
55

 The god Khepri is largely left out due to the intended nature of this study, and the large size of the topic of 
the god alone, for example, Minas-Nerpel, Chepri. 
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I 5 Method 

The methodology has been to examine every instance of occurrence for each individual concept,56 

within the given text corpus. The spells have been translated and analysed, consulting a background 

of published translations and secondary literature. The contexts of the spells where the concepts 

occur are examined, and to a certain extent the surrounding spells. Specific passages have then been 

put together to provide a set of examples to demonstrate the points of the analyses, in order to 

form a picture of the nature of the concept. 

 This study is a textual one, aimed at exploring specific concepts and how they are treated in 

the texts, in order to provide a wider understanding of them from a textual context. Attempts to 

relate the themes discussed here to the placement of spells on the coffin,57 to the geographical 

origin,58 or to the order of the spells, have seldom been helpful for the aim of this study.59 Also, since 

full translations and analysis of the entire spells are not included here, the placement on the coffin 

and the geographical context play a lesser part in the interpretation.60 Focus here will not be 

concentrated on the dating sequences of the different coffins unless the differences have a very 

significant meaning,61 and their particular provenance is not generally taken into consideration as a 

criterion for analysis.62 

 Even though the Coffin Texts have been translated many times,63 translations and 

interpretations vary, showing considerable gaps in understanding some of the cultural and religious 

issues.64 Certain cultural-specific concerns and concepts demand a closer study to increase our 

understanding in order for us to provide a satisfactory translation and understanding.65 

                                                           
56

 Based mainly on van der Plas and Borghouts, Coffin Text Word Index and van der Molen, Dictionary of 
Egyptian Coffin Texts. 
57

 As, for example, Willems, Heqata,  Barguet, RdÉ 23, 15-22 reprinted in Barguet, Aspects de la 
Pensee Religieuse de I'Egypte Ancienne, 33-46, Münster, Isis, 24, Nyord, CdÉ 82, 5-34. 
58

 Hoffmeier in Willems (ed), The Words of the Coffin Texts, 45-54. 
59

 Compare Frandsen’s position in Kousoulis (ed), Demonology, 26. 
60

 Compare Willems, Heqata, see also Lesco in L’Égyptologie en 1979, 39-42 for the problems of 
reconstructing. 
61

 See Chapter IV under ‘The Shadow’ and Otto, Miscellanea Gregoriana, 151-160. 
62

 Hoffmeier in Willems (ed), The Words of the Coffin Texts, 45-54. 
63

 Faulkner, Coffin Texts I-III, Barguet, Textes des Sarcophages, Carrier, Textes des Sarcophages. Other studies 
that include a large number of translations are, for example, Willems, Heqata, with the spells occurring on that 
particular Coffin, and Nyord, Breathing Flesh, for Coffin Text spells which concern body parts. Many other 
individual spells have been translated and published, for example for the Book of the Two Ways, or the Shu-
spells. 
64

 On this subject, Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 1-6. 
65

 Though not everyone seems to agree about this, for example, Warburton, in his review of Nyord’s Breathing 
Flesh, thinks that, since there are translations and dictionaries for the Coffin Texts, ‘virtually all of the words 
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 Finding a modern translation for the ancient Egyptian concept is not the primary concern 

here. Instead the focus is on understanding of the concept itself, and in the broader context of the 

Egyptian vision of the make-up of an individual’s identity. The understanding and translation are of 

course closely related, but not entirely the same. In any language, words have several different 

meanings, and if we have a good understanding of the concept, we do not need to be as narrow or 

mechanical in our translations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
are clearly defined’, and since the texts have been translated before ‘the traditional activities of preparing a 
dissertation were already accomplished.’ Warburton, LingAeg 19, 375-386. 
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Chapter II Listing 

II 1 Listing parts of a person’s identity  

The literary technique of providing an extensive list as a way of expressing the whole, occurs in 

different genres of Egyptian literature. Epithets, titles, names, for example of a particular god, and 

different manifestations are listed in order to provide a detailed knowledge and understanding,66 as 

in the genre of litanies. Textual sources provide examples such as different temple and monument 

inscriptions, for example lists from Abydos of different names of gods. These lists seem to have an 

Old Kingdom origin, showing that the literary technique is older.67   

 In the Coffin Texts, a person’s identity can be expressed as the sum of several parts listed 

together. This way of listing several concepts belonging to an individual does not exclude views that 

one particular concept can represent the totality of a person, as has for example been argued about 

the bA.68 In some instances one part can clearly represent the whole person, to be listed beside 

components which make up a person in another instance. One view does not exclude the other. 

Different aspects of a person’s personality have different functions, as they do after death, for 

example, where by means of the different parts of the identity of the dead, he could visit different 

places.69 Even so, the occurrences of listing do not suggest that a person can actually be separated 

into parts which are clearly definable. They overlap, and function together as an organic entity. 

 The best known, and fullest example, is found in the 18th dynasty tomb of Amenemhet, which 

contains two lists. Offerings should in total be provided for the: kA, stele, destiny, lifespan, msxnt, 

rnnt , Khnum, bA, Ax, corpse, shadow and xprw.70 Other texts list different sets of components to fit 

their own purposes. The Liturgy of Opening of the Mouth for Breathing lists in the beginning of the 

text: mouth, bA, body, bones, limbs, muscles, spine, eyes, feet, ears, tongue, throat, lips, and heart.71 

In the Coffin Texts, the same method is used to describe the entire person to ensure their 

continuation in the Afterlife. 

                                                           
66

 Kousoulis in Kousoulis (ed), Demonology, XIII. See also Hornung, Conceptions of god, 86-91 about the 
multiply of names and manifestations of gods, and on the theme of names also Assmann, Theologie und 
Frommigkeit, 102-107. 
67

 Baines in Baines, James, Leahy and Shore (eds), Pyramid Studies, 124-133. 
68

 Žabkar, Ba Concept. On the subject of listing or not see also Gee in Nyord and Kjølby, Being in Ancient Egypt, 
1-14. 
69

 Harrington, Living with the Dead, 2, Žabkar, Ba Concept, 135 n.61. 
70

 TT 82, Davis and Gardiner, Amenemhet, 99-100, pls. XIX, XX XXII, XXIII. 
71

 As in P. Berlin 8351, Smith, The Liturgy of Opening the Mouth for Breathing, plate I, transliteration 23, 
translation 30. Compare Otto, Das Ägyptische Mundöffnungsritual I and II. 
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 The main problem with listing is the nature of the listing itself. There is considerable variation 

from spell to spell in the Coffin Texts, dependent on different outcomes for the identity and the 

purpose or result of the spell. These different outcomes can be listed accordingly, in a clear way in 

rubrics, but also as composite elements in the body of specific spells (see below). Since many of the 

spells in these corpora relate to the performance of ritual, and the listing is probably means of 

ensuring the continuation of the person’s life as a whole, names of different parts are interwoven in 

the ritual, and in the text defining its purpose. A large number of concepts can therefore be spread 

out in a single spell, so that they do not appear in the format of a simple list. Other spells only 

mention three or four components, but list them next to each other. The spells are not lists in 

themselves, but do list the components for the purpose of integrating them all after death. 

 A different problem is to define which components make up a person, and here in particular 

the components after death:72 after what Assmann calls the dissociation of the aspects, or 

elements.73 These are often said to be assembled or put together for the reconstruction74 of the 

entire person. Different texts approach this differently, choosing both to include different concepts, 

and different numbers of concepts.  

 The body (Dt)75 sometimes stands next to, for example, Ax, bA and heart, as one collective 

concept. At other times the body is divided up into different parts, detailed down to fingers and 

finger nails.76 Simply to include the collective parts, and to register all the detailed parts, would give 

a clear structure for the body parts, but it becomes more difficult with the less physical concepts of a 

person’s identity. The Ax can itself be considered to consist of other parts, such as the irw, qmA and 

šsA,77 perhaps corresponding to the notion of the body consisting of different body parts. However, 

most of the time the Ax stands on its own, and what it consists of is considerably harder to map, 

since it is culture specific, and does not precisely parallel either contemporary or later views of the 

immaterial concepts of a person. 

 Since the lists differ, one question is which, and how many, parts should be included. For 

example, Loprieno counts kA, bA and Ax as the most important concepts of the dead, and the ones 

most represented in the literature.78 Others choose to include other aspects of a person’s identity.79 

                                                           
72

 Not all parts being present before, for example Baines in Shafer (ed), Religion in Ancient Egypt, 145. 
73

 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 87-112. 
74

 Hays, Typological Structure of the Pyramid Texts I, 173. Nyord prefers the term reconstitution, Breathing 
Flesh, 48. 
75

 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 344-351. 
76

 See spell 761 below. 
77

 See Chapter IV. 
78

 Loprieno in Guksch, Hoffmann and Bommas (eds), Grab und Totenkult, 201-202. 
79

 For example: Lloyd in Simpson (ed), Religion and Philosophy, 117-120, Assmann, Death and Salvation, 89, 
Meyer-Dietrich, Seneni und Selbst, 356f, Englund, Människans Möjligheter, 16, Harrington, Living with the 
Dead, 2. 
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Outside of the most important, or commonly defined parts, the dead are also accompanied by 

specific ‘powers’, such as HkAw, Axw, sxmw, wsrt and nxt. While HkAw and Axw are connected to HkA 

and Ax, which are clearly concepts making up parts of a person’s identity, these other ‘powers’ are 

concepts which are often said to be ‘with’ the person, just as the more physically substantial 

components, or they are located within other body parts. In this way they also make up parts of the 

concept of a dead person as a whole. Even if they might not be separable parts of his personal 

identity, they might still be part of his personality. In this way there is a distinction of possessing 

qualities, since these can also change. On the other hand, the texts are not describing a specific 

personality, but the ideal person to whom these qualities should belong. 

  Other concepts, some of them perhaps being closer to specific feelings, might be added to 

the long list. This is because of the way they are expressed: to be with a person, in his flesh, heart or 

following him. They are in this context more like qualities or accessible potentials of a person, 

parallel to the previously mentioned ‘powers’.80 These concepts of, for example, fear (snD), respect 

(šfšft) and dread (nrw),81 can follow a person as a trait within himself, or as something which is 

projected onto others,82 being relational, rather than innate. In extension, qualities personified in 

gods, such as Hu and Sia, are paralleled with other characteristics belonging to a person. Nyord 

includes some of these concepts among the forms of a person that are contained inside the body,83 

while Englund defines Axw  and sxm as energies needed for transformation, and respect (šfšft) as a 

quality characteristic for self-realisation.84 The list can be extended with, for example, a tomb as an 

element of a person.85 

 What counted as physical parts and what is non-corporeal or immaterial ‘spiritual’ parts is not 

absolutely definable in the Coffin Texts. Some non-corporeal parts have more or less material 

aspects, such as the kA having a physical need for food, while the heart has non-physical functions. 

Assmann makes the divisions between a physical and a social sphere, placing the concepts of the 

body, limbs, corpse, bA and shadow in the physical sphere, and the kA, name and mummy in the 

social sphere, with the heart in between these spheres.86 Meyer-Dietrich makes the division 

between what she calls the ‘Kontinuitätsmodell’ and the ‘Entwicklung- und Entstehungsmodell’. In 

the first model she places the name, kA and corpse (XAt), and in the second concepts of the body (Dt, 
                                                           
80

 Bickel, SAK 15, 17-25 in particular 20-21. 
81

 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 404-417. 
82

 See Borghouts in Demarée and Janssen (eds), Gleanings from Deir el-Medina, 1-70 with some of these terms 
in the table on page 36-37. 
83

 Nyord treats these categories as ‘prototype attributes’, ‘emanative powers’ and ‘oral powers’, Breathing 
Flesh, for some discussion of them in general, 488. 
84

 Englund, Människans Möjligheter, with a list on page 16. 
85

 Te Velde in Kippenberg, Kuiper and Sanders (eds), Concepts of Person, 88. 
86

 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 89. The same division is made by Douglas, Natural Symbols, 72-91 also 
mentioned in Purity and Danger, 173. 
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Haw), the irw-form, bA, Ax and shadow.87 Englund divides the concepts into: ‘body and mind’88 (Haw, 

awt, HAty, Ht, Dt, HAt), ‘immaterial sides of the mind’ (rn, ib, kA, bA, šwyt, Ax), and she also adds 

‘energies needed for transformation’ (or guides and driving forces: the Horus eye, Ax HkAw and sxm) 

and qualities needed for self-realisation (or goals for the journey: saH, šfšft, nTr).89 Harrington makes 

the division between parts being present in life (kA, bA, rn, in, HAty, Xt, šwyt) attributes gained after 

death (XAt, saH) while Ax and HqA are placed in an category of ‘other’. She is also adding a category for 

objects created for the dead person’s continuation (including words for tomb, statues, offering 

tables, busts and shabtis).90 Other divisions have been made.91  

 In the corpus of the Coffin Texts it is easy to see which particular concepts are mentioned 

more frequently than others.92 However, such statistics do not provide a complete view of what 

might have been the most important parts, since they might be mentioned in a completely different 

context,93 that is not targeted in the definition of identity. For example, some guardians of the 

Netherworld can be described as the ones ‘who seize his bA and take away his shadow’,94 thereby 

increasing the statistics for these two concepts. Ultimately, it is the context of where and how the 

concepts occur which can tell us most about them. Rather than focusing on the crude statistics, a 

selection of passages will be presented. These passages have at least three, but often more, 

components of a person’s identity, relatively close to each other in the spell to resemble a list. The 

examples are those which seem to show best different categories of parts of a person’s identity, 

different styles of expressing a person’s identity as a sum of his parts, and the extent of parts which 

might be included in the total sum. 

 

II 1.1 The whole expressed by listing some parts 

In the series of spells 488-50095 bA, Ax, HkA and shadow are constantly listed next to each other.  BA, 

Ax and shadow occur on all coffins96 while the single coffin B3L also includes HkA in the list. Spell 491 

has: 

                                                           
87

 Meyer-Dietrich, Seneni und Selbst, 356f. 
88

 ‘Sinne’ in Swedish can refer both to mind and senses. Englund argues that it cannot be separated from the 
body, giving as an example, happiness having a positive physical effect on the body, Människans Möjligheter, 
19. 
89

 Englund, Människans Möjligheter, 16 and the table of content. 
90

 Harrington, Living with the Dead, table on page 2. 
91

 Csordas mentions some different views in Embodiment and Experience, 5- 6.  
92

 Through, for example, van der Plaas and Borghouts, Coffin Text Word Index. 
93

 Englund states that she includes the components that seems to be the most important based on that the 
‘constantly occur’ but does not provide any statistics, Människans Möjligheter, 15. 
94

 CT V 231n T1Cb, see Chapter IV. 
95

 At least in spells 488, 491,492, 497, 498, 499 and 500. For another spell possible belonging to this group see 
Hussein, in Thompson and Der Manuelian (eds), Egypt and Beyond, 171-195. 
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wn wAt n bA=i n Ax=i n HkA=i n šwyt=i A path is open for my bA, for my Ax, for my HkA and for 

my shadow.97 

aq=f Hr ra m-Xnw kAr=f So it will98 come into the sight of Re99 within his shrine 

mA=f nTr aA m irw=f mAa It will see the great god in his true form. 100 

These three, or four, parts of the person’s identity are not constantly addressed throughout the 

group of spells. Even if the bA, Ax, HkA and shadow101 are addressed in the beginning of the spells, the 

grouping is not necessarily retained later in the same spell when concerning other matters. The bA is 

the only part constantly addressed throughout all the coffins in this group of spells, and many of the 

themes, such as movement, are commonly ascribed foremost to the bA. In this passage the thought 

that the bA, Ax, HkA and shadow make out one unit is expressed through treating them as singular. 

This occurs frequently in this group of spells. Though the themes relating to the bA are in focus, in 

this group of spells it seems clear that the listing of three or four parts is a way of treating a person 

as a unity. 

 

II 1.2 Body parts 

While spells 488-500 mainly involve the parts of a person’s identity which are not conceived as 

corporeal, other spells focus on body parts. The assembling of body parts relates to Osiris and the 

work by Isis and Anubis, assembling and reconstructing him.102 A clear example of listing different 

body parts in spell 761 also makes each one divine by identifying it with a particular god. 

xpr.n=k tm.ti m nTr nb You have come into being, being complete as every 

god. 

tp=k m ra Hr=k m wp-wAwt Your head is Re, your face is Wepwawet, 

fnD=k m sb spty=k m sAty your nose is the jackal, your lips are the twins, 

msDrwy=k m ist Hna nbt-Hwt  

iw irty=k m sAty ra-tm 

your ears are Isis and Nephtys.  

Your eyes are the twins of Re-Atum, 

ns=k m DHwty your tongue is Thoth, 

Htt=k m nwt nHbt=k m gb your throat is Nut, your neck is Geb,  

rmnwy=k m Hr šna=k m Htp kA n ra nTr aA your shoulders are Horus, your chest is ‘he who 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
96

 For these three concepts together see also Urk. IV, 446 line 6. 
97

 In B3L. B9C omits HkA, T3Be only has shadow in this particular passage, and the other versions are damaged. 
98

 Or ‘may’, depending on if the speech should be seen as commands or as entreaties. 
99

 In B9C and B4C. B3L has aq=f Hr=k Xnw kAr=f. 
100

 CT VI 69a-c. C only B3L. 
101

 In coffin B3L, or the bA, Ax and shadow on other coffins. 
102

 DuQuesne in Koenig (ed), La Magie en Égypte, 240, Assmann, Death and Salvation, 34-35, Hollis in 
DuQuesne (ed), Hermes Aegyptiacus, 87-99. 
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imy=k pleases the kA of Re’, the great god who is in you, 

Drw=k m Hw xprr your flanks are Hu and Khepri, 

HpA=k m sb rwty your navel is the jackal of the Double Lions, 

psD=k m inp Xt=k m rwty your back is Anubis, 103  your belly is the Double Lions. 

iw awy=k m sAwy Hr HApy imstiw Your arms are the two sons of Horus, Hapy and 

Imsety, 

Dba=k ant=k m msw Hr your fingers and your nails are the children of Horus, 

psD=k m dwnw n iAxw your back is the Extender of Sunshine, 

wart=k m inpw your legs are Anubis, 

mnty=k m ist Hna nbt-Hwt your buttocks are Isis and Nephtys. 

iw rdwy=k m dwA-mwt=f qbHsnw=f Your feet are Duamutef and Kebhsenuf, 

nn at im=k šwt m nTr There is no member in you which lacks a god. 

Ts Tw wsir N pn Raise yourself, O this Osiris N!104 

The spell starts at the top of a person and goes down, mentioning different parts in turn and 

identifying them with gods and goddesses so that none is without.105 Some parts are identified with 

the same gods or goddesses so that, for example, both ears and buttock are Isis and Nephtys. There 

are other examples of Coffin spells Texts which also identify different parts with gods. This 

divinisation of the limbs, or Gliedervergottung, occurs in the mummification ritual and in various 

mortuary texts, but also in other genres.106 The Metternich stele, which has a spell for healing a cat, 

has parts of the cat’s body being identified with gods.107 The identification with gods has the same 

function in the texts, to resurrect or reassure the health of the body. 

 An interesting parallel is found in spell 292, where also parts of a body are listed. However, it 

is the body of a heron which the dead is identified with. 

iw DnHy=i m qmA šawt=f Hr-ib sAH=f My wings are his knife-throwers in the middle of his 

grant of land. 

iw bant=i m nfr mAAwt My neck is the one beautiful to see, 

Dbaw=i m nrtiw my fingers are the terrible one. 

iw irty=i m sšmwty ra My eyes are the (two) guides of Re. 

                                                           
103

 This seems to be out of place between the navel and the belly and then appears again in 392a, also Anubis 
occurs with the legs in 392b . 
104

 Spell 761 CT VI 391h-392f. 
105

 For this spell and the body parts, see Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 512-516. 
106

 Altenmüller, LÄ, 624-627, Quack, JAC 38, 97-122. 
107

 Allen, Art of Medicine, 50-54. See also PT 213 and Assmann, Death and Salvation, 335-36, Walker, BACE 4, 
83-101, and DuQuesne in Koenig (ed), La Magie en Égypte, 239-271, which also contains a short review of 
earlier research. 
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sšm=i sšnty I rule the marsh.108 

The focus in these passages is rather on the powerful and beautiful nature of the bird as it exercises 

its physical domination of the marsh with a description attached to the parts of the body 

mentioned.109 

 

II 1.3 Body parts and other aspects of a person’s identity 

One of the clearest examples including a large number of components of a person’s identity is spell 

304: 

Ax.n=i ip110.n=i  I have become an Ax (/the Ax -state belongs to me Ax 

n=i) I have assembled  

bA=i Hna=i my bA with me, 

ib=i m Xt=i my heart is in my belly, 

XAt=i m tA my corpse is in the earth, 

n rm=i s(y) I have not mourned it. 

iw bA=i Hna=i   My bA is with me, 

n wA=f r=i it is not far from me, 

HkAw m Xt=i HkAw is in my belly, 

n awA.t(w)=f it has not been robbed, 

Axw=i n=i xprw=i n=i my Axw belongs to me, my manifestations belong to 

me, 

r wnmt=i išt=i Hna kA=i so I will eat my meals with my kA 

imy tA=i pn  which is in this my earth. 

sDr=i mA.kwi rnp.kwi I will sleep being seen, being rejuvenated. 

Dd mdw wAd šma rdi n Ax r mAa=f   Recite (over) green upper Egypt stone to be placed on 

the Ax on his temple.111 

In this spell many different components of a person are assembled. The different parts are close 

with him, and have not been taken away. The result is that the speaker is asleep and physically 

rejuvenated rather than dead. The components here are: Ax, bA, heart (ib), belly, corpse, HkA, 

manifestations (xprw) and kA. 

 A similar example, though much shorter, is found in spell 20:  

                                                           
108

 CT IV 43f-j following B2L. 
109

 See Chapter III under ‘birds’. 
110

 Spelled itp in B3L. 
111

 Following B1P, CT IV 57d-58g, 58g only B1P in red. 
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di.t(w) n=k ib=k n mwt=k HAty=k n Dt=k 

 

You are given your heart (ib) of your mother and your 

heart (HAty) of your body,112 

bA=k Hr tA XAt=k Hrt sATw your bA is on earth, your corpse which is on the ground. 

t n Xt=k mw n xx=k Bread for your belly, water for your throat, 

TAw nDm n šrt=k sweet wind for your nose.113 

 

II 1.3.1 Being intact  

Spell 229 contains sentences which are building up different parts of a person, expressed by wishes 

directed to ‘you who are on the head of the Great One’,114 a goddess who is described as:  

Tst bA sqdt swyt the one who knits up the bA and builds up shadows.115 

In the same way different sentences express wishes for the goddess to restore the dead in different 

ways: 

sAq=T anx n Htt sAx=T w(i) you will assemble(?) life for the throat, you will cause 

me to be Ax 

Xnm=T awt=i you will unite my limbs 

Ts=T Hr=i you will knit together my face 

sqd=T bA=i you will construct my bA 116 

In this spell there are two elements: positive sentences of a person’s parts being put together, and 

negative sentences that deny that the demolition of a person will occur: ‘the head will not be cut off, 

the neck will not be severed’.117 Both physical body parts and other concepts belonging to a person’s 

identity are put together in the same way of building up a person or denying his destruction. The 

same verbs are also used for both body parts and the less physical parts of a person. For example Ts 

is used both in knitting together the bA118 and the face.119 This creates a very concrete picture of the 

different parts of a person being put together by the goddess. In total, the parts of a person 

mentioned are the bA,120 shadow,121 Ax,122  name,123 heart (ib and HAt),124 HkAw,125 head,126 face,127 

                                                           
112

 Compare BoD 30B with ib from the mother and HAty belonging to a man’s xprw, Budge, Chapters of Coming 
Forth by Day I, 129 line 11. 
113

 CT I 56c-f, following T9C. 
114

 CT III 294a. 
115

 CT III 295a. 
116

 CT III 295d-g. 
117

 CT III 296c-e. 
118

 CT III 295a. 
119

 CT III 295f. 
120

 CT III 295a, g. 
121

 CT III 295a. 
122

 CT III 295d, 296b, m. 
123

 CT III 296e. 
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front,128 neck,129 throat,130 limbs,131 corpse,132 nose,133 and mouth.134 In other spells, for example 441, 

the body is included in the listing as Dt, but spell 229 does not talk about the body as a whole, but 

rather breaks it down into separate parts.  

 The Netherworld has different guardians, demons, creatures between human and gods,135 

who can hinder or threaten different aspects of a person’s identity. One example are beings called 

Mrwty who in spell 441 come to take away a man’s bA from him.136 The components in this spell are 

bA,137 HkA,138 kA,139 Ax,140 heart (ib),141 and body (Dt).142 In contrast to spell 229 when the goddess is 

asked to put together a person’s different parts,143 the speaker in this spell already has the parts and 

refuses to let them be separated. 

 Spell 453 and 454 have some very similar lines and almost seem to be variants of the same 

text. As in spells 229 and 441 the theme is the risk of not being intact. In this spell there are specific 

beings who are addressed as ‘those mutilating the body’, but not of the speaker of the spell.144 

Spell 453 starts: 

xsfy s<w>xA m Xrt-nTr Driving off false speech145 in the realm of the dead 

iw r xtm r n s m Xrt-nTr146 and the one who comes to seal up a man’s mouth in 

the realm of the dead. 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
124

 CT III 296h, k. 
125

 CT III 296m, 298a. 
126

 CT III 294a, 296a, c, 297h, j. 
127

 CT III 295c, f, 296j. 
128

 CT III 294b. 
129

 CT III 294b, 295c, 296a, d, 297j. 
130

 CT III 295d, 297k. 
131

 CT III 295e. 
132

 CT III 296i. 
133

 CT III 298c. 
134

 CT III 296g, m. 
135

 Defined as such in, for example, Kousoulis in Kousoulis (ed), Demonology, IX-XIV, Lucarelli, BMSAES 15, 85-
102, and in Backes, Munro, Stöhr (eds), Totenbuch-Forschungen, 203-212. 
136

 CT V 297a. See Chapter IV under ‘Beings being bad to the bA ‘. 
137

 CT V 297a, f, 299b. 
138

 CT V 299b. 
139

 CT V 297f. 
140

 CT V 297f,g, 298a, 299d (Axw ). 
141

 CT V 297g. 
142

 CT V 299g. 
143

 See also spell 532 and 850. The rubric at the end of spell 850 –which is actually the final line on the side of 

the coffin-  concerns not compelling an Ax to labour in the Afterlife. The connection with the joining of 
members is not obvious and it is not certain that it really belongs to the passage.  
144

 See also spell 384 and 491, Chapter IV under ‘Shadow’. 
145

 As in the BoD version, spell 90 which clearly has swxA, ‘false speech’ or ‘speech impediment’. See also 
Barguet, Textes des Sarcophages, 211, Morenz, Beiträge zur Schriftlichkeitskultur, and Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 

363 and n.3703 for a further discussion about the word. The other possibility is that sxA ‘remembrance’ should 
in this context have the meaning of ‘bad remembrance’, as in Faulkner, Coffin Texts II, 85.  
146

 B2L. 
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i Hsq tpw sn wsrt O you who cuts off heads and sever necks 

dd s<w>xA m r n Axw and who places false speech in the mouth of the Axw 

xtm r n Axw Hr HqAw imy Xwt=sn and who closes the mouth of the Axw because of the 

HkAw which is in their bellies. 

n(n) Hsq=k tp=i You will not cut off my head, 

n(n) sn=k wsrt=i nor sever my neck, 

n(n) wd=k s<w>xA m r=i pn and you will not place false speech in this my mouth. 

n(n) xtm=k r=i Hr HkAw imy Xt=i You will not seal up my mouth because of the HkAw 

which is in my belly 

mi irr=k r Axw Hr HkAw imy Xwt=sn as you do to the Axw because of the HkAw which is in 

their bellies.147 

 The physical and spiritual parts of a person’s identity are not separated in a strict way in the 

different spells but intermixed. In spells 304 and 20, the physical body parts are numbered alongside 

the less physical concepts, and other spells ascribe physical means to some of the ‘spiritual’ parts, so 

for example spell 453 which talks about the mouth of an Ax. The HkAw in the belly will be hindered to 

come out if the mouth is physically sealed. Our categories of ‘physical’ and ‘spiritual’ are not easily 

applicable on the Egyptian concepts. 

 

II 1.4 Including ‘powers’ 

The different ‘powers’, which can be expressed to be with the dead person in a similar way as 

aspects of his personality, are also prominent in spells which focus on consuming them. In spell 1017 

the speaker feeds on different parts and beings, including ‘the sitting ones’, Axw, kA, gods and elders. 

It also has passages about joining parts together, as in the spells above. In spell 1017 ‘powers’ such 

as Axw, hqAw, sxmw and wsrt are also included and taken, swallowed or joined by the speaker. 

r n anx m HkAw m gswy-dpt m prwy Spell for living on hqAw and on protection148 in the two 

houses. 

i sAH sp 2 mk wi ii.ki m HqA bAqt O Orion, O Orion, see  I have come as the ruler of the 

moringa-tree. 

wnm.n=i kAw wšb.n=i m Hmwst I have eaten the kAw, I have fed on Hmwst,149 

anx=i m Axw nTrw smsw I live on the Axw, the gods and the elders. 

                                                           
147

 CT V 322a-j. 
148

 Following Faulkner Coffin Texts III, 117 and n.1 119; but literally, ‘the two sides of the boat’. See also spell 
468 below. 
149

 For the female equivalent of the kA, see for example Ritner, Magical Practice, 36-37, Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 
79. 
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iw in.n=i štAw rnw I have reached those secret of names. 

iw dmD.n=i m gsyw-dpt m prwy I have joined in the protection in the two houses. 

dmDw in.n=i m pt in.n=i m Hms wsrt=i O you who joins, I have had reached150 the sky and I 

have reached the one who sits on my neck. 

šw šd.n=i m šbb bAw The one whom I have taken from the throat of the 

bAw is lifted up/is lacking. 

dmD.n=i m Xt=i //// m šbb=i I have joined in my belly /// in my throat. 

iw dmD.n=i ptH I have joined Ptah. 

dmDw smAw.n=i dmD.n=i Axw O you who joins, I have united and I have joined the 

Axw, 

dmD.n=i sxmw {sxmw} smsw I have joined the powers and the Elders. 

ink wsr r itw I am stronger than the fathers. 

ink nxt r šmsw r=f I am one mightier than those who are older than him. 

iw=i apr.ki m rxt.n=sn nbt nTrw imyw bAH I am equipped with all what they have learned (all 

they know), the gods who are ancestors. 

iw iT.n=i wsrt=sn I have taken their might. 

iw am.n=i Axw=sn //=sn iw wnm.n=i HkAw=sn I have swallowed their Axw and their//. I have eaten 

their HkAw. 

iw ir.n=i xrt m dšrt tHnti I have made a slaughtering of gleaming blood. 

iw=i m Ax apr in sAH r=i I come as an equipped Ax. Orion says to me: 

iw apr.n=k Axw=sn nbw “You have equipped (yourself with) all their Axw. 

n smx=k im You have forgotten nothing from it. 

m Tw ii.ti Ax.ti apr.ti See, you have come, Ax-ed and equipped151 

 In spell 573 the dead is also consuming parts of a person for the sake of power.152 In this spell 

the deceased eats and swallows, so that the HkA, Axw and bA of gods are in him.  

wnm=i m HkAw=sn I eat from their HkAw. 

sam=i m Axw=sn I swallow down from their Axw. 

iw wsr=i r=sn xr=i My strength, more than theirs, is in my possession. 

iw Axw=sn m-Xnw awy=i Their Axw are in my hands. 

iw bA153=sn xr=i Their bA are in my possession. 

iw šwywt=sn xr nb=sn Their shadows are in the possession of their lord. 

                                                           
150

 A parallel to dmD.n=i m, probably with the same meaning of joining in (m). 
151

 CT VII 236a-237b. 
152

 Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 134-135, Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 381-392. 
153

 Coffin G2T has bAw in plural, S1C and S2C in singular. 
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iw HkAw=sn m-Xnw Xt=i Their HkAw are in my belly.154 

The components of a person mentioned in total in this spell are bA,155 shadow,156 Ax/ Axw ,157 HkA/ 

HkAw,158 manifestations (xprw),159 hearts (HAwt and ib),160 and belly (Xt).161 The parts consumed by the 

speaker do not belong to the dead himself, and the only ones already belonging to the dead are Ax, 

bA and HkA. However, the list is still very similar to other spells which talk about the dead, and by 

consuming the parts is connected to gathering the own parts of a person.162 

 

II 1.5 Including ‘powers’, feelings and other 

Spell 469 has a description of how the dead person has come in his saH. This spell also associates 

respect (šfšft) and fear (snD) with the speaker, in the same way as sxm, wsrt and nxt are with him and 

in his body. Also Hu and Sia are mentioned in the spell.163 

ii.ki xa.ki bA.ki qA.kwi nTr.kwi kAr.ki m saHw=i 

pw nTrw164 

I have come, appeared, bA-ed, exalted, become divine 

and enshrined in this my divine saHw. 

rdi n=i bA=i  

sxm=i m Hw 

My bA gives me  

my power over Hu. 

am.n=i siA n nTr nb I have swallowed the Sia of every god. 

nHm=i wsrwt Axw I take away the powers/necks(?) of the Axw. 

xfa.n=i Axw=sn I have grasped their Axw 

isT wnm.n=i HkAw=sn once I have eaten their HkAw. 

ink wa iwty snwy=f I am the unique one who has no equal. 

iw Dsrt m Xt=i The red crown is in my belly, 

iab.n=i mswt=sn I have gathered their children together. 

iw in.n=i tm sp 2 I have brought everything. 

n sp nwD m Xt nt Ax siA Never did anything/anyone escape from the body of 

the Ax of Sia. 

                                                           
154

 CT VI 181i-182c. 
155

 CT VI 177l, 178e, 182a. 
156

 CT VI 182b. 
157

 CT VI 177m, n 178g, 180a, 181j, l. 
158

 CT VI 178a, j, k, 179c, 181i, 182c, 183e. 
159

 CT VI 178i. 
160

 CT VI 178h,j, 179c, 181c. 
161

 CT VI 178k, 179f. 
162

 Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 167, Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 392. 
163

 For Hu and Sia connected with body parts Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 368-378, for a discussion about the 
spell’s celestial allusions, 381-388, and fear and related feelings 404-417. See also spell 936. 
164

 B2L is followed in this line because some destruction in S2C. In the rest of the passages S2C is followed. 
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iw in.n=i Hwy ipwy I have brought these two Hu. 

wnm=sn wnmw HkAw mm gswy-dpt dmDw 

sxmw=sn165/HkAw=sn166 Axw=sn 

They eat the food: HkAw  from the entire protection, 

their powers/ their HkAw and their Axw. 

iw iT.n bA=i HA-nbwt My bA has taken HA-nbwt:167 

iw in.n=i nrw m Xt=i I have acquired dread in my belly, 

šfšft=i m spty=i wsrw=i m šbb=i respect of me on my lips, my might in my gullet, 

wr=i m ib=i snD=i m iwf=i my greatness in my heart, and the fear of me in my 

flesh, 

nxt=i m awy=i sxmw=i m rdwy=i my strength in my hands, my power in my legs. 

ink HqA awy=f wsr m ib=f  I am he who rules (by) his hands and who is mighty in 

his heart.168 

The spell also has kA later in the text. The different parts, powers and qualities are located in 

different parts of the body.169  

 The nature of many of the concepts of the dead, such as the Ax, was obviously considered 

having many physical features. Here they are also eaten, swallowed and said not to escape. This, 

together with giving something a location, gives the concept a more physical nature. The emphasis 

on the physicality of the immaterial dissolves the boundary between what we might consider being 

physically touchable and not.  

 

II 1.6 Negative counterparts 

The listing of different parts to make up a total identity occurs in negative form in texts describing 

the destruction of enemies. Spell 769 has an example including the bA and other outcomes. 

ir nTr nb wA.t(y)[=f(y) sw m] N pn As for any god who shall oppose [himself] against this 

N: 

n wnt t=f n wnt t-HD=f His bread does not exist, his white bread does not exist, 

n wnt spd=f n wnt bA=f his supplies does not exist, his bA does not exist. 

n wnt pr=f r Hwt-Hr irt pt He does not go out to Hathor who is in the sky. 

nTr nb swt tm.t(y)=f(y) wAD sw m N pn But any god who will not oppose himself against this N 

swt pw w[nn t]=f swt pw wnn t-HD=f  It is he whose bread exists, it is he whose white bread 

exists, 

                                                           
165

 S2C. 
166

 B2L. 
167

 The meaning is obscure. The word also occurs in spell 689 CT VI 320w but is written slightly different. 
168

 Spell 469 CT V 391d-392i, following B2L. 
169

 See also spell 689 which also include for example Hu, Sia, Axw, HkAw, bAw, nxt, sxm and others. 
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swt pw wnn spd=f swt wnn bA=f it is he whose supplies exist, he whose bA exists. 

swt pw pr=f r Hwt-Hr irt pt It is he who will go to Hathor who is in the sky.170 

 A clear example can be found in papyrus Bremner-Rhind where a number of parts of Apep are 

denied existence.  

nn wn šwyt=k your shadow does not exist171 

… 

nn wn bA=k m-a bAw your bA does not exist among the bAw, 

nn wn XAt=k xnty XAwt your corpse does not exist at the head of the 

corpses172 

The outcome of the ritual is the annihilation of Apep, and instructions are also given here for 

recitation: how a wax body of Apep shall be made, how he shall be drawn on papyrus and be set on 

fire.173 Here just a few examples are given. Many components belonging to a being’s identity are 

here described as non-existent. Even if papyrus Bremner-Rhind is from a much later period than the 

Coffin Texts, the same way of listing different parts of a person to make sure of their complete 

annihilation remains.174 

 The parts named as belonging to a person as consistent of his or her identity fluctuate, and it 

is not always clear what qualities belonging to a person should be considered as consistent parts of 

that identity. Qualities belong to someone’s personality, but perhaps they are not a separable, or 

even inseparable, part of their identity. Sometimes qualities are treated in a very similar way to 

constituent parts. However, many of these parts are not really individually distinctive, since they 

overlap and elude a strict definition.175 

 What the spells do show is that a person can be seen as the sum of many parts.176 Since 

different spells include different parts of a person, a person could be described as differently made 

up, depending on what the spell chooses to focus on. The great variety of number of components 

included in these lists indicates both an undogmatic approach to what an identity consists of, as well 

as a stylistic flexibility expressed by the texts. Since the dead also had many spells with them, the 

exclusion of a certain part in one spell does not mean it was not included elsewhere on the coffin, or 

other funerary equipment, for that particular person. The importance seemed to be the result, in 

                                                           
170

 CT VI 403i-p. 
171

 Bremner-Rhind 26.17.  
172

 Bremner-Rhind 26.18. 
173

 Bremner-Rhind 26.20. 
174

 On the front of the Metternich stela there is a spell against Apep which expresses in a similar way that parts 
of the snake are not existing or have been severed. Allen, Art of Medicine, 50-53. 
175

 See for example spells 488-500 in Chapter IV. 
176

 Assmann, Death and Salvation, especially his chapters on Death as Dismemberment, 23-38, and Death as 
Dissociation, 87-112. 
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expressing a person as a whole by the method of joining different parts, giving them a particular 

location, or similar. Even if some parts of a person are mentioned more often than others, it seems 

to be that the person as a whole, intact and complete after death, is the primary message. 

 

 

II 2 Listing of Outcomes 

II 2.1 Rubrics and knowledge 

The content of the Coffin Texts often envisages what the actual Afterlife will be like for the person 

reaching it. A particular spell is often concerned with a limited number of themes regarding the 

Afterlife, for example eating and walking upright. Rarely, Coffin Text spells extensively list various 

outcomes for the dead in the Afterlife, when they do, the spells vary in length, form and number of 

different outcomes listed, making set criteria also for this kind of listing difficult. There are spells 

which clearly raise a variety of outcomes wished for, interwoven in dialogue but not listed next to 

each other. 

 The clearest examples of listing are found in rubrics, the majority written in red, at the 

beginning or, for this kind of rubrics more commonly, at the end of a spell. Since rubrics are 

characteristically shorter, the outcomes mentioned are also stylistically closer to lists. One particular 

category introduces the lists with the presumption that any man who has knowledge of this spell will 

enjoy the following in the Afterlife. 177  

II 2.1.1 Spells with the ‘knowledge-formula’ 

Spell 83 is written entirely in red and appears as a rubric after the Shu-spells.178 It first contains 

instructions for the spells to be performed, and then the outcome of the spells for anyone who 

knows it. 

ir s nb rx r pn n mwt.n=f mwt wHm As for any man who knows this spell, he does not die a 

second death, 

n xpr.n xt nb Dw179 nothing bad happens. 

n sxm.n xft=f im=f His enemies do not have power over him. 

n sAA.n sw HkAw tp tA Dt HkAw does not constrain him on earth ever. 

                                                           
177

 Some spells have been left out. Spell 576 also contains the same formula but does not list numerous 
different outcomes. It is only concerned with the dead enjoying sex in the Afterlife. Other spells have a similar 
formulation, but exclude the knowledge formula, so for example spell 1098 “As for any man who is in his 
following he will live in the following of Thoth” CT 384b, but it is not followed by an actual list. 
178

 Spells 75-83. Willems, World of Coffin Texts, 205, Heqata, 275 n.1581. 
179

 Only S1C and M23C and both are a bit destroyed but compliment each other fairly well. 
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prt pw in s r mrr=f m Xrt-nTr It means going forth by a man as he wishes in the 

realm of the dead. 

xpr pw m Ax iqr xr wsir It means becoming an equipped Ax with Osiris.180 

 In spell 228 the speaker is close to Osiris, and he travels and cultivates the land, giving a 

picture of a pleasant continuous life. The rubric is in the beginning of the spell. 

r n aq Xr HAt prt Xr pHyw m qAb wnmw t n 

wsir 

Spell for entering in front and going out behind in the 

middle of the ones who eat bread of Osiris. 

iw Ax irt st Doing it is Ax.181 

ir s nb rx r pn As for any man who knows this spell 

km=f rnpt 110 m [an]x He will complete 110 years in [life] 

iw rnpt 10 im m Dr sDb=f Hmt-r 10 years thereof after his lifetime(?).182 The ritual 

[craft] 

m irt s xm rx consists of what a man does, being ignorant or being 

knowledgeable. 

ir sDA=f r Xrt-nTr If he proceeds to the realm of the dead, 

wnm=f t r-gs wsir he will eat bread beside Osiris.183 

The content of the spell clearly connects the speaker with Osiris and thereby places him in the 

realms of the dead. However, the title states that the person knowing it will live 110 years and 

thereby ten years beyond the hoped for lifespan,184 and then proceed to the Netherworld. These 

comments seem to imply that it is to be used in life rather than after death and the spell has been 

used in contexts of arguments about the spells being used by the living.185  

 In spell 339 Thoth is asked to vindicate Osiris in tribunals in different locations.186 The rubric 

appears last: 

ir rx nn iw=f ir=f xprw m bik sA ra As for the one who knows this, he makes 

manifestation as a falcon, the son of Re. 

                                                           
180

 CT II 47b-48a. The end of the spell, CT II 48b-d, is mostly lost. Both b and d seem to contain something 
about not dying (again) so presumably the spell continues in the same manner or repeats what has been said 
before. 
181

 From here on only B2L continues. 
182

 sDbw though normally translated as ‘impediment’ WB 380-381 also lists sDb as a synonym to life, possibly 
that is what is meant here. 
183

 Spell 228 CT III 266a-267i. 
184

 As extraordinary people can live to be 110 years as Djedi in Westcar, Blackman, Kheops and the Magicians, 
8 Westcar 7.1-7.2. See also Baines in Schafer (ed), Religion in Ancient Egypt, 137-146, Parkinson in Loprieno 
(ed), Ancient Egyptian Literature, 139, and Kees, Göttinger Totenbuchstudien, 31-34 about BoD spell 70 and  
Assmann in DuQuense (ed), Hermes Aegyptiacus, 19-25 who interprets the ten years to be the first ten years 
of childhood, rather than ten extra ones. 
185

 See Chapter III under ‘Usage’.  
186

 CT IV 338a-k. 
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[ir r]x nb nn tp//f n Htm.n=f  n (Htm.n=f) bA=f 

r nHH 

[As for] anyone [who knows] this upon, /// he does 

not perish, his bA does not perish for eternity. 

Htm xft=f pw iw=f wnm t m pr wsir But his enemy perishes, and he eats bread in the 

house of Osiris 

iw=f aq=f Hwt-nTr nt/////nb?mnx  he enters the temple of every(?) potent /// 

iw ///Awt/// /////// 

n wnm.n=f Hs////// He does not eats excrement/////187 

 The major part of spell 404 is about what should be said in different passages to the 

Netherworld, either to beings such as gate keepers, or for the dead being able to name specific 

objects, such as parts of the ferry boat. The very last part of the spell concerns the effect of knowing 

it. 

ir <r>x r pn As for anyone who knows this spell, 

iw=f hA=f r sxt iArw he goes down to the field of rushes. 

iw di.tw n=f šns ds psn AHt š(?) mH 7 m it 

mitt iry m bdt 

He is given a šns-loaf, a beer-jug, a psn-cake and 7 

land cubits with barley and likewise of emmer. 

in šmsw Hr188 Asx st It is the followers of Horus who reap it. 

wša.xr=f  nn n it nn n bdt  So that then he shall chew this barley and this emmer. 

sin.xr=f iwf=f im He shall rub his flesh therewith. 

wn.xr Haw=f ///mi nn n nTrw His limbs will be /// like those of the gods. 

iw=f pr=f m sxt iArw He goes out in/from the field of rushes 

m xprw nbw mrr=f xpr/// in any manifestations he wishes, manifestations ////189 

 Spell 503 only has three short passages about ascension, before the B3L version continues on 

its own with a rubric: 

Dd mdw in rx mDAt tn To be recited by the one who knows this book. 

iw=f pr=f r Dd ib=f m xprw nb mrw prt im=f He goes forth, so his heart will endure in every form 

which one wishes to go forth in. 

nk=f mtwt=f [a]d(.w) tp tA so he will ejaculate his seed well190 on earth, 

iwa=f wn(.w) r nHH his heir existing forever, 

n nDr.n=Tw bA=f his bA is not constrained, 

n grg.n=Tw šwyt=f his shadow is not snared. 

                                                           
187

 CT IV 338l-339d. 
188

 Lost in B10C but visible in B5C and B7C. 
189

 CT V 199b-200d. The three versions which have these last lines B5C and B7C are mostly in red, but very 
destroyed. B10C is therefore followed, still treating it as a rubric. 
190

 See CT VI 89 n.2 and Faulkner Coffin Texts II, 141 n.3. 
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sšr mAa HH n sp A matter a million times true.191 

 Spell 651 is only available in one version and starts with a greeting and praise addressed to 

Sekhmet. It then continues: 

ir rx mdw nTr pn wnn=f m pt Hna ra mm nTrw 

ntyw m pt 

As for the one who knows words of this god, he will be 

in the sky together with Re among the gods who are in 

the sky. 

iw di.t(w) n=f mAa xrw m DADAt nbt hAAt=f 

im=s 

Justification is given to him in every tribunal which he 

goes into. 

iw=f wnm=f t m st nbt rwwt=f r=s He eats bread in every place which he goes out to. 

iw=f ir=f xprw m mrrt=f nbt He makes manifestations as everything which he 

wishes. 

šs mAa mtt pw  It is a matter exactly true.192 
 Spell 712 is almost entirely in red but for a couple of passages. 

dmD m nTr m pt To reassemble193 as a god in the sky 

pAt pAAt  ir Hwty The pAt-cake is that which flies up to the two mansions 

xbA pw n?194 nt  They are destruction places(?) of the red crown 

ir rx r iw r pn m sxt Htp As for one who knows the spell in the fields of 

offerings (or As for one who knows the spell. This spell 

is in the fields of offerings), 

iw=f ir=f xt nb mrrt=f he does everything that he wishes 

mi wnt.n=f tp tA just as he was on earth  

isT sw sb(.w) kA=f once he has gone to his kA.195 

 Spell 760 is about Mehen. Isis has brought Mehen as a protection for Horus and everything 

has gone well because of that, for example, he has inherited the bark from Re. The spell is only 

available in one version and has no passages in red. The passages below are the end of the spell. 

ir Ax nb rx rn n  psD pn rx rn=f As for any Ax who knows the name of this shining one 

and who knows his (the gods) name 

sbAw////////m smA m dHr? mi <of> the gate/////// 196 

ir [r]x rn n wAt=f  iptn As for the one who knows the name of these its roads, 

swt pw aq r mHn it is he who enters to Mehen. 
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 CT VI  89i-o. 
192

 CT VI 273d-h. 
193

 In the meaning ‘to become whole’. 
194

 CT VI n.2. Perhaps it should be a n anyhow? 
195

 Spell 712 CT VI 343a-g. 
196

 Thought the beginning is lost, it seems to be the name of the gate. 
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ir rx r pn n sk.n=f Dt As for the one who knows this spell, he never perishes 

anx=f m anxt ra he lives on that which Re lives (on) 

m st ra psD sAAt sbw ipn m HH m sA HH on the seat of the shining Re which guards these gates 

in millions after millions (of years).197 

Where the spells normally have ‘any man’, this spell instead has Ax to know the spell, name and 

roads. The spell associate his passage with that of the sun.  

 Spell 1035 is quite short and is therefore given here in full. Three out of six versions have most 

of the spell in red, starting from the ‘knowledge formula’. 

swA.n=i wAwt nt  rA-sTw Hrt mw tA I have passed the roads of Rostau, which are on water 

and on land 

wAwt nw nt wsir and these are the roads of Osiris. 

iw=sn m Dr n pt They are on the edge of the sky. 

ir s nb rx r pn n hAt im=sn iw=f m nTr Dsr m 

šmsw DHwty198 

As for any man who knows this spell for going down 

by them, he is a sacred god in the following of 

Thoth.199 

iw=f grt hA=f r pt nbt He moreover goes down to every sky 

mrrt=f hAt im=s into which he wishes to go down. 

ir swt iwty rx.n=f swAt Hr wAwt ipwt iT=f200 m 

aAbt mwt 

But as for he who does not know how to pass on 

these roads, he is taken by a stroke201 of death 

šAt m iwty swt202 n mAat=f Dt which is ordained, as one who is not, and who has no 

maat forever.203 

 Spell 1087 is also short and given in full below. Only the very last passage is not written in red 

in the three versions where it occurs.204 

mdwt nw ntt m-Xnw kkw This is the speech which is in the middle of darkness. 

ir Ax nb rx s(y) iw=f anx=f As for any Ax who knows it, he lives 

mm anxw among the living. 

iw sDt HA=s Fire is around it (the speech). 

Xrt rDw pw n wsir It is what is under the efflux of Osiris. 

ir s nb rxt(y)=f(y) s(y) n sk.n=f im Dt As for any man who will know it, 

                                                           
197

 Spell 760 CT VI 390i-o.  
198

 Following B1L, the versions are only slightly different with no real impact on the meaning. 
199

 Red in 3 of 6 versions. 
200

 In B1C. 
201

 Following Lesco, Book of Two Ways, 21 and note ab, 22. 
202

 B1C has sw. 
203

 Spell 1035 CT VII 282a-283c following B2L unlss stated otherwise. 
204

 B5C, B1Bea, B1Pb. B2L has 365g-366c in black.  
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he does not perish there, forever 

Dr rx=f wnt(y)=s(y) m rA-sTAw since he knows what will be in Rostau, 

štA rA-sTAw Dr xr=f im Rostau is hidden, since he falls (dead) there. 

iw hA(t)205 Hr xAst The descent is from the desert. 

Xrt a pw wnnt Xr=f m ddw This is writing material that were his (Osiris)206 

possession in Djedu. 

iwtyw pw n wsir rA-sTAw Rostau is the purification of Osiris. 

ir s nb nty im As for any man who is there, 

iw=f mAA=f wsir ra nb he sees Osiris every day 

TAw m nfA=f and breath is in his nose. 

n mni.n=f Dt  He does not die, forever, 

Dr rx=f r n swA Hr=s since he knows the spell for passing it.207 

 Spell 1130 is the creation spell of the Coffin Texts and the end of The Book of Two Ways.208 

B1L has added a few lines in black after the spell, and after the rubric following the spell. 

ir s nb rx r pn wnn=f /// m pt [iAbt]209 As for any man who knows this spell, he will ////(Re?) 

in the [eastern sky] 

mi wsir m-Xnw dwAt   like Osiris within the Netherworld.  

iw=f hA=f r šnwt n//t He goes down to the circle of fire 

n wnt sDt r=f Dt r nHH There cannot be a flame against him for ever. 

iw=s pw m Htp sp 2 It has come to an end satisfactorily.210 

Being the end of The Book of Two Ways the one who knows this spell will both be like Re and like 

Osiris in their places respectively.211 

 In spell 1131 the speaker addresses his father and raises him up and just before the rubric he 

says that he has come to see Osiris. 

sšm n aAwy Axt xtm.n=sn Hr nTrw Guide to the double doors of the horizon, which they 

have closed on the gods. 

                                                           
205

 Possibly? Something seems to be missing. 
206

 Or ‘which carried him’. 
207

 Spell 1087 CT VII 364b-366d, following B5C. 
208

 See for example Lesco, Book of Two Ways, Hermsen, Zwei Wege des Jenseits, Robinson in O’Connor and 
Quirke (eds), Mysterious Lands, 139-159, Hornung, Books of the Afterlife, 11-12, Assmann, Search for God, 174-
177, Lesco in Schafer (ed), Religion in Ancient Egypt, 101-102, Parkinson, Voices from Ancient Egypt, 32-34. 
209

 CT VII 471 n.7. 
210

 CT VII 471c-g following B1L as B1C is quite destroyed. This is also the section which de Buck has placed as 
spell 1031 B3L CT VII 262f-j. The last bit is simply the colophon that ends written texts, Lenzo Marchese, BIFAO 
104 (1), 359-376, this particular Coffin Text passage is mentioned in n.10, 360.  
211

 Lesco thinks that these passages bring Re and Osiris together, both gods being equally good to follow, so 
the choice would not matter, Book of Two Ways, 129-133.  
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rn n irw=sn nw nt(y) m šs These are the name of their keepers which are in 

writing. 

qd=sn pw Hm nw r Dr This is indeed their entire nature. 

ir s nb iwty rx.n=f mdwt=sn xr=f m innwt212  

nt int// im 

As for any man who does not know their words, he 

falls in the nets of the valley there 

hbw///rn s//w s //n r-gs n /// ipw ///////////////////213 

ir s nb rxt(y)=f(y) mdwt=sn As for any man who will know their words 

swA=f  im he will pass there 

Hms=f r-gs nTr aA m bw nb ntf im and he will sit beside the great god in every place 

which he is in. 

iw=f snD=f n=f He pays respect to him, 

apr Ax pw mi qd and is entirely equipped and Ax. 

ir s rxt(y)=f(y) n sk=f Dt As for a man who will know, he will never perish 

xtm=sn Hr=f they will close (the gods) on him 

mi nTr nb irw=sn n=f st m nTrw nbw as (on) every god for which they do it among all the 

gods.214 

 In the majority of these spells, the passages are written in red. In the others they still most 

often occur in the end of the spell as a concluding remark. However, the passage following the 

knowledge formula does not necessarily pick up the theme in the spell. Spell 651 is a praise to 

Sekhmet, but nothing of this is mentioned after the knowledge formula. In spell 339 Thoth is asked 

to vindicate Osiris in different tribunals, but the rubric at the end does not mention vindication. Even 

so, the placement of the passages indicates that they are a direct effect of knowing the spell, so that 

the outcomes could be an effect of being vindicated through the spell. 

II 2.1.2 ‘Knowing the bA’-spells 

Coffin Text spells 154-160 are for knowing the bAw  of specific places such as Pe or Nekhen, or the bA 

of the New Moon or the Easterners.215 In a few of these ‘knowing the bA’-spells, the rubrics also list 

outcomes for the dead.  

wAH tp tA Living long on earth. 

tm wnm Hs m Xrt-nTr Not eating excrement in the realm of the dead. 

tm mwt n HfA Not dying of a snake. 
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 B1P ends here, B1Be continues. 
213

 Lesco suggests ‘Their names have been written, they being beside those [evil ones]’ by restoring some 
signs, Book of Two Ways, 23. 
214

 Spell 1131 CT VII 473j-474h. 
215

 See Chapter IV, Sethe, ZÄS 58, 57-59 and Žabkar, Ba Concept, 15-36. 
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wDA tp tA Being healthy on earth. 

aq prt m sbAw iAb(w)t216 nw pt Going in and out of the eastern gates of the sky. 

rx bAw imntt Knowing the bAw of the West.217 

The spells lists outcomes in a similar way as the spells with the knowledge formula and also here, the 

rubric has been used for this purpose. As well as in the other rubrics, the knowledge has a central 

position.218 

II 2.1.3 Knowledge 

In the first category of the ‘knowledge formula’, the passages mostly either occur at the end, or 

make up the whole spell. It is only one spell219 of these which has the rubric in the beginning. Each 

passage then starts with a statement that the effect of the spell is dependent on the person having 

knowledge of the spell.220 This ‘knowledge formula’ occurs first in the Pyramid Texts,221 to then 

continue in the Coffin Texts, Book of the Dead and Amduat.222 The people who have the knowledge 

of the spells will enjoy various favourable outcomes in the Afterlife. There are also a few examples of 

the formula reversed, to what will happen if they do not know the spell: either falling into the 

nets,223 or taken by a stroke of death.224 Authorisation for the knowledge can further be 

strengthened by statements such as the spells being direct words of a god, a matter a million times 

true, ot testified true.225  Both knowledge and the assertion that it is true, occurs in medical texts 

where the knowledge comes from experience so that the method is proven.226 

                                                           
216

 The parallel text, B3C, has imntyw and considering the –w in sbAw and nw, it should be plural even if it is not 
spelled out in this particular word. 
217

 Spell 160 CT II 373a-375b following S2P. 
218

 See Chapter IV, and for these spells see for example Wolf-Brinkmann, Versuch einer Deutung des Begriffes 

‘bA‘, 64-79, Schibler in Brodbeck (ed), Ein Ägyptisches Glasperlenspiel, 187-197, Sethe, ZÄS, 57-59 and Žabkar, 
Ba concept, 15-36. 
219

 Spell 228. 
220

 For this kind of knowledge: Assmann, Death and Salvation, 391-402, and in Simpson (ed) Religion and 
Philosophy, 143 f., Baines, JARCE XXVII, 1-23, Ritner, Magical Practice, 203, and about the knowledge being 
contained in the body in these kind of spells: Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 392-401. Also for this knowledge formula 

and an in-depth textual analysis of this use of xprw in them Buchberger, Transformation und Transformat, 151-
158. See also Borghouts in Demarée and Janssen (eds), Gleanings from Deir el-Medina, 25-27 for a related use 

of rxt. 
221

 Spell 456, PT 852a-856e, Baines, JARCE XXVII, 11. 
222

 BoD for example spell 180, the spells of knowing the bAw of different places 108, 109, 110-115, also spell 
161 which claims that very few know the text. Amduat, for example the title, and the closing text, Hornung, 
Amduat, 11-13 and 423-424. 
223

 Spell 1131 CT VII 473m. 
224

 Spell 1035 CT VII 283b-c. 
225

 Spell 503 and 651, also spell 1087. See also DuQuesne in Assmann and Bomas (eds), Ägyptische Mysterien?, 

37-46 about texts being ‘effective’, Ax. 
226

 For example, Allen, Art of Medicine, 9, 70-115. 
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II 2.2 Listing of outcomes in spells 

When different outcomes are listed in the body of the spells they are less explicitly expressed as 

actual lists, compared to the rubrics. It is fairly common that the spell focuses more on one 

particular theme, but then adds one or two more outcomes. For example, spell 184 is a reversal 

spell, focusing on not eating detestable things in the Afterlife, but at the end of the spell also 

includes being able to enjoy sex. However, there are some examples where a number of outcomes 

are listed, for example spell 4:227 

wsir N tn wn n=T tA r=f O this Osiris N, the earth opens its mouth to you 

sn n=T gb arty=f Hr=T and Geb opens his jaws for you.228 

wnm N tn n t=s šsp229 N tn baH=s This N will eat her bread and receive her plenty. 

sDAN tn r r[dw wr]230 This N will travel to the great stairwell. 

iwt N t[n r] niwt wrt This N will come to the great city. 

st N tn srf=s r tA This N will set her warmth into the ground (for 

herself). 

xpr N [tn m] nTr rnpw nfr imy231 

 

or 

xpr=T m wsir232 

[This] N will become a young beautiful god who is 

there. 

or 

You will become Osiris. 

sxm N tn m This N will have power over 

xftw=s her male enemies, 

sxm N tn m xftwt=s this N will have power over her female enemies, 

m irw r=s m irwt r=s m Xrt-nTr233 over males who act against her and females who act 

against her in the realm of the dead.234 

aHa wr=sn n wsir N t[n] Their Great Ones stand up for this Osiris N 

sdA sšw=sn Hrw tmA=sn tp awy=T [wsir] N tn their scribes who are upon their mats tremble at you 

in your presence, O this Osiris N. 

Ts n N tn DADAw sAbAt [m iwnw] The heads of the mottled snakes [in Iunu] are joined 

                                                           
227

 Following M.C.105 but restoring parts from other versions. See also spells 44, 61, 149, 278 and 397 which 
also contains several outcomes of similar themes as spell 4, though not always as clearly. 
228

 Th.T.319 adds mAa xrw=T r x[ft] wsir N tn You are vindicated against your enemies, O Osiris N. CT I 11c-d. 
229

 Clear in the other versions. 
230

 Damaged in M.C.105. 
231

 M.C.105, also B4C, Y1C and S10C have similar sentences. 
232

 In B3Bo, B2Bo, B4Bo, B1P, B15C, B6C. 
233

 M.C. 105, Y1C, S10C. 
234

 Y1C, S10C and Th.T319 add m msDDw Tn msDDt Tn irt=sn wDa xft=T m hrw pn over males who hate you and 
females who hate you and those who make judgement against you on this day. CT I 13d-14a. 
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for this N.235 

The themes of the outcomes are very similar to the ones found in the rubrics, foremost containing 

eating, going or coming, manifesting in different forms, justification and dealing with threats such as 

having power over enemies and others who might cause the person harm. The joining back of heads 

has a parallel in the Westcar story of the magician Djedi who could join them back on.236 The theme 

of not having the head removed appears in spells 229 and 453 above. The removal of the head from 

the body seems to be an expression for an ulitmate action of mutilation and definate death. The 

action of joining it back on then stands for the resurection, and, as shown in the Westcar story, is a 

task which demands great magical power. 

 The listing of beings which N should have power over occurs in other Coffin Text spells, and 

also have an extended parallel in, for examples, the ‘Oracular Amuletic Decrees’.237 Some common 

themes in the spells, which are not so common in the lists of the rubrics, are doors being open for 

the dead to reach the sky and other beings showing respect or in different ways fear for the new 

person.238 Other themes occur and the already mentioned themes occur in different variants.239  

II 2.3 Themes 

The spells are characterised by a number of overlapping and interrelated themes, in both content 

and form, which characterise the process and result that comes from the spell. The tables show how 

often the most common themes occur in each category of spells. 

II 2.3.1 The ‘knowledge formula’-spells 
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II 2.3.2 The ‘knowing the bA’ spells 

There are fewer spells in the category of ‘knowing the bA’ and the rubrics are shorter. This reduces 

the range of themes, but even so, these are very similar to the group with the knowledge formula. 

 

Several characteristic themes are repeated with variations between different spells. The most 

common themes are being among the gods,240 going forth, passing or entering,241 manifestations242 

and eating.243 Some of the spells also bring up the outcome of the bA,244 and mention threats, such as 

enemies,245  and not dying or perishing.246 Other examples occur in single spells. The person in the 

afterlife is pictured as a free person, eating, going and coming freely, no part of his person being 

constrained, and enemies have no power over him. These are all characteristic themes in the Coffin 

Texts in general. Many spells chose to focus on one or a few of these themes as a major purpose of 

the spell. So for example the reversal spells which focus on eating what is desirable, or the bA- 

sending spells,247 which emphasise movement. The spells above have instead listed several 

outcomes in the Afterlife in an abbreviated form but they still represent common themes overall. 

  

II 3 Listing parts and outcomes 

The division made so far of outcomes and concepts of identity being listed is not a formal division in 

the spells, and has only been applied here to simplify the disposition. In the following examples of 

spells the two categories are listed together. Aspects of the identity of a person and favourable 

outcomes in the Afterlife are both interwoven and explicitly connected. Specific concepts can be 
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 Spells 83, 228, 339, 404, 651, 1035, 1087, 1098, 1130, 1131. 
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 Spells 83, 228, 404, 503, 760, 1035, 1130, 1131. 
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 Spells 83, 339, 404, 503, 651. 
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connected to a specific outcome, but the outcome can also be result of all parts of the person’s 

identity being intact.  

 Spell 225 is very long, so only some examples are chosen which contain parts of a person’s 

identity and outcomes. This spell has a number of passages about having power. It starts with 

different parts of a person’s identity, but then, without changing focus from having power over, 

moves on to winds, water and different outcomes. 

hA N pn  Ho this N! 

wn n=k pt wn n=k tA The sky is open for you, the earth is open for you. 

wn n=k qAAt gb wn n=k tp-Hwt ptry the door-bolts of Geb and the roof of the sky-window 

are open for you248 

… … 

hA N pn Ho this N! 

sxm=k m ib[=k] You will have power in your heart (ib). 

sxm=k m HAt=k You will have power in your heart (HAt). 

sxm=k m awy=k You will have power in/over your arm. 

sxm=k m rdwy=k You will have power in/over your legs. 

sxm=k m mw You will have power over water. 

sxm=k m TAw You will have power over the winds. 

sxm=k m nwt  You will have power over the river-waters. 

sxm=k m HbDw You will have power over the river-banks. 

sxm=k m itrw You will have power over the river. 

sxm=k m prt-xrw n=k imyt249 You will have power over the invocation offerings 

which belong to you. 

sxm=k m xfwt=k xfwtt=k250 You will have power over your male and female 

enemies. 

sxm=k m irw r=k m Xrt-nTr You will have power over the ones who act against 

you in the realm of the dead. 

sxm=k m wDw irt r=k tp tA251 You will have power over those who command 

(something) which is to be done against you on earth. 

iw ms rf mi Dd=k  Surely it will be like you say, 
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 CT III 214/215a-c following T1L. B1L constantly inserts ‘Ho this Osiris N’. 
249

 Seems to be a misstake in T1L since all the other manuscripts write it imyt. See 224c. 
250

 T1L and M25C. 
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 Most other versions repear Xrt-nTr while T1L, B1L, B2L and B1C have earth. Seems like an over all 
ensurance to include both the living and the dead in these manuscripts.   
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anx is N pn m t n gb for this N shall live on the bread of Geb. 

bwt=f pw (If) it is his detestation,  

n wnm.n=f st (then) he does not eat it. 

wnm N pn m t n bdt Dsrt This N will eat bread of red emmer. 

sam N pn m Hnqt nt bdt Dsrt bw wab This N will swallow beer of red emmer of a pure place. 

Hms=k Xr smA nhwt antyw You will sit under the foliage of the myrrh-tree, 

m sAHt252 Hwt-Hr close to Hathor, 

xntt itnws who is foremost of Itnws, 

is sDA=s r iwnw Xr sš n mdwt-nTr nt DHwty when she travels to Iunu carrying the writing of the 

divine words of Thoth.253 

The expression in these passages about having power over parts of a person’s identity, wind, waters 

and then outcomes ends here, but the theme of outcomes carries on, only expressed differently. 

Having power over enemies and eating were also some of the most common outcomes listed in the 

rubrics of the spells above. It is fairly common in the Coffin Texts that some parts of the person’s 

identity are mentioned together with the wished for outcomes. 

 

II 3.1 Parts and outcome specifically connected 

Spell 62 is interpreted by Assmann as a text recited at the wake. It has reference to the repelling of 

the enemy, which was important during the wake, for the purpose of protecting the corpse. 254 

However, it also contains several other references to what takes place both before and after the 

funeral.  

inD-Hr=k [it](=i) wsir mk wi ii.kw Hail my father Osiris! See, I have come. 

ink Hr wpy r=k Hna ptH I am Horus who has opened your mouth together with 

Ptah. 

sAx=i Tw I sAx you 

Hna DHwty together with Thoth. 

di=i n=k ib=k m-Xnw Xt=k I place your heart within your body for you, 

sxA=k smxt.n=k so you will remember that which you have forgotten. 

di=i wnm=k t r mrr=k I cause you to eat bread as you wish, 

m HAw irt.n=k tp tA more than you did on earth. 
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 T1L ends here and continue on another side, see de Bucks n.1 CT III 239. Therefore, for the last lines S2Cb is 
followed. 
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 CT III 220/221b-240/241b. T1L is followed with some exceptions noted above. 
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 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 270-278 and in Willems (ed) World of the Coffin Texts, 17-30. 
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di=i n=k rdwy=k ir=k šmt ss Tbty=k I give you your feet so you will walk and your sandals 

will hurry.255 

Several passages omitted here list outcomes for the dead, but in the example above, parts of a 

person’s identity are connected with a specific outcome: ‘I place your heart within your body for you 

so you will remember that which you have forgotten.’256 and ‘I give you your feet so you will walk 

and your sandals will hurry.’257 In these cases it is the function of body parts which enables the 

outcome. Another example is visible in spell 532: 

iw rdiw n=i irty=i My eyes are given to me 

mA=i im=sn so that I see with them.258 

An additional example could be seen in spell 304 above ‘I will eat my meals with my kA’.259 This 

parallels the Opening of the Mouth ritual, which contains both passages about restoration of 

physical parts and their functions, but also particular outcomes for the dead in the Afterlife.260  

Physical parts of the body are restored for specific purposes relating to the person being fully 

functional in the Afterlife. 

 

II 3.2 Outcomes and parts being in their places 

Other spells combine the listing of parts of a person’s identity and present action of the outcomes 

afterwards, perhaps as a result of all the aspects of a person being in their places. Spell 50: 

mk Tw grt r HAt wiA See, you are indeed at the front of the bark 

rdi n=k nst m kAr and a throne in the shrine is given to you. 

mk Tw grt nsw n pt See, you are indeed king of the sky. 

iwt n=k imyw nsty=sn Those who are on their thrones shall come to you, 

ntk HqA st for it is you who rules it. 

iw n=k grt HH m HHy To you belong Heh in the two Heh, 

n kA=k špsw m nn-nsw to your kA belongs the riches in Ninsu, 

smn.t(w) bA=k m Ddw your bA is established in Djedu, 

Ts HkwA sAw HA=k m-Xnw sH-nTr261 

 

HkwA and protection knit together about you in the 

sacred booth, 

saH=k m pr bAwy your saH is in the house of the two bA. 
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 CT I 265a-266b. 
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 CT I 265e-f. 
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 CT I 266b. 
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 Spell 532, CT VI 126f-g. 
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 CT IV 58d. 
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 For example Smith, The Liturgy of Opening of the Mouth for Breathing. 
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 B10Cc, the other versions vary slightly. 
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wHm262 xay=k Again, you appear, 

wxA Dwt=k263 di.t(w) n=k hny m Xrt-nTr in 

wnw m sxt Htp 

your evil is purged, and praise is given to you in the 

realm of the dead by those who are in the fields of 

offerings. 

imi=k šm Hr wAt dsw You will not walk on the roads of the knife-wielders, 

khAw xrw ddw sDbw the voices of those who give opposition are in uproar, 

ianw n=k imy itn the one who is in the sun-disk greets you,  

he who governs among the gods.264 ir sxrw m nTrw 

Earlier in the spell Osiris has arrived safely in the West, and these passages seem to describe the 

situation from there. The different concepts of a person’s identity are assigned to different places 

associated with Osiris, and with all the parts being well, he is greeted and praised.  

 

II 3.3 Words of Horus 

Spell 29 parallels the dead person with Osiris, and as Osiris was helped by the words of Horus in the 

spell, so will also she265 be helped. It contains a few passages about specific parts of a person’s 

identity and more passages about outcomes. 

igrw igrw rmT Be quiet, be quiet O people! 

sDm sDm rmT Listen, listen O people! 

sDm Tn sw mdw Hear it, this great speech which Horus made for his 

father Osiris. pn aA ir.n Hr n it=f wsir 

anx=f im bA=f im wAš=f im He lives thereby, he is bA thereby, he is magnificent 

thereby.266 

hA N tn O this N, 

anx=T im bA=T im wAš=T im you live thereby, you are bA thereby, you are 

magnificent thereby, 

sxm=T m Dt=T you have power in your body, 

iar=T n ra you ascend to Re, 

sDm=T mdw nw and you hear the words of 

mAa xrw xr ra xr nTr aA vindication in the presence of Re, in the presence of 
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 Not in B10Cb. 
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 B10C leaves out Dwt which makes poorer sense. 
264

 CT I 224g-227a. 
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 Or he, but here M.C.105, having a female owner, is followed. The other version T9C, belonging to a man, 
leaves out large parts of the spell. 
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 T9C has ‘He is Ax thereby, he is bA thereby, he is magnificent’. 
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the Great God. 

n itm=T n Htmt awt=T n snnw///=T You have not suffocated, your members have not 

perished, your [members?]267 have not suffered, 

n sk.t(w)=T n Dt Dt anx=t nxx=T and you have not been wiped out forever and ever, 

you are alive, and you shall grow old,  

wAs=t Dd=t m-bAH=T your dominion and your stability being in your 

presence 

anx=T m-xt nxx m ir n=T Hr Ds=f nb pat and you shall live after old age through what Horus, 

lord of (elite) mankind, himself does for you, 

iar=T n ra m Axt when you ascend to Re in the horizon.268 

The results directly depend on the words of Horus and among these there is a focus on continuous 

life. 

 When the spells directly associate the parts of a person’s identity with the specific outcomes, 

the themes do not differ significantly from those in spells with a more single focus on outcomes. The 

relationship between the outcomes and the parts do, however, vary. Some outcomes are specifically 

connected with a specific concept of a person’s identity, but the outcomes may also depend on 

something which has no specific connection with the individual parts, and they may simply be 

associated by being listed next to each other. 

 

II 3.4 Other sources 

Outside the Coffin Texts there are plenty of other examples where parts of a person’s identity are 

listed, sometimes with outcomes and sometimes without. The tomb of Amenemhet has already 

been mentioned above. In the tomb of Paheri at El-Kab both parts and outcomes are listed. 

xpr anx=k m wHm-a You come to life again. 

nn rwi bA=k r XAt=k Your bA shall not depart from your corpse, 

nTry bA=k Hna Axw your bA is divine with the Axw. 

mdw n=k bAw mnxw The effective bAw talk with you 

snty=k mm iry your image is among them 

Hr šsp ddwt tp tA receiving what is given on earth. 

sxm=k m mw You have power over water, 

tpi=k TAw you breathe air, 

baba=k m xrt ib=k you drink as your heart desires. 
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dd.tw n=k irty=k r mAA Your eyes are given to you to see, 

anxwy=k r sDm Ddt your ears to hear what is said, 

r=k Hr mdw your mouth is speaking, 

rdwy=k Hr šmt your feet are walking. 

pXr n=k awy=k rmnwy=k Your arms and your shoulders are around you,269 

rwd iwf=k your flesh is strong, 

nDm mt=k your vessels are well. 

xntš=k m awt=k nbt You delight in all your limbs. 

ip=k Haw=k tm wDAw You count your members, complete and sound. 

nn Dwt irt=k rssy There is nothing at all wrong in your constituent parts. 

ib=k m-a=k n wn mAa Your heart (ib) is really in your possession, 

HAty=k n=k n imy HAt and your heart (HAty) belongs to you as previously. 

pr=k r pt You go up to heaven, 

wbA=k dwAt and you open the Netherworld 

m xprw nb mr.n=k in any manifestation you have desired.270 

A number of different body parts are mentioned together with other concepts of a person’s identity 

and favourable outcomes for Paheri. It also contains passages which sum up what has been said 

about each part, such as all of the members being sound and ‘there is nothing at all wrong in your 

constituent parts’.  

 

II 4 Outcomes and parts connected 

Some examples connect parts of a person’s identity with particular physical functions. The bA is 

foremost associated with movement, and spells which have movement as their focus typically also 

concern the bA. In a similar way, eating is connected with the kA. The listing of components of 

identity is thereby partly paralleled with individual actions and functions which they can symbolise. 

One of the more complex examples is the word xpr or xprw. 

 

II 4.1 The xprw 

While xprw is a concept belonging to the identity of a person, the use in these spells of irt xprw as 

‘making manifestations’, is placed among the favourable outcomes.271 ‘Making manifestations’ does 
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 Supposing that is the sense, but literary ‘go around for you’. 
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 Urk IV 114-115 to line 7. 
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 Buchberger, Transformation und Transformat, 151-158.  
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not occur in all versions of the spells where it occurs. For example, spell 404 occurs on three 

coffins:272 on two of these273 there is a long rubric in red which also includes xprw. In spell 503 only 

one coffin274 out of four has a rubric which includes ‘making manifestations’. Some versions 

therefore seem more concerned about including a passage with an abbreviated collection of positive 

outcomes. This way of including ‘making manifestations’ in a list of desirable things also occurs in 

some later texts,275 again listed together with eating, justification, movement and being in the 

following of a god.  

 

II 4.1.1 Any form 

‘Making manifestations’ is in these spells most closely related to ‘going forth’. Spell 404 has another 

passage concerning this before the one quoted above in different versions.  

prt m hrw m xprw nb mry=i prt im=f m-Xnw 

sxt iArw276  

or 

pry=i m xprw nTrw nb mrr=i prt im=f m-Xnw 

sxt iArw277 

Going out in the day as/in any manifestation that I 

wish; going out thereby within the field of rushes. 

or 

I will go out as/in the manifestations of any god in 

which I wish to go out within the Field of Rushes.278 

Both versions quoted here connect the ability to take on different manifestations with going out in 

the Fields of Rushes. Spell 405 contains a similar passage. 279 

 Spells 404, 503 and 651 do not specify the particular form of manifestation the dead is 

supposed to assume, only stating ‘any manifestation’ or ‘manifestation of every god’. Becoming the 

manifestation of every god also occurs in other spells,280 but only two of these281 are surely 

connected to this passage, for example spell 298: 

xpr.n=i m Drw tA r nTrw I have come into being in the limits of the land more 

than the gods. 

ink ir pXr I am the one who performs travelling around. 

ii.n=i dbH=i xat m wsir I have come so I can ask for the coronation as Osiris.282 
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 B5C, B7C and B10C.  
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 B5C and B7C. 
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 B3L. 
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 For example, BoD 83, Grapow, ZÄS 77, 57-78.  
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irt xprw m nTr nb mrr=f Making manifestations of any/every god that he 

wishes283 

 Spell 275 also has ‘all forms’. This rubric is in the end of the spell:  

xprw m xprw nb m Xrt-nTr Becoming any/all forms in the ream of the dead.284 

This spell also concerns specific features of the Afterlife, such as breathing and being given what he 

needs, but this is not expressed or listed in the same way as in the five spells above, and there is 

nothing else about xprw in the spell.285 

 

II 4.1.2 Specific form 

In spells 83 and 339 (see above), the goals are more specific: becoming ‘an equipped Ax’286 and ‘a 

falcon’.287 The beginning of the rubric in spell 83 gives more information about the process. 

Dd mdw Hr HAt nt mAHsA irt m Hrst Recite over the forepart of a lion made from carnelian  

m qs n nrt r pw (or) from the bone of a vulture,  

rdit n s r xx=f which is placed on a man at his neck 

hA=f r Xrt-nTr when he goes to the realm of the dead: 

mkwt m bA šw an amulet as the bA of Shu. 

sxm s pw288 m TAw 4 nw pt It means a man has power over the four winds of 

heaven. 

[sx]m pw m mw m Xrt-nTr289 It means having [power] over the waters in the realm 

of the dead. 

xpr m Ax pw iqr m nsw n TAw nb nw pt It means becoming an equipped Ax, as king over all the 

winds of heaven.290 

Being a rubric for the Shu-spells this combines aspects of Shu, such as having power over the winds, 

as well as aspects specifically concerning a dead man who, as an effect, becomes an Ax.291 The loin 

amulets were used in a mourturary context, so there is archeological evidence to supporte the 
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 CT IV 16k, B1Bo. 
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text.292 Wind has the strongest connection to Shu, and earlier in this group of spells Shu is placed at 

Atums neck or nose to make him breadhe. Only two versions include the line about having power 

over water and Shu is sometimes also connected with waters and libation offerings.293 Moreover, 

having power over water and winds occur together in other spells in the context of being able to 

control it in the afterlife connected to breathing and drinking water, as can also be seen from the 

next text.294 

 This formula of making a particular manifestation, or any manifestation occurs in a number of 

other instances. One example is from Paheri’s 18th Dynasty tomb at El-Kab. 

xpr m bA anxy Becoming a living bA 

Hm sxm=f m t mw TAw indeed. It (the bA) has power over bread, water and air. 

irt xprw m bnw mnt Making manifestations as a phoenix, a swallow 

m bik šnty (r-?)pw mr=k a falcon, heron, or as you wish.295 

Here examples are even given of different birds before including ‘or as you wish’ so as not to exclude 

any manifestation. 

 

II 4.2 The bA 

In the spells with the ‘knowledge-formula’ the bA occurs twice. In spell 339 ‘[As for] anyone [who 

knows] this, /// he does not perish, his bA does not perish for eternity.’,296 and spell 503 which has 

‘his bA is not constrained, his shadow is not snared’.297 The outcome for the person is thereby 

connected to the outcome of specific parts of the person’s identity.  As the tables of themes (above) 

show, not to die or perish and unrestricted movement are two of the most common themes, both 

among spells with the ‘knowledge formula’ and ‘knowing the bA ‘ spells. These two themes are 

mainly expressed of the dead person in his entirety, not dying or moving, but they are also two 

major themes among the bA spells in general (see Chapter IV). The bA can represent the totality of a 

person, his alter ego,298 and this might be the reason why they share the themes. However, spell 339 

state that he does not perish, and that his bA does not perish, thereby placing them next to each 

other as if they were independent, or parallels. In spell 503 the lines concern both the bA and the 

shadow, which are both unrestricted in their movements. 
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 In ‘knowing the bAw ‘ spells, it is the knowledge of the names of the bAw which is the crucial 

knowledge to ensure the favourable outcomes in the Afterlife. The ability of the bA to manifest in 

different objects and beings can, for example, take the form of Osiris being the bA of Re. In these 

cases, the bAw of a specific place are a triad of gods. This seems to express a connection between the 

gods and the specific place, but also non-obvious information, which is provided to the owner of the 

funerary equipment by where it is inscribed.  

 

II 4.3 Other forms of the dead 

As can be seen from the examples of the spells, other parts of a person’s identity are constantly 

mentioned together with the outcomes. Only looking at the ‘knowledge formula’ spells, since they 

list outcomes most clearly, there are some specific aspects of a person’s identity, other than the bA 

and xprw, which are mentioned.  

 When Ax is occurring in the spells listing outcomes with the ‘knowledge formula’, it seems to 

refer to the transfigured dead person, representing him. It is described with the common epithet of 

the Ax, ‘equipped’ (apr),299 any Ax who knows the spell,300 replacing ‘man’ which is the most common 

occurrence in the other spells. HkA(w) only occur as an effect of the spell that HkAw do not constrain 

the man who knows the spell.301 The heart (ib) is only mentioned once in this group of spells, in a 

statement about the person who knows the spell ‘He goes forth, so his heart will endure’.302 The 

shadow is mentioned together with the bA in the passage already cited above where it should not be 

snared.303 The only time the kA is mentioned in these spells is in the expression ‘once he has gone to 

his kA’, as a metaphor for dying.304 Breathing being an important aspect of being alive is mentioned 

together with the obvious choice of body part, the nose.305 

 From these groups of spells the xprw and the bA are the two concepts which occur most often 

and in the most complex use. 
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II 5 Summary 

In the spells in this chapter, several examples are provided where a person is expressed as the sum 

of his parts. However, the numerical end result varies between texts, and concepts that might not 

strictly be viewed as belonging to the identity of a person are included in the same kind of lists and 

sometimes treated in a similar way. Some concepts occur more often than others in the Coffin Texts, 

and some obviously have a more prominent role. The different spells vary from strictly focusing on 

physical body parts to including other aspects of a person’s identity, to also including concepts such 

as sxm, nxt, wsr, fear, respect, Hu and Sia. A person in his entirety can thereby be described very 

differently in different spells, depending on the focus of the spell. Considering the amount of spells 

on one coffin, presumably the description in one spell does not exclude another. The similarities in 

style, and the overlap in the different concepts being mentioned, points in the direction of an ad hoc 

system where the overall message is that every aspect of a person, belonging to his body, identity, 

personality or possession, shall be preserved and intact. 

 Descriptions of the good Afterlife, and assurances that the dead would not have to end up in a 

reversed condition, are for obvious reasons very prominent in the Coffin Texts in general. Because of 

the abbreviated style of rubrics, the most obvious listing of outcomes occurs in this format. 

However, these lists do represent some of the most common views of a good Afterlife presented in 

the Coffin Texts.  In these spells the wished for outcomes in the Afterlife are connected to the 

person having knowledge of the spell in particular. In the spells with this ‘knowledge formula’ in the 

rubrics, the bodies of the spells differ a lot from each other, and all of them are not obviously 

connected to the outcomes listed in the rubric. As the ‘knowledge formula’, as well as other 

assertions that strengthen the authority of the spell, have equivalences in medical texts to show that 

it is effective, these kinds of rubrics are possible used in the same way in the spells for the Afterlife. 

If this is true, the rubric and body of the spell do not need to have the same themes, since the rubric 

serves to strengthen the effectiveness of the spell, rather than to define what the spell is about. 

 Certain parts of a person are directly connected to a wished for outcome in the Afterlife. 

While eyes and seeing, as well as other similar examples above, are the most obvious in these spells, 

there are also connections between, for example, eating and the kA, as well as the bA and movement. 

Making manifestations (irt xprw) and the xprw –form will be further explored in the next chapter. 
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Chapter III xprw-spells 

III 1 Transformation spells 

The term ‘transformation spells’, refers to spells in the Coffin Texts and Book of the Dead, with the 

rubric xpr m ..., xprw m … and also irt xprw m ...306 The latter formulation occurs occasionally in the 

Coffin Texts, and then becomes the dominant formula in the Book of the Dead.307 The formula is 

followed by the object the dead is to be transformed into; for example xprw m Hwt-Hr ‘becoming 

Hathor’.308 The Book of the Dead contains 13 spells with this particular rubric,309 and the Coffin Text 

corpus over a hundred.310 The Coffin Texts sometimes include the formula in a list of beneficial 

outcomes for a person who knows the spell, either as part of the rubric or outside the rubric. The irt 

xprw m –formula also occurs in some later texts,311 but in these cases, the formula is not normally in 

the headings. 

 There are only a few examples where variants of this formula are used in the Coffin Texts 

within the body of the spell, rather than solely in the rubric.  

di=i ir=k xprw Hna Dwit I will cause you to make manifestations with a dwit-bird, 

di=i wDA=k ptry wDA=k š I will cause you to cross the sky312 and to cross the lake 

nmi=k wAD-wr Tb.t(i) mi ir.n=k tp tA and to traverse the sea sandalled, as you did on land.313 

These lines occur within a series of passages in the spell, all starting with di=i. Instead of xprw being 

followed by m and the transformation object as is the norm, here Hna is used. The speaker causes the 

manifestation to be made among the birds. Either the manifestation is as a dwit-bird, or someone is 

caused to manifest among them, but not necessarily in the same form. Even so, the same person is 

caused to cross the sky and waters as he was able to do by foot on land, which suggests that the 

person took a bird form. There are also a few examples of the use of irt xprw r … in the context of 

something taking shape in a threatening way towards someone (see below). 
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 In translations of the xprw-spells, two main different meanings of xpr and xprw seem to be 

distinguished. The first one relates to the actions of coming into being, manifesting, transforming, 

and the second one relates to the result; in the semantic field of form or manifestation. The prospect 

of a lexiographical difference is discussed by Buchberger,314 but he does not present a strong 

conclusion regarding this, and it is not clear if there is a distinction in Egyptian. xpr/xprw has a broad 

semantic range in Egyptian, without an identical English equivalent. For this study, the aim is 

primarly an understanding of the meaning and function of the spells, rather than the lexographical 

use. 

 xpr and xprw are used both in titles in the infinitive and as a category of the objects of 

becoming,315 as in xpr.n=i m xprw.316 The usage is then both for the process and for the goal, taking 

the particular xprw-form of another being or object. For the goal, it is written xprw and for the 

process it is variedly written xpr or xprw. In terms of grammatical number there does not seem to be 

a distinction, and the singular can be written xprw, even with plural determinative. Also, there do 

not seem to be any clear examples of an actual plural xprww,317 but the plural is also written xprw. 

There are also some notable examples in the Coffin Texts where xpr or xprw is exchanged for wnn.  

With transformation spells defined as containing xpr or xprw in the rubric, the spells with wnn would 

in Buchberger’s definition belong to a category of Krypto-verwandlungssprüche.318 However, 

particular versions of the same spell have wnn in parallel to versions which have xpr or xprw. For 

example spell 252, where S2Ca and S1Cb have:xpr m ra-tm but T3C has wnn m sš n ra-tm.319 The 

variants seem exchangable in terms of meaning,320 and Buchbergers distinction seems not to have 

any real force.321 
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III 2 Problems of translation and categorisation 

III  2.1 Identity 

In the majority of the spells with a rubric containing xprw m x, xpr m x or irt xprw m x, x is an identity 

which reveals some –but only some- of the content of the spell. If, for example, if the x is Horus, 

there will most likely be themes in the spell explicitly connected to Horus. Several spells also 

strengthen the identity of the speaker within the spell, most commonly using nominal sentences 

which reflect the rubric: in this case ‘I am Horus’. However, there might be several identities visible 

in the spell. Spell 317 has as a rubric: 

xpr m Hp Becoming Hapy.322 

and numerous times in the spell related sentences are repeated: 

ink Hp I am Hapy.323 

 

iw=i xpr.ki m Hp I have come into being as Hapy.324 

 

iw=i xa.ki m Hp I have appeared as Hapy.325 

However, there are other gods which the speaker identifies with: 

n-ntt ink is xpry  xpr Ds=f I am Khepri who came into being by himself,326 

 

ink Ax Hr nb Hnkt m dwAt Xrt I am the Ax of Horus, lord of offerings in the lower 

Netherworld.327 

 

ink nnw ir.n=f  r mrrt=f I am Nun, he who has acted according to what he 

wishes.328 

 

ink ra xpr Ds=f I am Re who came into being by himself.329 

 In other cases the x in the rubric is not repeated at all in the spell. Even in these cases, there 

might be certain elements relating to the rubric. For example:  
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xpr m bik  Becoming a falcon. 

i itn-ib imy Axt=f swt=f O Itn-ib who is in his horizon, and his places.330 

… 

iw wn=i aAwy Tfrrt I open the gates of the Blue One 

sDm hny sp 2 and praise is heard twice 

m r qAAt nTrw in the mouth of the door-bolts of the gods 

prrt m Axt imntt nt pt which go up from the western horizon of the sky.331 

The horizon and the sun-disk are connected to the falcon in the rubric so the spell places him in his 

realm, even though the word falcon is not mentioned outside the rubric.  

 The specific rubric might not correlate at all to the identity expressed in the spell, but 

seemingly pick up another identity altogether. 

wsir N pn Twt Hr Ds=f nb HkAw O, this Osiris N, you are Horus himself, lord of Hekau. 

xprw m HkAw Becoming Hekau.332 

 Sometimes the x does not involve a particular being, but refers more generally to the ability of 

doing xprw. 

irt xprw m nTr nb mrr=f Making manifestations as every god that he wishes.333 

Manifestations then do not refer to a singular identity of the speaker, but concern being able to 

manifest in different forms. 

 Consequently, the relationship between the rubric and the body of the spell is not as simple as 

the x always equalling the identity of the speaker in the spell. Several different identities might be 

visible, and it is not always entirely clear how the rubric relates to the spell. In addition to a limited 

knowledge of the establishment of rubrics,334 the usage might also be extended to include a 

sequence of spells,335 which can further obscure the intention. The identity of the speaker in a 

particular spell is not a crucial choice made which excludes other identities. It is also not an 

irreversible statement, which can be seen from the speaker identifying with numerous beings both 

in different spells and within the same spell. What is crucial is the outcome of the spell which the 

identification is often connected to. 
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III 2.2 Purpose and outcome 

In the Coffin Texts, the dead person is most often either spoken about in the third person, with 

statements of what happens to him or her; or he or she is the speaker, and reveals what is taking 

place from a first person perspective.336 From this outset, the deceased is the person whom the 

spells affect, and so also whom the rubrics relate to. In addition, the outcome or purpose of the spell 

also varies. For example, spells concerning birds often focus on flying. 

xprw m bik337 Becoming a falcon. 

ink bik aA I am a great falcon 

xpr m swHt who came into being in the egg. 

spA=i xnn=i m bik   I fly up and I land as a falcon338  

In other spells the focus is the specific character of the god: 

ink iTT nb nt I am the one who seizes, lord of water 

ink sbk nb š nxA I am Sobek, lord of Winding Waterways.339 

 Elsewhere, the spells focus on a specific setting, for example a god is related to its 

mythological background:  

xpr m HkA Becoming Heka340 

… 

ink ir.n nb wa I am the one who the sole lord made, 

n xprt išt snty m tA pn before two things (duality) had come into being on 

this land, 

m hAb=f wat irt=f when he sent out the sole one of his eye, 

m wn=f way when he existed alone.341 

or family: 

xprw m iHy Becoming Ihy. 342 

… 

ink ihy sA Hwt-Hr I am Ihy, son of Hathor.343 

 Particular references are used to integrate the deity in its own history or kinship; in the Heka 

spell both becoming Heka and becoming the form of Heka. In these cases, the outcomes are in a not-
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this-world context where the dead takes on abilities, or is placed in divine settings which have no 

exact parallels in the life of the living. Other spells focus on this-worldly roles in an afterlife context: 

wnn m sš n ra Being a scribe of Re 

ink qrqrw  sš n wsir I am qrqrw, the scribe of Osiris344 

ip.n=i Tnwt Hrw wAt I have counted the number of those who are on the 

path, 

irw n=i sšmw=sn their affairs are done for me. 

Htp ra-tm Htp wsir As Re-Atum is pleased, then Osiris is pleased.345 

The role of the scribe in the Afterlife is similar to the role of the scribe in life even though his 

‘employers’ are gods. This role or manifestation is then not something which necessarily needs to 

change the deceased into something which is outside his abilities as a human being.  

 Furthermore, in a smaller number of spells, the rubric does not indicate that the dead actually 

‘becomes’ or takes the identity of the object at all. The rubric of spell 706 is xpr m Xtm pt346but the 

speaker does not ‘become’ a seal of the sky. In the spell, when the seal is mentioned again it says: 

šsp.n=i Xtm Hna=Tn wa(.w) I have received a seal together with you, alone347 

The dead is not identified with a seal in the spell, but instead receives a seal.  

 Additionally, xprw is used in listing favourable outcomes in the afterlife, as was seen in the 

previous chapter. Making manifestations was then included in the list most often referring to the act 

in general, the ability in itself, and not as in becoming a particular manifestation, a particular xprw 

for a particular purpose. 

 The spells with rubrics containing xprw m x, xpr m x or irt xprw m x have different outcomes 

not only depending on the x in the rubric. The outcome revealed in the spell can relate to different 

aspects of x and can vary between taking a role or identity, focusing on a specific aspect which is 

added to the abilities of the deceased, or even in receiving the x rather than identifying with it.  

 Theoretically, this would make it possible to divide the spells into different groups depending 

on the outcome of the spell. However, a single spell can have more than one theme. For example, 

spell 957  

xpr m mAat Becoming Maat348 

has themes involve passage 

pr.ki r Hry I have gone to the sky. 349 
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the specific setting for Maat as a goddess 

ink mAat tw 

Hr-ib nxbt  

mrrt ra 

nbt nHH 

nbt Drw pt tA 

I am this Maat 

in the middle of Nekhbet 

whom Re loves 

mistress of eternity 

mistress of the whole of sky and earth350 

and lines specifically for the dead’s continuous life 

n skm=i n mwt=i n tm=i n Htm=i I have not perished, I have not died, I have not ended, 

I have not been destroyed.351 

It is therefore not possible to categorise the spells according to their outcomes without also dividing 

the spells into different sections, thereby losing their framework, and so moving further away from 

the contextual background.  

 

III 2.3 Process 

Despite the large body of material about xpr, the Coffin Texts rarely contain explanations about the 

meaning of this process, or instructions about the performance of these spells, or the rituals which 

might accompany them. The exact method for ‘becoming’ another xprw, and what attributes this 

might include are thereby largely dependent on the wider funerary context352 and the interpretation 

of the individual texts themselves. An action which is emphasised in the texts is that of recitation,353 

and some exceptional examples also mention use of amulets or drawings.354  

 Buchberger uses as a working hypotheses that it is not a person in totality that is transformed 

but instead an element of that person. He assumes that the starting point for transformations is the 

xprw-form.355 There are many examples where a person appears in his xprw-form and  irt xprw,356 

but there are no such clear examples of the xprw being the actual starting point in the Coffin Texts. 

Even in the example Buchberger gives ‘wn.in-BAtA Hr-xpr m-pA-xpr.e’ which he translates ‘Da 

transformierte (sich) Bata in die xpr.e-Gestalt’357 it is not clear that it is Bata’s xprw-form which is 
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making the xpr rather than Bata actually xpr-ing into the xprw. All the examples of the xprw-spells in 

the Coffin Texts express that it is a person, in first or third person, who xpr-s, not that his xprw-form 

xpr-s. However, he or she can xpr into a xprw-form. 

Xpr.n=i m xprw tm I have become the manifestation(s) of Atum.358 

 Smith presumes that the transformation took effect on the person in his bA-form, and that the 

transformation is more physical than metaphysical or mental, and refers specifically to depictions of 

the deceased, for instance in vignettes of the Book of the Dead.359 Griffiths writes about the need of 

the dead to move which is connected to the bA and also to ‘the power of making transformations (irt 

xprw)’. This power is a divine attribute, but also something the dead desires to use.360 The dead 

person can extend his or herself to involve movability and divine attributes. Also Assmann describes 

the bA as that which ‘materialises (xpr) in forms’ based on a small collection of lines which connects 

the bA and xprw, for example ‘Hail to the bA, sacred of xprw.’361 Hornung writes: ‘Freedom of 

movement and the ability to transform itself into any shape it wishes are the two basic character 

traits of the ba.’362 Equally, Roeder ascribes the ability to xpr to the ‘Ba-u’,363 as does Nordh.364 

 The close relationship between the bA and xprw is also shown in texts outside the mortuary 

sphere, for example in the Teaching of Ani: 

sw dd bAw m HHw nw xprw He gives bAw in/as millions of xprw.365 

  In later transformation texts, it is specifically the bA which makes the transformations. 

iw bA=i r šms Hwt-Hr then my bA will follow Hathor 

irt xprw m mnt n tA nTr and make manifestations as a swallow  of the god’s 

land.366 

 Also in Smith’s examples of later transformation texts it is the bA which manifests in different forms, 

for example ‘The ba will appear in the form of a falcon. The ba will shine in the form of a falcon.’367 

There are also indications that the bA changes form in the Coffin Texts. The following line is directed 
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to the bA: ‘Draw near to his face in the form of an Ax’.368 The bA certainly has the ability to manifest in 

different forms such as the bA of gods manifesting in animals or celestial forms. Where the focus of 

one singular aspect of the bA in the Coffin Texts are more about its activity and movement, the 

aspect of the bA to manifest are more important in other texts and time periods.369  The Coffin Texts 

do not explicitly express this theme that the bA is the specific part of a person’s identity which 

manifests as different xprw-forms. However, it does seem like a fair assumption based on other 

transformation texts as well as on the examples of the bA manifesting in different forms both within 

and outside the Coffin Texts. 

 In a number of spells the dead is identified with the bA of a god.370 bAw of gods could manifest 

in another god,beings, or objects, 371 such as the Apis bull or the sun disk. Gods could have several 

bAw as well. It therefore seems like the bA of both humans and gods has the particular ability to take 

another identity and manifest itself actively as something else. This may relate to the particularly 

active nature of the bA compared to other more passive manifestations. 

 The dead ‘transforms into’, or manifests in, different beings or inanimate things, expressed by 

the formula xprw m .... From the perspective of the dead, through the bA, he or she manifest as a god 

or as the bA of a god. The bA is a manifestation of the god, and the bA of the person which manifests, 

is essentially a manifestation (bA of a person) which manifests (xprw) in a manifestation (bA of a god). 

In some of these cases it concerns a focus on specific aspects of the bA. 

 

III 2.4 Usage 

Discussions about the use of mortuary texts by the living have partly been backed up by statements 

in spells that they are useful for the living.372 For example: 

ir s nb rx r pn As for any man who knows this spell 

km=f rnpt 110 m [an]x He completes 110 years in [life]373 

Despite different viewpoints on the reason they were used outside the funerary sphere, the texts do 

seem to have features which would point in the direction of multiple uses.   

xpr.n=i m Drw tA r nTrw I have come into being at the limit of the land more 
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than the gods. 

ink ir pXr I am the one who does travelling around. 

ii.n=i dbH=i xat m nTr mn I have come so I may ask for the crown from such-

and-such god. 

xprw in s Dd nTr374 mrr=f irt xprw im=f Manifestations by a man, who says (any) god he 

wants: making manifestations as him.375 

In this version of the spell no name of the god is inserted, but it is left open and the rubric refers to 

manifestations in general. The parallel version has ‘Osiris’ instead of mn, but the insertion open for 

any god’s name might indicate that the spell may have a wider use beyond purely funeral.  

 Spells which were certainly used by the living sometimes show parallels to mortuary texts in 

their actual technique. So for example medical texts occasionally involve identification with a god. 

The following is a spell against plague and Sekhment’s minions: 

ixt xAytyw 

nn pH wi nfyw r swAw swAw r nšny r Hr=i 

 

ink Hr swA Hr šmAmw sxmt 

 

Hr sp 2 wADw n sxmt 

ink waty sA bAstt 

n mwt=i n=t 

Retreat diseases! 

The winds will not reach me in order for those who 

pass by to pass by to rage against my face.  

I am Horus who has passed by the diseased ones of 

Sekhmet.  

Horus, Horus, healthy one of Sekhmet.  

I am the unique one, son of Bastet.  

I have not died for you.376 

The instructions following the spell involve recitation by a man while walking around his house with 

a stick of wood.377 The wind carrying the diseases is presumably prevented from reaching the 

performer of the ritual while he is also safe from them in his role as Horus. The health of Horus is in 

focus, being contrasted to what Sekhmet brings,378 and he is able to pass by the disease without 

being affected by it. The similarities to many of the xprw-spells are both the identification and the 

feature of focusing on an aspect of the specific xprw, which relates to the purpose of the spell. 

Nordh also argues that these different xprw were available to gods and the dead as well as living 

people, and the identification and xprw are visible in the cursing and blessings formulas to ‘confirm 

the validity of the formulae, and they proved the capacity of the sender’,379 in the same way as the 

medical texts. 
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III 3 Different uses and translations of xpr and xprw 

III 3.4 Usage  

In different contexts, xpr or xprw convey different meanings, thereby demanding a varied 

translation. As a verb, it is used in the meaning ‘coming into existence’380 related to the creator god 

carrying the epithet xpr Ds=f.381 In the same context, it is used to explain how different matters have 

come into existence and received their names.382 

ra pw Ds=f It was Re himself. 

Dd.n.tw miw r=f ‘Cat’ was said to him, 

m Dd siA r=f when Sia spoke to him, 

in miw sw m nn n ir=f because he was cat-like in what he did. 

xpr rn=f pw n miw It is how his name ‘Cat’ came into existence.383 

 In the presentation of Ahmose, he says ‘I made my xprw in the town of El Kab’,384 in the 

context of him growing up. The connection is probably that of going through different stages, 

xprw.385 In the Book of the Dead spell 30b, xprw is used in the same sense: HAty=i n xprw=i386 and 

some have chosen to reflect this in translations, for example Faulkner ‘Oh my heart of my different 

ages!’.387 Also the causative sxpr,388 can carry a sense of changing from one state or status to 

another. The same usage can be applied to a passage in the Debate between a Man and his bA: r xprt 

iwaw which Allen interprets to mean ‘until the heir has grown up’.389 

 As a noun, xprw is also used as the term for the result of the verbal process of xpr, meaning a 

specific ‘form’ or ‘manifestation’. Within this category of meaning, there are a few examples where 

it is used without specification about a god’s or person’s own manifestation.  

mk stX ii.w m xprw=f See, Seth has come in his manifestation(s)390 

Since xprw can be both singular and plural, it is in this example uncertain if Seth comes in his own 

particular form, or forms. In another example, the demonstrative pronoun shows that it is plural. 
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DAwt(y)=f(y) sw m N pn m xpryw=f ipn He who should ferry himself over as this N in these his 

manifestations.391 

In both examples the meaning seems to be an emphasis on the god or person appearing as himself, 

in his own shape(s). The use of plural here can refer to the variety of the god’s iconography. 

 In plural, the term xprw can represent a summary of the components of a person’s identity. So 

in the 18th dynasty tomb of Amenemhet, where xprw comes at the end of a long list of components 

of a person: kA, stele, bA, Ax, corpse and shadow, it is possibly used as a summary term for all the 

components listed.392  

 In literary narratives, the xprw is used when a character changes his physical form into 

something else, a sort of magical performance for the sake of the plot.393 There are a limited number 

of examples in the Coffin Texts when a god changes shape into an animal. Spell 157 contains parts of 

the Horus and Seth story. Horus says: 

mk irt=i mi sqr pf tp ir.n stX r irt=i “See, my eye is like that first wound which Seth did to 

my eye.” 

aHa.n Hr am.n=f ib=f394 m-bAH=f Then Horus became unconscious before him. 

Dd.in ra Then Re said: 

dy r=Tn sw Hr Hnkwt=f r snbt=f “Put him on his bed until he gets better.” 

stX pw ir.n=f xprw r=f m šA km It is Seth, he having turned into a black pig against 

him395 

Spell 49 also concern a god who threatens to do harm.  

ir.n=f xprw m py He has turned into a flea 

nfAfA=f Xr Drw=f so that he creeps396 under his flank. 

rs Hr=Tn imyw wabt  

sA Tn imyw wryt 

Wake up, you who are in the pure place! Beware, you 

who are in the Great place! 

mTn nTr Haw=f397 snD n bDw See, the god himself is afraid of the evil ones 

ir.n(=sn) xprw   when (they) had taken shapes398 
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Even in a context where someone does not turn into something specific, it seems that the action of 

manifesting can be used in a threatening way. Spell 52: 

ir.n=f xprw r399 nTr pn He has manifested against this god 

r ssnD nTrw m wabt to cause fright to the gods in the Pure Place.400 

In these cases iri xprw is apparently used for a dangerous enemy becoming manifested in a way to 

attack and do harm, both in general and as a physical actor. This is different from the use of xprw in 

the meaning of a manifestation as a form of a god or person, a part of his identity. These can both 

take on a specific form, such as a pig, or be used as an equivalent to the person himself, his 

manifestation (see above).  

 A slightly different use is visible in spell 306. The first half of the spell concerns offerings and 

hails to different gods, about which it is then said: 

iw N rx(.w) Tn rx(.w) rnw=Tn rx(.w) irw=Tn N knows you, he knows your names and he knows 

your irw-forms 

iwty rx st xprw im=Tn which the xprw-forms within you do not know.401 

These lines are in a context where the speaker is described in different positive ways, and this 

knowledge is part of the description. The unusual expression ‘the xprw within them’ seems to 

envisage inherent parts which make up the god, and so the line seems to claim that N knows the 

gods even better than they know themselves. 

 xprw is also used in epithets of gods, where in particular the usage seems to imply that a 

variety of it is a matter of particular forms for appearance, rather than simply multiple creations of 

existence.  

tm nb xprw Atum, lord of manifestations.402 

In a similar manner, ‘lord of manifestations’ or other variants are used in names.403  

 Since xprw can function as both the predicate and the object, it invites the use of puns.  

xpr.n=i mm xprw I have come into being among the ones who have 

come into being.404 

Because of the lack of difference in orthography, it is sometimes difficult to determine the meaning 

of xprw, so in the example above, a translation such as ‘forms’ is also possible. The problem then is 

the extent to which such a ‘form’ is identifiable as a specific ‘manifestation’, or is a portmanteau 
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with a range of possible forms. In the following two examples the same problem occurs, but a 

meaning related to ‘coming into existence’ is more likely. 

Spell 335 

iw=i m šms n nb xt sš n xprw I am in the following of the lord of things and the 

scribe of the ones who have come into existence.405 

Spell 383 

 iw=i rx.kwi r n xprw I know the spell for coming into existence.406 

However, in both of these examples xprw could refer to manifestations. The problem then would be 

whose forms it refers to, or if it refers to manifestations of people or gods in general, in which case 

the meaning does not differ much from the above translations.  

 The two main usages of xpr or xprw within the Coffin Texts, but outside the rubrics, are of 

taking shape in the sense of ‘coming into existence’ and ‘becoming manifest’. Manifestation 

functions here as a category which can refer either to a person as himself or as a physical change of 

form into something else. However, the English translation ‘manifestation’ is particularly used in 

relation to two Egyptian features: either for the bA of a god or person becoming manifest in some 

way407 or to translate xprw.408 These aspects are related in Egyptian conception, which the choice of 

translation reflects. Their relationship in terms of transformations is also reflected in later texts 

where it is clearer that the bA is the part of a person’s identity which can change into different xprw-

forms.409  

 

III 3.5 Translation of the rubrics 

One focus among Egyptologists in relation to texts with ‘transformation rubrics’, has been to find a 

fitting translation of these headings.410 Buchberger, Servajean, Žabkar, Smith and Barguet all use the 
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term ‘transformation’.411 Federn prefers ‘formations’ for the Coffin Texts, because they are more 

often written xprw m, and ‘transformations’ for irt xprw m of the Book of the Dead.412 Others use as 

translation ‘becoming’413 or ‘verwandeln’.414 The problem with a single translation is that the spells 

convey different meanings. In many of the spells, the speaker assumes different aspects from the 

object in the rubric. In spells which refer to professions (mainly scribes) as their transformation 

object, it seems to be a case of taking on that role. In a few spells the object in the rubric is a physical 

object which is given to the deceased.  In this last sense the dead neither become, nor transform 

into the object.  

 

III 3.6 Objects of transformation 

The number of transformations, as well as the object of identification, varies between different texts 

and corpora.415 The collections which have been used for comparison are the Book of the Dead, the 

18th and 19th dynasty collection by Grapow, and the later texts collected by Smith.416 The 

transformation rubrics in the Coffin Texts refer to a large number of gods and god-related services, 

such as Scribe of Re-Atum,417 while those in the Book of the Dead only have Ptah and ‘god’ 

unspecified.418 The transformation objects in the Book of the Dead might also be connected to the 

transformations of the sun during its 12 hours cycle.419 The Coffin Texts have a lot of birds, but 

hardly any other animals.420 Later texts have a crocodile,421 dog,422 lion, scarab,423 and snakes.424 The 

Coffin Texts also have a few non-human objects such as air,425 fire,426 four winds of the sky,427 a 
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seal428 and the morning star.429 The Book of the Dead only has one, a lotus,430 while the later texts do 

not have any. 

 The falcon is the single most common object of transformation.431 All of the different text 

corpora include it, and it is the object of the largest number of spells within the Coffin Texts. The 

Swallow occurs in every different text corpus except Smith’s. The Phoenix, on the other hand, occurs 

in all three of Smith’s texts and in the Book of the Dead,432 and the same is the case with the snake. 

The Heron occurs in the Coffin Texts, Book of the Dead and in Grapow’s collection.433 

 

III 4 Meaning and function 

The function and meaning of the spells have been discussed by different Egyptologists. Buchberger 

intended to include this in the second and third volumes of his Transformation und Transformat, but 

they remain unpublished. In the first volume he only touches on the subject of function, mentioning 

the flight to heaven as an example of what the dead can gain by a spell for transforming into a 

bird.434 In relation to the emphasis on right knowledge in the Coffin Text spells, he describes the 

importance of transformations into gods as having two main purposes: to achieve a greater status 

and to be integrated into a divine social sphere.435  

 Willems interprets the xprw object of the Shu-spells as a cultic role of a god, played by an 

officiant. Thus the transformation object was not utilised by the deceased, but rather was used in 

the performance of their funeral.436 Wilson describes similar occurrences when discussing the use of 

masks and the related topic of taking on powers attributed to deities through masking. However, she 

connects the transformation spells and xprw-forms to multiple personas which she thinks really 

belong to the realm of the sun god, paralleling the sun’s journey through his different 

transformations.437 The idea of parallel identities is anyhow related to the xprw-spells, even if it 

clearly belongs to more than one god’s realm. 
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 In Smith’s three texts, the transformation objects are only animals and a bA, and while he lists 

free movement as one of the purposes with transformations, he also interprets the animals as being 

linked to the gods connected to the specific animal. In his interpretation, identification with a god, or 

the animal linked to that god, does not mean that the dead takes the role of a god. Following 

Assmann in his use of unio liturgica,438 Smith understands the purpose of the transformations as to 

join the worshippers of the cult of a certain deity, and to serve that deity.439 In Smith’s texts there is 

a clear connection between the transformations and serving the gods, for example: ‘The ba will 

appear in the form of an ibis, serving Thoth’.440  

 Servajean adopts an approach where the identification in the texts, by nominal sentences, is 

not a direct identification but, in his interpretation, more of a classification. The dead does not 

become Osiris but an Osiris. While there is no confusion about the absolute identity, the dead takes 

on some qualities of the object of identification. As an example he references spell 30B in Book of 

the Dead when Osiris NN speaks to Osiris. In this spell it is not Osiris speaking to Osiris, but to the 

deceased who has some Osirian qualities. Through identification with Osiris the deceased follows 

the cycle of resurrection. The deceased identifies himself or herself with aspects of Osiris without 

being Osiris. In applying this to the transformation spells, he argues that the identification classify 

them. So if he is identified with a bird, he is in a category of flying beings.441  

 Federn, believing that the transformation spells were used by the living, interprets the 

identification as a mental process where the speaker knows and proclaims himself to be one with 

the divinity. In dialogues between gods, as in spell 312, he imagines the speaker taking on the 

different ritual roles in turn.442 Nordh express it, ‘man has a natural urge to focus and activate other 

xprw (plur.) than his given xprw’ and for her, xprw is a concept of not only existential form, but also 

identity and role, and in practice he ‘attributed to himself the capacities of the xprw’. To take on 

another xprw is, in her view, available also for the living, and used in curse and blessing formulae.443 

Žabkar takes the approach that the dead, through identification with gods, in effect became godlike, 

but states that the purpose was ‘to render the dead capable of unlimited freedom of movement, of 

fullness of physical activities and enjoyment, contributing thereby to his supreme happiness -as an 

Egyptian conceived of it.’444  
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 While Willems’ interpretation focuses on the funerary drama, Smith’s interpretation focuses 

more on integration into a cult, and Federn views it as an internal progress. Both Servajean and 

Žabkar focus on abilities which are gained through this formula, even though their interpretation 

differs in level of identification. Except for the interpretations of Federn and Willems, the different 

interpretations have in common a way of adapting to a new environment and taking the necessary 

measures in the Afterlife.  

 Whether the identification really meant a direct identification with the object, a semi-

identification with the qualities of the objects, or with the cult of the object, it still comes down to an 

integration into the Afterlife, a way of adopting to a new environment and taking the necessary 

measures to ensure continuous life. The objects of transformations are always something desirable, 

or they have abilities desirable for the deceased. Enjoying free movement, eating, having power, are 

all abilities which belong to the living and were wished for to continue after death.445  

 

III 4.1 Syncretism and personification 

A considerable amount of the writing about syncretism in Egyptian religion has been influenced by 

Bonnet.446 Bonnet’s definition of syncretism is, in simple terms, a form of inhabiting. It is most easily 

recognisable in the combination of names, so in the case of Amon-Re, Re is in Amon. However, they 

remain separate and distinct, and neither is absorbed or fused into the other. Moreover, no 

syncretism is permanent. Both gods retain their separate identities and can manifest independently 

or in new combinations, for example as Sobek-Re or Min-Amon. In this way, they can freely combine 

without losing their independence, and new forms can be created without abandoning the old.447  

 The effect of this inhabiting is that the deity’s nature is extended to include features of the 

deity inhabiting. Hornung exemplifies it with Re who, from the sixth dynasty, was viewed as the 

creator god, so that every other god, synchronised with Re, also became creators as Re.448 

Syncretism is particularly visible where local gods are inhabited by a greater deity. Through this 

syncretism, or coalescence, which Morenz prefers, the local gods could remain without having to 
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give way for others; this also served to enhance their own power.449 However, syncretism is not 

confined to this alone.450 

 In Bonnet’s view, the presumption for syncretism is that deities have both material forms and 

are immaterial powers. Even if the deities could have specific forms ascribed to them –visible in their 

iconography- they still remained immaterial powers. Syncretism then shows that the deities were 

not restricted to the specific forms, and not limited to the narrow descriptions of a single standard 

iconography. Deities are only portrayed in their different images for the sake of human 

comprehension and contact, while syncretism kept the experience of a deity as a power alive.451 

Bonnet also ascribes this same ‘bipolarity’ of power to the concepts of kA, Ax, bA and ‘wherever 

something with a mysterious, higher reality is being interpreted’.452  

 Griffith sees the needs of the dead as one motivation behind syncretism in Egypt.453 Even if it 

might be hard to prove that this was actually the reason behind it, it still seems like the fundamental 

problem of the immovability of the corpse is contrasted and handled by the existence of the bA and 

the ability as that of the gods to manifest in different forms. Thus, by extension the dead can appear 

as the bA of a god.454 

 There are many different types of syncretism in Egyptian religion and the explanation of 

inhabiting is of course far too simplified to accommodate these varieties.455 Apart from syncretism, 

there are also other ways of linking deities. Hornung lists three: The first one is kinship where gods 

are linked through relations. The second is when gods, or a king appear as the image, manifestation 

or bA of another. This would mean that the deity or a king appear completely as something else, in 

contrast to syncretism where the deity only assumes features.456 Hornung also explains the 

occurrence of many different forms or manifestation of a deity as indicating different aspects of a 

deity’s complex nature.457 The third of Hornung’s ways of linking deities is union. It occurs for 

example with Re and Osiris every night. This union involves Osiris being absorbed into Re and they 
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are temporarily one, where syncretism, as has been said, does not involve fusion and absorption,458 

Amon-Re is a new form, where neither of the gods lose their individual identity.459  

 The natures of deities are too complex to describe in a simple way. Images ascribed to a 

certain deity are merely descriptions of a part of that god’s nature, and by the god appearing in 

different manifestations, more information is added for the benefit of comprehending a very 

complex nature. In addition to this, they can gain additional features through syncretism, thereby 

extending their nature. These abilities of the gods are assumed by the deceased.  

ink xprw n nTr nb I am the manifestation of any god. 

irt xprw m nTr nb mrrw s irt xprw=f  im=f460 Making manifestations as any god whose 

manifestations a man wishes to make by it.461 

In the context of this spell, the speaker shares the same ability as gods to appear in different 

manifestations and this is stated in the rubric as the aim of the spell. Here the concept of 

manifestation is approached from the perspective that the function and purpose of the texts are 

viewed as what would be beneficial for the dead, and not as ways of explaining the nature of gods. If 

different manifestations of one and the same god describe many different features of a complex 

nature, the ability to appear in many manifestations, gained after death, indicates a significant 

change from the character of the living. His nature, once dead, is significantly more complex and 

virtually unlimited as he can appear in every manifestation of every god. Taking into account the 

number of gods, and their ability to manifest, the possibilities of this statement are close to endless.  

Spell 302: 

ink bik aA I am a great falcon  

xpr m swHt who came into being in the egg.   

spA=i xnn=i m bik I fly up and I land as a falcon462 

 This statement, that he is a falcon and thereby gains the abilities of a falcon, most importantly the 

ability to fly, is closer to syncretism, where additional abilities are assumed through combination of 

two identities while still retaining both. In the xprw-spells with birds, it is often flying and qualities 

associated with flight which are focused upon. The ability to fly is useful for the dead as a means of 

passage, particularly in reaching the sky. The cycle of migratory birds is also used as a parallel to the 

cycle of life and death where the deceased disappears from this world, to land in world of the 
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afterlife.463 In this manner, the bird as a personification of flying might be more important than the 

particular species of bird.464  

 These are two of the aspects of the xpr-spells. After the disintegration of death, the texts not 

only serve to restore what was before, but also extend the concept of a living person to involve new 

features. When the texts say, for example, ‘I am Hathor’,465 most research done on transformation 

texts agrees that the dead does not lose his or her own identity, but instead gains something, be it 

godlike qualities,466 knowledge,467 unlimited freedom of movement,468 or integration into the cultic 

sphere of a god.469 Thus there is not a permanent change into something else, but rather an addition 

to the initial identity, a consubstantiation,470 or an extension of the personality in Griffiths’ terms. 

Griffith also differs between what he calls ‘temporary aids’ for the extensions of the personality, 

which is, as in the example above, flying gained through syncretism with a bird, and ‘permanent 

states’ which he exemplifies with the ‘Horus-nature’ of the king being a falcon in the Pyramid 

Texts.471  

 

III 4.2 xprw as the human being in non-this-world contexts 

Deities’ true forms cannot normally be seen by living humans.472 This is for example indicated in 

epithets of different gods as ‘invisible of form’.473 What the living can see are their manifestations. 

The ability to appear in different forms is also adopted by humans. Epithets having to do with this 

ability which Hornung describes as common of gods,474 are also used by the dead in Coffin Text 

spells:  
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ink nb xprw I am the lord of manifestations.475 

 If different manifestations of a god describe many different features of a complex nature, the 

ability of the human to appear in many manifestations, gained after death, indicates a significant 

change from the character of the living. Manifestations are the human being in a context that 

transcends the visible physical world as ways of relating the human being to the divine or spiritual 

world. xprw indicates a change of context as well as a change of shape. If a god manifests himself he 

becomes, potentially, physically visible. If a person manifests himself he is not making himself visible, 

he is, potentially, changing his context to a spiritual or divine one. xprw can therefore be used as 

passage from an expected to a unexpected context or form. After the disintegration of death, the 

texts not only serve to restore what was before, but also to extend the concept of a living person to 

involve new features. This can be for the purpose of passage, for example to go up into the horizon 

by being a star,476 or flying as a bird.477 

 The xprw m x is not an absolute irreversible change to the identity, but an acquired one. It is 

also possible that ‘xprw m x’ should, in an English translation, be closer to ‘manifesting in x’ then 

‘becoming x’, though in Egyptian it is the same. To manifest in a particular xprw would then have a 

similar meaning as a god’s bA manifesting in an object or animal. Concerning bAw Borghouts suggests 

that the expression ‘to be in (m) the manifestation of a god’ might have a similar meaning as Xr bAw, 

in the meaning of being under the influence of the bAw, or even being ‘possessed’ by the god in 

question.478 In some of his examples, this intervention of a god is very physical, such as blindness, 

but in each case it clearly affects and influences the person.479 Since the outcome of the spell is to 

acquire something from the transformation object, through the process of xprw, and identification, 

the question is whether translating it ‘in’ or ‘as’ actually has a major impact on the meaning. Since m 

is both in and as, there might not be a distinction between them in Egyptian, at least not in this 

context. 
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III 5 Passage 

The concept of passage is of pivotal importance in mortuary literature,480 and in the corpus of the 

Coffin Texts there are several different themes in relation to passage. Death in itself is a natural 

passage, and a transformation into a different state. Within the three stages: separation, liminal 

phase and reintegration, the separation by death has already taken place, so for that reason the 

spells which accompany the dead in the tomb are not commonly of this character.481 The xprw-spells 

aid the dead in the transition from this world to the next, and in their integration there. The dead 

person needs to regain the functions he had in life, through rites such as the opening of the mouth 

ceremony, freeing himself from the wrapping, raising himself from the bed, and leaving the tomb.482 

Each of these are treated as an episode of passage, and the mobility envisaged is represented as a 

geographical transition to the places of the Afterlife, at least for some of the composite parts of a 

person’s compound identity. The bA can leave the tomb, go out into the day, and walk on earth 

among the living. The sky and the Netherworld are both spheres of gods, as well as the successful 

dead, while living humans could not reach them,483 or be integrated into them. The dead can reach 

the sky through a number of ways,484 for example by the assistance of gods, travelling on incense, or 

flying as a bird, which is a common transformation object among the xprw- spells.  

 The Netherworld has many obstacles of its own. There are beings who stand by gates, or roam 

in the Netherworld,485 guarding it, only letting through the successful dead and keeping the others 

away. For this, there are spells for not being trapped or hindered, and specific knowledge is provided 

by the spells for successful passage. Extensive knowledge is required for the ferryman spells,486 

where the whole boat might need to be put together by the magic of the dead person, and 

substantial questioning is conducted in a way that gives the impression of an initiation. Other spells 
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also stress that the deceased must know the spells, or have knowledge about something particular 

in the spell. 487 The knowledge seems to be the initiation that mobilises the passage. 

 Within the transitional spells, the xprw-spells have specific manifestations mainly gathered 

from the nature, such as animals, which naturally pass the horizon. Another large group is more 

focused on integration into the spheres of gods, and into the afterlife itself. The spells about the 

natural way of digestion, and avoidance of its reverse,488 would for example relate to this category of 

integration, to ensure certain behaviours in the Afterlife. Taking the role of transformation objects, 

such as a scribe, has a similar function of integration, and there are also several examples of 

identifications with gods which elaborately describe parts of a mythological background or 

emphasise a particular kinship. Reasons behind transformation spells seem to be both the transition 

to the Afterlife and the continuation of life there. 

 

III 5.1 Passage to the Afterlife 

There are several ways of reaching the sky and thereby t 

he sun boat. Some of the specific objects of transformations serve in themselves as a means of 

passage.  

n-ntt ink is nwr py Hr wart Axt nt pt because I am this heron on the plateau of the horizon 

of the sky. 

pA=i Hr gs iAbt(y) n pt I take off on the eastern side of the sky. 

xnn=i Hr gs imntt(y) n pt I descend on the western side of the sky.489 

A bird as the object of transformation, is the second largest group of xprw-spells, following gods, in 

the Coffin Texts.490  

 There are transformation objects other than birds which have the natural quality of moving 

over the sky.491 Spell 722: 

xpr m nTr dwAy Becoming the Morning star. 

wn wAwt dwAt n N [tn] The paths of the Netherworld open for [this] N 

wn n=s sbAw imyw Axt the gates of those who are in the horizon open for 

her.492 
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… … 

N tn pw nTr dwAy This N is the Morning star. 

N tn waA nfr n nbw pr m Axt wa ašA iart This N is the beautiful waA-star of gold who comes out 

from the horizon, unique of the multitudes of uraei.493 

… … 

iw rdi.n n=s it=s ra pt r Dr=s Her father Re has given to her the whole of the sky.494 

This spell only occurs in one version and the coffin is a woman’s. Except the identification with the 

morning star, she is also in other lines of the spell in the place of stars. It is well attested that gods 

can take the shape of stars.495 However, the identification with the star in this spell specifically 

seems to be a way for the deceased to reach the horizon. By identifying with the star the deceased is 

taking on the ability to move in the same way, emerging from the horizon. 

 The theme of paths and gates being open for the dead is common in the Coffin Texts. It relates 

to authority, where the status of the dead is such as all the doors are open for him. However, the 

skill of actually opening doors is often connected to knowledge and related to the guardians of the 

Netherworld as well as occurring in daily temple ritual.496 

 Spell 722 has a similar theme as spell 720. 

xpr m HD-tA Becoming Dawn  

anx m HkAw and living by means of HkAw497 

The spell identifies the dead with the dawn and in this way she (the spell is only available in one 

version on a woman’s coffin) moves out like the dawn. As the dawn she is also included among the 

gods. 

HD-tA mm nTr m irw=f apr(.w) wDA(.w) imy 

HAt wiA ra 

Dawn among the god, as his irw-form, equipped and 

healthy who is in the front of the bark of Re.498 

It also puts her in the position to enjoy offerings at the end of the spell. The dead is identified with 

personifications of the dawn and a star, each being natural phenomena which naturally pass the 

horizon. Both spells also connect to Re, each occurring on the sky as a natural phenomenon, but 

here also personified and in each other’s company. 

 In spell 958 the dead is identified with Sia. 

xpr m siA n ra// Becoming Sia of Re// 
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xr nrw m nTrw Axt Dread falls on the gods of the horizon. 

aHa rf xntw itrt=sn Stand up, you who are in front of their shrines! 

mAn=sn Hknw=sn im=i They will see their joy by means of me 

xa m siA who appears as Sia.499 

By being personified as a quality of Re, he can cross the horizon and be among the gods. The 

identification with Sia seems to have a similar function as the identification with a star and dawn but 

now being a personification of a quality of Re he is naturally in the boat of Re and thereby crossing 

the sky. 

 Another way of reaching the sky is by the assistance of gods. Spell 76 is part of the group of 

Shu spells500 where the rubric, though presented only in one of the versions, both contains passage 

to the sky,501 and the xpr-formula.  

prt r pt hAt r wiA n ra xpr m nTr anx  Going forth to heaven. Descending to the bark of Re. 

Becoming a living god.502 

The spell is addressed to the eight Heh-gods who help Shu to hold up the sky, and a request is 

repeated several times: 

dy n=i awy=Tn Give me your arms. 

Ts n=i mAqt  Raise up the ladder for me.503  

Appropriately for the position of the Heh-gods, they are asked for assistance in order to reach the 

sky, here by either raising up a ladder for him, or by forming a ladder from their arms.504  

 One type of xprw-spell expresses a number of locations which the deceased travels around, or 

passing different places.505   

N pn nt m Hmw This N is Neith in the marshland(?), 

Hwt-Hr m idbw Hathor on the riverbank. 

iA Worship. 

iw šAs.n=f iAt He has travelled IAt. 

iw nmt.n=f šnwt He has stridden over the Circuit, 

Hms.n=f Hr Dnit nt iTnwsw he has sat down on the dam of ITnwsw. 

xprw m nt m Xrt-nTr Becoming Neith in the realm of the dead506 
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The spell contains some references to Neith like her connection to Osiris (the realm of the dead) and 

water.507 However, this spell focuses on movement and the different places, rather than Neith 

reaching them in a way that would be very specific for the goddess, and N himself is the actor in the 

spell, and not the goddess(es) with whom  he identifies with. In these spells where different places 

are passed through, the dead passes through different stages where the transformation object 

enacts the stage. These stages are clearer where the speaker is paralleled with the sun in spell 298, 

coming into being in the limit of the land and travelling around.508 Some of the places mentioned in 

similar spells were places of this world, and the spells relate to the dead moving about and partaking 

in activities of the living.509 

 There are a number of different ways of reaching the sky. In the xprw-spells, the most 

common is via identification with birds, as a personification of flying. The identifications as 

something which naturally moves to the sky are most closely related to this, while the assistance of 

gods is another means. 

 

III 6 Integration 

There are several examples of xprw-spells of integration.510 The scribe spells511 are the most notable 

since the deceased in these spells does not change his own physical shape or synchronise with 

another being, but takes on the role of a scribe. By being a scribe of a specific god, he is integrated in 

the immediate association of that god. The role gives the dead a specific assignment and serves to 

integrate him into the sphere of the gods.  

 In a number of spells which have gods as their transformation objects, the dead is identified 

with a specific god and is thereby placed in a mythological setting, or the kinship of the particular 

god. An identification with Horus gives the person a particular place in an already existing setting. 

Spell 312 explicitly integrates the dead through Horus making him his bA.512 In this spell he is also 

given a specific task of going to the Netherworld as a messenger to Osiris so the dead as the bA of 

Horus is integrated in a specific setting, role, and assignment. Often the texts raise themes such as 

being in the presence of gods or being involved in specific activities, preferably eating. 
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di=sn n=i xaw dmD m bik nfr n nbw tp 

bnwt=f 

They give me the crowns united as a beautiful golden 

falcon on his perch.513 

aq ra ra nb r sDm mdw=f Re comes every day to hear his words 

Hms=i Hna nTrw(y) ipyw nbw pt I sit down with these two gods, lords of the sky.514 

 

 

III 7 Relationships between xprw rubrics and the content of the 

spell 

The use of rubrics in the Coffin Texts is general in contrast to the Pyramid Texts,515 but not as 

consistent as in the Book of the Dead. Also within the Coffin Text corpus, a continuous expansion of 

the practice of using rubrics has been noticed, where rubrics are added to later versions of the same 

spell.516 Rubrics vary in length and use, and different attempts have been made to classify them.517 

Some of the uses range from seemingly stating the purpose of the spell518 to explaining the text,519 

or providing instructions for its use.520 Most of the titles and post scripts are written in red,521 but 

there are also some examples of first lines of spells and post scripts which are formulated as rubrics, 

but are not written in red.522  

 Rubrics of individual spells also vary, so that the same spell might have different rubrics in 

different versions. Some are also changed in the transmission from the Coffin Texts to the Book of 
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the Dead. Spell 311 of the Coffin Texts has the rubric xprw m xnsw m Xrt-nTr.523  This spell, together 

with spell 310, have become spell 83 in Book of the Dead with the rubric: r n irt xprw m bnw,524 so 

Khons is changed to phoenix. The Book of the Dead has still kept the identification through the 

nominal sentence, ink xnsw,525 in the spell, as it also occurs in the Coffin Texts, and neither mention 

the phoenix in the body of the spells so the reason for the change is unclear. However, in the 

majority of cases there is a clear relationship between the spell and the title, even for a modern 

reader.  

 The content of the spell varies greatly in how it reflects the title, and a single translation of xpr 

or xprw cannot reflect this diversity of use. Still, there are some distinct features which are shown in 

a large number of the spells. The most prominent of these features is the identity of the speaker, or 

of N if the spell is written in the third person. In the majority of cases this is reflected in the rubric, 

even though it might be alongside other identities as well.   

 

III 7.1 Nominal sentences agreeing with the rubric 

The infinitive is used in rubrics of ‘transformation spells’ in xprw m x, xpr m x, but the grammatical 

construction in the heading is seldom repeated in the spell itself.526 However, in over half of these 

spells, nominal sentences are used to express the same identity in the body of the text. A large 

number527 are built up as in this example: 

xprw m bik Becoming a falcon 

ink bik I am a falcon.528 

The dead is not said to transform (xprw m) in the body of the spell, but is identified with (mostly ink 

... or N pn ...). This use of nominal sentences for identification with something external is far wider in 

use than just in the spells with xprw-rubrics, and identifications with deities are also used in this 

manner in spells used by the living, but the use of them in the xprw spells also shows a strong 

connection between transformations and identifications.529 Since the nominal sentence is the first 

line of the spell, there is no other starting point for the dead, and no transfer between the identity of 

the dead and the identity of a falcon. There is no visible process described as concomitant with 

taking the identity of a falcon.  
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 In these spells, where the heading is directly followed by a nominal sentence with the same 

identity, the content often continues to describe the object of identification. For example, another 

spell for becoming a falcon: 

xprw m bik Becoming a falcon. 

ink bik aA I am a great falcon 

xpr m swHt who came into being in the egg. 

spA=i xnn=i m bik   I fly up and I land as a falcon530  

The model is the same when the identification sentence in the beginning531 of the spell, at the 

end,532 in the middle,533 or repeated throughout the spell.534 Several spells also occur in different 

variants where one version has the rubric at the beginning of the spell and another version has it at 

the end.  

 

III 7.1.1 n-ntt +nominal sentence  

A smaller number of spells535 chose to start with a description of the object of identification. In spell 

668 the impact on the surroundings and actions are described before the nominal sentence. 

xprw m bAbiw m [Xrt-]nTr Becoming Babi in the realm of the dead.536 

... … 

snD n=f nbw The lords are afraid of him 

sdA n=f rmT men tremble for him. 

n-ntt ir is N pn bAbiw pi As for this N he this Babi537 

The nominal sentence is preceded with n-ntt, explaining the previous statement with the identity of 

the dead. 

 

III 7.1.2 Nominal sentence with synonym for the object of the rubric 

In a few cases, the nominal sentence does not express the precise identity found in the rubric, but 

conveys the same meaning. This particularly occurs in spells where Horus and falcon are 

interchangeable.538 In other cases there is a matter of a slight change: 

                                                           
530

 Spell 302 CT IV 53f-54a. 
531

 The same pattern is visible in spells 85, 280, 283, 669, 678, 854. 
532

 For example spells 261, 270, 285, 289, 325, 329, 540, 959 (‘will  be’ rather than ‘are’) and 1016. Also 
537,however most of this spell is destroyed accept for the beginning and end. 
533

 For example spells 257, 313 (the rubric has falcon and the nominal sentence Horus), 320 (the dead is both 
Neper and is living of Neper as grain) and 722. 
534

 For example spells 86, 148 (the rubric says falcon, and the nominal sentence Horus), 149, 268, 720 and 991. 
535

 Spell 612, 668 and 957. 
536

 CT VI 296n. 
537

 CT VI 297a-c. 
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xpr m sš n sxt Htp n wsir Becoming scribe of the field of offerings of Osiris539 

… 

ink sš HAdt sxt Htp r-a n DHwty mm irw Htp  I am scribe of the store-chest of the field of offerings 

beside Thoth among the ones who make offerings.540 

The addition of the store-chest does not significantly change the identity of the scribe, though it 

might specify his duties. In two other scribe spells, spells 252 and 254 similar matters occur (see 

below). 

 

III 7.2 Identification without nominal sentence 

In fewer cases, the identification is expressed clearly, but not by nominal sentences. For example,541 

in spell 581 the rubric, at the end of the spell, is: 

xprw m smn Becoming a goose542 

while the passage relating to the rubric in the spell has: 

ngg.n=i m smn I have cackled as a goose.543 

The same pattern occurs in spells 278 and 287.544 Other examples use different verbs to reflect the 

identity in the rubric, xa is for example fairly common:545 

mAn=sn Hknw=sn im=i They will see their celebration by means of me, 

xa m siA who appears as Sia546 

Another example is spell 274 ‘Becoming a divine falcon’:547  

Tn N pn m bik nTr This N is lifted up548 as a divine falcon549 

Spell 286 is for becoming Horus or alternatively a falcon.550 

mA wsir N pn iwr ms m Hr iwaw See this Osiris N, who was conceived and born as 

Horus the heir.551 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
538

 In spells 227, 269, 1015 and possibly also 76 and 271. See also spell 312 where the transformation object in 

the rubric is ‘divine falcon’ and Horus saHs the dead person as his bA. The divine falcon is a direct parallel to the 

bA of Horus. Žabkar, Ba Concept, 13-14. 
539

 Spell 329, CT IV 165a. 
540

 CT IV 165d. 
541

 See also spell 374 cross ref where the identification in the spell is with Nehebkau but the rubric applies a 

pun and associating the god with ‘a kA-snake and a naw-snake’ CT IV 36f, B2L. 
542

 CT VI 196j. 
543

 CT VI 196c. 
544

 See also spell 505, which seem to have room for a restoration of xpr in the rubric, but where the speaker is 
acting as Re, rather than directly saying that he is Re. 
545

 See for example spell 281, 317, 331 and 668. 
546

 Spell 958, CT VII 176m-177a. 
547

 CT IV 13a T1L 
548

 Most versions have Tny. 
549

 CT IV 13e. 
550

 CT IV 38e Sq6C Horus, B1C falcon. 
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Only very rarely is xpr used in these circumstances. Spell 291 is for becoming a child.552 

ink irf xprw m Xrdw I am indeed the one who has become a child,553 

 

III 7.2.1 The identity is not repeated 

In a few spells, the identity is not explicitly repeated outside the rubric. This particularly occurs in 

Horus or falcon spells.554 Here the rubric involves becoming Horus,555 or a falcon,556 but in the spell 

the lines most closely relating to the rubric are sentences concerning the sky and horizon, for 

example: 

iTt.n=i pt I have seized the sky557 

So the spell clearly places the falcon, or falcon god, in his own realm, but it does not spell out in the 

body of the spell that he is a falcon. Similar examples have, for example, Hapy in the rubric and then 

references to flooding without Hapy’s name mentioned again,558 so the connection in these cases is 

basically metonymic. 

 

III 7.3 More than one identity 

Some of the most obvious examples where the speaker identifies with several different gods are 

spell 317559 and 829; some examples from spell 829 follow: 

ink rw I am a lion. 

ink rwyty I am the double lions. 

ink wr n wnwt=f I am the greatest of his (own) priests 

ink Hr smA di// I am Horus, uniter////560 

 

ink ist///sy m-Xnw Ax-bit I am Isis/// within Chemmis561 

 

ink gb aq m tA I am Geb who entered into the earth562 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
551

 CT IV 37c. 
552

 CT IV 42f. 
553

 CT IV 42g-h. 
554

 See below.  
555

 For example spell 326. 
556

 For example spell 147, 989. 
557

 Spell 326 CT IV 160c. 
558

 Spell 547. See also 84, 105, 293, and 992 (in 992 there are at least no nominal sentence relating to the 
rubric preserved but some of the spell is destroyed). 
559

 Examples are presented below under gods. 
560

 CT VII 30d-g. 
561

 CT VII 30j. 
562

 CT VII 30l. 
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ink ra nb tAwy=f I am Re, lord of his two lands563 

 In other spells, the examples are not as multiple, but often move between two. In spell 284 

Osiris N starts being identified with Horus: 

wsir N pn Twt Hr O this Osiris N, you are Horus564 

The description of Horus soon moves to a description of a different identity: 

n-sw wrt  he belongs to the Great One 

nbt nsw Lady of Flame, 

wrt imyt wpt itn iAxw 

 

the Great One who is between the horns, the disk of 

radiance 

psHt m r=s who bites with her mouth 

wHat m sd=s who lashes565 with her tail(?)566 

anxt Dd <m> tmyw m-Hrt<-ib> hh n ns n 

r=s567 

who lives <on> those who say non-existent (things),568 

in the midst of the heat of the flame of her mouth 

nHmt ra m aApp569 who rescues Re from Apep. 

xprw m sDt m Xrt-nTr m st nbt nt imnt Becoming Fire in the realm of the dead of every place 

in the West570 

In this spell the rubric reflects the identity of the uraeus, or identifies with the fiery power of the 

uraeus. The uraeus and her fire are the main foci in the spell, and not who the dead is identified with 

in the beginning. 

 Spell 464: 

xpr m Htp nb sxty Htp Becoming Hetep, lord of the two fields of offerings571 

Htp in this sentence has a god determinative. The speaker both says that he is Hetep directly: 

n-ntt ink is Htp m sxt=f because I am Hetep in his field.572 

and following this, information about Hetep is provided in third person. For example: 

sm=f psDty=f mrrw=f He guides his two enneads whom he loves. 

                                                           
563

 CT VII 30o. 
564

 CT IV 34b. 
565

 wHat both has the meaning ‘to release’ and  ‘to catch’ when used for catching birds and fish. The meaning 

should probably be ‘to lash’, perhaps related to Hawt?  
566

 See Faulkner, Coffin Text I, 213 n.4. 
567

 See Faulkner’s reconstruction Coffin Text I, 213 n.5. 
568

 The text writes anxt Dd tmyw which yields poor sense. Probably a corruption in the hieratic where original 

anx m has been corrupted to anx Dd. (The Dd group can look very similar to the m).  
569

 T1L only. 
570

 CT IV 34c-j. 
571

 CT V 336a B1Bo. 
572

 CT V 339d. 
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sHtp=f aHAwy n irw imntt He makes the two warriors peaceful for the ones of 

the West. 

bHn=f  iAkbw573 He cuts off the mourners. 

qmA=f nfrt He creates that which is good. 

in=f Htpt He brings that which is Htpt.574 

Later in the spell, while all versions have the above lines in third person, the majority of versions 

then switch to first person. 

ink rx Htp I am the one who knows Hetep. 

Xny=i m šw=s I row on its lakes 

spr=i r niwt=s I arrive at its town.575 

The speaker is now in the realm of the afterlife, in Hetep, also enjoying its riches576 and respecting its 

rules.577 The identity of the speaker in this spell is floating between Hetep, and someone being in 

Hetep. While this is visible in the use of pronouns, it might not make any difference in meaning since 

the god personifies the concept. It might be that this identification is a way of forming an existence 

through the pun on Htp. 

 

III 7.3.1 Other identity 

In some cases the rubric does not seem to correlate with the identity in the body of the spell. At the 

beginning of spell 281 Osiris N appears as Horus.578 The same identity is ascribed to Osiris N in the 

end of the spell: 

wsir N pn Twt Hr Ds=f nb HkAw O, this Osiris N, you are Horus himself, lord of HkAw.579 

but the rubric directly following this line is: 

xprw m HkAw Becoming HkAw580 

It seems that the rubric observes the last words of being lord of HkAw and relates this to the 

identity.581 A similar construction is used in spell 282 ‘Becoming Tayt’,582 where the power of Osiris N 

is in focus: 

                                                           
573

 B1L only. 
574

 Htpt in all intact versions except B1Bo which has Htp and a god determinative. CT V 340a-e.  
575

 CT V 342d-f. 
576

 CT V 344a-345a. 
577

 CT V 345b-346a. 
578

 CT IV 30d. 
579

 CT IV 31e. 
580

 CT IV 31f. 
581

 For more spells with more than one identity see for example also 276, 277 and 317 under ‘Other gods’ 
below. 
582

 CT IV 32h. 
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iTt wsir N pn wsrw nb wa This Osiris N takes all the power of the one 

rdi iA n wsir N pn in imyw=f and praise is given to this Osiris N by those ones who 

are in him 

mAA=sn  nw wsir N pn xa.w Hr nb=sn when they see this, this Osiris N having appeared as 

their lord.583 

Tayt does not appear until the end of the spell, just before the rubric, and she is then not identified 

with Osiris N: 

ir.n n=f tAyt st nt wsir N pn Tayt has made a seat of this Osiris N, for him.584 

Otherwise it is Osiris N who is the actor in this spell. Since the rubrics seem to have been added later 

that the composition of the spells, the determining factor here seems to be proximity, either the last 

or first part of the spell is taken to tell us about its function. 

 

III 7.4 No functional identification 

In one group of spells, the rubric does not reveal an exact identity which the dead takes on but 

rather refers to something he or she is given or is in the sphere of. For example, in spell 993, xpr m 

xrpwy 585 where the deceased do not take the form of a twin-sceptre, but the spell has to do with 

authority.586 This will be discussed further below. 

 Spell 853 is in a grey area between what we would describe as an identity and an abstract 

quality which can be given to a person. The rubric is: 

xprw m saH Becoming a saH587 

which would qualify as a proper identity. However, in the spell Osiris N is not saying that he is saH, 

but: 

di=sn saH/// wsir N pn They grant saH ///588 this Osiris N.589 

 

III 7.5 xprw as an unspecified manifestation 

In some spells, the rubric concerns making transformations in general, without concerning a specific 

identity. Spell 290 is similar to the spells above where it might be a question about more than one 

identity. 

                                                           
583

 CT IV 32d-f. 
584

 CT IV 32g. 
585

 Spell 993, CT VII 205a. 
586

 See also spell 223, 288, 297, 706, 988 in below.   
587

 CT VII 57e. 
588

 The lacuna possibly contains the determinative for saH or n=f. 
589

 CT VII 56q. 
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xpr m wdH Becoming a weaned child. 

ink irf xpr m wdH I am indeed he who became a weaned child 

irw a=f Ddw mwt=f whose a,590 which his mother591 says, is made. 

ink xprw n nTr nb  I am the manifestation of any god. 

irt xprw m nTr nb mrrw s irt xprw=f  im=f Making manifestations as any god whose 

manifestations a man wishes to make by it592 

In this spell the rubric is at the end. However, the first line is also expressed as a rubric, even if none 

of the three versions actually have it in red. In spell 291, which is a version of this spell, ‘Becoming a 

child’ is in red in at least one of the versions.593 The following sentence then emphasises the process 

of the speaker becoming a weaned child rather than saying that he is one. 

 Spells 298 and 301 also include irt xprw m, and making manifestations in general, and in both 

cases the rubric is inserted after the spell.594 Spells 290, 298 and 301 all occur on the same two 

coffins.595 In the last two cases the spells do not contain any identification with a specific named 

identity. In the Book of the Dead all of the transformation spells use iri, whether they refer to 

transformations in general or transformation into something specific. 596 

 There are also a number of later examples of this type. From Paheri’s tomb in El Kab: 

irt xprw m bnw mnt Making manifestations as a phoenix, swallow, 

m bik šnty (r-)pw mr=k falcon, or heron, as you wish.597 

Here four birds are mentioned before it is added that Paheri should be able to take any form he 

wishes. A number of other examples could be included and a further study on this expression not 

limited to the Coffin Text corpus would be interesting. 

 

III 7.5.1 Making powerful manifestations 

In spell 829 the rubric is destroyed at the end: 

r n aq m tA Spell for entering the earth 

irt xprw m /// making manifestations as ///598 

                                                           
590

 Faulkner translates it ‘record’ Coffin Texts I, 217. Barguet, Textes des Sarcophages, 556 and Demarée and 
Valbelle, Les registres de recensement du village de Deir el-Médineh, 99, ‘certificat’. Both Faulkner and 
Demarée/Valbelle are under the impression that this refers to a registration of births in Egypt. 
Demarée/Valbelle even refer to the text as one of the earliest pieces of evidence for this, however it is 
imagined that this was carried out. 
591

 Father in B1L but mother in the other two versions. 
592

 CT IV 42a-e, B1L. 
593

 Spell 290 CT IV 42f-j. Sq1C has the rubric in red. 
594

 Also compare with spell 52 CT I 239h. 
595

 B3L and B1L. 
596

 See also the examples in Chapter II under ‘Outcomes’. 
597

 Urk IV 113 lines 13-14. 
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Through a nominal sentence, the speaker is then identified with various deities. He also says: 

ink  ir xprw sxm m Axw=f I am one who makes powerful manifestations as my599 

Axw.600 

Since the rubric is slightly destroyed and the spell contains different identities, the line above might 

refer to making manifestations in general, similar to the usage in spells 291, 298, 301 above. 

 

III 7.6 Rubrics and content 

Many more Coffin Texts involve identification without having transformation headings. For example 

spell 242 which has the rubric: 

r n wn sbA n bA Dd mdw Spell for opening a portal for the bA. Recite:601 

But the first line is: 

ink DHwty in mAat wDA wDAt m pr rwty I am Thoth who brings Maat, who heals602 the wedjat-

eye in the house of the double lions.603 

The dead is identified with Thoth and, as in many xprw-spells, some aspects of the object of 

identification are described, but the rubric is not a transformation rubric. This spell has not been 

classified as a transformation spell, either by Buchberger or by Barguet,604 which is also not 

surprising since the purpose seems to concern opening a portal for the bA. However, it does contain 

the same elements as a xprw-spell. 

 In expressing the identity of the speaker, constructions such as xprw m ... occur mainly in 

headings. The majority of cases with this kind of rubric have nominal sentences in the spells, which 

parallel the content of the rubric. There seems to be no difference in the use of language where the 

identity is expressed with a nominal sentence in the first or last line of the spell. However, the 

placement of an identity in the spell might have affected the choice of title. This would explain the 

examples when the rubric does not agree with the identity of the speaker but reflects one of the 

words in the beginning or end of the spell. 

 The transformation spells in the Book of the Dead have clear headings while the equivalent in 

the Pyramid Texts is not present due to the general absence of that kind of rubric in the Pyramid 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
598

 CT VII 30a-b. 
599

 Lit. ‘his’, but referring to the speaker. 
600

 CT VII 30n. Other interpretations of the sentence are possible and sxm might belong to Axw rather than the 

xprw. 
601

 CT III 327a. 
602

 Or ‘set out’, 3 versions have leg determinatives while only one has a papyrus. 
603

 CT III 327b. 
604

 Buchberger does not mention the spell in Transformation und Transformat. Barguet places it under ‘La 
libération de l’âme-ba’, 230 rather than under ‘Les transformations et identifications’, Textes des Sarcophages 
Egyptiens, 424f. 
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Texts. In the Middle Kingdom copies of the Pyramid Texts,605 only a few rubrics are added.606 They 

are typically short and introduced by r n. In the Coffin Texts there are also a number of spells of 

similar character as the transformation spells which do not have headings, or have other types of 

headings without including xprw.607 Further work of the content of the Pyramid Texts and their 

correspondence with Coffin Text transformation spells would surely show a different result;608 to 

mention a few examples, there is identification with Horus in Pyramid Text 537 and 668, and with a 

falcon in spell 627 and 655. Dividing spells into categories according to titles is a facile way of 

organising the vast material of the Coffin Texts, and since the addition of titles during this time 

seems to have been an ongoing process, it does not include all the spells of this particular character. 

The classification based on headings is thereby a simplification of the reality of the material.609  At 

least we can assume that the persons who later labelled the compositions had some thoughts 

behind it, even if it is difficult to know how systematic this labelling was at this time, how it differed 

from other texts with different rubrics, or how it related to the thought behind the original 

composition. It is therefore to prefer to a modern categorisation. 

 

III 8 Birds 

III 8.1 Goose 

Three spells, 278, 287 and 581, have the rubric:  

xprw m smn Becoming a goose610 

These spells also share the same beginning: 

pA.n=i m wr I have flown up as the swallow. 

ngg.n=i m smn I have cackled as a goose. 

ir n=i aHaw Hr wart aAt mHty iw aA A standing place is made for me on the great area 

                                                           
605

 Allen, Middle Kingdom Copies of Pyramid Texts. 
606

 To PT 77, BH3C, PT 81 BH4C, T1BE, PT 220 Sq2Be, PT 226 L-MH1A, L1Ny, Sq2C, T1Be, T3Be, PT 447 Sq12C. 

B9C also has Dd mdw in red but not a full rubric.  In the supplemental texts, B17C has one to three words in red 
at the end of each utterance.  
607

 Buchberger makes a difference between spells which has xpr in the title (verwandlungssprüche) and spells 
which has the same form or theme but no heading (krypto-Verwandlungssprüche). Buchberger, 
Transformation und Transformat, 81-83, tablets on 84-87. 
608

 In Griffiths words: ‘As far as the term xprw is concerned, one which is bound up with the ideas of plurality 
and changeability, it is not commonly used in the Pyramid Text to express this power, but occurs frequently in 
such contexts in the books concerned with the underworld. However, the Pyramid texts often express the idea 
in other ways.’ Griffiths in van Voss et al (eds), Studies in Egyptian Religion, 49-50. See also examples of 
identifications in the Pyramid Texts Schott, Mythe und Mythenbildung, 48-49. 
609

 As in literature, where one label can be used for varied texts, Parkinson, Poetry and Culture, 108-111, for 

example sbAyt which was used for teachings, onomasticons and calendars. 
610

 Spell 278, CT IV 25c Sq6C, spell 287, CT IV 38f, spell 581 CT VI 196j. 
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 north of the great island.611 

Cackling like a goose also occurs in spell 205 which also has similar lines, but with a rubric belonging 

to the ‘reversal-texts’,612 the birds are also linked to different beings. 

pA.n=i r=sn m wr mi DHwty I have flown up to them as a swallow, like Thoth. 

ng=i r=sn m smn mi šsmw I cackle to them as a goose, like Shesemu. 

pA=i m gbgA I fly up as Gebga.613 

Shesemu and Gebga might occur here for preventing the negative aspects associated with them by 

the speaker identifying with them.614 Shesemu, Gebga and Thoth have manifestations as birds, but 

they are here not in their most common species of birds. Nevertheless, the focus is laid on the flying 

and cackling. 

 Spell 287 and 581 then goes on to say: 

mAA si n mni.n=f See it, he is not dead, 

xnn Hr=T xaa=f mm nTr alighting on you (the area), he appears among the 

god.615 

The spells then move on in different directions and at different lengths. In spell 581, BH3C ends soon 

hereafter, but P. Gardiner II has a very long version. After this, a dialogue begins concerning avoiding 

eating excrement. Spell 287 seems to end with the speaker having arrived in the sky: ‘I have come, 

the fields are seen’.616 In spell 278 it does not seems that the speaker has reached the sky since it 

ends: 

Ts wsir N pn mAqt mm nTrw This Osiris N raises a ladder among the gods. 

wsir N pn Twt wa im=sn This Osiris N, you are a unique one among them.617 

Its focus is rather on the dead’s position among the gods.  

 The Goose is only mentioned once outside the rubric, but the flight in this context probably 

refers to both that of a goose and that of a swallow, even though it is only the swallow that is 

mentioned by name. The passage of migratory birds is a very strong theme and here two different 

                                                           
611

 Spell 581, CT VI 196b-d. This last sentence is expressed slightly different in the three spells, in spell 278 N 
alights and the specific area is spoken about in different terms. Spell 278 CT IV 23a-c spell 287, CT IV 38g-i. 
Spell 190 also brings up the same passage: CT III 98j-k, as does spell 203: CT III 130f-i. See also Assmann, Death 

and Salvation, 130-131 translating wart ‘shore’ and discussing the place of the Afterlife as a shore on the other 
side of a body of water. In either case, the speaker takes off from this world and arrives at a place in the 
Afterlife. The spells have some variants of what follows after the plateau. Spell 287 has ‘of the Great Foreland’ 
CT IV 23d. Spell 287 has ‘ north of the horizon of the sky.’ CT IV 38j. 
612

 About not eating excrements, drinking urine or walk upside down in the realm of the dead. Frandsen, in 
Kousoulis (ed), Demonology, 23-62. 
613

 CT III 144b-d. 
614

 Frandsen in Kousoulis (ed), Demonology, 57-58, Schott, JEA 54, 47-49. 
615

 Spell 581 CT VI 196e-f mainly following BH3C. Spell 287 CT IV 38k-l, this version has ‘appears as the great 
god’. 
616

 CT IV 39e-f. 
617

 CT IV 25a-b Sq6C. 
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birds are connected to the theme of passage.618 The specific lines which are repeated in each spell 

concern alighting on an area where the gods are, in order to be alive among the gods. Since both 

swallows and geese migrate, they are both be suitable illustrations for making long journeys. The 

fact that they were present and absent for different parts of the year made them suitable images for 

travelling between worlds,619 like the sun does. In the Book of Nut migratory birds are described to 

come from the north part of the sky, then having human head and bird body to be transformed into 

birds when reaching Egypt.620 The image therefore is that of a parallel between the passage from 

this world to the next and a bird taking off and landing.   

 

II 8.2 Swallow 

Three spells have the heading ‘Becoming a swallow’,621 what follows in 283 is very short: 

wsir N pn Twt mnt Twt mnt O this Osiris N, you are a swallow, you are a swallow. 

wsir N pn Twt it n HDDyt sAt ra 

 

O this Osiris, you are the father of the migratory-bird, 

daughter of Re. 

i nTrw nDm wsT=Tn O gods, whose scent is sweet. 

ns n wsir N pn pr=f m Axt A flame belongs to this Osiris N when he comes up 

from the horizon.622 

Different versions of the spell have different rubrics. L1Li has ‘Words spoken by N. He says:’. Sq1C 

has ‘Words spoken: Not dying again.’ T1L has traces of a transformation rubric, and de Buck notes 

that there is room for ‘Dd mdw xprw m ...’.623 Sq6C has:  

xprw m mnt624 Becoming a swallow625 

Despite this, outside the rubric all spells start with the identification with a swallow. In the Book of 

the Dead spell 86 most of the lines in the Coffin Text spell provide the beginning of the much longer 

Book of the Dead spell. However, the Coffin Texts version consists only of these few lines. The theme 

in the short spell has to do with ascending, which is probably why the rubric ‘Becoming a swallow’ is 

chosen. 

 In spell 687 the rubric is: 

xpr m mnt m Xrt-nTr Becoming a swallow in the realm of the dead626 

                                                           
618

 Te Velde,  Ex Orbe religionum, 26-31. 
619

 Hornung and Staehelin, Skarabäen, 135-136. 
620

 Assmann, Search for God, 61-62. 
621

 Spell 283, CT IV 33g, spell 293 CT IV 45b, spell 687 CT VI 305o. 
622

 CT IV 33c-f. 
623

 CT IV 33 n2. 
624

 Faulkner notes that it is an eccentric spelling of mnt, Coffin Texts I, 213 n.1. 
625

 CT IV 33g.  
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The only other lines talking about a swallow in the spell are: 

N pn mnt psšt sd sDrt xt tA This N is a swallow with divided tail which sleeps 

throughout the land. 

n sDr.n N pn xt tA This N does not sleep throughout the land.627 

The swallow is connected to the sun, and can be depicted standing in the prow of the sun boat.628 

Furthermore, it is possible that the yearly migration cycle of the swallow is compared with the daily 

cycle of the sun.629 However, the deceased, who does not sleep, is contrasted with the swallow, who 

does sleep. The parallel between sleep and death is then also taken into account630 and the denial of 

sleep stands as a metaphor for the denial of death. The identification with a swallow is thereby 

directly opposed by N not behaving like the swallow. The rest of the spell mainly focuses on the 

might of this N, over whom no one can have power.  

 In spell 293 both versions have the rubric: 

wbA imntt  Opening the west 

xprw m art becoming a swallow631 

The theme in the spell is passing over. For example: 

mi wDA ir=k Come, cross over,632 

... 

pr.n=i Hr šw hA.n=i Hr Hr I have gone up through Shu, I have descended through 

Horus.633 

This is possibly why the rubric involves a swallow, since the swallow is not mentioned further in the 

body of text, but the text concerns unhindered passage, which could be associated with migratory 

birds. Spell 293 is closer in theme with the spells which have the rubric ‘Becoming a goose’ (above) 

which also contain the theme of passing freely. 
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 CT VI 305o. 
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 CT VI 305a-b. 
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 Te Velde, Ex Orbe Religionum, 26-31. 
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 Hornung, Das Buch der Anbetung, 122 n.210 comments about the sun as being viewed as a migratory bird 
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III 8.3 Other birds 

III 8.3.1 Birds in lotus-ponds(?) 

In two spells the rubric involves becoming a heron.634 Spell 292 has: 

xpr m nwr m sšnty Becoming a heron in the lotus-pond(?)635 

… 

iw DnHy=i m qmA šawt=f Hr-ib sAH=f My wings are throwing his knives in the middle of his 

grant of land(?). 

iw bant=i m nfr mAAwt My neck is beautiful of sight, 

iw Dbaw=i m nrtiw and my fingers are the terrible ones. 

iw irty=i m sšmwty ra My eyes are two guides of Re. 

sšm=i sšnty I rule the lotus-pond.636 

The spell contains elements of the heron being powerful in the lotus-pool, with some similarities to 

the spells about Sobek,637 and a description of a bird.  

 Spell 703 has some similarities to spell 292, but is only available in one version.638 sšnti is 

possibly not a specific species of bird, but lotus-pond as a location, if the translation is right. The 

rubric before the spell is: 

r n xpr m sšnti Spell for becoming a lotus-pond(?)-bird639 

and after the spell: 

Dd mdw xpr m sšnti m Xrt-nTr Recite: Becoming a lotus-pond(?)-bird in the realm of 

the dead 

apr s m Axw=f so that a man is equipped with his Axw640 

In this spell the speaker is identified with a lotus-pond bird who walks freely and supplies himself 

with food: 

ink sšnti pw Ham wart  I am that lotus-pool(?)-bird who fishes the district.641 

… 

ink ir xprw m Ax sbw n kAw=sn I am one who has made manifestations as Axw who 

have gone to their kAw. 
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 Of these spell 272 has a variant of the rubric where it instead had falcon and is placed under falcons and 
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 CT IV 43a. 
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xpr.n=i m xprw tm I have become the manifestations of Atum. 

wnm=i m kAw ipw anxw=i pw Axw I eat from those kAw, Axw are what I live on642 

... 

ink nTr pw anx m xprw=f nb abw Hr wart I am this god who lives on all his manifestations, the 

meals in the district643 

This spell is quite different from the other spells concerning birds, in that its characteristic behaviour 

is transferred from the natural to the supernatural. Its characteristic of eating is kept while the food 

is different and related to what he needs to be an equipped Axw. kAw, xprw and Axw, are all acquired 

by eating. The most prominent feature of the lotus-pool-birds seems to be its power to find, catch 

and eat. It is by means of equipping himself through eating that the dead will be transformed into an 

Ax.644 Both of these spells have descriptions of a raptor, hunting, eating, and ruling their location. 

 

III 8.3.2 Unknown bird 

Spell 271 is very short with the rubric: 

xprw m awa Becoming a awa-bird645 

Or  

xprw m iwaw Becoming a iwaw-bird646 

The spell then compares the deceased movements with two other birds: 

pA.n N pn m hby This N has flown up as an ibis. 

xn.n N pn m qAd This N has alighted as a qAd-bird.647 

The spell is totally focused on flying as a bird, but the exact species of the bird seems to be of less 

importance since three different kinds are mentioned in the same version of the spell and another 

kind in a different version of the spell. 

 

III 8.3.3 Vulture 

Spell 955 is almost entirely destroyed.648 The speaker is identified with Wadjet (ink wADt),649 but the 

rubric is:  

[xprw] m nrt [Becoming]  a vulture650 
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 CT VI 335b-d. 
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 CT VI 335f. 
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 Eyre, Cannibal Hymn for the consumption of these powers and parts, for example 146-147. 
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Perhaps the spell concerns Wadjet and Nekhbet. However, too much is destroyed to say much about 

the spell.  

 

III 9 Gods and Birds 

III 9.1 Falcon and falcon gods 

III 9.1.1 Falcon 

Spell 302 is focused on the appearance and qualities of a falcon: 

spA=i xnn=i m bik n mH I fly up and I land as a falcon of one cubit 

Htp m psD=f laid on its back,651 

DHnwy=i m wDA šmaw  and my wings are green stone of upper Egypt.652   

The speaker also has a position among the gods where they bow for him653 and he sits down with 

the gods654 where offerings are laid out for him.655 The falcon is described through its physical 

attributes and dimension, coupled with details that suggest a statue rather than a living bird. It also 

has an elevated position, included among the gods and importantly eats the offerings. The role of 

the falcon here is thus extended beyond that of a normal living bird. 

 Spell 147 ‘Becoming a falcon’656 has no nominal sentences identifying the speaker with a 

falcon or a particular name of a falcon god. However, there are still some references to a falcon 

which hint at its identity. The sun disk is addressed, and the speaker says he is the one who has 

swallowed his eye.657 Also the mentioning of the horizon and the sky can be references to a place 

suitable for a falcon.  

 

III 9.1.2 Falcon or heron 

In spell 273, B2L has the heading: 

xprw m bik Becoming a falcon658 

and both B2L and B2P identify the speaker with a falcon (ink bik / N pn bik)659 while the rest of the 

four readable versions starts after these two sentences. The rest of the short spell is: 
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 CT VII 170i. 
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 In the sense of the back measures one cubit. Faulkner, Coffin Texts I, 222 n.2. 
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 CT IV 54a-c. 
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 CT IV 54i. 
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 CT IV 54l. 
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 CT IV 55a. 
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 CT II 206a. 
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 CT II 206b-207b. 
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 CT IV 11a B2L. 
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grH pw n sxwd rnpwt It is the night of enriching660 the years. 

iw rdi.n=f nrw N pn n Hrw xmw šfšft N pn 

nbw xrwt 

He has placed fear of this N in those who are over 

destruction and respect of this N in the lords of 

butchery. 

n iT.tw N pn r nmt nTr This N has not been taken to the slaughterhouse of 

the god. 

n ir Htmw Hawt=sn im N pn The destroyers have not used their whiplashes on this 

N. 

N pn smw Axt nt pt This N is the guide of the horizon of the sky.661 

The Sq6C then ends with a rubric, but instead of ‘Becoming a falcon’ it has ‘Becoming a heron’,662 

while three other versions are without a rubric. The only sentence which is clearly connected to a 

bird is the last line since a flying bird would make a guide of the horizon. However, this does not 

point to any particular bird therefore either a falcon or a heron could take this role. 

 

III 9.1.3 Human falcon 

The rubric in spell 149 is ‘Becoming a falcon’663 or ‘Becoming a human falcon’ xpr m bik rmT.664 The 

rubric also contains saH-ing a man, giving him power over enemies, and making him shod and 

dressed.665 A large part of the spell is devoted to having power over enemies but this is also 

connected very physically with the falcon in this spell. 

xa.n=i m bik aA I have appeared as a great falcon. 

Am.n=i sw m anwt=i I have grasped him with my claws. 

spty=i r=f m ds THn My lips are against him as a gleaming knife. 

anwt=i r=f m šsrw sxmt My claws are against him as the arrows of Sekhmet. 

Hnwt=i r=f m smA wr My horns are against him as the Great Bull. 

DnH=i r=f m HAw My wings are against him as a HAw-bird. 

sD=i r=f m bA anx My tail is against him as a living bA. 

pA=i I fly up, 

xnn=i Hr bqsw=f I alight on his spine.666 
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 CT IV 11b B2L, B2P. 
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 B3L has sgr, silencing the years. 
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 CT IV 11c-12c. 
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 CT IV 12d. 
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 CT II 226b S1P: S1Chass, S1Cb, S2Ca. 
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 CT II 226c-227b. 
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Even though not all features (i.e. horns) belong to a bird, the rest gives a very clear picture of a bird, 

or birds, attacking his enemy. The spell has similarities to the spells of the bird in the lotus-ponds 

above. The actions are directed towards an enemy, whose spine the seeker will land on in the form 

of a bird.667 The human falcon and the depictions of the bA, though not present during the Middle 

Kingdom, have a similar appearance. However, there is no identification with the bA in this passage, 

but a comparison.  

  The other theme in the spell connected to the human falcon is walking. 

dbH.n=i xprw m bik rmT668 I have requested manifestation as a human falcon 

šm=i m rmT so I may walk as a human 

pr=i im and go forth thereby, 

n xnr wi nTr no god having hindered me. 

ink bik rmT669 I am a human falcon 

šm m rmT who walks as a human670 

Later in the spell it is said: 

Ha rf ib n wsir The heart of Osiris is joyful 

mAA=f wi iAq=i m bik when he sees me as I rise as a falcon. 

šm.n=i Hr rdy=i671 I walked on my feet 

sk wi m rmT when I was a human. 

ink wnnt bik rmT mdw m TpHt nt wsir I am indeed a human falcon who speaks in the cavern 

of Osiris.672 

This spell raises the issue of the starting point for the deceased, either he has a human form and 

then takes on the form of a falcon, or the human falcon is a particular form which he assumes. In 

either way, the form of a human falcon in this spell gives him the ability to walk, to fight enemies 

and pass unhindered by the gods. Osiris is happy when he sees him fly like a falcon but he  still 

retains the ability to walk like a human. Combining human and falcon forms then gives the deceased 

the advantages of both.   
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 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 306. 
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 Human falcon in every version readable except for S2P. 
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 CT II 229b-230d. 
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III 9.1.4 Divine falcon  

In spell 312 ‘Becoming a divine falcon’673 Horus is asked to go to Osiris but Horus cannot, or does not 

wish to, go into the Netherworld.674 He therefore makes a messenger into his bA and sends him into 

the Netherworld. When the messenger speaks about himself he says: 

iw=i xa.ki m bik [nTr] I have appeared  as a [divine] falcon 

sHa.n wi Hr m bA=f Horus has sHa-ed me as his bA 675 

The messenger also says he is the irw-form of Horus.676 In contrast to spell 286 where ‘Horus’ and 

‘falcon’ seem to be interchangeable, in spell 312 Horus has a ‘split’ personality where his 

bA/irw/falcon-form is the messenger, the bA and irw of Horus, while he is continuing to act and speak 

independently. The messenger also says: 

ink  ir iT xr n Hr n wsir r dwAt I am the one who takes the affairs of Horus to Osiris, 

to the Netherworld.677 

In the text Horus, Osiris, the gods, the double lions and the messenger speak. The rubric then is 

meant for the messenger, who is also, most probably, the identity of the deceased. The falcon can 

be the bA of Horus678 so for the deceased to become a divine falcon is really another way of stating 

that he is made the bA of Horus. 

 Spell 274 starts: 

Dd mdw xprw m bik nTr(y) m Xrt-nTr Recite: Becoming a divine falcon in the realm of the 

dead 

inD-Hr=k Hr iAbt ixm Hwt(y) N pn Hail to you Horus of the east, whom the messenger of 

this N does not know.679 

This hails Horus as a separate identity to this N. This N is though clearly in the boat in the sky in the 

spell and: 

Tn N pn m bik nTr(y) This N is lifted up680 as a divine falcon.681 

This is the only mention of a falcon in the spell outside the rubric. Perhaps the speaker is behaving 

like a falcon rather than actually taking on the role of one. 

 Spell 313682 is a dialogue between gods. Faulkner has interpreted the text as having to do with 

earthly kingship and accession, and not being purely mythological.683  It has the rubric: 
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 CT IV 68a. For this spell see also Chapter IV under bA and irw. 
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irt xprw m bi[k] Making manifestation as a falcon684 

The spell is also a very clear example of xprw as manifestations of other gods. Osiris speaks first and 

asks Horus to come and see him.685 Atum then addresses Thoth and instead tells Thoth to go to 

Osiris.686 Thoth’s role here is mainly to make Osiris triumphant and to ward off his enemies.687 When 

Horus then speaks, demanding of Thoth to do for him as he has done for Osiris, Horus is also 

describing himself: 

Hr=i Ts m bik nTr(y) My face is shaped like a divine falcon.688 

... 

xprw=i mi xprw=f m bik nTr my manifestations are like his689 manifestations as a 

divine falcon690 

He also identifies himself as Horus: 

ink Hr sA wsir msw n ist nTrt I am Horus, son of Osiris, born by the divine Isis.691 

... 

pr.ki m Hr mAa xrw m xprw nw Hr I went forth as Horus the justified, in/as the 

manifestations of Horus. 

iw rn=i mi rn=f xprw=i mi xprw=f My name is like his name, my manifestations like his 

manifestations.692 

Even so, he also states:  

xprw=i mi ra my manifestations are like Re693 

and also like those of Re, Atum-Re, Horus, a divine falcon, kinship and possibly also Osiris.  

One passage mentions Re and speaks about Horus as external to him: 

Hr=i Ts m bik nTr(y) mi xprw nw ra ///dw=f my face is formed as a divine falcon, like the 

manifestations of Re his//// 

HqA.n=i idbyw I have ruled the two banks 
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iwa.n=i  nswt Hr I have inherited the thrones of Horus.694 

The rubric most probably corresponds to the one who speaks as Horus,695 but he then also compares 

his manifestations with other gods. The identification with two falcon gods fits very well with the 

heading. Faulkner interprets the text as having to do with earthly kingship and accession:696 his 

face,697 name, manifestations, as is seen above, and also a number of other things associated with 

kingship are listed. In the spell he repeats that his manifestations, xprw, are different gods. In the 

case of Osiris the sentence only involves manifestations, but Osiris is the last god mentioned, so it is 

therefore likely that it is the manifestations of Osiris. If it does refer to Osiris, it probably mirrors the 

genetic line between Horus as the heir of Osiris on earth, thereby not a physical appearance, but the 

heir of the crown.  

 The layout as a dialogue differs from most other spells with similar rubrics, where the focus is 

often more directed towards beneficial abilities of the being in the rubric, in this case a falcon. 

However, the same theme is there, since the speaker does gain extra abilities through being in the 

manifestation of something else: 

[aA]698 pHty=i r=sn m xprw=i nw Hr aA pHty  my strength [is greater] than theirs, in my 

manifestations of Horus, great of strength.699 

 

 

III 9.1 5 Falcon and Horus as interchangeable 

In the Coffin Texts Horus is only synchronised with a few other gods per name but more so through 

his form of a falcon.700 A few spells also use his falcon form and his name as synonyms. In spell 286 

the deceased is identified as Horus.  

mA wsir N pn iwr ms m Hr iwaw See this Osiris N, who was conceived and born Horus 

the heir.701 

There are three versions of the spell. In one of them702 the rubric is half lost with only xprw m 

remaining. The other two have as their rubrics: 

wsr m pt m tA Having power in the sky and in earth. Becoming a 
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xprw m bik falcon703 

and 

xprw m Hr Becoming Horus704 

It is interesting that the two versions have different titles at the end where one has Horus and the 

other a falcon; the two embody the same concept and are thus  interchangeable. 

 In spell 148 only one version has a rubric, even though it is not in red: 

irt xprw m bik Making manifestation(s) as a falcon.705 

In the rest of the versions when the spell starts, Isis speaks and says she is pregnant. Atum later 

acknowledges the pregnancy.706 In the last section Horus is born and starts to speak.707 He states his 

identity with nominal sentences including his name (ink Hr).708 

 When Isis and Atum speak about Horus before he is born they do not use his name, but he is 

referred to as ‘Falcon’.  Atum even says ‘in this your name of Falcon’ (m rn=k pw n bik).709 Even 

though Isis says he is in her womb (Xt and idt)710, he is refered to to be ‘in the egg’ (swHt)711 which 

also evokes the world of birds. The name Horus is only used when he is born, when the gods are to 

look at him.712 The identity of the falcon and Horus is clearly the same even though he is refered to 

as a falcon whilst a foetus and Horus after he is born in this spell.  

 Spell 989 is very fragmentary. The rubric is:  

xpr [m] bik Becoming a falcon713 

There are some fragments about a mother giving birth,714 an egg to be broken715 and later how the 

speaker flies up.716 It therefore seems that the spell, at least in part, concerns Isis giving birth to 

Horus, containing similar metaphors as in spell 148. The end of the spell might also be connected to 

a falcon as well. 

iry=i prw r Axt I will make a going to the horizon. 

pH.n=i Axt m iart I reached the horizon as the uraeus 
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m msi=i when I was born.717 

   

III 9.2 Horus  

Spell 1016 has the heading: 

xpr m Hr nxn Becoming Horus of Nekhen718 

Some beings addressed the ‘Hateful ones’ are threatened to make way for, otherwise the speaker he 

will make plans against them.719 Much of the rest of the spell presses on the speaker’s power and 

might. It possibly ends with the speaker stating that he is Horus, but the last bit is damaged: only ink 

Hr remains without a determinative.720 A possible reference to Horus in a bird form is: 

hny.n=i iT.n=i Axt I was jubilant, after I have seized the horizon.721 

 Spell 280 addresses Horus the elder: 

wsir N pn Twt Hr smsw O this Osiris N, you are the elder Horus.722 

The spell first focuses on Horus mourning in Osiris’s house. Body parts are then identified with 

different gods: 

irt nt wsir N pn m ra The eye of this Osiris N is Re. 

awy=f m tm His arms are Atum, 

rdwy m spA the legs are Sepa, 

tp n N pn m iwnmwtf the head of this N is Iunmutef.723 

Except for this section he is referred to, or addressed as, Osiris N or the elder Horus and the spell 

ends with the rubric: 

xprw m Hr smsw Becoming the elder Horus724 

 Spell 326 has the title: 

xpr m Hr Becoming Horus725 

The spell does not mention Horus’ name after the rubric. Re is talked about and when the spell is 

then altered into first person the speaker says: 

iT.n=i pt I have seized the sky, 

pšn.n=i biA I have divided the firmament. 
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sm=i wAwt n xpr I guide the paths for Khepri, 

šms wi dwAtyw the ones in the Netherworld follow me. 

psD=i mA.ki m iAbt pt I shine and I am seen in the east of the sky. 

Htp=i m nHH I am at rest in eternity. 

hny.n=i  I was jubilant  

iT.n=i Axt after I have seized the horizon.726 

This might refer to Horus as indicated by the spell’s heading and within the spell by his bird form 

crossing the sky. It could also refer to Re since the subject shines, and the sun also crosses the sky.  

 

III 9.3 Summary 

Identifying with different birds has different functions for the dead. In spell 271 four different birds 

are named,727 for the sake of the deceased ascending to the sky. The identification with a swallow 

and a goose has, in most of those spells, a connection to free passage and, in particular, the ability to 

fly between different places. The cycle of migratory birds stands as a parallel to the cycle of life and 

death where the deceased takes off from this world and lands in the world of the afterlife. When the 

swallow lands among the gods on the plateau, the deceased is in the sphere of the gods and 

included among them.  

 The identification with a falcon can have a similar function as the other birds above, and this 

seems to be the case where the spells reference ‘flying to the horizon’.728 However, the falcon is 

more complex than an auxiliary means of passage, as it is strongly connected to different gods. 

Therefore, the falcon is included in spells as the bA of Horus729  and is used regarding an unborn 

Horus who is referred to as a falcon in the egg.730 When a spell is about Horus, the mythological 

settings can be significant, such as his birth and his role in protecting his father from enemies. The 

connection between the bird and a deity is also visible in spell 955 ‘Becoming a vulture’731 and the 

dead is identified with Wadjet. 

 When the location of the spell is the lotus-pool, either as a heron in the lotus-pool,732 or a 

lotus-pool-bird,733 the focus is on the actions of the hunter. These spells have more in common with 
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some spells about Sobek who also rules the marsh. Spell 703 is particularly interesting since it mostly 

keeps the image of the bird feeding on its prey in the water but the food is Axw, kAw and xprw. 

 That features absorbed from the external being is even more visible in some of the more 

unusual forms that the deceased are said to take. When the dead becomes a human falcon,734 a 

description follows where he attacks with his claws and his wings, but still, since he is a human 

falcon, he can walk as a human. 

 

III 10 Gods 

III 10. 1 Hathor and the eye of Horus 

Three spells have the rubric: 

xpr m Hwt-Hr Becoming Hathor735 

In spell 331 the goddess speaks herself, describing her nature.  

iw=i xa.kwi m Hwt-Hr pAwtyt nbt r Dr I have appeared as Hathor, the primeval one, lady of 

all.736 

She also identifies herself as the uraeus,737 the eye of Horus.738 As the eye, she places herself in 

mythological settings of creation and the eye of the sun searching for Atum’s lost children. 

sk wi m HH iš=k Hna tf=k I sought your salvia and your spittle. 

šw pw Hna tfnt They are Shu and Tefnut.739 

The spell thus contains clear references to Hathor, the speaker identifies himself with Hathor in the 

spell so there is no doubt about his identity in any part of the spell. Also in spell 612 the 

identification as Hathor is repeated (n-ntt ink is Hwt-Hr)740 within the short spell even though it is a 

lot less comprehensible than the clear story presented in spell 331. 

 Spell 316, ‘Becoming the fiery eye of Horus’741 is a dialogue, but regardless of which of the 

gods speaks in the spell, the identity is equally perceptible as in spell 331. The goddess says: 

ink irt Hr xtt I am the fiery eye of Horus 

prt m nrw who went forth as the terrible one, 

nbt šat aAt šfšft lady of slaughtering, great of respect 

                                                           
734

 Spell 149. 
735

 Spell 276 CT IV 17m, spell 331 CT IV 172a and spell 612 CT VI 225e. 
736

 CT IV 172h. 
737

 CT IV 173b. 
738

 CT IV 173f. 
739

 CT IV 174f-g. 
740

 CT VI 225l. 
741

 CT IV 98a. 
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xprt m ns iAxw who came into being as the flame of the sunshine.742 

Consequently, the identity expressed in the rubric in these two spells is readily apparent, and a 

person reciting the spell would be flooded with references to her mythology which he would identify 

with. As the uraeus, the speaker gains the power of the goddess in this role.743 

 Spell 276 ‘Becoming Hathor’744 is written in the third person. Despite this, the identity of 

Hathor and the identity of the dead person are sometimes separated by the use of masculine 

pronouns on two of the coffins but they are inseparable on the third coffin which belongs to a 

woman. For example: 

iw wrt tn xa.ti m irw=f 

 

this Great (female) One has appeared in/as his irw-

form745 

‘this Great One’ and ‘appeared’ are feminine while a masculine suffix pronoun is used after irw. Also 

in other lines of the spell a separate identity between Hathor and the deceased is visible: 

qAt wpt=f The (female) One who is high in his forehead 

nbt Axt is the lady of the horizon.746 

It seems that Hathor here is the eye and the speaker is identified with the sun god747 on whose 

forehead she is. 

 In spell 1016  

xpr m Hr nxn Becoming Horus of Nekhen748 

the speaker also has the eye on his forehead, fighting for him.749 In this spell the identity is clearly 

Horus throughout. Subsequently, spell 276 has a rubric which does not completely agree with the 

identity in the spell. However, spell 276 is more focused on the eye while it is only mentioned once 

in spell 1016. The rubric in spell 276 thereby matches the focus of the spell rather than the identity 

of the speaker. 

 

III 10.1.1 Ihy 

xprw m iHy Becoming Ihy750 

                                                           
742

 CT IV 98b-e. 
743

 Allam, Beiträge zum Hathorkult, 111. 
744

 CT IV 17m. 
745

 CT IV 17h, B2Be, B1Bo. BH10x has ‘...her irw-form.’ 
746

 CT IV 17c-d. 
747

 The first line of the spell identifies N with ‘this forepart who lives and shines’ CT IV 17a. 
748

 CT VII 235a. 
749

 CT VII 235f-g. 
750

 Spell 334, CT IV 179a. For this spell, see Allam, Beiträge zum Hathorkult, 133-136. 
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The speaker stresses his youth and his parents. His mother in this spell is Hathor,751 Isis752 or 

Nephthys753 and his father Re.754 He describes his birth which is a completely natural one755 and his 

life from there: 

xpr.n=i xprt Hnmnm.n=i Hnmnmyt I manifested a manifesting, I crept a creping 

dbn.n=i dbnt rd.n=i rdt I travelled, a travelling, I grew a growing.756 

and he has also reached a status among the gods: 

mTn wi ii.kwi m nb šnwt Look, I have come as the lord of the Entourage 

snD n=i imyw xt psDt and those who are in the following of the Ennead are 

fearful towards me.  

iw šfšft=i tp awy=i m iHy The respect of me as Ihy is before me.757 

Most of the spell repeats similar themes of his birth, him growing up, his position today and in 

particular who his mother is. The spell is only found on one coffin from Gebelein, so it might be a 

local innovation to focus on Ihy.758 When Ihy is mentioned in Book of the Dead spell 103, it is the 

closeness to Hathor which is the focus of the spell.759 The identification with Ihy here seems to relate 

to integration into the sphere and kinship of the gods.760 

 

III 10.2 Sobek 

Three spells have rubrics about becoming Sobek. Spell 991, only available from papyrus Gardiner II 

and III,761 is slightly different of character, while spells 268 and 285 have similar themes. Their full 

rubrics are ‘Becoming Sobek, lord of the Winding Waterway’762 and they contain descriptions of a 

crocodile lurking in the marshes. Spell 268: 

N pn aXm aXm Hr This N is the [crocodile] image, [crocodile] image 

faced. 
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 CT IV 179i, 180k, m, o, 181d, 182j, 183b, c, d, e, g, h, i, j. 
752

 CT IV 179d, 181j, 182f. 
753

 CT IV 180b. 
754

 CT IV 179c, f, 180a, k. 
755

 CT IV 181e-j. 
756

 CT IV 181p-q. 
757

 CT IV 181a-c. 
758

 Morenz, GM 143, 109-111, Die Zeit der Regionen, 454-455. 
759

 BoD spell 103, Budge, Book of the Dead, Egyptian Text II, 85. Bonnet, LÄ, 321-322. 
760

 For another aspect of the spell, where body parts are associated with parts of Hathor, see Nyord, Breathing 
Flesh, 508-510. 
761

 These papyri contain Coffin Texts, and have for different reasons been interpreted as being ‘Master Copies’ 
of the spells written on coffins and other material, Müller, BiOr XX, 246-250, Bidoli, Die Sprüche der Fangnetze 
in den Altägyptischen Sargtexten, 18, 25, Lapp, SAK 16, 171-202, Bourriau, Pharaohs and Mortals, 82, see also 
Gesterman in Hawass, (ed.), Egyptology at the Dawn of the Twenty-first Century 1, 202-208. However, they are 
both very damaged for spell 991 and thereby difficult to read. 
762

 Spell 268 CT IV 1a T1L, spell 284 CT IV 36b Sq6C. 
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aAa.n N pn m aAaw sxt This N has ejaculated763 in the reeds of the 

countryside. 

xns.n N pn xnsw idbw This N has run over crossings of the river banks.  

N pn msH nb Hp This N is a crocodile, lord of the Inundation. 764 

Spell 991 also has references to the water domain. However, it focuses less on this than the previous 

spells, and it also contains elements which are not strictly connected to the marshes. For example: 

ink nTr pw wbn m iAbt xpp m imntt I am this god who shines in the East and travels in the 

West.765 

This rather implies a connection to the sun.766 Even so, most of the spell is connected to Sobek as a 

crocodile. 

 In his role of Sobek, more violent sides of the god appear in all three spells. Two examples: 

ii.n N pn This N has come 

wnm.n=f sn=f m nšmwt=f he has eaten his brother with his scales.767 

… 

ink sbk pw šaa ns=f Hr afAt wsir I am this Sobek whose tongue was cut out because of 

the mutilation of Osiris.768 

The violent nature both includes him eating a family member and the mutilation of Osiris.769 

However, it is his might and power as a crocodile that are most stressed in all three spells, and by 

having power over his domain he is not opposed by anyone. By being in the role of a crocodile which 

in this life would be a threat to humans, personifying the ennemy,770 the might of the crocodile 

guarantees safety in the Afterlife.771  

 Towards the end of spell 268 this N is taken to the fields of offerings,772 praise is given to 

him773 and he lives on offerings.774 There is thus a parallel between this life and the activities of the 

crocodile in the water, and the next life, the ‘winding waterways’ and the status of a divine being. 

The spell therefore embodies the status of the god not only to be lord of the landscape as a 

crocodile might rule the marshes, but also over the water filled landscape of the Afterlife. 
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 Probably in this context, see Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 473-474 for meanings close to ‘pouring out’. 
764

 CT IV 4d-g T1L. 
765

 CT VII 202d. 
766

 Altenmüller, Synkretismus in den Sargtexten, 188 and Zecchi, Sobek of Shedet, 22. 
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 Spell 268 CT IV 3e-f B1Bo. 
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 Spell 991, CT VII 201k. Both manuscrips are damaged but compliment each other fairly well. 
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 For Osiris: Posener, in Festschrift für Siegfried Schott, 106-111. See also Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 388-390. 
770

 Parkinson in Felber (ed), Feinde und Aufrührer, 18-19. 
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 Zecchi, Sobek of Shedet, 22. 
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 CT IV 5b. 
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 CT IV 5c 
774

 CT IV 5f. 
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III 10.3 Other gods775  

The overall impression when looking at gods in the xprw-spells is that they either seem very 

specifically chosen for a personal feature of that god, or that the deity is chosen to put forward a 

general idea. In this manner, Hu would fall under the category of representing something specific, 

being speech. The very important feature of having power is represented in spells involving for 

example Babi, Khenti-Khem and Heka. This is, of course, not to say that the different gods in the 

spells do not possess qualities specific to them. The power of Heka is for example very different from 

that of Babi. 

 

III 10.3.1 Explicitly connected 

Spell 330: 

xpr m npr Becoming Neper776 

Neper is the grain god and grain personified,777 and here two of the texts write npr in the rubric with 

god determinatives778 and two do not.779 Later the spell gives a very clear picture of the grain 

personified: 

mwt=i anx=i I die and I live. 

ink wsir I am Osiris.780 

…  

ink it I am emmer. 

n Htm=i I will not perish.781 

In this context dying is not denied but a natural process in the seasons of the year and with this, the 

speaker identifies himself with Osiris. The text seems to have a parallel in the Osiris beds, corn 

mummies and the practice and festivals surrounding them782 which became more common later.783 

The role of Neper is revealed in the following passages: 
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 Not all gods occurring in xpr-spells are included here. Some are discussed more at length elsewhere, for 
example spell 75 (under rubrics) and spell 252 (under scribes), and some are too destroyed to contribute 
significantly to the discussion, for example spells 536 and 854. 
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 CT IV 166a. Spell 299 also has Neper in the title but no xpr. This very short spell is also connected to 
(re)birth. 
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 Baines, Fecundity Figures, 19 n.1 exemplifies how a nomarch is grain for his people. 
778

 S1Ca, S2C. 
779

 S1Cb and B1Bo. 
780

 CT IV 168b-c. 
781

 CT IV 169g-h. 
782

 Centrone, in Szpakowska (ed), Through a Glass Darkly, 33-45. See also Smith, Harkness, 25-26 for a short 
description about the tomb and the objects as an extended alter-ego of the deceaced. 
783

 Especially from Amenophis III, for example Assmann, Death and Salvation, 230, Hodel-Hoenes, Live and 
Death, 11. 
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xr.n=i Hr gs=i I have fallen on my side 

anx nTrw im=i the gods live on me.784 

… 

aq.n=i m mAat I have entered as maat. 

rmn=i mAat My shoulder is maat. 

ink nb mAat I am lord of maat.785 

So by being Neper, the gods live on him and maat is upheld through the image him being lord of 

maat. The personal impact for the dead is also the resurrection of the grain dying but living. 

 Spell 269 contains similar elements as spell 330 about Neper. It has the rubric: 

xprw m it mHw Becoming Lower Egyptian barley786 

In this spell the speaker is not identified with a particular god as in the case with Neper.  However, it 

is the same direct identification with grain and personification with grain.  The connection to Osiris is 

clear also in this spell. 

N pn bAt tw nt anx This N is this (barley) ear of life 

prt m wsir  which went forth from Osiris,  

rdt Hr sprw nw wsir which grew on the ribs of Osiris, 

sanxt rxyt which nourished the ordinary people, 

snTrt nTrw which made divine the gods, 

sAxt Axw and which made Ax the Axw,787 

The spell continues about nourishing different beings. The spell also has the double nature of the 

speaker both living on grain and being the grain: 

anx N pn m npr Hty This Osiris N lives on fumigated grain. 

N pn pw npr Hty anxw This N is the fumigated grain of the living.788 

Personification of grain and resurrection are, as in spell 330, intertwined with Osiris as grain, death 

and rebirth which is showed in the lines above where new life springs up from Osiris. This also had a 

physical counterpart in grain mummies and their rituals both occurring in graves and in festivals.789 

 Spells 84, 85, 86, 374 are about becoming Nehebkau. Spell 84 is slightly different and focuses 

more on the god’s origin and birth. The other spells have the same theme and also repeat same 

sentences. Spell 85 will serve as an example. 
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 CT IV 169a/b. 
785

 CT IV 170a-c. 
786

 CT IV 7l Sq6C. T1L has the rubric before the spell CT IV 6b. 
787

 CT IV 6c-h. 
788

 CT IV 7e-f. Morenz suggests that Hti might refer to refer to burned offerings of grain, Die Zeit der Regionen, 
400. 
789

 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 96, 284 and 363. For this spell see also Friedman, JARCE, 14, 147. 
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N pn naw pw kA nwt This N is a naw-snake and a bull of Nut. 

N pn aA pw n tm am iart 7 This N is the Great one of Atum, who swallows the 

seven uraei. 

qA twt N pn790 This N is exalted and exemplary  

m nHbkAw as Nehebkau. 

ii.n N pn xr=Tn nTrw This N has come to you, O gods, 

nHbkAw nHmw Axw Nehebkaw who appoints Axw. 

xprw m nHbkAw791 Becoming Nehebkau.792 

The themes about the snake and bull, and about the uraei, are also in spell 86 and 374. Nehebkau is 

a snake god and has a role in the afterlife of helping the deceased. He is also associated with the sun 

and eternity (nHH).793 There are constant puns on the name of Nehebkau in these spells.794 Nehebkau 

appoints Axw above and in spell 86 the dead, in the identity of Nehebkau, appoints both Axw and kAw. 

nHb wsir N pn kAw=Tn This Osiris N appoints your kAw. 

nHm wsir N pn Ax=Tn This Osiris N appoints your Axw.795 

In spell 647 Nehebkau also provides bAw and crowns kAw. It seems that the dead Osiris N gains the 

same power to appoint spiritual entities as the god. The ability is inserted in the spell through the 

pun on the name of the god.  

 Two spells are for becoming Hapy. In spell 547 a lot is damaged, but some clear references to 

Hapy can be read having to do with water and flooding.796 Spell 317 starts with the sky trembling and 

the reaction of the other gods before this new god. They worship him, even before they ask:797 

sy pn nTr xpr min ‘Who is the god who has come into being today?’ 

xpry ii(.w) m iw nsrsr Khepri has come from the island of fire 

iww nTrw m iAw=f the gods come into his bark 

didi=f Aw n nb Dt and he gives length to the lord of eternity. 

mAA=sn wi They see me. 

xa.ki m Hp sxm wa mm nTrw I have appeared as Hapy, the unique power among 

the gods.798 
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 In T1L. Sq6C has kA wsir N pn wtt wsir N pn. 
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 The rubric here is only in Sq6C. T1L has a Nehebkau-rubric to spell 84 and then continues with spell 85 and 
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 CT II 51d-j. 
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There is an identification between Hapy and Khepri here. Hapy’s coming and going is cyclic and he is 

also identified with the self-created. There might also be a parallel between the person passing over 

from life to the world of the gods, and Hapy who comes and goes with the seasons as both the sun 

and the dead pass the island of fire. From the beginning of the spell the gods clearly greet him as a 

newcomer and a change seems to have occurred with Hapy coming into being: 

iw=i xpr.ki m Hp I have come into being as Hapy799 

After this introduction a description follows which is specific to Hapy, mentioning how he goes at the 

time and comes with the seasons, bringing food and provisions, all clearly connected to the 

inundation.800  However, in the first half of the spell other identities are visible:  

ink Ax Hr nb Hnkt m dwAt Xrt I am the Ax of Horus, lord of offerings in the lower 

Netherworld.801 

... 

ink sm saH I am a sm-priest and a saH.802 

... 

ink ra xpr Ds=f I am Re who created himself. 

ink nw ir.n=f  r mrrt=f I am Nun, one who has acted according to what he 

wants.803 

After this, the speaker again identifies himself with Hapy and he mainly keeps this identity to the 

end. The main themes in the rest of the spell are his primevalness and his special position among the 

gods as well as the one who makes the land flourish.804 Some interesting passages about Hapy 

describe his creation: 

nfr.wy805 nTr pn rnpw “Happy is this young god, 

ir.n ra m Ax=f806 whom Re made as his Ax.” 

 i.n=sn Axtyw r=i said by the ones of the horizon to me.807 

... 

in ra ir wi m bA=f It was Re who made me as his bA.808 

…  
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 CT IV 112f. 
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 CT IV 112h-113b. 
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 CT IV 114c. 
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 CT IV 114e. 
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 CT IV 114h-i. 
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 S1C, B2L. 
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 CT IV 119f. S1C has instead: in ra ir wi m irw=f It was Re who made me as his irw-form. 
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sb.t(w) n=i mAat mi ra Maat was conducted to me like Re.809 

This would suggest Hapy’s relationship to Re as being Ax and bA of Re. Since there is an identification 

with Khepri in the beginning of the spell and the passing through the island of fire this is probably 

the connection of the speaker as the bA of Re. 

 In spell 957: 

xpr m mAat Becoming Maat810 

several gods are mentioned in their relationship to the speaker, mostly in a context where the 

speaker has provided for them or fashioned (ms) them. The speaker relates himself to the gods 

where the same conditions will be true for the gods as for the speaker.  

anx r fnD=f anx r fnD=i Life is at his nose, (therefore) life is at my nose. 

saH=f saH=i He is a saH, (therefore) I am a saH.811 

Other sentences like these in the spell involve, love, be a child, being pleased, and being seen.812 All 

these positive outcomes stand in contrast to the negative ones, which are denied: 

n skm=i n mwt=i n tm=i n Htm=i I have not perished, I have not died, I have not ended, 

I have not been destroyed.813 

Maat is mentioned a number of times in the spell814 and the speaker identifies with her twice.815 It 

seems as if this identification has the effect that the speaker both enjoys the positive outcomes of 

being a successful dead person, living a continuous life, and also of being in relation to other gods in 

the same manner as the goddess. 

 Spell 277 has the rubric ‘Becoming Thoth’.816 The text here is concerned with the cycle of 

monthly festivals, and focus on the cycles of the moon and sun in the form of the eye of Horus. The 

speaker is identified with Thoth and woven into the responsibilities of the god of making judgment 

in the tribunal and resolving the conflict between Horus and Seth. 

n sp wp{t}817 N pn nma mm rHwy This N has never judged partially among the two 

combatants.818 
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 CT IV 122c. 
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 CT VII 172k. 
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 CT VII 173j-k. Or ‘His saH-status is my saH-status.’ though it is probably a parallel to the sentence above. 
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The spell has this specific focus on judgment in connection to Thoth, but before the spell 

incorporates N as Thoth and the judge, he himself cannot be opposed by words, shifting him 

between the positions of being judged and judging.  

 Despite the many instances in the Coffin Texts where the dead is referred to as ‘Osiris N’, only 

one spell has xprw-rubric which involves Osiris. In spell 227 there are two versions for the rubric. 

Sq3C has: 

xprw m wsir Becoming Osiris819 

and papyrus Gardiner II has: 

xpr m sti n wsir Becoming the successor of Osiris820 

Most of the spell claims the identity of Osiris in both versions. 

ink wsir sn n ist I am Osiris, brother of Isis.821 

iw nD.n wi sA=i Hr Hna mwt=f ist m-a xft pf ir 

nw r=i 

My son Horus and his mother Isis have protected me 

from that enemy who would harm me.822 

The Osiris mythology is clear with his son and sister-wife as his protectors. However, there is also an 

identification with Horus: 

ink Hr smsw ra xaw I am Horus the elder on the day of accession.823 

The speaker in this spell mostly identifies with Osiris and there is actually not much information 

given which appears unrelated to this identification. Osiris kinship is laid out,824 the threat of his 

brother Seth,825 and identification with Orion.826 Horus is also his successor on earth, which is 

referred to above in the passage about his accession, while Osiris is in the Netherworld. Osiris and 

Horus are both means through which the dead can live on, in the Netherworld and in his lineage on 

earth.827  

 Identification also occurs with two other gods in the same spell: 

ink spA hrw spA I am the Sepa on the day of the centipede.828 

and 

ink inpw ra spA I am Anubis on the day of the centipede.829 
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 CT III 265e. 
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 CT III 260a. 
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 L1Li has ‘I am Osiris, the great god of the god of Nephthys, the goddess.’ Other versions have other variants 
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 In the first example, where papyrus Gardiner and Sq3C have Sepa, B2L has Anubis. The connection 

to burial and the function of protection of both gods seems to have been brought together here, as 

well as the festival of Sepa.830 

 Spell 261, ‘Becoming Heka’ 831 focuses on mythological aspects where Heka is the son of the 

creator god. For example: 

ink ir.n nb wa I am the one who the Sole Lord made, 

n xprt išt snty m tA pn before two things (duality) had come into being on 

this land, 

m hAb=f wat irt=f when he sent out the sole one of his eye, 

m wn=f way when he existed alone.832 

Stress is put on his primevalness and the continuation of creation. Heka came into being before 

anything else, even duality, existed. However, he is created by the Sole Lord, and did not create 

himself. The end of the spell adds to the same image. 

ii.n=i iTt=i nst=i I have come so that I may take possession of my 

throne 

šsp=i saH=i so that I may assume my saH. 

nnk tm To me belonged everything 

n xprt=Tn nTrw before you had come into beings, gods. 

hA n=Tn iiw Hr pHy Go down you who have come afterwards. 

ink HkA I am Heka.833 

The position of being made in the very beginning here expresses that everything belonged to Heka 

when no one else yet existed.834 

 Spell 325 has the rubric: 

xpr m Hw Becoming Hu835 

G1T has ‘[Becoming] Heka’. Both G1T and A1C have their own slightly longer version. However, both 

also end with an identification with Hu rather than Heka. The two concepts are closely connected 

and both have their role in creation.836 Wilems calls this spell ‘Another Shu Spell’ pointing out 

similarities with the Shu-spells and the creation aspects of their content, also stating that Heka and 
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 CT III 382a. 
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Shu are hard to distinguish and the role of Hu in creation is also relevant in this context.837 The 

beginning of the spell is mostly focused on power while the last part of the spell is more directly 

related to the rubric: 

nnk Hw Hu belongs to me. 

Ddt.n=i nfr That which I have said is good, 

pr(t) m r=i nfr what comes out of my mouth is good, 

Ddt=i ir my and that which I say is done accordingly. 

ink Hw I am Hu, 

nb Hw lord of Hu.838 

All three occurrences of Hu in the passages above are followed by a god determinative. It plays on 

Hu being the personification of utterance, and that this is what the reciter of the spell attains.   

 In spell 546 the speaker identifies with Anubis. 

[xpr] m inp Becoming Anubis839 

... 

ink inp nb sxm m AbDw I am Anubis lord of the Wand in Abydos.840 

The last two lines of the short spells are possibly an outcome for the dead as well as a reference to 

Anubis and mummification: 

šsp=i saH=i I assume my saH, 

šsp=i smsw saH=f I assume the seniority of his saH.841 

 

 

III 10.3.2 Power 

Another strong focus of the xpr-spells for different gods is gaining different kinds of power (sxm, 

Axw, hkAw, wsr). Different aspects of the gods come into play such as knowledge and strength, but 

also fear of the deity for one reason or the other. 

 Spell 281 is very different from spell 261, ‘Becoming Heka’. 842 It has the rubric: 

xprw m HkAw Becoming HkAw 843 

It then starts by addressing someone in the second person: 

inD-Hr=k siA sxmw nTr Hail to you who have knowledge of the power of the 
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 Willems, Heqata, 342. 
838

 CT IV 156d-157d. 
839

 CT VI 142g. 
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god.844 

While the dead is talked about in third person: 

xa wsir N pn m bik aA bbt gnHsw nTrw 

 

This Osiris N appears as the great falcon, ram-headed, 

hawk of the gods.845 

The ‘ram-headed’ is probably connected to Osiris and Re, who are temporarily united every night.846 

In the spell, the dead is gaining things from the person who is addressed as ‘you’: 

iw iTt.n wsir N pn Axw=tn This Osiris N has taken your Axw,  

nHm.n wsir N pn HkAw=Tn this Osiris N has taken away your HkAw. 

Axw=Tn nbw rxw r=sn irt[y]=sn HkAw=sn 

 Ds=sn 

All your Axw who know their spells are they who will 

make their HkAw themselves.847 

This acquiring of Osiris N seems to end in: 

wsir N pn Twt Hr Ds=f nb HkAw O, this Osiris N, you are Horus himself, lord of HkAw.848 

The other version, Sq3C has N tn ntt HkAw Ds=f so the result is either to be lord of HkAw or be HkAw. 

Possibly, this should be understood as the result of the spell. Osiris N, as Horus, has taken the 

powers of the being who has knowledge of the powers, and Osiris N is then given the epithet ‘lord of 

HkAw’.   

 A few spells have a few gods who occur less often. Spell 311 has the rubric at the end of the 

spell: 

xprw m xnsw m Xrt-nTr Becoming Khonsu in the realm of the dead849 

As with spell 317 about Hapy, spell 311 also contains an element of coming into being, as opposed to 

the idea of eternal existence.  

xpr.n=f xprt m xpr He manifested a manifestation as Khepri.850 

However, the main parts of spell focus on power. For example: 

in nxt N pn ir wsr=f It is the strength of this N which makes his power,851 

in wsr=f ir nxt=f it is his power which makes his strength.852 

This theme continues in the following lines853 and the spell ends with the gods adoring Khonsu and 

the rubric. 

 Two short spells are about two fierce gods where the focus is again power. In spell 668: 
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 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 188. 
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xprw m bAbiw m [Xrt-]nTr Becoming Babi in the realm of the dead.854 

The identification with Babi focuses on Babi’s might and the fear of him: 

snD n=f nbw The lords are afraid of him 

sdA n=f rmT men tremble at him 

n-ntt ir is N pn bAbiw pi because this N is this Babi 

kA iana bull of baboons.855 

This Coffin Text spell resembles Pyramid Text 320, with some differences in phrasing and exchanged 

sentences. The identification with this ‘demonic’ baboon serves as a protection against other beings 

who might threaten the dead.856 

 Spell 322 is about Khenti-Khem. The spell uses a pun on the name: 

ink xnt-xm m xnt xm I am Khenti-Khem, in front of Khem857 

and the god in his falcon form: 

ink bik nby xnp xt m šw nw pt I am the golden falcon, who snatches things in the 

voids in the sky.858 

The main focus in the spell is the power of Khenti-Khem. Partly, this is expressed in him having 

strength859 and partly this is visible in his peculiar eating habits.860 

 In spell 282 ‘Becoming Tayt’,861 the power of Osiris N is in focus, for example: 

iTt wsir N pn wsrw nb wa This Osiris N takes all the power of the One862 

rdi iA n wsir N pn in imyw=f and praise is given to this Osiris N by those ones who 

are in him 

mAA=sn  nw wsir N pn xa.w Hr nb=sn when they see this, as this Osiris N has appeared as 

their lord.863 

Tayt does not appear until the end of the spell, just before the rubric, and she is then not identified 

with Osiris N: 

ir.n n=f tAyt st nt wsir N pn Tayt has made the seat of this Osiris N, for him.864 

Otherwise it is Osiris N who is the actor in the spell. 

 In spell 270 there are some different versions. While T1L has: 
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 CT VI 296n. 
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 CT VI 297a-d. 
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 CT IV 148b. 
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Dd mdw xprw m spd Recite: Becoming Soped865 

Sq3C instead has Isis.866 In the third version, Sq6C, the rubric is lost where the name would appear, 

but in the spell this version has: 

N pn spdw smsw nTrw This N is Sopedu, eldest of the gods.867 

a line which is lacking in the other variations. In the spell the speaker also says  

irty N pn m qAA The eyes of this N are powerful868 ones(?).869 

and is the lord of the desert.870 Again, there is a theme of being old and powerful in the spell. 

 

III 10.4 Summary 

While some spells where gods are the transformation object focus on features explicitly connected 

to that particular deity, other spells focus more on the power and might of the gods in general. The 

gods can be put in their mythological setting, or in their kinship setting. For the Osiris N to be 

identified with a god in this manner also places him in the same setting as the gods and he is 

integrated into the Afterlife. These seem to be the main objectives of the spells with Hathor, Ihy, 

Heka and Osiris above. Other spells focus on something else particular to a deity.  Different things 

that are important for the Afterlife, such as true speech-Hu, judgement-Thoth, and maat are gained 

through the connection to the specific and relevant deity.  

 In the spells which seem primarily connected to power and might, this is still individually 

connected to the specific deity in the spell. In the Sobek spells, which also have power as a focus, the 

spells provide a picture of a powerful crocodile in the marshes. Here, parallels are set up between 

different worlds, between the waters and marshes in this world and the winding waterways in the 

afterlife. The HkAw spell is different, but the spell still has elements of taking Axw and HkAw for the 

sake of the speaker to gain it himself. A few gods of violent nature have also been included in this 

category, such as Babi, who puts fear in his surroundings, as well as gods who argue for their 

authority based on their primevalness, which also relates to Hathor and Heka. 
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III 11 Human-related 

III 11.1 Scribes  

A small number of the Coffin Text spells concern the deceased becoming a scribe of a god.871 Being a 

Scribe of Hathor and Re-Atum, or Atum, are the most common ones, both in number of spells and 

number of versions of the same spells. The spells have in general three themes, with the largest 

number having to do with offerings.  

 

III 11.1.1 Offerings 

In two spells where the deceased is the scribe of Hathor, the same theme is in focus. Spell 295 has 

the rubric: 

xprw m sš wDHw n Hwt-Hr Becoming a scribe of the offering table of Hathor872 

Of relevance for the meaning of being a scribe in this spell are mainly two sentences: 

iw sšw=i m sxty Htp n Hwt-Hr My writings are in the two fields of offerings of 

Hathor.873 

… 

 nfr.w(y) A Hw.w(y) A wi im Doubly happy indeed, doubly provided(?) indeed, am I 

in it.874 

By being the scribe of the offering table of Hathor, and making important records, the dead is able to 

have access to it himself.  

 Spell 208 starts: 

wnn m sš n Hwt-Hr  Being the scribe of Hathor 

xpr m kA iwnw becoming the bull of Heliopolis875 

The short spell mainly has to do with offerings and not eating excrement and drinking urine. The first 

line after the rubric identifies the dead with a bull: 

ink kA Htp nb išt 5 m iwnw I am the bull of offerings, lord of five portions in 

Heliopolis.876 

 One version877 inserts a rubric at the end, instead of the beginning, which reads: 
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 Spells 208, 252, 253, 295, 329, 538, 540, 959 using sš. Spell 992 xpr m iry-mDAt is also included in this 
section. 
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 CT IV 47g. 
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 CT III 161a-b. S2C and B2Bo. The beginning is lost in S1C and after the lacuna has n Hwt-Hr m kA iwnw. 
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 CT III 161c, B2Bo. 
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 B1Bo. 
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sš wdHw n ra-tm Recording the offering tables of Re-Atum878 

The connection between Hathor and Re as a pair is common,879 as is the connection between Hathor 

and offerings.880 The last line and the focus on offerings suggest that the role of the scribe is that of 

recording, and that the bull is the more prominent identity in the spell. The purpose therefore seems 

to take part in eating offerings. Spell 211 is very similar to spell 208 with the dead being identified 

with the bull, wanting to eat nice food, and avoid excrements and urine.881 One version adds a rubric 

in the end, wnn m sš n Hwt-Hr,882 identical to the first line in spell 208. 

 Yet another spell connects the scribe and offerings, spell 329: 

xpr m sš n sxt Htp n wsir Becoming a scribe of the field of offerings of Osiris883 

The short spell does not give that much information about the scribe except for the last sentence: 

ink sš HAdt sxt Htp r-a n DHwty mm irw Htp  I am the scribe of the store-chest of the field of 

offerings beside Thoth among the ones who make 

offerings.884 

The dead as a scribe takes his place beside Thoth to administrate and control the offerings. He is 

thereby able to benefit from them.  

 

III 11.1.2 Judgement 

Re-Atum, or Atum in variants, occurs in two scribe spells. Spell 538 is almost completely lost except 

for the title,885 which is identical to that in spell 253:  

xpr m sš n ra-tm886 Becoming scribe of Re-Atum887 

In the spell Osiris, here spoken about as Orion,888 leaves a will (imyt-pr).889 An enemy called Rxt-hw 

wants to interfere, but the son kills Rxt890 and makes use of the will. In this parallel story to the 

battle of Horus and Seth,891 Atum-Re probably has the same role as the senior god who runs the 
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court and passes divine judgement. The role of the scribe of Atum would be to write down the divine 

judgement, thereby he takies part in the events and has a position among the gods. 

 In spell 959 the rubric is ‘Being the scribe of the Great God’.892 However, the speaker is then 

identified with Re (ink ra).893 The short spell does not give that much information about the doings of 

the speaker except for what is included in the end: 

sHms=i Hr DAp wDa=i mdw I sit down on the bench(?) and make my judgements, 

šms=i Hnmmt I follow the sun people. 

ink wnn m sš n nTr aA wr n DADAt nTr I am the one who is the scribe of the Great God, the 

Great One of the tribunal of the god.894 

The last line parallels the first line rubric, except that the first line has xprw m šs...895 which is then 

replaced with ink wnn m... The role of the scribe here includes him in making judgement and the 

tribunal is also referred to.  

 

III 11.1.3 The scribe 

Only a few spells give more information about the position of the scribe himself in the Afterlife. In 

spell 254: 

wnn m sš n ra Being a scribe of Re896 

there are a few more examples of what a scribe does. The first sentence also identifies the speaker 

as the scribe of Osiris. Then follows: 

ip.n=i Tnwt Hrw wAt I have counted the number of those who are on the 

path, 

irw n=i smw=sn their affairs are done for me. 

Htp ra-tm Htp wsir As Re-Atum is pleased, then Osiris is pleased.897 

The administrative work of the scribe involves counting, but then work is also done for him and he 

keeps the two gods which he serves pleased. Spell 540 has the rubric: 

xpr m sš n Hwt-Hr Becoming the scribe of Hathor898 

and the speaker says: 

Tn=i pw r sš=s nb I am raised899 to be her scribe, lord 
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Hmst m xnt wrt=sn m xnt aAt=sn Hmwt=sn isT of sitting, in front of their Great Ones, in front of their 

Mighty ones and their women also.900 

... 

wn sšw=i Hr mnt=s My writings are on her thighs, 

gsti=i m HTTt=s my palette in her armpit. 

iw=i wr.ki r wr=sn I am greater than their Great ones. 

iw=i nr.ki//// aAt n DAD(A)t=s I am dreaded [more than] //////great of her tribunal. 

iw šsp.n=i fd[w]901pw sxmw arw mAat  

 

wr.w(y) sp 2 wrw r pt tA 

I have received these four reed wands, (and?) the 

reed pens of Maat.  

How much greater, how much greater, are the Great 

Ones than the sky and earth. 

šsp=i s(y) m Dba=s awH=i s/////// I receive it from her fingers, I moisten902 ////903 

... 

[mAat Tn].t(w)=i pw r [sš]=s nb Maat, I am being lifted up to be her scribe, lord 

mnx of excellence.904 

The dead is clearly raised up to be a scribe and thereby receives a greater status being integrated 

into the hierarchy of the divine world. He is very close to Hathor and has been given scribal 

equipment from the goddess herself. This is also confirmed in the end of the spell: 

ink sš n Hwt-Hr I am the scribe of Hathor. 

wn n=i Xrt a nt DHwty The writing material of Thoth is open for me.905 

As the scribe of Hathor he is also mighty, great and dreaded. The position as the scribe of the 

goddess thereby provides him with features close to them of herself. The scribe is given a role in the 

Afterlife, which integrates him, and gives him a function in that life.  

 In spell 252 one version has wnn m sš n ra-tm while two other versions use xpr.906 In the spell 

the speaker relates to Re-Atum as being external to himself.  

ii.n=i Dar=i xbswt tw nt ra-tm I have come, so I may seek out this beard of Re-Atum 

iTyt hrw pw n sbit which was taken on this day of rebellion.907 
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The assisting aspect visible in these lines, as well as Re-Atum seemingly being someone else than the 

speaker, would support the rubric which has ‘scribe of Re-Atum’ rather than ‘Re-Atum’. The spell is 

very short so not much clue is given to the identity.  

 Spell 992 should probably also be included in the category of scribes and associates.  

xpr m iry mDAt n DHwty Becoming the scribe’s assistant 908 of Thoth 

wn Xrt a=f and opener of his writing material box.909 

... 

isD=i sin I break the seal.910 

... 

wn=i Xrt aw nTr I open the writing material box of the god, 

sia=i mDAwt I take out the documents.911 

As is seen above the speaker has access to the box of Thoth and the documents within. By having 

control of Thoth’s documents he has control of matters in the afterlife. This has a result in the 

speaker’s ability to breathe. 

ink nb nfA=f I am the lord who breathes/I am lord of his (own) 

breath.912 

The last line might also related to recitation of the text.913  

 The small number of spells in which the dead is to become a scribe mainly concern offerings 

or judgement. The theme of offering or judgement reflects the features of the god that the scribe 

serves, where Hathor is mainly associated with offerings, Re-Atum and the Great God are mainly 

associated with judgement. Only a few spells focus more on the role of the profession of scribe and 

the inclusion in the Afterlife that it grants as the spell’s cynosure. The close association with the gods 

grants a favourable position. The role associates them with a particular god, gives them a specific 

task in the afterlife and can also place them in a mythological context where they are included in 

divine interaction and record its outcome.914 Probably, the position of a scribe in the afterlife was 

prized just as it was in life.915 
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III 11.2 Other human related spells 

A few xprw-spells relate to outcomes which are not that of a god or bird but associated with human 

beings or a role or position which a human being could hold. As in the scribe-spells, it is not a 

different physical form than a human being. The objects of the spells are directly related to this life, 

but totally from a perspective of the Afterlife. In the scribe-spells they were not scribes of earthly 

people but of gods. Similar arrangements of lifting a role into an Afterlife context are done in some 

of these spells. 

 

III 11.2.1 Human being 

Spell 105 has a relatively long rubric with two important themes. 

prt m hrw irt xprw m rmT Going out by day, making manifestations as a human 

being916 

The first part of the spell917 deals with the first part of the rubric. The dead going out into the day is 

paralleled with the sun rising and the day coming into being. Some lines are also connected to 

unrestrained movement. 

i kA Tn=i ntt=k O Bull, I lift up your bonds 

i kA rdi[=i] n=k intt=sn fxfx O bull, I give you their loosened fetters. 

i kA O bull, 

n xfa=i in šw n Amm=i in Akrw I was not grasped by Shu, I was not seized by the 

earth-gods.918 

Bulls are normally connected to slaughtering but the dead is not slaughtered, nor is he grasped or 

driven off. This is almost a denial of death and denial that he is restrained. He is not dead and buried 

(earth-gods), and he can move freely to the sky (Shu).  

 The second part919 of the spell deals with the resurrection of the body as a human being and 

thereby also concerns the second part of the rubric, to become a physically functional human being. 

The bones and limbs are made to function again. 

iw rf rd n=i qs=i in n=i Haw=i sAq n=i awt=i Indeed, my bones are given to me, my limbs are 

brought to me, my members are gathered for me920 

… 

iw r=i m bik My mouth is that of a falcon. 
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iw Htt=i wAD.ti My throat is fresh. 

iw dr Htrw imyw r=i The lashings which were on my mouth are removed. 

iw wn annw imy  Xt=i The coils which were on my body have been opened. 

iw wnm=i m r=i I eat with my mouth. 

iw fgn=i m art=i I defecate with my hinder parts, 

Dw pn pr(.w) m r=i921  this evil has gone out from my mouth. 922 

The perspective of the Afterlife is present in this spell, with the speaker in a full functional form with 

his body parts given and brought to him. As in the opening of the mouth ceremony the functions are 

restored for the rebirth of the dead.923  

 

III 11.2.2 Child 

The resurrection connected to birth is also a theme in spell 291: 

Dd mdw xpr m Xrd Recite: Becoming a child924 

ink irf xprw I am indeed the one who has become 

m Xrd a child, 

irw it=f Ddw mwt=s925 whom his father begot, of whom his mother spoke. 

ink pw It is I.926 

Spell 291 is a variant of spell 290. This spell has as a rubric ‘Making manifestations as any god’927 and 

then continues with ‘Becoming a child’, but it is not in red in any of the versions in spell 290. Rebirth 

and the new life are linked to the beginning of life in this world. 

 

III 11.2.3 Related to the king 

Spell 256: 

xpr m nsw n pt Becoming the king of the sky928  

The spell also has a very clear message in the body of the spell connected to the rubric. 

id.n=i iTt.n=i Axt m a=i929 I have assaulted(?) and taken the horizon by my hand, 

dwAt m a ra the Netherworld by the hand of Re 
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wrrt m a psDt the white crown by the hand of the ennead 

rdy n=i nsw Hr st Hr the kingship930 on the throne of Horus has been given 

to me.931 

The king is not king over this world, but king over the sky. The role of the king is thereby moved from 

an earthly context into that of the Afterlife. All but one version932 of 256 continues into spell 257. 

Other versions omit 256 and begin with 257,933 and these are the only versions with a rubric for this 

spell: 

xpr m imAxy xr nsw Becoming a revered one with the king934 

The focus is moved from kingship over different places in spell 256, to being honoured with the king 

and passage in spell 257. 

nTrw ir n=i wAt O Gods, make a path for me, 

swA=i im=s so I may pass on it. 

ink imAxy n nsw935 n pt I am the one who is honoured with the king of the sky. 

iw pr(=i) m r=f r-gs ra aHa(=i) m Hr(y) nw pt I936 go forth from his mouth beside Re, I stand in the 

upper parts of the sky.937 

Being honoured with the king here is related to the speaker being associated and located with Re 

and having free passage in the sky. 

  For the two spells related to the king it is not the physical traits but the authority of the role 

of the king which acquires for the speaker kingship over different places of the Afterlife, or passage 

when the speaker is honoured with the king. As with the scribe-spells, earthly practices and roles are 

applied to a non-earthly context and given importance in its new settings. 

 

III 12 The elements and objects 

In a number of spells in the Coffin Texts an inanimate object or one of the elements follows xprw m 

rather than a living being. The outcome is similar to the spells above; the person gains something 

related to the transformation object, and it adds something to his or her identity. However, in 

contrast to many other xprw-spells, nominal sentences identifying the deceased with the object are 
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not used; instead the speaker can have a completely different identity.938 It is therefore particularly 

visible that the performer of the spell does not entirely ‘become’ the object.  

 

III.12.1  TAw 

In four spells the rubrics involve xprw m TAw.939 TAw seems to have different meanings in these spells 

so the translation will vary depending on the meaning. Of these four spells, spell 988 is very 

fragmentary so the analysis needs to rely upon the other spells. Spell 223 has two versions of the 

title. One starts as a xprw-title,940 but then continues almost like the other version: 

r n ssnt TAw m Xrt-nTr Spell for breathing air in the realm of the dead.941 

Though having a similar title to the later Books of Breathing, the short spell does not tend to have 

obvious relations to these.942 The spell continues: 

i tm943 O Atum 

imi TAw nDm n N imy šrt=k  give the sweet air which is in your nostrils to N944 

The title makes the purpose of the spell clearer. There seems to be a case of resuscitation since 

Atum is asked to give his own breath to N. As with the spells below, the xprw-title seems to relate to 

N receiving the transformation object, not becoming it. 

 While spell 223 is focused on the actual breathing, spells 288 and 297 focus more on free 

passage. For example: 

šAs.n=i šw nmt.n=i Akr I traveled the air, I traversed the earth,945 

This particular passage also shows the connection to the air, with the gods’ names used for their 

regions.946 In this spell the speaker is in the sky, or in between the sky and the earth, where the air is. 

One sentence even gives him the role of Shu: 

ink wp pt r tA I am the one who separates the sky from the earth.947 

However, the speaker does not identify himself with Shu in any other way in the spell, instead he 

says that he is the son of Shu.948 He is clearly in Shu’s realm, the empty space between the sky and 

the earth,949 so the connection to the air is a strong one.  

                                                           
938

 Though there are other examples of identifications with inanimate objects, see for example Nordh, Curses 
and Blessings, 58. 
939

 Spell 288 CT IV 39a, spell 223, CT III 208a T1L, spell 988 CT VII 196a.  
940

 T1C. 
941

 CT III 208b B2Bo. 
942

 Smith, Opening the Mouth for Breathing. 
943

 ra-tm in B1Bo. 
944

 CT III 208c-d. 
945

 Spell 288 CT IV 40d. 
946

 Willems, Heqata, 271. 
947

 Spell 288 CT IV 40g. 
948

 CT IV 39j. 
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 In spell 297 the rubric again involves xprw m TAw, but it has a different focus. The full rubric is:  

xprw m TAw 4 nw pt Manifesting950 the four winds of the sky951 

rx rn n nTr ir mAqt nt pt knowing the name of the god who guards the ladder 

of the sky952 

As in spell 288 the location seems to be in the air, between the earth and the sky, where both winds 

and the god in charge of the ladder presumably are. The only lines in the spell directly referring to 

the winds are: 

iw pt m rsyw Hms=i m mHwt Ts pXr If the sky comes in the south-wind, I sit in the north-

wind, and vice versa,  

iw pt m imntt Hms=i m iAbt Ts pXr if the sky comes in the west-wind, I sit in the east-

wind, and vice versa953 

The speaker sits in the wind; he does not identify with the wind. In the end of the spell one version 

adds: 

ir rx r pn wnn=f m sbA m pt isT sw sb n kA=f As for the one who knows this spell, he will be in the 

portal in the sky, when having gone to his kA954 

So the result of knowing the spell, and presumably the name of the guardian of the ladder, gives a 

person access to the sky and the portal in the sky when they are dead, and he can pass through the 

air, the winds, to the sky. Possibly, the first rubric could carry the meaning of the person manifesting 

in the winds, or the winds themselves are manifested. 

 Since spells 288, 297 and 988 concern free passage, they might, per association, also concern 

breathing. Breathing in itself is one of the attributes of continuing life, and for someone who passes 

successfully between this life and the next breathing would be needed.955 However, this is not 

entirely clear from the text the way it is expressed in spell 223. Manifesting breath or air in spells 

223 and 288 then seems to have two different implications for the dead. In spell 223 the speaker 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
949

 Hornung, Conceptions of god, 77. 
950

 Since the rubrics do not express an identity, and there is no identification sentence in the spell relating to 
the transformation object, a different translation is chosen since N (or the ‘I’ in the spell) does not seem to 

‘become’ the object in the rubric. ‘Manifesting’ is probably a translation possible for most of the xprw-rubrics, 
but since the identity is often stronger in spells which have specific beings, with both identification sentences 
and descriptions of the transformation object, a division has been made. The division could possibly have been 
made somewhere else, such as between spells which show a strong identity and those that do not; any 
division should not be seen as absolute. 
951

 CT IV 50a. B1C has xprw, B2L has xpr. 
952

 CT IV 50b, B1C. 50k B2L.  
953

 CT IV 50f-g. 
954

 CT IV 50l, B2L. 
955

 This has some similarities with the later Books of Breathing which also include several beneficial things for 
the dead and not only breathing. However, in these Coffin Text spells there is no mention of a book of 

breathing, šat n snsn, (for example, Herbin, Books of Breathing, pl. 6, line 1), but we come as close as spell 223, 

r n ssnt. The rest of the content is quite different. 
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acquires breath, breathing air, and in spell 288 he is in the realm of the air. In neither spell does he 

embody air, instead he acquires air through breathing or being in the presence of air.  

 

III.12.2 Seal 

In spell 706 the rubric says: 

xpr m Xtm pt Manifesting the seal of the sky956 

Faulkner translates Xtm ‘seal-bearer(?)’,957 Barguet ‘en dignitaire dans le ciel’.958 However, there is no 

determinative indicating that this would be a person. In the spell, the speaker receivs a seal:  

dšrt Hwt(y)t O Red one! O you of the houses! 

mtrw O witness! 

šsp.n=i Xtm Hna=Tn wa.w I have received a seal together with you, alone 

m mswt snT in the forming of the plan. 

sqr n=i sA-tA in srw Axt The snake is stuck down for me by the officials of the 

horizon.959 

The speaker together with three deities is given the seal, forming a unique group. Acquiring a seal, 

the speaker is of the same status as the officials who are looking after their own kind, thereby 

striking down the snake so the speaker can pass. The purpose of the spell therefore seems to be to 

give the speaker authorisation. 

 

III 12.3 The twin-sceptred one 

Spell 993 

xpr m xrpwy Manifesting as(?) the twin-sceptred one960 

In the first half of the spell a goddess, possibly Isis, is spoken about with a number of epithets.  

xndt stš tp r=s She who bent Seth on account of her utterance. 

wnt Hr Hr n=f She who opened the sight of Horus for him.961 

Possibly also the rubric refers to the duality of the companions, while the xrp-wand also has to do 

with power and authority. The speaker seems to make identifications a number of times in the spell, 
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 CT VI 337h. 
957

 Faulkner, Coffin Texts II, 266. 
958

 Barguet, Textes des Sarcophages, 547. 
959

 CT VI 337i-m. 
960

 Spell 993, CT VII 205a. 
961

 CT VII 205p-q. 
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but in most cases only ‘ink’ can be read, and the rest of the sentence is lost.962 Only two instances 

remain somewhat intact 

ink DHwty//////////// I am Thoth//////////963 

… 

st=i m itn sp 2 My seat is in/as(?) the sun-disk. 

mnw(y) A st=i m itn Firm is indeed my seat in/as(?) the sun-disk. 

///////////////// //////////////////// 

ink xnt(y) swt nTrw sbA Hkn m //// I am the one who is in charge of the seats of the gods, 

a joyful star in////// 

n anx=i anx ra Ts pXr For as I live, Re lives, and vice versa.964 

The speaker has a seat and is in charge so the theme of authority is visible at the end of the spell 

again.  

 

III 12.4 Fire 

Perhaps also spell 284 can belong to this category of titles which do not refer to living beings. It has 

the rubric: 

xprw m sDt m Xrt-nTr m st nbt nt imnt Manifesting fire in the realm of the dead in every 

place in the West965 

As Hornung points out there are no personifications of fire in Egypt, but there are a number of fiery 

dieties.966 In the spell, the dead is identified with Horus: 

wsir N pn Twt Hr O this Osiris N, you are Horus 

n sw wrt xAst he belongs to the Great Lady of the desert 

nbt nsw Lady of Flame.967 

However, the focus of the spell is the ‘Lady of Flame’ and what she can do towards enemies. The 

identity of the dead is then different from the focus of the spell. The title is also slightly different 

from the actual uraeus since it does not refer to the goddess herself, but to her action. She is called 

Lady of Flame and she spits fire, but in the title the fire does not seem to be a being, it does not have 

a god or person determinative, but is merely fire itself. The title should therefore probably not be 
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 I. e. 206e, j, 207i.  
963

 CT VII 206h. 
964

 CT VII 207g-k. 
965

 CT IV 34j, Sq6C. The title of T1L occurs before the spell but is lost after Dd mdw xprw so we cannot know 
what was meant to come after it. 
966

 Hornung, Conceptions of god, 80. 
967

 CT IV 34b-c. 
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understood as an identity at all. It matches the most important aspect of the uraeus put forward in 

the spell, and assumingly it is the fire itself that is in the focus of being manifested. 

 

III 12.5 Summary 

That the rubrics of the xprw-spells do not necessarily refer to a concrete transformation of identity is 

visible in these spells where the transformation object is not really an identity at all. As in other 

xprw-spells when the speaker identifies with a particular being, he does not necessarily become that 

being in a physical sense. Therefore it is the acquisition of an ability rather than an embodiment 

which should be read in the xprw-spells. When the dead becomes a swallow the physical shape of 

the dead is not described as changing, but it does provide the speaker with the ability to fly.  In the 

same sense the dead is not turned into a seal but is acquiring a seal.  

 

III 13 Miscellaneous 

III 13.1 bAst 

Two spells concerns bAst.968 Spell 584 has 

r n xpr m bAst TAy969 

or 

xpr m bAsti TAy970 

Spell for becoming a male bAst. 

 

Becoming a male bAsti971 

Spell 585 does not have a rubric involving bAst or bAsti but instead: 

/////m apr Ax m Xrt-nTr /// equipping(?) an Ax in the realm of the dead972 

or 

xpr///m Tti Tay Becoming a male Tti973 

In spell 585 the speaker goes to him or it: 

hAA=i n=f n bAst TAy I go to him, to male bAst.974 

So bAst is presumably a male being in a place which the dead is able to reach. Faulkner notes that the 

term is not recorded and seems to have nothing to do with Bastet, bAs ‘devour’ or bAs ‘ointment 
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 Spells 584 and 585. 
969

 S2C. 
970

 B2Bo. 
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 CT VI 200a. 
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 CT VI 205f S2C. 
973

 CT VI 205g Sq6C. 
974

 CT VI 205e. 
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jar’.975 Few clues are given about bAst in these two spells and the Tti does not seem to be mentioned 

in spell 585 other than in the title of Sq6C. 

 

III 13.2 Attendant of Heliopolis 

Spell 289 

xprw m imy-sA n iwnw Becoming an attendant of Heliopolis976 

pr.n N pn m sw This N has gone from Su. 

sDr.n=f m ww He has slept in Uu. 

inm=f  pnay His skin is turned inside out 

xft šsAt m imnt at (the time of) nightfall in the West. 

N pn imy-sA n iwnw This N is an attendant of Heliopolis.977 

As in spell 210 and 221, N goes to a place and spends the night in another. The last line of the spell 

reflects the title of ‘attendant of Heliopolis.978 

 

III 13.3 Fowler  

Spell 1015 has 

xpr m wHa n nTr aA dd mw isAA mw To become a fowler of the Great God who gives water 

and who guards water979 

The identification in the spell is with a heron (ink nwr980). Various items connected to trapping birds 

are mentioned, like nets981 and possibly a bird trap.982 The end of the spell say: 

di=i m awy=i n nTr aA r fnd=f983 m-Xnw wiA=f 

pf 

I give from my arms for the great god to his nose 

within that boat of his. 

Hms.n=i im sA=i r wsxt aA I have sat down there, my back to the great hall. 

prr Hp/// Hapy comes forth/// 

ink ir Awt984 nTr I am the one who provides a gift of the god.985 

                                                           
975

 Faulkner, Coffin Texts II, 186 n.1. 
976

 Red in B2L, black in B1Bo. B1C has the same rubric in the end CT IV 41g. 
977

 CT IV 41a-f. 
978

 For this title see Jones, Index of Ancient Egyptian Titles I, 298-299. 
979

 CT VII 233j. 
980

 CT VII 233m 
981

 CT VII 234d,n. 
982

 CT VII 234e. Faulkner’s guess for the word wptt Faulkner, Coffin Texts III, 116 n.9. 
983

 Or perhaps r xnt=f. 
984

 Following Faulkner, Coffin Texts III, 116 n.16. 
985

 CT VII 234o-r. 
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So the speaker has come to the boat of the Great god and sat down. The role of the bird hunter is 

probably for providing for the god. 

 

III 13.4 sAH 

Spell 853 starts 

i[i] nTrw m Htp i.n=sn “The gods come in peace” they said 

imyw iaH/// wr who are in the full moon. 

irdy=sn xaw They grant appearances, 

Hna dš[rw] Hr[yw] [Ax}tyw986 with the red ones who are over the horizon-dwellers. 

m///r//w //////// 

di=sn saH/// wsir N pn They grant saH [to] this Osiris N. 

šsp.n wsir N pn wrrt=f This Osiris N has taken his wrrt-crown987 

Apparently, the ones who grant saH to Osiris N are the ones who are in the full moon and over the 

horizon-dwellers. After another sentence the rubric is placed at the end of the spell. 

xprw m saH Becoming a saH988 

saH is a particular state of nobility granted to the dead, who is here able to take the crown. 

 

III 13.5 Splendid of manifestations 

Of spell 794 only a few sentences remain readable without too much damage. The rubric is: 

sbq///xprw m Xrt nTr To be splendid of manifestations in the realm of the 

dead989 

and a sentence down from this 

iTt[.n]=i [w]rrt nTr nb I have taken the wrrt-crown of every god.990 

Presumably being splendid of manifestations gives the dead a position among the god, being 

expressed by taking their crowns. What else it might mean is unfortunately lost. 
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 Faulkner’s restoration, Coffin Texts III, 35. 
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 CT VII 56l-57a. 
988

 CT VII 57e. 
989

 CT VII 4a. 
990

 CT VII 4c. 
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III 13.6 Bull of Heliopolis 

xprw m kA iwnw Becoming the bull of Heliopolis991 

 This is a composite rubric to spell 207, 209 and 210 on coffins B1Boa and B1Bob,992 although various 

coffins do show relatively large variation of titles for the individual spells. For instance, for spell 207 

other versions have: 

šsp Awt m inw Receiving gifts in Heliopolis993 

and 

Dd mdw wnn m šs n xns Recitation for being a scribe of Khonsu994 

and 

tm wnm Hs Not to eat excrements  

tm wr///w///m Xrt nTr not to drink [urine] in the realm of the dead995 

Spell 207 is about nourishment and good meals so both gifts and not eating anything distasteful is 

directly relevant. One sentence also picks up the main rubric of B1Boa and B1Bob. 

mrt.n=i di.tw ddt n=i996 What I am given is what I have wanted to be given 

n-ntt ink kA iwnw because I am the bull of Heliopolis.997 

So being the bull here seems to be for the purpose of being in charge.998 The authority aspect might 

also be what is picked up in the title of being the scribe since this can also concern the aspect of 

administrative control. The other titles highlight other themes in the spell and probably relate to 

being a scribe more than the other rubrics of the different versions. The spell also has an aspect of 

the appearance and disappearance of a celestial body, which might be related to the title including 

the scribe of Khonsu.999 

 Spell 209 has no other version of rubric. It only has two curious sentences about driving 

someone away and two mentions of two different plants, smat and a leek.1000 Onions and leeks can 

be used to ward off snakes, so possibly that is the purpose here.1001 Spell 210 has its own rubric on 

some coffins 

tm ir kAt m Xrt-nTr Not to do work in the realms of the dead1002 
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 CT III 167c B1Boa, B1Bob. 
992

 CT III 167 n.5. 
993

 CT III 155a B2L, M22C, B2Boa, P. Gard II. 
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 CT III 155b G1T. 
995

 CT III 160c-d S1C. 
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 A mix of different versions since neither of the versions makes totally sense grammatically on its own. 
997

 CT III 160a-b. 
998

 See spell 208 above under ‘Scribes’. 
999

 Willems, Heqata, 253-255. 
1000

 Or qAdt. 
1001

 Willems, Heqata, 255-256 
1002

 CT III 164/165a B1C, B5C, B2L, T3C, S1Ca, S2Ca, 
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The rest of this short spell runs: 

pr.n=i m p I have come up from Pe. 

sDr.n=i m knmt I have slept in Kenemyt (darkness-town). 

i iq ir nn Hna=i1003 O Iq, do this with me.1004 

The passages have a parallel in spell 221, a spell for a man to do what he wishes in the realm of the 

dead.1005 The Iq addressed is probably the one who shall do the work, in a shabti function, so that 

the speaker will not have to.1006 Spells 207-210 include different themes of offerings, authority as a 

bull, warding off a snake and finally not having to work, all of them common wishes for the Afterlife. 

 

III 14 Summary of xprw-spells 

In the majority of the xprw-spells there is also an identification sentence in the body of the spell. 

xprw is a category for forms or manifestations in these spells, where often the identification 

sentences reflect the transformation object, giving the dead person a different xprw. Identity is 

relative and changeable, and no person is bound to a single description of his or her identity. To 

identify with something external is also to take on a different role for a particular purpose. People 

play many different roles at the same time, for example as a father, a son and a scribe, which are all 

part of their collective identity. Nordh calls the gods in this context ‘mythic prototypes’ and a ‘frame 

of reference intellectually, emotionally, behaviourally and socially’.1007 The identifications with gods, 

birds, and other beings in the xprw-spells often seem to have the purpose of gaining something from 

the transformation object, serving as a means of passage to, or integration into, the Afterlife, or for 

other purposes such as authority. In these cases it is close to that of syncretisation between gods, 

where the original identity is not abandoned, but by identification, something else is added to it as 

well. 

 xpr or hprw can have a variety of meanings, and in these rubrics and spells, the usage is both 

for the process and for the goal of transformations, as can be seen in the sentence xpr.n=i m xprw. 

Where the transformation object has an animate identity, identification sentences in the spells are 

more common, and a process of identification, of becoming, is present. When the transformation 

object is such as a seal, wind or fire, the outcome of the person gaining something through the spell 

is there. In such cases the subject acquires an ability from the transformation object rather than 

becoming the object, and identification sentences are not used in these spells. 
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 Most versions. S1Cb, S1Ca and S2Ca vary slightly. 
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 CT III 164/165c-166/167a. 
1005

 CT III 204a. 
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 Willems, Heqata, 257, Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 251. 
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 Nordh, Curses and Blessings, 50. 
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 Within the two largest groups of transformation objects, gods and birds, gods seem either 

specifically chosen for a personal feature of that god, such as their particular kinship, their 

primevalness, or their high status, or they are chosen for their specific role, such as Anubis as an 

embalmer. Other god-spells focus on a general idea, which the god can personify in different way, 

such as physical or magical power, which is connected to the role of the god. Birds are mainly either 

connected to passage, and/or they have a strong connection to a particular god. Scribe spells are 

connected to the features of the god they serve. For Hathor the spells are connected to offerings, 

and for Re-Atum and the Great God, the spells are connected to judgement. A few spells also relates 

to being a scribe in general, with his high position and authority. All of these are also close to gods 

they serve, which probably also adds to integration into the divine side of the Afterlife. The few 

spells where the transformation object is a king also seem to be linked primarily to authority. 
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Chapter IV The bA and parts of the 

identity relating to the bA 

IV 1 The bA1008 

IV 1.1 The nature of the bA in the Coffin Texts 

As a core motif of the Egyptian funerary world, there is an extensive literature touching on the 

subject of the bA. The research literature addresses the most prominent aspects of the bA, globally in 

one or more periods, or specifically for individual aspects of the bA in a particular type of text.1009 In 

practice, however, it is difficult to constrain the bA to a narrow universal definition. Its role is both 

complex and contextual sensitive to each text corpus, and each religious environment. 

 The nature of the bA and bAw is a large subject, the words occur in over 400 instances in the 

Coffin Texts alone.1010 Among the occurrences, it can be used as a part of the identity of a person or 

a god, as a manifestation representing someone in full, often in spells which the focus is free 
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 For the spells not mentioned initially in this chapter which contain the bA, foremost see under ‘the Shadow 

and the bA’, thereof spells 2, 20, 97, 229, 409, 488-503, 535, 563, 573, 663, also ‘bA and the corpse’ for spells 

44, 45, 242, and ‘bA and irw‘ spells 95, 96, 312, 317. In two spells, 655 and 852, the manuscripts are too 
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However, in M6C the surrounding context is destroyed. Spell 576 has a sign which has been variously 

interpreted as bA (Müller, Orientalia 35, 266, Barguet, Textes des Sarcophages, 230, Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 

425) and as idr (Faulkner, Coffin Texts, II, 181 and n.4, Carrier, Textes des Sarcophages,1354). 
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 For example: Žabkar, Ba Concept. Wolf-Brinkmann, Versuch einer Deutung des Begriffes ’bA‘, which focus 

on the Old Kingdom. Meyer-Dietrich focuses mostly on the sexual aspect of the bA in spell 75 and other Coffin 
Texts, even though she has different categories: ‘Triumph über de Feinde’ ‘Bewegungsfreiheit’, ‘Essen und 

Trinken’, and ‘Sexuelle Aktivität’, procreation is the main focus of the aspects of the bA,  Senebi und Selbst, 202-
216, Englund, Människans Möjligheter, Beinlich, Das Buch vom Ba. There are also a large number of short 

articles, sections or chapters about the bA. 
1010

 Van der Plas and Borghouts, Coffin Text Word Index, 83-84. 
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movement to different locations,1011 procreation, and existing in the Afterlife. A primary  feature of 

the bA is its activity and movement, which is reflected in the New Kingdom depiction of it as a 

bird,1012 and visible earlier in the hieroglyph for bA and depictions of the same bird.1013 In plural, it 

occurs as bAw of places, in singular, plural, and as a collective noun for the bAw power, and it is also 

used as a verb. More uses occur within the Coffin Texts and elsewhere, for example the literary work 

The Debate Between a Man and his bA shows.1014 

 Gods and the dead king are certainly attested with a bA before the 6th dynasty, when the bA of 

a non-royal individual first appears.1015 While the gods have at least one bA, there is a common 

understanding that the bA of non-royal humans only comes into being after death,1016 since the bA 

occurs mostly in mortuary literature. However, the bA also occurs in instruction texts: Instructions of 

Ptahhotep1017 and the Instructions for King Merikare,1018  as well as in The Debate Between a Man 

and his bA.1019 Even so, there has been disagreements about the meaning of the bA in these 

instructions texts, and whether they really imply a bA before death. Žabkar translates the passage in 

Ptahhotep ‘the wise man helps his Ba by establishing its goodness in him upon earth’ and interprets 

it to mean that the good deeds of a person on earth will benefit his bA after death, and not necessary 

in this life.1020 There are difficulties about dating the concepts presented in these texts. For instance, 

Otto dated the literary works quite early, and argues that the time of the Coffin Texts, The Debate 

Between a Man and his bA, and the Instructions of Merikare, was a time of speculation of the 

concept of the bA,1021 which might not be absolutely definable by then, but his dating of the literary 
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texts are implausibly early.1022 The bA is not usually distinguishable from a person during his lifetime, 

not yet being separated, except in exceptional cases, such as warnings that the bA might wander as a 

result of heavily drinking,1023  and in The Debate Between a Man and his bA. 

 Even though The Debate Between a Man and his bA is a literary work, the motif of the bA is still 

interesting as a reference to contemporary thinking. Žabkar interprets the dialog as taking place 

within the man himself: ‘That the Ba represents one of the opposing states of mind is very 

appropriate since the question of whether or not he would continue to live after death as a Ba 

would weigh heavily on the mind of a man facing death.’1024 The heart can be seen as an alter-ego of 

a person,1025 as can the bA. Since it is normally the heart speaking with a man as internal discourse, 

Allen assumes that ‘the choice must reflect a characteristic of the one that is absent in the other.’ 

The bA has independence, and can leave a man, which the heart cannot.1026 The answer to the 

question whether the bA existed as a distinctive part of a living person, cannot be expected to be 

found in the Coffin Texts. 

 A large number of translations interpret the bA to be the ‘soul’ of a person,1027 as a spiritual 

part of his personal identity,1028 though many prefer to keep the Egyptian word untranslated.1029 

That the bA is not a soul in the modern, immaterial and spiritual sense of the word is indicated in 

some spells showing its physical attributes. Whereas it can be trapped and hindered, it can also be 

physically hurt. Spell 660 in the following passages is addressing a knife. 

ds tp n nwt O knife which is on Nut, 

i[d]A Hs pw O smotherer of excrement, 

m in a=k r N pn do not bring your hand against this N! 

im sn Tswy bqsw bAw xnt pt Do not kiss the two vertebrae of the spine of the bAw at 

the front of the sky, 

n-ntt pA.n=sn is r pt m bik because they have ascended to the sky as falcons. 

iw N pn Hr DnH=sn This N is on their wings 

n-ntt HA=sn is r tA m sA-tA because they descend to the earth as snakes 
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iw N pn Hr qAb=sn This N is on their coils.1030 

The knife is told not to hurt the bAw, and especially its vertebrae,1031 implying that the bA has a more 

physical nature which can be affected by a knife. As te Velde also points out, since there are animals 

and objects which are the bA of a particular god, ‘soul’ is a too narrow translation. He prefers 

‘manifestation’ or ‘revelation’.1032 

 Wolf-Brinkman, focusing on the bA in the Old Kingdom, lists the following possible 

translations: 

bA (noun) ‘die Gestaltfähigkeit; der Gestaltfähige; die Verkörperung, das Erscheinungsbild usw‘ 

bAw (noun) ‘die Gestaltfähigkeit; der Gestaltfähigen; die Verkörperungen, das Erscheinungsbilder 

usw‘ 

bAw (verb) ‘gestaltfähig sein, sich verkörpern‘ 

She also says that: ‘Die Gestaltfähigkeit scheint eine typische göttliche Eigenschaft zu sein, die auch 

der König, mindestens nach seinem Tode, besitz.‘1033 Though Žabkar differentiates between the role 

of the bA in the Pyramid Texts and the Coffin Texts, there are some distinctive overlaps in function. 

Žabkar argues against the interpretation of the bA as a soul, and interprets the bA in the Coffin Texts 

as representing the man himself, ipso facto his alter ego.1034 Also Smith, in this instance concerning 

later demotic texts, translates bA as ‘what is immanent i.e. visible manifestation’ and describes it as 

representing the whole person ‘manifested in the physical world’.1035 However, as Žabkar admits, 

the bA is ‘one of the forms in which he fully lives after death’, but not the only form, since a person 

lives in multiple forms after death, giving the Ax, kA and shadow as other forms in which the 

continuation of life takes place.1036 

 The varied and complex nature can be seen for example in spell 824, with the heading: 

r n rdit sxm bA n N m Awt=f m Xrt nTr Spell for causing the bA of N to be powerful as his gift in 

the Realm of the Dead1037 

It has a number of passages relating to the rubric, for example: 
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iw bA=i m{i}1038 Dbayt My bA is a seal-ring (or my bA is in a seal-ring?) 

Htp gb Htp bA=i pn Geb is pleased, then this my bA is pleased 

Htp inpw Htp kA=i pn Anubis is pleased, then this my kA is pleased1039 

The spell is for giving power to the bA and the seal, being a sign of authority and power, is part of this 

empowerment. The spell then talks about offerings, so the seal can further on be a sign of control 

and authority over such matters. The spell goes on: 

ii m Htp r pr=i pn O you who come in peace to this my house, 

wnn bA=i pn wnn imyw=f this my bA exists and what is in it exists, 

ii tm imy itn//////////a n=f Ax///=f Atum who is in his disk(?) comes ///////(?) his horizon 

wbn iaH r šrt štAyt dHwty kA wr The moon rises to the nostrils of the Mysterious One. 

Thoth is the Great Bull1040 

… … 

sbiw bA ip irw Xrt dmD wDAt who sends out the bA, who counts the deeds of what 

belongs to the totality of what is whole1041 

This spell has several passages which contain normal treatment of the bA, the statement that it 

exists, the sending of the bA, and the bA as representing the person, which is shown above when it is 

placed in relationship to Geb being pleased. 

 That the bA can be present in extreme situations before death has been mentioned, and this 

feature also shows the connection of the bA to the liminal. After death, its freedom of movement can 

take it to both the sky and the Netherworld, it can be with the corpse in the tomb, but also go out on 

the earth among the living. Even though it is mainly the Ax which shows itself for living people,1042 

the bA and shadow can also manifest before the living.1043  The bA’s areas of activity move between 

that of the living and the dead and of the gods and people.1044 Some of the most common 

descriptions of the bA is it being divine1045 and living, and its appearance is characteristically in liminal 

contexts. 

 The bAw of gods have several different active ways of manifesting that are not attested for the 

living. Žabkar lists three different ways of how the bAw of gods manifest: in another god, as a sacred 
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animal and in inanimate objects.1046  For inanimate entities, he gives as examples stars and other 

celestial objects, but also crowns, the wind, and other examples from nature.1047 In addition to this, 

there are statues and reliefs.1048  

 When a deity manifests in this way, it means an inhabitation by the active and divine. By this 

inhabitation, the other entity, or object is also raised above its original function and aspect.1049 A 

falcon is then not necessary only a falcon, but also a manifestation of Horus. It could thereby help to 

overlap the bridge between different entities. Through their bA, they can both move into each 

other’s spheres, and manifest in each other. Žabkar argues that it was used to strengthen the 

relationship between Re and Osiris in this way, the bA of Re entering the Netherworld and the bA of 

Osiris the heaven.1050 Gods can also make someone as their bA, for example in spell 317: 

in ra ir wi m bA=f It was Re who made me as his bA 1051 

In this spell the speaker identifies himself with different gods, such as Re, Nun, Horus and Hapy, and 

some of these identification are made with a specific named part of the god, rather than of the more 

common identification using the name. So, for example, he says that he is the Ax of Horus,1052 and 

that he has been made the bA of Re. The other parts mentioned are saH and irw. All of them seem to 

be a particular mode of identification with different gods through different means.1053 

 

IV 1.2 BA, bAw and bAw 

While the singular form bA, has many different aspects, they are mainly within the same sphere of 

related concepts. On the other hand, bAw can be used both as the plural of bA when one god has 

many bAw, and as a distinct collective noun.1054 Even though there are means to tell the difference 

between multiple bAw and the collective noun, and more so in Late Egyptian,1055 in the Coffin Texts 

the modern reader is often left only with the context to differentiate. BAw as a collective noun often 
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refers to the bAw-power of a king or god.1056 When bAw is used for the meaning ‘manifestation’, the 

word often belongs to the category of the collective noun. While Borghouts thinks that this can 

seem to have ‘little functional relationship to bA’, and other parts of a person’s identity such as Ax 

and kA, he also states that it is in no way absolute.1057  There are also strong evidence that it is the bA 

of a person which manifest in different forms.1058  

 The connection between bA and bAw, and how close this connection is, can be debated. 

Concerning some passages in the Pyramid Texts regarding the bAw of the king, Žabkar argues that 

the plural bAw ‘is an intensive plural, giving special force or emphasis to the Ba in its meaning of 

manifestation of power.’1059 In the Old Kingdom, gods and the king could have bAw, which also occur 

in names of people, ships, pyramids and objects. However, in these names both bA and bAw occur.1060 

 Assmann has stated that the bA does not occur as a concept during the Amarna period.1061 

However, Žabkar cites an example which mentions the bAw of the king which goes against those 

ignorant of his teachings.1062 So if bA did not occur, bAw did, the question is if they really were that 

separable that one could occur without the thoughts being directed towards the other?  

 There are relatively few examples of bAw in the Coffin Texts in relationship to the occurrences 

of bA. Within these, there are cases where it not obvious if it refers to the bAw-power or several bAw. 

Often it is the context that leads the interpretation in the right direction. Spell 650: 

inD-Hr=k itrw n xt nb bAw aA Axw wr r nb=f Hail to you, River of fire, Lord of bAw, Great of Axw, 

mightier than his lord, 

aA Hmty nb itrw wr r nw Great of wells(?)1063 Lord of river, greater than 

Nun.1064 

Here bAw occur together with Axw, and it is probably two distinctive categories of power which are  

spoken about, rather than groups of bAw and Axw. 

 Also in spell 839 it is most likely the bAw-power. 

mdw=k xr nTrw wrw aAw imyw Hms xntw 

iwnw 

You will speak to the great and mighty gods who are in 

session in front of Heliopolis. 
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wr bAw=k r nTrw imntyw aA snD=k r nTrw=k 

imntyw 

Your bAw is greater than the western gods, and fear of 

you mightier than your western gods1065 

In both these examples the texts seem to speak about a specific manifestation of power among 

mighty and great powers, something measurable which can be compared to the same power of the 

gods. 

 bA and bAw-power also occur within the same spell. For example spell 74.1066 

sAx Tn1067 DHwty Thoth has sAx-ed you 

bAwy=k nbwy wrrt Your two bA are the lords of the wrrt-crown.1068 

… … 

ir n=k bAw=k r xftyw=k Htm.n(=i) rmt Your bAw acts for you against your enemies, and I have 

abandoned weeping.1069 

bAw here seems to be the bAw-power, which also can be sent out towards enemies and punish 

them.1070 bAw=k r=f and similar expressions occur in legal texts where the witness takes an oath. The 

idea behind it seems to be that the bAw of a god, or king, will punish someone through his bAw if 

giving false statement.1071 Though most Late Egyptian examples seem to concern bAw,1072  there are 

also examples with the bA in singular.1073 So the singular bA and the bAw-power, seem to have this 

kind of function in common.   

 

IV 1.3 The origin of the bA 

Spell 94 and 96 have a description of the bA: 

ir.n wsir m rDw imy iwf=f which Osiris has made from the efflux which is in his 

flesh 

mtwt prt m Hnn=f the semen which went forth from his phallus1074 

A similar sentence occurs in spell 99 and 101, directed to the bA: 
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šm=k r rDw n iwf=i r fdt nt tp=i You will go forth from the efflux of my flesh and the 

sweat of my head, 

prr=k m dwAt iAxw you will go from the Netherworld (to the) sunshine1075 

These fluids in spell 99 and 101 are the ones the body loses through mummification. The image 

seems to be that the fluids are in the flesh,1076 and the bA comes into being in the body and moves 

out, away from the corpse, together with the fluids to the sunshine. The image is a clear physical and 

concrete one, paralleling the departure of life as the bA with the outflow of vital liquid from the 

corpse after death. Also in spell 94 and 96, the lines about the creation of the bA are followed by a 

line stating that the purpose of the bA is that it should go out in the day.  

 Spell 75 has different versions concerning the origin of the bA:  

qmA.n=i bA=i HA=i1077 I have created my bA behind me 

r rdit rx=f rxt.n=i1078 to let it know that which I know.1079 

In most versions of this passage the speaker has created his own bA. Willems argues that this cannot 

be the correct reading since the speaker in the text is the bA of Shu, or Shu himself, also pointing to 

the parallel where Atum is the creator. Willems wants to read it as ‘My ba has been created around 

me for me’.1080 However, the passage has been interpreted as the speaker creating his bA by others 

Egyptologists,1081 and B1Bo, B3C and B6C replace =i with N pn. Since Shu in this spell is both the son 

and the creator, both interpretations seem possible. It is only the Bersha-coffins which add that the 

purpose is to let the bA know what the speaker knows. These lines are repeated later in the spell, 

where it is Atum who has created the bA for the speaker,1082 and then all versions include r rdit rx=f 

and the different versions agree about the bA having been created for the speaker rather than the 

speaker creating it himself.  

 There are a few other examples in the Coffin Text which mention the construction of the bA. In 

spell 312 Horus tells Osiris: 

sqd bA=k shape your bA.1083 

Spell 937: 

//////tyw ibw tpt(y)w Atw irw bA=i ///// hearts, who are upon the powerful ones who 
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make my bA1084 

 In spell 75 it is clear from the context that the bA is created so that there might have been a 

time before the creation of the bA. Spell 312 might have a different meaning, since Osiris has asked 

Horus earlier in the spell to exalt (sqAy) his bA. The meaning is therefore possibly closer to changing 

the bA, than its coming into being. Part of the passages about the bA in spell 937 is destroyed, but 

also here it seems that the bA is made (ir), which is also the expression in spell 94 and 96.  

 Spell 575 is addressed to Geb by the speaker Horus, son of Osiris. 

dmD=f nswt gb n=f He has collected the thrones of Geb for him, 

smA bAw=f imyw nw and his bAw, which were in Nun, are united.1085 

Here the bAw of Geb1086 are included as an aspect of him. The bAw were in Nun in a pre-state of 

creation, being latent. The unification of his parts is taking place in the original creation, and is here 

expressed as Geb being a collection of his parts already in existence. The first gods seem to have a 

certain pre-existence latent in Nun which in different ways can be activated, a xpr Ds=f or, as here 

smA bAw=f. Nowhere else in the spell are the bAw of Geb mentioned. 

 The ways of the bA coming into being are either emanating with the fluids after death, self 

creation, or creation by a divinity.1087 The exception is the pre-existence of the bAw of Geb in Nun. In 

the majority of these examples, the bA is externally created, separate from the being to who the bA 

belongs, and not something which comes into being at the same time. 

 

IV 1.4 BA of gods  

Even though a significant number of passages concern the bA of a particular god, the actual numbers 

of gods are limited.1088 Osiris, Re, Re-Atum, Shu, Geb, Horus, Wepset and only possibly three others 

occur.1089 It is well attested that the bA of gods could manifest in different animals or celestial 

objects. However, in the following examples, the starting point in most cases is the dead person who 

is identified with the bA of a god, and not the bA of the god manifesting. The goal seems to be for the 

deceased to take on the role of the bA of a god, or to be associated with the god. Thereby, it 

primarily has a purpose for the dead person, and not for the god, which might instead be the case 
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when a god manifests in a statue where he has a direct means of involvement with humans, such as 

receiving offerings. 

 

IV 1.4.1 Osiris 

Some spells identify the speaker, the dead person, with the bA of Osiris, rather than with Osiris. Spell 

875: 

n-ntt ink bA pw aA wsir1090 because I am the great bA of Osiris.1091 

The parallel between the immovable corpse, Osiris, and the bA is picked up a few lines down in this 

same spell where he is said to go out by day,1092 and to be the bA of Osiris by day.1093 While Osiris is 

connected to the immovable corpse, his bA is able to move freely so the focus is on the bA of 

Osiris.1094 In spell 96, which has a very similar passage, the bA is also connected to the cycle of the 

sun passing over the sky during the day and through the Netherworld during the night, with the 

ability of the bA to travel to the sky, to be on earth, and to reach Osiris in the Netherworld. Through 

taking part in the cycle of the sun, the dead are able to live on and continue the cycle of life.1095 The 

connection between either Osiris or Thoth by night and Re by day1096 is also visible in other spells 

below. 

 In some spells it is unclear if there is an actual identification with Osiris or not. Spell 1120 is 

very short: 

aHa=i1097 Hna wsir aHa=f I stand up with Osiris when he stands up 

wsir ii n=T bA=T O Osiris, your bA comes to you 

wn Htt=T and your throat is open. 

mi wsir sp 41098 Come Osiris, 4 times. 

ii n=k TAw nDm Sweet wind comes for you 

wAH n=f At=f r tA for his power is laid low for him into earth. 

bT.n=sn nšn Hr=f n nHH They have abandoned raging on account of him 
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compositions, Darnell, The Enigmatic Netherworld Books which texts focus on a Solar-Osirian unity. 
1096

 Žabkar, Ba Concept, 11, 36-39, Assmann, Death and Salvation, 92-93, Egyptian Solar Religion, 61-62, 
Barbash, Papyrus of Padikem, 81-83. 
1097

 B3C and B4L has N tn. 
1098

 B9C, B1L. B3C and B4C have mi wsir n wsir sp 4. 
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forever.1099 

In the first line, the ‘I’ or, in another versions, this N, is separated from Osiris. In the second and third 

lines, cited here from coffin B4C, feminine pronouns are used, treating Osiris as the female dead. 

B3C, which also has a female owner, uses a masculine pronoun. B4C, which first uses female 

pronouns, switches to masculine pronouns after Osiris is called upon four times. There seems to be 

confusion between identification with Osiris and the dead, and Osiris as a separate being. 

 In some spells the bA is sent to the Netherworld to Osiris. For example in spell 489: 

i wsir sp 2 mk bA=i iiy xr=k O Osiris, Osiris, see my bA has come to you.1100 

In spells 488-500 the major theme is also for the bA to move to the Netherworld to see ‘that man’ or 

‘that god’ which some Egyptologists have interpreted to be Osiris.1101 There are other examples of 

the bA being sent to the Netherworld which are discussed below, for example, Osiris and his son 

speak and the son comes to Osiris,1102 or Horus sends a messenger to him.1103 

 

IV 1.4.2 Osiris and Re 

In spell 94, and also spell 96,1104 the deceased is identified with the bA of Osiris. Both spells have the 

following lines: 

ink bA pw aA n wsir I am this great bA of Osiris 

wD.n nTrw nk=f im=f through which the gods have ordered that he will 

have sex, 

anx Hr qA m hrw the one who lives on high by day, 

ir.n wsir m rDw imy iwf=f which Osiris has made from the efflux which is in his 

flesh, 

mtwt prt m Hnn=f the semen which went forth from his phallus, 

r prt m hrw nk=f im=f to go out in the day so that he will have sex through 

it.1105 

ink sA wsir iwa=f m-Xnw saHw=f I am the son of Osiris, his heir within his saHw.1106 

                                                           
1099

 Spell 1120, CT VII 453a-g, B4C is followed complemented with other versions because of some destruction. 
See Lesco, Book of Two Ways, 124. 
1100

 CT VI 68a. 
1101

 See 4.2 under ‘The bA-sending spells’. 
1102

 See spell 303. 
1103

 See spell 312. 
1104

 For a discussion about these series of spells: Meyer-Dietrich, Senebi und Selbst, 190-195 and Assmann, 
Death and Salvation, 94. 
1105

 Spell 96, CT II 77a-78c.  
1106

 Spell 94 CT II 67c-69a. 
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The dead is identified with the bA of Osiris and the creation of the bA is described. During the day the 

bA leaves the corpse, Osiris, and moves out. Willems interprets spell 94 and 96 as Osiris ‘procreates 

in his ba, which is none other than his living son Horus’, and that a merge of Osirian and solar 

theology is visible in that the ejaculation of Osiris is taking place at sunrise.1107 Assmann argues that 

the bA is not the partner of Osiris, but the medium through which he procreates.1108 The bA, the son 

is the means through which Osiris is able to continue some of his former life on earth, and the focus 

here is the procreative role of the bA/son.1109 At the same time, the ‘I’ identifies both with the bA of 

Osiris and his son, his heir, the theme apparently being one of physical continuity of the family. 

While Osiris is restricted to the Netherworld, his son lives on earth, continuing his father’s genetic 

line. There is also a clear analogy between the description of the creation of the bA in this spell, and 

normal conception. In spell 35, which is a continuation from spell 33 and 34,1110 Osiris N is spoken 

about as the son of Osiris and several times the following line is repeated: 

wsir N pn bA=k anx tp tA This Osiris N is your bA which lives on earth (or living bA 

on earth) 

ir n=k pr xrw tp tA m pr=k nty m iw nsr who makes invocation-offerings for you on earth in 

your house which is in the island of fire.1111 

This strongly connects the son with the bA in his tasks of the living heir, even though it is here 

actually Osiris N who is in this role in relationship to Osiris. 

 Spell 96 has different references to travelling the sky,1112 as the sun does, such as ‘the one 

who lives on high by day’.1113 The connection with Re is expressed differently on different coffins in 

spell 96: 

 in ra ir n=i ink ir bA n ra1114 

or 

in ra ir bA=i ink bA n ra1115 

or 

n ra bA=i n=i Ts pXr1116 

it is Re who acts for me, I am the one who acts as the 

bA for/of Re 

it is Re who acts as my bA, I am the bA of Re 

 

my bA belongs to Re and vice versa belongs to me1117 

                                                           
1107

 Willems, Heqata, 313 text and n.1890. See also van Dijk, JEOL 26, 11-13. 
1108

 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 430 n.24, For the same theme of the sexual aspect of the bA and Osiris and 
Re, see also Barbash, Papyrus of Padikem, 81-83 which also provides a few additional references. 
1109

 Žabkar discusses this spell and other spells in the Coffin Texts on the theme of sexual activity in connection 

to the bA, Ba Concept, 101-105. 
1110

 See Ogdon in L’Égyptologie en 1979 II, 31-43. 
1111

 CT I 129f-g. See also 130f-g, 131f-g 132g-h, 133g-h, 134g-h but then only B1P. 
1112

 CT II 82d, 83b. 
1113

 CT II 77c. 
1114

 B3L. 
1115

 B1L and B1Ca even though it has N pn instead of ink. 
1116

 M3C. M28C has n ra bA=i n=i n rn. On the other coffins the text is mainly lost. 
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In two of the versions above, either the ‘I’ is identified with the bA of Re or he is acting as the bA of 

Re. So in this spell the dead is both connected to the bA of Osiris and the bA of Re. Consequently, the 

cycle of the sun passing over the sky during the day and through the Netherworld during the night is 

visible together with the ability of the bA to travel to the sky, to be on earth, and to reach Osiris in 

the Netherworld; all of which are expressed through the identity of the bA with these gods. Again 

there is a theme of taking part in the daily cycle.  

 Spell 335 explains it in a commentary to the actual text in the spell: 

ink bAwy=f Hr-ib TAwy=f I am his two bA which are in the middle of his two 

fledglings 

isy pw1118 What does it mean? 

ir bAwy=f Hr-ib TAty=f As for his two bA which are in the middle of his two 

fledglings 

wsir pw It is Osiris 

m aq=f r Ddt when he entered Djedw 

gm.n=f bA im n ra im and found the bA there of Re  

aHa.n Hpt.n ky ky then one embraced the other 

aHa.n xpr m bAwy then <they> become the two bA1119 

Only one version,1120 which are quite different alltogether, name the two bA as Horus and Seth.1121 

They have in common the union between the gods, and though they are a union, they have two 

bA.1122 

 Spell 1006 identifies the speaker as Sia, the eye of Re, and she says to Re: 

ink tit=k Hr-ib xm=k I am your image in the middle of your shrine. 

rdi.n=i srf m gpt I have given respite in the storm. 

wHm.n=i bA=k n wsrt=k I have replicated your bA because of your might. 

ink ir Htp I am the one who makes content. 

sxm=k pw wHm It is your power which has done the replicating.1123 

The replication of the bA probably carries the meaning of the speaker having become another bA of 

Re. Sia has been able to do this because of the power of Re. 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
1117

 CT II 83c. It would of course also be possible to translate the passages as Re makes me and Re makes my 

bA, however, it seems less likely that Re and his bA should have been made by the speaker in the same manner. 
1118

 Only some versions. 
1119

 CT IV 276/277a-280/281a, following Sq1C except in 276b where this manuscript has s pw. 
1120

 Sq7Sq. 
1121

 Presented separatly by de Buck, CT IV 412 with referece to the same numbering as the parallel texts. 
1122

 te Velde, Seth, 70. 
1123

 CT VII 222k-o. 
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 Other spells mention the bA of a god without the dead identifying with it. Žabkar has identified 

the bA in the following lines as the bA of Re (see below). Spell 26: 

hA wsir N pn Descend this Osiris N! 

sqd=k m šw nw dwAt You shall sail on the lakes of the Netherworld. 

Xn=k m nwyt nt nTr pw You shall row on the waters of this 

Great God within Iwnw, aA imy iwnw 

nty bA=f m Ddw whose bA is in Djedu; 

saH=f m nsw-nn  his sah in Ninsw, 

šfšft=f m AbDw and his respect in Abydos.1124 

According to Žabkar, the Great God is Re, his bA the united Re and Osiris, his saH Harsaphes, the bA of 

Re, and his šfšft Osiris.1125 In this passage Osiris N is not identified with the Great God, or his bA, but is 

spoken of as separate to him. The different places seem to indicate that the influence he has over a 

wide range of locations.1126 

 In spell 335 the Great God appears and it has commentaries explaining this.  

iw=i rx.kw rn n nTr aA pw nty im=s I know the name of the Great God who is in it.1127 

The comments have different versions: 

Hknw ra rn=f1128 

or 

sy ty pw Hknw pw bA n ra1129 

“Praise of Re” is his name 

or 

Who is he? He is “Praise of the bA of Re”1130 

Only one version has the bA of Re. 

 

IV 1.4.3 Re 

The bA or bAw,1131 of Re can occur as the sun disk,1132 or in other contexts where the day is contrasted 

to the night. For example spell 345: 

nis=k A nTr pw r=k You shall summon to yourself this god  

xaaw bA=f m hrw whose bA appears by day 

                                                           
1124

 CT I 78g-m. 
1125

 Žabkar, Ba Concept, 37. 
1126

 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 413. 
1127

 CT IV 196/197b, B9Cb. 
1128

 All but BH1Br. 
1129

 BH1Br. 
1130

 CT IV 196/197c. 
1131

 Žabkar, Ba Concept, 48-50. 
1132

 Žabkar, Ba Concept, 41, Assmann, Death and Salvation, 92-93, Allen, Genesis in Egypt, 9-11. See also 

Roberson, Books of the Earth, for example 146-152, where the vignette has the bA of Kheper and Atum 
representing the rising and setting sun.  
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DHwty m grH and Thoth by night.1133 

The spell is about different gods assisting the dead person in different ways which is connected to 

the particular god, for example Anubis performing the mummification.1134 While Re appears in his bA 

by day, Thoth represents the moon by night.  Another similar passage occurs in spell 347: 

xaw ra m bA=f sxp.kA=f rn=i ir.kA=f wi m ra 

pw hrw DHwty pw grH Htpy Hr=s 

The appearing of Re as his bA, he will display(?)1135 my 

name, he will make me as this Re of day and this Thoth 

of night, when they were  pleased with it.1136 

The association of Re with the sun and Thoth with the moon is familiar. Though the bA of Re occurs 

as the sun disk, the bA of Thoth is never mentioned in the Coffin Texts. Even the examples Žabkar 

mentions only address Thoth as the bA of Re, or mentions him as one of the bAw of Hermopolis.1137 

Sometimes greater focus is upon the bA or bAw of Re outside of Coffin Texts. Re has several named 

bAw,1138 but also kA1139 and magic1140 and ritual books can be referred to as the bA of Re.1141 

 Spell 586 addresses and then describes Re. In the middle of this description the following 

passage occurs: 

xsbD iry swAD iry O you blue of eyes, o you green of eyes 1142 

mr r(?) At iwty xsf n bA=f who (there) is not punishing for his bA 1143 

Possibly, this is a further description of Re who would then be the god whose bA is not punished. 

However, the text addresses different beings in turns so it might be that it is about a separate being. 

In the parallel Pyramid Text the passage is instead about Horus.1144 Wolf-Brinkmann says about this 

passage that the blue colour has no symbolic meaning.1145 In the Pyramid text the eye colours are 

                                                           
1133

 CT IV 376d-f, B2L. 
1134

 A similar passage occurs in spell 343 CT IV 359c-d T1L. 
1135

 B1Y seems to have traces of šsp and a hand determinative. Faulkner wants to emend sxp into sxpr, ‘He will 
bring my name into being’, Coffin Texts I, 282. 
1136

 CT IV 379f. 
1137

 bA of Re, Ba Concept, 12, one of the bAw of Hermopolis, 29. 
1138

 Koenig, BIFAO 111, 248-249, Quaegebeur, in Verhoeven and Graefe (eds), Religionen und Philosophie, 260-

261. Other hymns ascribe several bAw to other gods, for example Amun, Parker, Leclant and Goyon, The Edifice 
of Taharqa, 70-86, pl. 27-29, Klotz, Adoration of the Ram, 53-65. 
1139

 For examaple, Schweitzer, Das Wesen des Ka, 73-78, Rothöhler in Rothöhler and Manisali (eds), Mythos & 
Ritual, 183-206. 
1140

 Hornung, Himmelskuh, 26 (II 277-278). 
1141

 WB 1 414, Ritner, Magical Practice, 203, Gardiner, JEA 24, 168. 
1142

 Or ‘the one who makes eyes common(?) and the one who freshens eyes’ but in the light of the parallel 

phrases of PT 253a-b: ii r=Tn Hr sbdD iry sA=Tn Hr dšr iry mr (r?) At n sxf bA=f eye colour seems more likely.  
1143

 CT VI 206m-n. 
1144

 Spell 246, PT 253a-b. 
1145

 Versuch einer Deutung des Begriffes ‘ba’, 42, also Kees, Farbensymbolik, 464 f. 
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red and blue, and Sethe comments about the passage that it should not be viewed as a friendly blue 

eyed Horus and an angry red eyed Horus, both are hostile.1146  

 In spell 820, the speaker identifies with the son, also named as Horus, and the different 

parents mentioned are Isis, Nut and Re. It is mainly as the son of Re, addressing his father, that these 

first lines are concerned. It is a woman’s coffin, so despite of the identification with the son, 

feminine endings and pronouns occur.  

ink is wat Hknt m bA=s I am the unique one, joyous in her bA. 

ink Tswy ipw imyw(?) r n ra-tm I am (or to me belongs?) these two knots(?) which are 

in the mouth of Re-Atum. 

bA=k n=k sxm=k n=k Your bA belongs to you, your power belongs to you, 

šmt=k n=k ra pHty=k n=k ra your walk belongs to you, Re, your strength belongs to 

you, Re.1147 

This way of expressing that different aspects belonging to a person occurs in other spells,1148 and is a 

way of reaffirming the intactness of a person.  

 

IV 1.4.4 Horus 

In spell 312, the dead takes the role of Horus’ bA and irw-form in order to reach Osiris in the 

Netherworld.  

saH.n sw Hr m bA=f Horus has saH-ed him as his bA.1149 

This spell is discussed further below,1150 so only a few extra comments are given here. Horus has 

actively made the dead his bA in order to send him to Osiris. In this spell, as well as in the Shu-spells 

below, and spell 820 above, the dead takes the identity of the son. This connection with the son 

being the bA of the father is also apparent in spell 38, or at least in some interpretations of it. Spell 

38 is part of a series of spells with the theme of the son and his deceased father, either being a 

dialogue between them, or a monologue performed by the son directed to the father.1151 The son 

addresses the father: 

                                                           
1146

 Because of the use of of ii with r is to be understood as hostile, Pyramidentexten I, translations and 
comments, 244. 
1147

 CT VII 20q-t. 
1148

 For example spell 304. For šmt being treated in this way see spell 312 CT IV 74a-b D1C. 
1149

 CT IV 82k. This occurs in several places in this spell. Horus says about the messenger in 74b saH.w m bA=i,  
the messenger says in 76i saH.n wi Hr bA=f. When the more reliable versions have ended, coffin B6C continues 
(for a discussion about this see de Buck JEA 35, 87-97). On this coffin the scribe seems to have changed first 

person pronouns to N pn without any adjustments. Consequently it has in 85i saH.n N pn Hr m bA=f, where N pn 

has probably been wi. 
1150

 4.4. 
1151

 Spells 38-41, de Jong, SAK 21, 141, Bruinsma in Pestman (ed), AcOr Neerlandica, 13-19. 
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Axw nTr ir=k m imntt m tA pw Dsr ntk im=f Axw and the god are to(?) you in the West and in that 

sacred land which you are in. 

bA=k n=k Ax=k Hna=k Your bA belongs to you, your Ax is with you 

mr.n=k bA=k im=i tp tA You have loved your bA as me on earth.1152 

These spells have been discussed by various Egyptologists,1153 with varying translations of this 

particular passage,1154 surprisingly, Žabkar does not discuss this passage at all.1155 The last part could 

be translated ‘you have desired your bA from me on earth’1156 though it would make the meaning of 

the passage quite obscure. It is by means of the bA that a person continues his lineage,1157 and the 

connection between the bAw-manifestation of a person and his son does seem close. Translating the 

passage ‘you have loved your own bA on earth’ does not significantly change the meaning of the bA 

being the continuation of the father in the son. 

 The connection between the son and the bA is also visible in spells concerning procreation and 

the continuation of the line on earth where the bA of the dead goes out. The son cannot reach the 

Netherworld as a living person, but in spell 312 Horus can make the dead person his bA for him to 

reach the Netherworld. Englund is of the opinion that the bA was the foremost means of 

communication between the world of the dead and the world of the living and the bA could cross the 

border between the worlds.1158 

 In spell 857 Horus is paired up together with Seth.  

bA Hr n=k1159 pHty stš n=k Hr is the bA of Horus belongs to you, the strength of Seth 

belongs to you. It is Horus. 

itH=k tA pn You will control this land, 

N pn O this N1160 

Here the bA of Horus belonging to N draws a comparison between N and Horus. The parallel 

between the bA of Horus and the strength of Seth gives the impression that it is treated rather as a 

                                                           
1152

 Spell 38, CT I 162d-f. This particular passage has been discussed by de Jong, SAK 21, 141-157. 
1153

 See for example Faulkner, JEA 48, 36-44, de Buck in Kooiman (ed) Pro Regno Pro Sanctuario, 79-85, 
Grieshammer, Jenseitsgericht, 116-131 and OLP 6/7, 231-235, Speeleers, Textes des Cercueils du Moyen Empire 
Égyptien, 17-18, Bruinsma in Pestman (ed), AcOr Neerlandica, 13-18. For a summary of interpretations: de 
Jong, SAK 21, 142-146. 
1154

 Faulkner, Coffin Texts I, 30 and JEA 48, 37, Barguet, Les Textes des Sarcophages, 179, Speleers, Textes des 
Cercueils, 17-18, Grieshammer, Jenseitsgericht, 120, Assmann, in Tellenbach (ed), Das Vaterbild im Mythos und 
Geschichte, 12-49, De Jong, SAK 21, 155, Bruinsma in Pestman (ed) AcOr Neerlandica, 13-15. 
1155

 Žabkar, Ba Concept. 
1156

 Faulkner, Coffin Texts I, 30. 
1157

 See under ‘Procreation’ below. 
1158

 Englund in Teeter and Larson (eds), Gold of Praise, 101. 
1159

 Male pronouns even on Sq3C which then has female from 60b. 
1160

 CT VII 59i-60b. Following Sq10c. 
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quality, or something which gives authorisation without the dead being identified with the bA of 

Horus. 

 

IV 1.4.5 Shu 

IV 1.4.5.1 The Shu-spells 

Spell 75 

Spell 75 introduces a group of nine spells where Shu is in focus, as a creator who supersedes the role 

of his father Atum.1161 De Buck was of the opinion that this group of spells dates to much older 

literature, and derived from a theological school which had Shu as their main interest. Mortuary use 

would, in such a case, not be their original purpose, but a later development. Similarly, he thought 

that the title in Spell 75: ‘Spell for the bA of Shu becoming Shu’ (r n bA šw xprw m šw)1162 was added 

later to an already existing document.1163 Williams argues against this point of view since no such 

earlier document has been found, and he thinks that the spells ‘conform well to the rules of Middle 

Egyptian or the First Intermediate Period’. He instead interprets the spells as a ritual which was 

performed over the dead during mummification.1164  

 In the spells 75-83 the deceased, in the form of either the bA of Shu, or Shu, calls upon the 

Heh-gods, and asks them to assist him by building a ladder to make it possible for him to ascend to 

the sky. The group of spells has instructions in spell 81 and 83, for its use as an amuletic text. 

 The first lines of the first spell of the group are:  

N pn bA šw xpr Ds=f This N is the bA of Shu, the god who came into being 

by himself. 

xpr.n=f m Haw n nTr xpr Ds=f He has come into being from the flesh of the god who 

came into being by himself.1165 

N pn bA šw xpr Ds=f This N is the bA of Shu, the god invisible of form. 

xpr.n=f m Haw n nTr He has come into being from the flesh of the god 

sfg irw invisible of form.1166 

                                                           
1161

 The spells have been translated and discussed by a number of Egyptologists, among them Zandee ZÄS  97: 
155-162, ZÄS  100/1: 60-72, ZÄS 100/2: 141-149, ZÄS 101/1 62-81, Willems, The worlds of the coffin texts, 198-
209, Heqata, 270-292,  Englund, Med Världen som Spegel, de Buck, Plaats en Betekenis van Sjoe, and te Velde, 
JEOL 27: 23-28, Faulkner, JEOL 18, 266-270, and Derchain, RdE 27, 110-116. 
1162

 CT I 314a. 
1163

 De Buck, Plaats en Betekenis van Sjoe, 17. 
1164

 Willems, The words of the coffin texts, 198, Heqata, 270-324. 
1165

 Not in S1C. The B-group has xpr Ts.n=i. 
1166

 CT I 314/315b-318/319a, B1B0. 
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A question rising from these lines is whether the identification with the bA of Shu is different from 

identification with Shu. One possibility is that Shu says that he has come into being from the flesh of 

his father. His father is not mentioned by name until later in the spell, but then Shu says he went 

forth from Atum’s mouth.1167 The epithets ‘the god who came into being by himself’ and ‘the god 

invisible of form’ would in that case both apply to Shu and Atum. A parallel can be found in spell 333: 

ink bA šw xpr m ra I am the bA of Shu who came into being as Re1168 

xpr.n=i m ra Ts pXr I came into being as Re and vice versa1169 

In the role of the son, the bA of Shu states that he came into being in the same way as Re. If they 

came into being in the same way, both of them might then have the epithet of being self-created. 

Allen explains this by arguing that both the sun, who is often given this epithet, and the void, Shu, 

are developments of Atum.1170 

 The other possible interpretation is that it is the bA which came into being in Shu, who then 

alone has the epithets. The bA would then have a separate identity from Shu and the bA originated in 

the flesh of Shu. In spells 94 and 96 (above) it is said that Osiris created his bA in a similar way. The 

heading for spell 75 ‘Spell for the bA of Shu and becoming Shu’,1171  has both Shu and the bA of Shu 

included but the tile only appear in one version of the spell.  

 The majority of interpretations published seem to be of the opinion that there are no real 

differences between Shu and the bA of Shu in this spell. This would mean that Shu came into being in 

the self-created one, which is then Atum. Willems interprets the title as a statement which ‘enabled 

the deceased to be identified with Shu in all his mythological roles’. He thinks that the difference 

between Shu and his bA is unclear, and therefore Willems decides to talk about Shu in general.1172 

Allen notes that the deceased is identified with the bA of Shu ‘a manifestation of the god’ but thinks 

that ‘in most cases it is clear that the god himself is the speaker’.1173 Englund does not differentiate 

between the bA and Shu, and interprets the active one in spell 75 as Shu himself, and not his 

separate bA. She thinks the one who came into being by himself is the first nTr-power, the unique 

one who later becomes many, and he is the one who created Shu.1174 Bickel does not find any visible 

difference between Shu and the bA of Shu either,1175 and neither does Federn who considers the title 
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 CT I 374/375b-c. 
1168

Englund interpret this as ‘who has become Re’ (‘som blivit till Re’), with the meaning that Shu is developed 
and transformed into Re, Människans Möjligheter, 129.  
1169

 CT IV 178f-g. 
1170

 Allen, Genesis in Egypt, 17. Englund thinks that Shu and Atum are identical at first, then Shu differentiates 
himself from their unity in the moment of creation, Människans Möljigheter, 118-119. 
1171

 CT I 314a S1C, see above. 
1172

 World of the Coffin Texts, 197-199. 
1173

 Allen, Genesis in Egypt, 17. 
1174

 ’Enheten Kheper-djes-ef drivs till att skapa Shu’, Med Världen som Spegel, 288-289. 
1175

 La Cosmogonie Égyptienne, 129-136. 
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to be a tautology.1176 Morenz says they are equivalent to Shu in large1177 while Meyer-Dietrich 

considers the bA to be a ‘Personenaspekt’, and treats the bA of Shu as separate.1178 

 Spell 75 carries on in the first person talking about Shu’s coming into being as an original act, 

and not of normal birth, before anyone else existed. At one point in the text the speaker changes the 

way of referring to the bA: 

ink nTr I am the god1179 

nfA irw xnt sxt wDt exhaled of irw-forms in front the green 

countryside,1180 

wDA mdw m xt imnt imyt Hwt 6 who judges in the hidden matter which is in the 

Mansion of the Six. 

iw qmA.n=i bA=i HA=i I have created my bA behind me1181 

r rdit rx=f rxt.n=i to let it know that which I know.1182 

The speaker no longer identifies with the bA, but now talks about it as something external, being 

behind him, though belonging to him. In these lines the bA has clearly been created (qmA) either by 

Shu, or in other versions, for Shu.    

 

Spells 76, 77, 78 

In the rest of the Shu-spells, 76-83, the speaker is sometimes identified with the bA of Shu and 

sometimes directly with Shu. Both when the identification is with the bA of Shu or with Shu, Shu 

might still be talked about in the third person, perhaps from the perspective of the dead person 

being altered with the identification object. In spell 76 the bA is not mentioned, the speaker is 

identified with Shu, but still Shu is talked about as separate from the speaker: 

Ts=k n=i mAqt šw wrD Put together the ladder for me, weary Shu.1183  

In spell 77, where the identification is with the bA of Shu, it really seems that the front figure is Shu, 

and not the bA of Shu, despite the first line: 

ink bA pw n šw tp(y) nis hh I am this bA of Shu, which is in1184 the flame of the 

blast1185  

                                                           
1176

 JNES 19, 245. 
1177

 Morenz, Die Zeit der Regionen, 395. 
1178

 Senebi und Selbst, 202-216. 
1179

 S1C inly ink, some versions add aA or imy. 
1180

 M20C, M28C and M-Ann add ‘in Duat’. 
1181

 In most versions first person or ‘this N’ are used. Variants have ‘he has created for me my bA which is 

behind me’ T3C, or ‘my bA is created for me’ G1T, see above under ‘The origin of the bA’. 
1182

 CT I 358/359d-362/363b, following T3L but the last line is only in the B-coffins. 
1183

 CT II 17h. 
1184

 Lit. ‘on top of’. 
1185

 CT II 18a, G1T. 
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A few lines down: 

išš.n=f wi m šw Hna tfnt prt Hr-sA=i He spit me out as Shu together with Tefnut who went 

forth after me.1186 

There seems to be no difference between Shu and the bA of Shu in this spell. In spell 78 the 

identification is again with the bA of Shu, but here Shu is talked about in third person, the same 

manner as in spell 76: 

pd awy šw r prrt=i Hr mAqt šw Extend the arms of Shu in order for me to go up on 

the ladder of Shu.1187 

Either the bA of Shu is considered as a separate identity here, or the identity of the dead is separated 

from Shu, since it seems like the speaker’s identity is separated from Shu. 

 This group of spells is inconsistent when it comes to the identity of the speaker. Either there is 

no real difference being identified with the bA of Shu and with Shu, or there is a constant jump 

between them, and also between the identity of the deceased himself. In either way, the 

identification with the son of Atum, or the bA of the son, involves an assertion of a continuity of the 

creation. The process started by the father is taken up by the son, who then also assures a further 

existence on earth.  

 When the dead is identified with the bA of Osiris, he is identified with the movable 

manifestation of the god, which is able to live on earth while Osiris is in the Netherworld. In this 

there is a connection between the role of the bA and the son. When the dead is identified with the 

son himself, and especially Shu, it is part of the first creation in the role of the one who continues 

the process. In this group of spells, Shu is active while Atum is not. This also fits with the role of the 

bA and therefore, perhaps, the identification is also with the bA of Shu in order to stress the active 

side of the god. In a way the identification with the bA of Osiris and Re and the bA of Shu then has a 

similar meaning, as a way of expressing the continuation of creation on earth. These spells may 

therefore imply that the very nature of Shu was envisaged as a sort of bA-ness, or characterised by 

his role as bA. 

 

IV 1.4.5.2 Other spells containing the bA of Shu 

Spell 114 starts: 

N bA šw N is the bA of Shu.1188 

                                                           
1186

 CT II 18e G1T. 
1187

 CT II 22d, B2L. 
1188

 CT II 131e, B4C, the only version from el-Bersha of this spell. 
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The first line of the spell introduces the speaker as Shu in the majority of the versions. Only one 

version has the bA of Shu. The others have ‘I am Shu, equipped (apr)’. If this was considered 

interchangeable, it would strengthen the view that the bA of Shu and Shu might be exchangeable, 

and here both seem to be able to represent the same thing. 

 Spell 395 is a dialogue between the dead and the bA of Shu. 

r n hAt r sšn1189 

or 

r n int m-Xnwt1190 

Spell for going aboard the lotus-bark 

or 

Spell for fetching a ferry-boat 

bA šw wn n=i “O bA of Shu, open for me!” 

iw=k tr r Tn “Where are you going?” 

iw=i r wrs “I will go to Wrs.  

wn r=k n=i Open to me!”1191 

It continues with the bA of Shu asking him about the name of the ferryman and other things, similar 

to the role of the ferrymen in other spells. The bA is not mentioned in other lines of the spell, and it 

seems the bA here has the role of an interrogator. 

 

IV 1.4.6 Atum and Re-Atum 

In spell 321 the bA of Atum is referred to, and compared to, the bA of the dead person. The speaker is 

first N, both speaking of his own bA and the bA of Atum. 

rdi.n=i iwt bAw xtxt tAw I have caused the bAw to come throughout the lands, 

iww=sn rd smw when they come, herbage grows 

nTrw Ax n mHt wrt the gods are flourishing(?)1192  for Mehet-weret 

isT sk bA=i iw=f Hr sA nw(t)?1193n Hr HqA inw for my bA comes over the back of the sky for Horus, 

ruler of Iunu.1194 

in ra Haa im=i Hna imy iAw=f Re is the one who rejoices over me together with him 

who is in his bark1195 

The bAw move like a flood over the land and nourish it, but the bA also moves over the sky, showing 

the diversity of locations. The spell later continues: 

                                                           
1189

 B2Lb, B2Lc. 
1190

 B1C, B5C. For the rest of the spell B2Lb, B2Lc are followed. 
1191

 CT V 68a-h. 
1192

 Faulkner, Coffin Texts I, 249-250 n.10. 
1193

 Or masculine version of the sky? 
1194

 The sun god sends out his bAw-power and, because of that, things grow and flourish and things work. 
1195

 CT IV 146m-q. 
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rx.n=i wa is špsi im I know the Unique One who is ennobled thereby, 

bA=f mnx r nTrw and his bA is more beneficial than the gods 

ir.n=f r Dr who he has created entirely.1196 

… … 

Dd tm n nTrw Ddw=i m-Xnw nw(t) Atum says to the gods: “I shall say inside the sky: 

ir=n rnw n1197=Tn Hm wHm=n bAw=f Hna 

bAw=i Ds=f 

We will make names for you! Indeed, we will repeat his 

bAw together with my bAw my(?)-self.”1198 

The dead person’s bAw is associated with the bAw of Atum. Making names validates them and makes 

them function.1199 

 In spell 665 Re-Atum is addressed continuously throughout the following passages.  

mn.ti Hr bA=k wr.ti m saH=k you are enduring in regards to your bA, and are being 

great in your saH.1200 

… … 

Htp m anx wn a=k O you at rest in life, open your hand 

di swA/// nTr m bA=f let the god pass /// with/in his bA.1201 

In the first line it seems as if two different aspects of the identity of a dead person are brought up 

with appropriate descriptions. Though not being an extensive list, it seems to serve the same 

purpose as bringing up a few aspects in a way to express the person’s identity. In the second line 

quoted, the bA seems to either follow the god, accompany him, or he is passing in the form of his bA. 

 In spell 815 the Great One is possibly Re-Atum. 

di(=i) HAtt m manDt m Hr wr r mšrwt  ra-tm I place the bow-warp in the day-bark as Horus the 

Great at the evening meals of Re-Atum, 

n-ntt ink is at m wr=Tn pw xm.n bA=f rn=f because I am indeed a limb of this Great One of yours, 

whose bA is ignorant of his name 

šaa tpw nTrw Hr rx rn=f  and one who cuts off heads of the gods, because of 

knowing his name 

nDD rn=f m anxw Hrw wrt(?) and who guards his name from the bands which are on 

                                                           
1196

 CT IV 147b-d. 
1197

 w is probably a mistake from the parallel in CT IV 147l, though Bardinet suggests an emending of =Tn to 

qAbw to solve the problem, Dents et Mâchoires, 141. 
1198

 CT IV 147n-o. Possibly =f is a mistake and it should be =i. The other option is ‘itself’ if bAw is treated as 

singular. However, bAw is treated as plural in the same spell in CT IV 146 m-n. Or perhaps ‘we shall repeat his 

own bAw together with my bAw.’ See also Nyord’s comments about 147o, Breathing Flesh, 371 n.3777 and 
n.3778. 
1199

 Willems, Heqata, 306. 
1200

 CT VI 292h. 
1201

 CT VI 292o-p. 
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the wrt-crowns(?)1202 

In this spell the speaker identifies himself with the limb of the Great One, who here is pictured as 

disintegrated. That the bA of the Great One is ignorant of his name is placed in contrast to the 

speaker, who indeed does know his name. This knowledge and the fact that he is protecting his 

name then seems to give him the power, and he can cut off the heads of the gods. The association 

with him and the limb of the Great One implies that he originates from that god, but has now 

become more powerful than him. The remembrance and knowledge of the name is a normal 

occurrence in the Coffin Texts, but it is seldom associated with the bA, this being an exception. 

 

IV 1.4.7 Single examples1203 

A few spells have the bA of a god which has no parallel in other Coffin Text spells. In the majority of 

cases it seems to focus on the active part of a god, the invention or action of him or her. 

 In spell 75 the bA of Wepset is mentioned in two sentences.  

ink I am 

sqdd bA1204 wpst the one who cause the bA of Wepset to travel.1205 

In the second occurrence only one version1206 mentions the bA of Wepset, while the others simply 

have Wepset:  

sqbb.n=i bA wpst after I have cooled down the bA of Wepset.1207 

In neither of these is the speaker identified with the bA of the goddess, but instead affects it in 

different ways. Since not all versions have the bA of Wepset there might not have been considered to 

be any difference in meaning. This is the same problem as with Shu, and it is also the same spell 

which introduces the Shu-spells.  

 In a few spells, the bA seems to belong to a god but it is not certain, or, it is not certain which 

god it belongs to. 

Hr m irw=f Horus is as/in his irw-form 

wAH xaw m nxbt=f crowns are set down for his titulary 

sAx Tw šw tfnt nTrw irw pAtyw Shu and Tefnut, the gods who made the primeval 

ones, sAx you 

Ha bA wr m xsfw=k the bA of the Great One rejoices in meeting1208 you.1209 

                                                           
1202

 CT VII 14o-r. 
1203

 See also the bAw of Geb under ‘The origin of the bA’ above. 
1204

 BA is not included in B1C, B2L or B1P but in the other versions. 
1205

 CT I 380/381d-382/383a, M3C. 
1206

 S1C. 
1207

 CT I 378/379b. 
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In these passages, different gods are mentioned with different aspects of the identity, Horus and 

irw, Shu and Tefnut with Ax, and the Great One with the bA. Shu is here together with Tefnut creator 

gods.1210 Who the Great One is, is not clearly stated in this spell and probably refer to someone 

undefined rather than a specific god.1211 BA is again the active force of the god. 

 Spell 818 contains different speakers, the first one being Re who states his authority. 

However, as in several other Coffin Texts, it is not entirely clear who is speaking all the time. 

HkA=i pw anx HkAw=i {i}1212i in ra hrw twr 

n=f 

“It is my living HkA and my HkAw” said by Re on the day 

of showing respect to him. 

ntk Hw “You are Hu” 

i in HkAw said by Heka(?) 

wsr bA=i r sAAw sw “My bA is stronger than the one who guards it”1213 

It seems as if it is Heka who continues to speak the sentence containing the bA, since no other name 

is introduced. The title of the spell is ‘To cause a woman to be an Ax/// in the sky with great 

protection’,1214 and earlier on the identification is with Re. Heka’s statement mostly seems to serve 

to strengthen his own authority, that no one can guard his bA, here again probably the bA is 

mentioned as the part of the god which is ascribed action. This theme of no one guarding the bA is 

prominent in the group of spells 488-500 below.1215  

 Spell 914: 

wnn Hna wrw Being with the Great One[s] 

inD-Hr=Tn bAw pw nbw šat m mw Hail to you bAw, lords of terror in the waters.1216 

The spell is only available in two versions, and both of them are quite damaged. Later in the spells 

‘gods’ are addressed,1217 so perhaps the ‘lords of terror‘ are a group of gods? The bAw are identified 

as an active and dangerous power, the bAw of the god being the divine intervention. bAw and šat are 

also paralleled in other spells.1218 

 In spell 307, the speaker is focused on his primevalness. Within this he says: 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
1208

 The determinative indicates ‘driving you away’ rather than ‘meeting’, but it makes less sense. 
1209

 CT I 260a-d. 
1210

 Willems, Heqata, 298. 
1211

 See for example Hornung, Conceptions of god, 186-189, Kees, Götterglaube, 270-278, Morenz, Religion, 
156-157 (in the English translation 149-150). 
1212

 Really being two i, but probably should be read as one. 
1213

 CT VII 18e-h. 
1214

 CT VII 17a-b. 
1215

 Under ‘the bA and the shadow’. 
1216

 CT VII 118a-b. 
1217

 CT VII 118k. 
1218

 Spells 74 and 259, see under ‘Location’. 
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ink smsw pAwtyw bA Hwt[y]-nTr nHHw1219 I am the oldest of the primeval one, the bA of the ones 

of temple of eternity 

ink qmA qqw ir st=f m Drw Hrt I am the one who creates darkness, who makes his 

throne in the limits of the sky. 

iw.n bA aA Hr////////////rw Hrt The great bA has come upon/////// of [limits of?] the 

sky. 

mr=i pH Dr=sn I desire to reach their limits 

šm=i Hr rdyw=i I walk on my feet 

xrp//w wDA xbš I(?) control /// cross (?)1220  

irw mHnd kkw//mn////r nb awy the ones who makes (?) darkness/////////// lord of 

arms 

bA=i pw bA Dt=i pw iart  my bA is a bA, my body is the uraeus 

twt=i pw nHH nb rnpt  

anx=i pw Dt 

my image is eternity, lord of years,  

my life is eternity/It means I will live forever (?). 

ink qA nb tATbw I am one who hight up, lord of Tatjebu 

Hwn m niwt idw//////////// young in the city of///////////// 

n swAH=k rn=i You will not make my name endure(?)  

ink bA qmAw nw ir st m Xrt-nTr I am the bA who created Nun, who made the place in 

the realm of the dead.1221 

The situation is similar to that of Shu and Geb in earlier spells. The bA is the active element, as an 

element or part that is active even pre-creation. As in spell 575, the bA is latent in or connected with 

Nun. 

 Spell 1142 talks about a particular god to whom the bA mentioned probably belongs.  

N pn qd ra This N is the one who formed Re,  

qdw šw mAat n nTr pw Hr ib sDt whom formed Shu. Maat belongs to this god who is in 

the middle of the fire1222 

… … 

xw.n wi bA=f His bA has protected me.1223 

The bA again appears to be the intervening part of the primeval creator god. 

                                                           
1219

 Faulkner’s restoration, Coffin Texts I, 226. Compare BoD 185,I. BoD has bA pw bAw but there is no room for 
that here. 
1220

 BoD has byA. 
1221

 CT IV 63d-p. The spelling  looks very much like a play on Osiris, who is presumably suggested here? 
1222

 CT VII 489b-c. See Lesco, Book of Two Ways, 34. 
1223

 CT VII 489f. Lesco translates the passages e-g: ‘With another command which went forth from his mouth 
on the day of protecting, his soul which you have commanded has protected me.’ Book of Two Ways, 34. 
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 The major theme in spells concerning a bA of a god is to express the manifestation of a god 

which intervenes in his entireness, but focusing on the active, unconstrained aspect of him. This is 

particularly visible in spells which mention the bA of Osiris, since the bA here stands in strong contrast 

to the unmoving god representing the corpse. Possibly, a similar usage is meant for the bA in the 

Shu-spells, if a significant differentiation between the bA of Shu and Shu should be made at all. The 

sun disk as the bA of Re, also incorporates this usage. A different usage is where the bA of a god 

represents his continuation of the blood line, with the bA being connected to the son, and the father 

thereby lives on through his lineage. This is visible in spells about Horus and in the Shu-spells. 

 

IV 1.5 BAw of places 

IV 1.5.1 Knowing the bAw-spells 

Spells 154-160 of the Coffin Texts include in their titles ‘Knowing the bAw of’ followed by different 

cities, cardinal points or the new moon-festival. For example spell 154: 

rx bAw iwnw Knowing the bAw of Heliopolis.1224 

There are three bAw of each location, which are identified with different triads. So for example the 

bAw of Heliopolis are Re, Shu and Tefnut. These spells stress the importance of knowledge of the 

person passing into the next realm and provide information about the bAw for the benefit of the 

dead. However, except for the identification of different triads of gods or, as in spell 159 which has 

‘Harakhti, Hurer-calf and Morning star’,1225 the spells do not reveal much information about the 

nature of the bAw, or any relationship with other components of a person’s identity. Because of this, 

and since this group of spells have been discussed at length by different Egyptologists,1226 they are 

left out, except for this short mention.  

 

IV 1.5.2 House of bA or bAw 

Spell 50 has different parts of a person’s identity in different locations. Among these: 

Ts HkA sAw HA=k m-Xnw sH-nTr1227 HkA and protection are knit together about you in the 

                                                           
1224

 CT II 266a, S9Cb. 
1225

 CT II 372a. 
1226

 For example, Wolf-Brinkmann, Versuch einer Deutung des Begriffes ‚‘bA‘, 64-79, Schibler in Brodbeck, Ein 
Ägyptisches Glasperlenspiel, 187-197, Sethe, ZÄS, 57-59, Barbash, Papyrus of Padikakem, 46 and Žabkar, Ba 
concept, 15-36, both in these particular Coffin Text spells and from other sources. Žabkar only concludes that 
‘all of the groups of Bas are divine beings, either divinized dead kings or local gods’ depending on the context, 
Ba concept, 30. See also Hornung, Conceptions of god, 74 ff.,  
1227

 B10Cb and c. B12C, B13C, B17C, B16C have:Ts HkA aA HA=k diw sA=k m sH-nTr. 
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 sacred booth,  

saH=k m pr bAwy your saH is in the house of the two bA1228 

What exactly the ‘house of the two bA’ is, is unclear in this particular spell.1229 The house of the bA, or 

bAw, occurs in a few other spells. In spell 1136 it is the bAw-sxm-house. 

ink rd pw n šw mHy nw im=f m-Xnw bAw 

sxmw 

I am the leg of Shu, with which Nun was filled within 

the bAw-sxmw house.1230 

 In two spells there is mention of a house (pr) or mansion (Hwt), but it is not clear if bA is really 

the bA in question here, or if it is a ram. Spell 63: 

rdi n=k irf Axw The Axw are given to you 

iw=sn n=k ks they come to you bowing. 

is r=k r sn Hwt bA pf Go to open the mansion of that ram/bA 1231 

Two versions write the word with , while the other two uses .  

Spell 67:  

iA N pn O this N. 

sA Tw š wr Beware of the great lake, 

ir mwt nh=k sw as for death, you will escape it, 

Ab=k wAt r=f you will avoid the road to it. 

imy=sn iTt Tw r pr bA pf They shall not take you to the house of that ram/bA . 

imy=sn ir They shall not make  

wDAyt r=k m rn=sn n wAytiw opposition against you in their name of 

‘Opponents’.1232 

As in spell 63, the different versions either have the ram or bowl, and no version has the bA-bird. 

 For spell 67, Assmann translates it as ‘that ba’ and interpret it as a god of the dead, and 

identifies the god’s location as a depressive and dark area of the realm of the dead which was to be 

avoided.1233 Wolf-Brinkman provides parallels to the expression in the Pyramid Texts, and thinks that 

bA is sometimes used as a parallel to nTr.1234 In Pyramid Text spell 666b, the ‘house of that bA’ is 

described as a very unpleasant place. However, spell 67 seems to be the only spell out of the ones 

                                                           
1228

 CT I 225g-226a. 
1229

 If it does not refer to Re and Osiris? 
1230

 CT VII 481f. 
1231

 CT I 273a-c, T1C. 
1232

 CT I 284e-285a. 
1233

 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 143-144 and n.8, 440. 
1234

 Wolf-Brinkman, Versuch einer Deutung des Begiffes ‘bA’, 47. Gee presents the same thought about bAw and 

nTr being categories in Hawass (ed), Egyptology at the Dawn of the Twenty-first century, 230-237. 
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above where the house clearly has a negative meaning. In other Coffin Texts, it is the house of the 

sun-god and bA pf is elsewhere determined as a god.1235 

 A slightly different example is spell 314, which talks about bAw in the house of Osiris. 

i stknw bAw mnxw n pr wsir O you who cause the excellent bAw to approach the 

house of Osiris 

imi n=i ir=Tn t Hnqt r trwy Htp ///n bAw nw 

pr wsir 

give me bread and beer at two seasons, what pleases 

the bAw of the house of Osiris. 

i wnw wAwt wppw mTnw n bAw mnxw m pr 

wsir 

O you who open the roads and open the paths for the 

excellent bAw in the house of Osiris, 

wn ir=Tn wAwt wp ir=Tn mTnw n bA=i n Dt=i open the roads and open up the paths for my bA (and) 

for my body(?).1236 

aq=f im m DnDn m Htp m pr wsir It shall enter there freely and peacefully in the house of 

Osiris. 

nn xsf sw im=f There is no one who will turn it (the bA) away from it 

(the house). 

aq=f Hs mryw It shall enter favoured and loved, 

mAa-xrw=f it shall be vindicated, 

irw wDt=f m pr wsir its command will be done in the house of Osiris. 

smn iwat nst wDbwy n sA nb ir The heritage of the throne of the two banks is 

confirmed for the son of the lord thereof.1237 

The bAw here seem to be the successful dead people who are in the realm of Osiris and enjoying the 

fruits of the Afterlife. It appears to represent the whole person here, and several people who are all 

in the house of Osiris. 

 A seemingly similar use occurs in spells 238 and 752.1238 These spells talk about the ‘bAw of the 

Westerners’. In these two spells the dead people are addressed, at least this appears clear in spell 

238. 

inD-Hr=T imyt-tp nb=s Hail to you stern-post1239 of her lord, 

HA// wsir wrt///At nbt pr Mourner of Osiris, the Great One (fem), /// mistress of 

the house, 

nw/// bAw imntyw collect (?)//// the bAw of the Westerners 1240 

                                                           
1235

 Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 209. 
1236

 Or ‘for my bA to my body’? Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 345. 
1237

 CT IV 96a-j. 
1238

 CT VI 381n. 
1239

 Lit. ‘who is in the head’, the feminine stern post of the coffin, Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 153. 
1240

 CT III 317d-f. 
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The mourners in the spell are Isis and Nephtys. The ‘bAw of the Westerners’ is the rubric of spell 160 

of the ‘Knowing the bAw’-spells and there the Westerners are identified as Re, Sobek and Seth.1241 

However, there is nothing very obvious in spell 238 or 752 which has a connection to these three 

gods, but they seem to refer to the dead in general as the bAw in the house of Osiris in spell 314. 

 Spell 863 describes Nekhbet: 

nrt.n n=s nTrw whom the gods have feared 

nr(t?) bAw m pr N pn whom the bAw in the house of this N fear 

mi nrt=sn n irt Hr as their fear of the Eye of Horus.1242 

Possibly this house of N is his tomb? 

 

IV 1.5.3 bA of gods, places and objects mixed 

A few spells mention bAw of gods in the same context as bAw of places, so that it is difficult to 

separate the passages without losing the meaning.  

 In spell 332, the identification is with Hathor, the uraeus, Isis, and the goddesses being 

mistresses of many different things. The spell starts: 

ink nat bA m wiA šA bAw I am the nat-snake, the bA in the bark ‘Ordainer of 

bAw’.1243 

The female speaker embodies a different aspect of, in particular the sun in the bark, which has the 

name of ‘Ordainer of bAw’, so perhaps this is an identification with the bA of the sun? Nowhere else 

in the spell is the bA mentioned. 

 Spell 267: 

ms.n Tw nwt xsf mswt ra Nut has given birth to you according to the birth of Re, 

pr sxmw m iwnw the powers goes forth from Iunu, 

wr naw xntyw Axt the greatest of the naw-snakes who are in front of the 

horizon.  

mn=i anx=i m bA=f1244 I endure and I live as his bA (or Thoth, or Horus in other 

versions). 

rdi n=i p Pe is given to me 

nnk dpw Dep is mine, 

ir n=i Dnit m iwnw an offering is made for me in Iunu, 

                                                           
1241

 CT II 387a. 
1242

 CT VII 66r-t. 
1243

 CT IV 177a. For the nat-snake and apparent masculine counterpart naw-snake, see Willems, Heqata, 353 
n.2176. 
1244

 S1C. Other versions have DHwty or Hr. 
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bAw p dpw sDm nn mAa the bAw of Pe and Dep truly hear this:1245 

The first passage about the bA is available in three different versions. While S1C has ‘his bA’, the 

others have Horus and Thoth. It is not clear from the spell how, or if, they should be considered 

exchangeable. Possibly, trying to make a meaning out of the exchange, the speaker should live on, 

having his place in the afterlife as a bA, or Horus, or Thoth? The bAw of Pe are familiar from ‘Knowing 

the bAw’-spell, there in spell 157 the bAw of Pe are specifically Horus, Imsety and Hapy. 

 Spell 832: 

nfrw(y) n mAA Htpw(y) n sDm “How lovely to see, how pleasant to hear!” 

it.n ist nTrt1246 said Isis the divine. 

pr nTr pn r pt This god ascends to the sky, 

bA=f r tp=f his bA at his head, 

šat=f ir r=f1247 his terror at his mouth, 

HkAw=f tp awy=f his HkAw on his arms. 

irw n=f in tm mi qd ir.n=f n=f im He has been helped by Atum (lit it is done for him by 

Atum) just as he had done for him there. 

in.n=f n=f nTrw bAw p in.n=f n=f nTrw bAw 

nxn 

He has brought the gods and bAw of Pe to him, he 

(Atum) has brought to him (N) the gods and bAw of 

Nekhen. 

in.n=f nTrw bAw iwnw1248 He has brought the gods and bAw of Iunu.1249 

The first passage about the bA seems to serve as a statement that he has his bA with him as in other 

examples below.1250 The bA is also said to leave the corpse through the head,1251 which might explain 

the location.1252 Terror and HkAw are also mentioned in this context, so it has different concepts 

located with him. In the framework of bAw of specific places, Wolf-Brinkman sees bAw as being 

interchangeable with nTrw, in the meaning of a half-god, between gods and the king.1253 Since the 

triads in most cases also in the Coffin Texts of ‘Knowing the bAw’-spells are gods, this would be a 

reasonable explanation. In this last spell the bAw are also mentioned together with the gods, so if 

they are similar in this context, they are not exact synonyms.  

                                                           
1245

 CT III 398a-399d. 
1246

 T9C and B10C, nTrt only in T9C. 
1247

 Only T9C, B1Bo is destroyed and T1C leaves out the passage. 
1248

 Not in T1C. 
1249

 CT VII 32a-I, T9C.  
1250

 See under ‘bA and the dead person’. 
1251

 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 94. 
1252

 A passage which might be related is CT VII 170h, spell 955. 
1253

 Versuch einer Deutung des Begiffes ‘bA’, 64-65. 
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 As a comparison, spell 75 has the heading ‘Spell for the bA of Shu becoming Shu’,1254 so the bA 

of a god and the name of the god, are mentioned alongside each other. If we treat the bA as being 

the manifestation of a god, it gives two different meanings to say that ‘Horus came’ and ‘the bA of 

Horus came’, as the god coming, or a manifestation of him appearing. In this context, a falcon as the 

bA of Horus can also be meant. Even though the bA can fully represent a god or person, it is also a 

particular aspect, a manifestation, of a god or person. At the same time, this does not need to imply 

that the aspect or manifestation is incomplete. Also a name can represent a person without 

indicating that the person is only his name. There are also other ways a person can be represented 

without it having to mean that if not several of them are mentioned at the same time, it is not 

enough. As has been seen in the chapter about listing, several aspects of a person can be listed next 

to each other. Other times one is enough, all depending on the context. 

 

IV 1.6 Movement 

The most prominent theme, both for the bA of gods and persons, is movement. This can also be 

linked to other parts of a person connected with movement, as in spell 102: 

sxm=k m rd=k mi bA anx You will have power in your leg like a living bA.1255 

Mobility is expressed by having power in, or over, the legs. It occurs in other examples which also 

compare this ability to move with that of the bA.1256 That the bA is the polar opposite to the 

immobility of death is expressed in many spells, and it is clearest articulated with the contrast 

between the bA and the corpse.1257 Often when the bA is grouped with other components of a person 

in the Coffin Texts, it keeps the aspect of free movement.1258  

 The ability to move can also be expressed in sentences emphasising the bA as unrestrained, 

and that no being has seized it, as in spell 75: 

n nDr.tw bA=i in bikw n Amm bA=i in šAw My bA will not be taken by the falcons, my bA will not 

been seized by the pigs, 

n xfaa bA=i in Akr my bA will not be grasped by Aker, 

n Amm bA=i in HkA1259 my bA will not be seized by Heka. 

swA bA=i My bA will pass.1260 

                                                           
1254

 CT I 314a. 
1255

 CT II 109a. See also spell 488, CT VI 67c for a variant with m bA anx. 
1256

 For example CT II 56d or 85e-86a and spell 499 CT VI 82-83. 
1257

 See this section below. 
1258

 For example CT VI 70b, 71a, 71h, 82a-b, 84c. 
1259

 The Bersha-coffins add: n šnwt ra ‘of the entourage of Re’. 
1260

 CT I 397b-398c, S1C. See also spell 339, CT IV 338l-339d. 
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The different animals seem to refer to the locations of them, the sky and earth, where the bA will 

pass freely.1261 

 

IV 1.6.1 Different themes of movement 

IV 1.6.1.1 Passage 

In spell 470 the bA of the speaker is identified with Sothis,1262 and it is by means of this that the 

passage to the sky is conducted. The rubric is ‘Spell for reaching Orion’,1263 and the following lines 

involve the bA: 

bA=i spdt ir wAt=i O my bA Sothis, make my way, 

sqr rwD r wart tw wrt  carve out a stairway to that great plain,1264 

There are other spells in the Coffin Texts where the identification with a star is the way by which 

means the speaker of the spell is able to reach the sky.1265 

 

IV 1.6.1.2 Guide 

The multiple locations which the bA travels to can cause certain problems. The bA must, for example, 

remember the location of the corpse to be able to return to it.1266 There are also places where the bA 

could potentially get lost. Spell 237 directs the following lines to the ‘Mourner of Osiris’ and ‘helper 

of the embalmer of Anubis’:1267 

sAx wi sAx me, 

wpt n=i r=i you who open my mouth for me, 

sšmt bA=i r wAwt dwAt and who guide my bA to the roads of the 

Netherworld1268 

 

IV 1.6.1.3 Sending1269 

Spell 89 has the title: 

                                                           
1261

 Zandee, ZÄS 99, 58-59. 
1262

 For the bA manifesting as a star or animals see for example Žabkar, Ba Concept, 48-50. 
1263

 CT V 398h. 
1264

 CT V 399e-f. 
1265

 More of these are presented in Chapter III under ‘Passage’. 
1266

 See 4.4 below. 
1267

 See also spell 1013, CT VII 230p. 
1268

 CT III 312f-313a. 
1269

 Since the bA-sending spells also deal with the shadow, see this section, in particular for spells 89, 98-104 

and 413. It will only be mentioned shortly here where the bA is on its own. 
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r n hAb s bA=f ////a s? r xfty=f Spell for a man sending his bA //// against his 

enemy.1270  

Spell 89, 98-104 and 413 concern the movement of the bA, sometimes together with other parts of a 

person.1271 The stated purpose of spell 89 is for a man to send his bA. However, a break in part of the 

spell leaves it unclear if it is the bA or something else which would be sent towards the enemies.1272 

Coffin B4C has a shorter title with sxm m xft=i, but this does not fit into the lacuna in Papyrus Berlin. 

De Buck suggests smAa or n to fit in the lacuna.1273 In this spell it is also stated that the speaker, in 

first person, has power over enemies.1274  

 Spell 316 also contains a line about sending the bA: 

hAb Hm bA=k Send indeed your bA 

mA=f m Hr=f so it will see with its sight (face).1275 

The sending in this spell, as well as spell 89 above, indicates that the bA moves away from the person 

to whom the bA belongs, and is thereby separated from him or her. Since the bA is the active part of a 

person, it can be sent out and act on behalf of the person. In both these contexts the purpose is for 

the bA to see something.1276 

 One other spell contains lines about sending the bA into the Netherworld. Spell 204: 

Dd mdw tm wnm Hs1277 Recite: Not to eat excrements 

tm šm sxd1278 not to walk upside down1279 

Only S10C adds in black: 

hAb bA m Xrt-nTr Sending a bA into the realm of the dead.1280 

The spell is mostly focused on the theme in the rubric, and there is nothing else in the spell about 

sending the bA. Another parallel is spell 312,1281 where Horus makes the dead person his bA in order 

                                                           
1270

 CT II 55a S2C, B4C have parts of the title, P. Berl has the whole even though it is destroyed. 
1271

 Nyord also want to add 492-500 to the group because of the similarities in phraseology, Breathing Flesh, 
453. 
1272

 Gee suggests that the bA is sent against enemies pointing out the parallel with Letters to the Dead when 
the dead is sent to appear to the living in a negative way. Gee in Hawass, Egyptology at the Dawn of the 
Twenty-first Century, 230, vol. 2. Since there is a word in between there is a possibility that there might be 
something else which is actually sent towards the enemy. 
1273

 CT II 55 n.4. 
1274

 CT II 56b. 
1275

 CT IV 102h-i. For Hr being used as a metonym for vision, Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 159. 
1276

 The purpose in the bA-sending spells is stated to see ‘that man’ or ‘that god’, see section 4.2. The 

connection between the bA and seeing is already attested in the Pyramid Texts, see PT 396c, discussed by Eyre, 
Cannibal Hymn, 79-80 and Luft in Rothöhler and Manisali (eds) Mythos & Ritual, 104. 
1277

 S1C. 
1278

 All but B1Bo. S1C adds m Xrt-nTr. 
1279

 CT III 139h-i. 
1280

 CT III 140a S10C. Also CT IV 392e, which despite being in spell 353 there has been noted by de Buck to 
belong to spell 204 ‘and a new spell (BD 188) which are one in this MS.’ n.1. 
1281

 See above under ‘Horus’ and section 4.4. 
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to send him into the Netherworld. This again shows how the bA is able to pass freely to the 

Netherworld, as well as the sky and on earth. 

 The bA-sending focuses on the sending out of the bA for the bA to see, or for someone to see it, 

which also have parallels in Letters to the Dead where a person sees a bA.1282 There are also other 

references to bAw of gods manifesting for people with different degrees of influence.1283 Kings can 

send out their bAw, but for ordinary people it seems to be from the other side of the grave.1284 

Possibly, the ability of the king, or gods, to send out their bAw-power, and someone sending out his 

bA are related. In the last example, in spell 204, the sentence does not have a clear context. 

However, the previous two examples above are about seeing. If the bA is the active side of a person, 

moving and acting, perhaps it also represents some of the observing of the dead person. That it can 

be seen by other beings in the realm of the dead is neither surprising, nor particular to the bA. 

 

IV 1.7 The bA representing the whole person 

Žabkar’s main argument is that the bA represents the man himself in full, and it is personified as an 

alter ego in the Coffin Texts.1285 BA can also be used of gods in this same way, for example when the 

god in the hymn to Amun is called ‘bA’ since his real name is hidden.1286 There are a few passages in 

the Coffin Texts where ‘bA’ and ‘I’ clearly have been considered exchangable. In the following 

examples, at least one version of the spells has ‘bA,’ while other versions refer to the dead person in 

different ways.   

 There are different versions of the rubric of spell 1. In T1L, the first part is destroyed and the 

second part says: 

//////////// tm šm is xdxd in bA m Xrt-nTr //////// not to walk upside down by the bA in the realm 

of the dead.1287 

Normally, in spells about not walking upside down, ‘a man’ appears here in the bA’s place, or it is 

unspecified (‘Not to walk upside down’). This is the only spell among the Coffin Texts which includes 

the bA. 

 Spell 411: 

i DHwty O Thoth 

                                                           
1282

 For example papyrus Naga ed-Deir N3737, Simpson, JEA 52, 39-52. 
1283

 See for example Borghouts in Demarée and Janssen (eds), Gleanings from Deir el-Medina, 1-70. 
1284

 Harrington, Living with the Dead, 4, Gee in Hawass, Egyptology at the Dawn of the Twenty-first Century,  
vol 2, 230-231, Gee in Ciraola and Seidel (eds), Magic and Divination, 83-88. 
1285

 Žabkar, Ba Concept, 3. 
1286

 P. Leiden J 350, Assmann, Egyptian Solar Religion, 140-141. 
1287

 CT I 1a T1L. 
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ink wr// I am the Great One 

iw=i xa.ki1288 

or 

iw xa bA n N pn xa=f1289 

I have appeared  

or 

The bA of this N appears, so he appears1290 

 The beginning of spell 553 is expressed as is normal for titles, but it is not red in any of the 

versions: 

tm iT bA s r nmt šw1291 

 

or 

 tm xr m nmt šw1292 

To not take a man’s bA to the slaughter house of Shu. 

or 

To not fall into the slaughter house of Shu1293 

Other examples of spells having bA as a parallel to the person in general occur.1294 

 

IV 1.8 The bA and the dead person 

IV 1.8.1 I am the/a bA 

In a few spells, the speaker in the first person, or the dead talked about in the third person, are 

identified with a bA, without the bA being a bA of a specific being or stated as belonging to him or her. 

A few examples, spell 216:1295 

r n tm wnm Hs1296 Spell for not eating excrement. 

ink bA Hr tp tAwy wp-wAwt m sAwt  I am the (or a?) bA in charge of the two lands, 

Wepwawet in Asyut.1297 

Spell 449: 

N tn bA imy dšr=f DHwty imy Htp This N is the (or a?) bA which is in its blood, and Thoth 

who is in the offerings. 

šm.n N tn imyt=sny This N has gone between the two of them; 

Hms.n=s imyt=sny she has sat between them two.1298 

                                                           
1288

 S14C. 
1289

 B1Bo. 
1290

 CT V 236a-c. 
1291

 B2Bo. 
1292

 B4C. 
1293

 CT VI 152a. 
1294

 Spell 507 CT VI 93b, spell 335 CT IV 228/229b, 262/263a. 
1295

 See also spell 826, CT VII 27m and possible spell 913, CT VII 117s. 
1296

 B2Bo. 
1297

 CT III 190a-b. 
1298

 CT V 318a-c. 
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In this last spell, N is identified with the bA and Thoth, but at the same time they are treated as 

separate in the statement that she has sat between them.  

 

IV 1.8.1.1 Epithets 

Variants of the theme of identifying with the bA have descriptions added to it, the most common 

being ‘living bA’. Two examples, spell 488: 

sxm=k m rdwy=k m bA anx You will have power in your legs as a living bA.1299 

Spell 604: 

int=Tn n=i wnmt sxnt=Tn n=i DfAw You will bring edibles and convey food offerings for me 

ink bA anx šmsw n wsir (for) I am a living bA, a follower of Osiris1300 

That the bA is living and existing is expressed in other spells.1301 Spell 769 describes the possibility of 

both negative and positive outcomes. 

ir nTr nb DAt(y)[=f(y) sw m] N pn As for any god who shall oppose [himself] to(?) this N: 

n wnt t=f n wnt t-HD=f His bread does not exist, his white bread does not exist, 

n wnt spd=f n wnt bA=f his supplies does not exist, his bA does not exist, 

n wnt pr=f r Hwt-Hr irt pt his travelling to Hathor, who is in the sky, does not 

exist. 

nTr nb swt tmt(y)=f(y) DA sw m N pn But any god who will not oppose himself to(?) this N: 

swt pw w[nn t]=f swt pw wnn t-HD=f It is he whose bread exists, it is he whose white bread 

exists, 

swt pw wnn spd=f swt <pw> wnn bA=f it is he whose supplies exists, <it is> he whose bA exists, 

swt pw pr=f r Hwt-Hr irt pt it is he whose travelling to Hathor, who is in the sky, 

exists.1302 

 In spell 934 the outcome for Osiris N and his bA is directly related to the provision of offerings. 

The spell is about different offerings of perfume, cosmetics and dress, all the time paralleled with 

the offering of eye of Horus. 

wsir N pn di(=i) n=k irt Hr nfrt imyt-wrt anx 

bA=k im=s 

O Osiris N, I give to you the beautiful right eye of 

Horus, so your bA will live through it.1303 

                                                           
1299

 CT VI 67c, both manuscripts are destroyed but complement each other. 
1300

 CT VI 218e-f. 
1301

 Lives or living: for example spell 772, CT VI 406t, spell 874, CT VII 79g, 80a and spell 149 CT II 239c. Existing: 
for example spell 693, CT VI 326u. Not being destroyed: CT IV 338l, CT IV 62k. For other examples see spell 102, 
CT II 109a, spell 60 CT I 249a, spell 307 CT IV 62e, spell 320 CT IV 144f, spell 474, CT VI 25d. In spell 1033 CT VII 

267c Ax m bA=f, both Lesco and Backes take Ax in the sense of ‘effective’, Lesco, Book of Two Ways, 17, Backes, 
Zweiwegenbuch, 59. See also spell 1017, CT VII 237q. 
1302

 Spell 769, CT VI 403i-p. 
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The fear of destruction1304 is expressed both through the dangerous beings who threaten the dead, 

but the spell assures that the person will live on and exist.  

 A few more examples of different descriptions of the bA can be added to the list. In spell 312 

three sentences name the bA as respectful, potent and great. 

nb bA aA šfšft lord of the great and respected bA 1305 

In spell 336 the bA is called: 

bA mnx imy nn-nsw the potent bA which is in Ninsu1306 

Spell 932: 

ink aA bA xnty Dw I am one great of bA, in front of the mountain1307 

Other examples occur.1308 

 When the dead person says that he is a bA, or the bA, it is often in the context of continuous 

life and existence.1309 Žabkar describes the bA as one of the forms which a person lives on through 

and The Debate Between a Man and his bA is in some ways also connected to this. The outcome of 

the man’s actions in this story, however obscure in detail, has a direct affect on the bA, since it is 

(partly) as a bA the person lives on. This also makes the choice of the bA in the dialog appropriate.1310  

 From the spells which describe the bA as living and existing, the connection with offerings is 

also clear. In spell 769, what will happen to the one opposing N is that neither his food, nor bA will 

exist, additionally, he will not be able to go to the sky. Some of the basic conditions of continuous 

life are thereby connected with the bA. Other descriptions of the bA still describe it in positive terms 

such as ‘great’, ‘potent’ and ‘respected’. However, bA anx seems to be the bA- equivalence of Ax apr. 

 

IV 1.8.1.2 saH the bA 

In spell 312 Horus makes this N his bA, in order for him to act as a messenger to Osiris.1311 In the spell 

Horus says that he saH N as his bA. saH is in this context translated by both Faulkner and de Buck as 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
1303

 CT VII 136i. See also 136d. 
1304

 See Assmann, Death and Salvation, especially 23-38 and 87-112. Zandee, Death as Enemy, 14-20, 176-179. 

See also below ‘Beings being bad to the bA’. 
1305

 CT IV 86c. See also 83k and 85n. 
1306

 CT IV 328m. 
1307

 Spell 932, CT VII 133i. 
1308

 For example, spell 37 CT 156a wAš.  
1309

 See Otto, ZÄS 77, 79. 
1310

 Žabkar, Ba Concept, 113, 122. See also, for example, Allen, Debate, Siffert in Hawary (ed), Wenn Götter und 
Propheten Reden, 227-253, Ouellet, in Goyon and Cardin (eds), Proceedings of the Ninth International Congress 
of Egyptologists 2004 2, 1437-1441, Mathieu, Égypte, Afrique et Orient 19, 17-36. 
1311

 See above under ‘Horus’ and section 4.4. This CT corresponds to BoD spell 78. 

http://oeb.griffith.ox.ac.uk.ezproxy.liv.ac.uk/oeb_entry.aspx?parent=174787
http://oeb.griffith.ox.ac.uk.ezproxy.liv.ac.uk/oeb_entry.aspx?parent=174787
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‘invested’,1312 while Barguet translates the passage as ‘m'a doté de sa personnalité’1313  This saH-ing 

of the bA only has one possible parallel, in spell 1017. This spell first has: 

iw sAx.n=i bA=f I have sAx-ed his bA. 

iw srD.n=i xtyw=f I have made his posterity flourish.1314 

Later in the spell both the sAx-ing and possibly the saH-ing occur again: 

iw ir.n=i bA twwt m aHat n it I have acted as the bA of the images in the standing 

place of the father. 

anx.n=i tp-aw=f I have lived in his presence, 

n ir.n(=i) is n it=i mwt  špt=f r=i for I do not act to my dead father so that he is 

indignant of me. 

s[aH.n]=f wi Hr=s xr nTr He has s[aH-ed](?)1315 me on account of it in front of the 

god 

n sAx.n=i bA=f m xmt.n=f xt[yw=f]1316 I do not sAx his bA as one who ignores [his] posterity.1317 

It seems here that the father has saH-ed the son, while the son sAx the father. In the last line the son 

states that he will not sAx him in a way that he will become one who does not know his posterity, 

which implies that that kind of sAx-ing would also be possible. 

 

IV 1.8.2 The bA with the dead person 

Even though there are a number of examples where the dead person is being identified as the bA, 

there are even more instances in the Coffin Texts where the bA is said to be with him, behind him or 

within him, or the bA is given or brought to him. A few examples will be provided. 

Spell 240: 

bA =i Hna My bA is with <me> 

sxm.kwi m Dt=i being powerful in my body 

anx=i m bDt I live on emmer.1318 

Spell 840: 

wsir N pn1319nfr=k n=k O this Osiris N, you will be well 

kA=k m sA=k bA=k m-Xnw=k your kA is your protection, your bA is within you, 

                                                           
1312

 Faulkner, Coffin Texts I, 229-233 De Buck, JEA 35, 90. 
1313

 Barguet, Textes des Sarcophages, 440. 
1314

 CT VII 237n-o. 
1315

 Though de Buck’s suggests saHa, CT VII 223 n.3, an alternative reading might be sAx. 
1316

 See CT VII 237o. 
1317

 CT VII 238f-j. 
1318

 CT III 324a-c. 
1319

 Actually pf but makes no sense and de Buck notes ‘sic’ next to it, CT VII 45h, should probably be pn. 
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rdwy=k m st=k your legs are in your place. 

iw=k mAw.ti You being renewed.1320 

In spell 682, N is described as a new child. 

rdi.n N p<n> rsw r ATwt=f This N has placed the south wind towards his ATwt –

nurse. 

iw mHyt r mnat=f The north wind towards the mnat –nurse. 

šm.n=f m-Xnw bA=f He has gone within his bA 

in Ax=f iT sw inn sw and it is his Ax which takes him and brings him.1321 

In the examples with m-Xnw,1322 the first seems to express that the person has the bA with him as he 

has the other parts. The Debate between a Man and his bA has a passage where the man says that 

his bA is in his belly in a rope mesh, Dr-ntt m Xt=i m šnw nwH.1323 Normally, it is the HkA and heart that 

are in the Xt but obviously, the bA can also be said to be within a person.1324 The second passage with 

m-Xnw, spell 682, is more obscure and only available in one version. Even though the writing is very 

clear, there is also a line break between m-Xnw and bA, so an omission or mistake is quite possible. 

These expressions are normally formulated as the bA going out, not that the he has gone within his 

bA.  

Spell 94: 

ink bA m-Hnw dšrw=f I am the bA within his blood (red).  

ink kf bit tw aA I am the one who uncovers this great Lower Egyptian 

crown  

nt wsir of Osiris1325 

dšrw might be specifically chosen for the relationship to the next line concerning the red crown of 

Lover Egypt. This spell is about the bA of Osiris,1326 and what precedes it is ‘I am the son of Osiris, his 

heir within his saH1327 so in this context the blood also refers to the continuation of the bloodline, and 

again it is connected to saH. 

 In spell 75 the speaker says ‘I have created my bA behind me, to let it know that which I know’, 

alternatively, in other versions, that the bA is created for him.1328 So there is in this spell a specific 

                                                           
1320

 CT VII 45h-k.  
1321

 CT VI 310e-h. 
1322

 See also spell 841, CT VII 46r. 
1323

 Allen, Debate, 29, 140.  
1324

 Compare Roberson, Books of the Earth, 166-167 where the bA of Re is in its disk. 
1325

 CT II 69b-70a. 
1326

 See above under ‘Osiris’. 
1327

 CT II 69a. 
1328

 See above, ‘The origin of the bA’. CT I 362/363a-b. See also CT I 394b-c in the same spell. 
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purpose for the placing, for the bA to be with the speaker and receive the same information.1329 

There are also a few other spells which place the bA behind.1330 Other spells place the bA as a parallel 

to something which is placed in front of the person. Spell 467: 

wnn m Htp1331 Being in Hetep. 

sxt ii.n=i im bA=i m-xt=i Hw=i1332tp-awy=i O Countryside, I have come from there, with my bA 

behind me and my Hu before me.1333  

Spell 65 has a different version: 

bA=k m-xt=k wAš=k tp awy=k Your bA is behind you, your strength1334 is on your arms,  

di.w Hr tp=k being placed on your head.1335 

In the first example one version has sxm instead of Hu,1336 so it seems like what should go before a 

person is either a type of power or strength, or the authority of speech. It is only spell 75 which gives 

a reason for the bA to be behind a person. 

 

IV 1.8.3 Brought, placed and given 

That the bA can be taken away and be separated from the person, or the corpse, is visible in passages 

concerning different beings who are described as ones who take away, or destroy the bA.1337 This is 

also expressed by the speaker that he has his bA with him, and that it cannot be taken. Spell 666: 

in.n N pn bA=f in.n N pn HkAw=f This N has brought his bA, this N has brought his HkAw. 

nHm.n N bA=f nHm.n N pn HkA=f N has taken possession of his bA, this N has taken 

possession of his HkA. 

n rdi.n N pn Axw=f n wptyw stš anx m awA=f This N does not give his Axw to the messengers of Seth 

who lives on his plunderings. 

sxmw HAw XAtyw O Powerful one, who are behind those of the corpse, 

in.n N pn HkA=f rdi(.w) m Xt=f this N has brought his HkA, it being placed in his 

                                                           
1329

 Willems, Heqata, 483, Englund, Människans Möjligheter, 118-119, Med Världen som Spegel, 248. 
1330

 See also spell 468 CT V 383d and spell 96 CT II 90e. 
1331

 Not in B9C. 
1332

 All but B6C which has sxm, power. 
1333

 CT V 368a-b see also spell 468, CT V 383d. See Lesko, JARCE 9, 95, who reads ‘my food before me’ 
presumably because the spell is very much concerned about food. However, there is no determinative pointing 
towards the meaning food. B9C and B5C do not have any determinative, B1C and B3L have god determinatives 

(if it should not be interpreted as =i, but it is written differently on both manuscripts), and B6C has sxm instead 

of Hw. 
1334

 Following Faulkner, Coffin Texts, 61 n.14, who refers to Urk. IV 430, 12, ZÄS 57,7. 
1335

 CT I 279f-g. Willems wants to add this spell to Stundenwachen liturgies, Heqata, 342 n.2083. However, it 
adds little to the short passage quoted here. 
1336

 B6C. 
1337

 See below under ‘Beings being bad to the bA’. 
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body.1338 

 In some spells, the bA is given to a person by someone else. In spell 317 the bA, and the bAw 

have been given to the dead, who is identified with Hapy. Two versions of the spell have an 

interesting variation: 

iw rdi.n=f n=i sA=f1339 

or 

iw rdi n=i bA=f1340 

he has given his son to me 

 

his bA is given to me1341 

However, de Buck notes that it is difficult to differ between the bA-bird and the sA-bird on this 

particular coffin, so it might be bA in both versions.1342 In the same spell it is written: 

di=f bAw=i he gives my bAw 1343 

Other variants also exist.1344 

 That the words used are in, rdi and nHm, give a fairly concrete image of the nature of the bA, 

which can be handled physically in different ways. Also someone’s own bA can be given away or 

taken, as well as being sent out (see above). These sentences occur about bA as well as bAw, 

indicating a similarity in expressions about them. 

 

IV 1.9 Procreation 

The importance of regeneration in the Afterlife is described in many different ways in the Coffin 

Texts, sometimes connected to procreation and the continuation of the blood line on earth through 

the son being the bA of the father. The idea that the deceased’s wife could give birth to a ‘renewed 

form of the deceased himself’,1345 is also partly connected to the bA and the continuation of the line, 

and sexual activity after death.1346  Spell 75 partly deals with this theme.1347 

iw=i sT=i iw bA=i sT=f I ejaculate, my bA ejaculates 

                                                           
1338

 CT VI 294j-n. See also CT VI 294s-t and spell 667, CT VI 296l-m. 
1339

 S1P. 
1340

 S1C. 
1341

 CT IV 113d. See also CT IV 119f, a similar sentence, where both S1P and S1C seems to have bA while S1C has 

irw-form. 
1342

 CT IV 113 n.5. 
1343

 CT IV 132c. 
1344

 For example spell 990 CT VII 200g ‘bA belongs to me’, or spell 647 where Nehabkau grants bAw, a pun on 

the gods name which is extended to include bAw, CT VI 268j, see Chapter III under ‘Nehabkau’, spell 321 CT IV 
146b, m, spell 37 CT I 156a, spell 143 CT II 176m. 
1345

 O’Connor in Manuelian (ed), Studies in Honor of Willem Kelly Simpson II, 630. See also Troy, Patterns of 
Queenship, 20-32. 
1346

 For procreation and the Afterlife, Žabkar, Ba Concept, 101-105, Kees, Totenglauben, 202, Nyord, Breathing 
Flesh, 4420-478, Harrington, Living with the Dead, 5-6, Müller, Orientalia 35, 265, 269. 
1347

 See also spell 94, see under ‘Re and Osiris’ and spell 493 CT VI 74c. For spell 94, procreation and the bA, 
Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 432-442. 
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sTT bA=i m my bA ejaculates in 

rmT imyw iw nsrsr people who are in the Island of Fire. 

sTT=i Ds=i m nTrwt1348 I myself ejaculate in goddesses1349 

The last line has a variant which says ‘my own bA procreates in the goddesses’.1350 The same coffin 

has im instead of iw in the first line, thereby saying that the ‘I’ procreates in his bA.1351 This odd 

version is the coffin of Heqata, and Williams points out that it does not seem to have been copied 

very accurately for this spell, preferring the other, Middle Egyptian, versions,1352 cited above. There 

the bA has sex with the people of the Island of Fire while the person himself, or herself, has sex with 

goddesses. In interpretations of these passages, the difference between the sexual encounters of 

the bA and of the person has been pointed out, connecting the bA with the son on earth and the 

continuation of the bloodline, and the dead person in the Afterlife, in the sphere of gods.1353 Willems 

interprets the actors to be the father Atum, here being the one referred to as ‘himself’, and the Shu 

as the bA. Willems partly bases this on a different passage in the same group of spells, where Shu 

procreates in Atum’s name, resulting in human offspring.1354 

 A similar function for the bA can be found in spell 874: 

Hww Hm bA=i anx “My living bA is indeed announced, 

pr.t(y)=f(y) tp tA wnn.t(y)=f(y) im nk=f iA=f 

mm rmT 

one who will go out on earth and who will be there, so 

that it may have sex and stride forth among people” 

i///wsir//mi in=sn nTrw [so says] Osiris and likewise they say, the gods. 

di wDb=i r bA anx “It is permitted that I return to the living bA, 

pr.t(y)=f(y) tp tA wnnt=f mm rmT one who will go out on earth and who will be among 

people 

nk=f iA=f i.n=s[n nTrw] so that it may have sex and stride forth.” So they say, 

the gods.1355 

The ability of the bA to move between different locations, the sky, the Netherworld, and here 

foremost the earth, also abels some activities which are associated with these particular spheres. 

Though aspects of the person are dead, the bA is living, it can go out among the living, and it can in 

some respects act as the living. That the bA of the deceased is connected to the living son and heir, is 

also shown in the mythological reference to it being the bA of Osiris going out on earth, while Osiris 

                                                           
1348

 G1T and A1C have snT bA=i Ds=i m nTrt. 
1349

 CT I 364/365b-366/367b.  
1350

 A1C CT I367b. 
1351

 CT I 365b. 
1352

 Willems, Heqata, 311. 
1353

 Willems, Heqata, 312-313, Müller, Orientalia 35, 265, 269. 
1354

 Willems, Heqata, 311-314, CT II 33b-d. 
1355

 CT VII 79g-80e. 
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himself stays in the Netherworld. These actions are also connected to the Osiris-Re mysteries and 

their union.1356 In spell 94 the speaker identifying himself as the bA of Osiris,1357 and:  

ink sA wsir iwa=f m-Hnw saHw=f I am the son of Osiris, his heir within his saH1358 

making the connection between the bA and the son clear in this context.1359 

 

IV 1.10 Location1360 

Even though the bA can move to different locations, the most common formula places the bA in the 

sky, often in association to the corpse being in the earth.1361  Also outside of this formula, the bA is 

often located in the sky and is associated with the sun. So for example 320: 

bA=i HfA1362=f Hr sA nwt xt tAwy My bA, it crawls on the back of Nut and throughout 

the two lands. 

rxyt mA wi O people, see me! 

ink Hap xnty mswt ir ntt sxpr iwtt I am Hapy, foremost of births, who makes that which 

is and brings into being that which is not. 

dy snD=i Implant fear of me, 

ink iw n=Tn m bA pn sHD I am the one who comes to you as this bA of the 

shining one.1363 

 There are a few examples where bAw is used in the same way as bA in terms of location. Spell 

259: 

xp=i I travel. 

swA bAw=i r pt nrw=i r tA My bAw passes to the sky, the dread of me to the 

earth, 

šat=i m pAq and terror of me in ?.1364 

Spell 74: 

wn mA.n gb wn sDm.n psDt Geb has seen, and the ennead has heard 

bAw=k r pt šat=k mm nTrw your bAw to the sky and your terror among the gods.1365 

                                                           
1356

 See above under ‘Osiris’ for references. 
1357

 CT II 67c. 
1358

 CT II 69a. 
1359

 For spell 94 see also ‘The Origin of the bA above’. This spell and the same theme is discussed by Nyord, 
Breathing Flesh, 432-442. 
1360

 Since the bA and the shadow shares this theme in a number of spells, see this section below. 
1361

 See for example Urk IV 484, 14, for a Coffin Texts versions, spell 20 CT I 56d. For some more example, see 
section 4.3. 
1362

 Really HAf, Faulkner suggests HfA instead, Coffin Texts I, 249 n.11. 
1363

 CT IV 145i-m. 
1364

 CT III 375a-c. 
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These bAw-variants of the formula of ’bA to the sky, corpse to the earth’1366 use, as a parallel to bAw, 

dread or terror, instead of the corpse. Thereby, it seems that the bAw is the bAw-power, and not 

several bA.1367 The bAw-power has the same location which the bA normally has in the formula. The 

parallels, dread and terror, seem to be focused on being among a certain group of gods or people, 

more than in a specific location in these spells. Nyord interprets the location of the bAw ‘to express 

the cosmic totality of his divine influence’.1368  

 Also the bA occurs in this context with dread, spell 936: 

di=T bA=f wsrw=f šawt=f m irty Axw nb 

mAA.t(y)=sn sw sDm.t(y)=sn rn=f 

You will put his bA, his power, and the dread of him in 

the eyes of all the Axw, who will see him and who will 

hear his name1369 

… … 

wp=f st=f r Axw inpw isT xnt imntyw xnt 

spAwt 

He opens his place to the Axw and Anubis, foremost of 

the Westerners and foremost of the nomes. 

di=T bA=f Axw ip You will place his bA <at the head of>1370 those Axw.1371 

Even though bA stands in the singular, it is probably the influence of his bA which is referred to in the 

first sentence, where the Axw react to hearing his name.1372  

 In the Book of the Heavenly Cow, Re says that he made heaven to place the bAw of the gods 

within it.1373 It seems natural that the bAw of the gods, as well as of dead humans, should be located 

in this realm, but as can be seen from the examples above, heaven can also locate the bAw-power. 

Although the bA or bAw are unrestricted in relation to movement, heaven seems to be the most 

regular realm. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
1365

 CT I 308d-e. 
1366

 See section 4.3. 
1367

 See Roeder in Dücker and Roeder (eds), Text und Ritual, 218-220 with parallels in Urk IV and a discussion 
about them. 
1368

 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 413. 
1369

 CT VII 138h. 
1370

 Faulkner, Coffin Texts III, 71 and n.14 76 comparing with the PT. 
1371

 CT VII 138r-s. 
1372

 See also Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 399, 409. 
1373

 Hornung, Himmelskuh, 26 (II 275-276), see also Ritner concerning this passage and HkA’s role, Magical 
Practice, 23 and Raven, Phoenix 57, 5-6. 
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IV 1.11 Beings being bad to the bA 

In the Netherworld there are guardians, demons, which seem to be neither human, nor gods,1374 and 

who do everything from preventing the bAw from moving forward, to destroying the bAw.1375 Spell 

441 describes two such beings called Mrwty.1376 

Xsf mrwty iwt r nHm bA n s m-a=f To drive away the two Mrwty who come to take away 

the bA of a man from him.  

ink HH ink ra nb anx I am Heh, I am Re, lord of life. 

ink sAw n Dt I am the beam of eternity, 

nb mrwty iptyw lord of these two Mrwty 

inyt kAw iabyt Axw who bring the kAw and assemble the Axw, 

rdyt mrwt=sny m ib n Axw who put their love in the hearts of the Axw, 

itHty xndw xpr r-gs nb Dt who drag the throne of Kheper to the side of the lord 

of eternity, 

itHty Ax pw snT who drags/controls this formed Ax 

xpr=f m xns Htm when he comes into being in the xns –waters and Htm 

-waters.1377 

is r=Tn r=Tn mrwty iptyw Go you two Mrwty! 

špst ra Noble ones of Re, 

smrt(y) nty wsir companions of Osiris. 

is r=Tn r=Tn  Go you! 

n mr.n=i I do not want (something)1378 

nfrt=Tn n=Tn bint=Tn n=Tn Your good belongs to you, your bad belongs to you, 

wA/sA=Tn n=Tn šwty=Tn n=Tn your road/back(?)1379 belongs to you, your plumes 

belongs to you. 

in.n=i bA=i nHm.n=i HkAw=i I have brought my bA, I have rescued my HkAw 1380 

                                                           
1374

 Defined as such in, for example, Kousoulis in Kousoulis(ed), Demonology, IX-XIV, Lucarelli, BMSAES 15, 85-
102, and in Backes, Munro, Stöhr (eds), Totembuch-Forschungen, 203-212. 
1375

 Zandee, Death as Enemy, 14-20, 176-179. These beings occur frequently in spell 488-500, often 

threatening the bA and shadow in combination, see that section below. 
1376

 Which are either the same, or closely connected to Meret. Guglielmi places them in an excursus in Die 
Göttin Mr.t, 153-173, for a discussion about similarities and differences, 156-160. 
1377

 Despite the writing, Guglielmi think it should be read xr instead of xpr, so that he falls into the water, 284-

286 n.j. However, all four manuscripts have clearly written out xpr. 
1378

 Or the object, possible Tn, is missing, as in both Faulkner’s and Guglielmi’s interpretation, Coffin Texts II, 78, 
Die Göttin Mr.t, 285 and 287 n.n. 
1379

 S14C has wA and B3Bo sA. Back may be a better parallel to plumes? 
1380

 CT V 297a-299b.  
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This spell belongs to a series of spells 439-450, about the ‘friends’ of Re,1381 to which these Mrwty 

belong. Though being connected to both Re and Osiris in positive ways, these beings are also 

demonic and dangerous for the dead.1382 It is clear from this spell that the Mrwty take control of 

different parts of the identity of the dead, but the speaker in this spell says that they do not have 

any power over him, and he has the different aspects of him intact and with him. The Mrwty also 

seem to be beings which in particular take away the bA,1383 as is stated in the rubric of spell 441. 

 Spell 1139 mentions snakes guarding with their mouths, probably by spitting fire. The 

following passages also seem to relate to the guardians:  

ink sAx imy a HbD r m kkw ant=i I am the knife which is in the hand of the one whose 

mouth is open in Darkness. My fingernail. 

iwty bA=f HbD r The one without his bA is of the one whose mouth is 

open. 

wsr=i m ab=i ant=k I shall be strong by my horn and your fingernail.1384 

‘My fingernail’ seems a bit random, but must be connected to the last comment about a fingernail. 

There are three versions of the last line, which describe the creature as being without a mother,1385 

without a father,1386 or, as in the passage cited above, without a bA. Each version is probably pointing 

out that there is something quite wrong with a being which has no mother, father or bA. 

 In spell 335 a gloss is given to the lines about bAw being taken, and the taker is named: 

ir nTr pw TAA bAw nsb iwtyw As for this god who takes bAw, laps up corruption, 

anx m HwAAt and lives on putrefaction, 

stš ipw it is Seth.1387 

Though there are other references for excretions to serve as nourishments, this description implies 

the threatening nature of Seth towards the dead person.1388  

 Often these kinds of creatures are not named, but described by their looks or by their actions, 

and sometimes also named by their actions.1389 Spell 150:  

HAtyw wnmw bA wnm=sn sHtm=sn bAw=sn 

tpw tA 

The Slaughters, who eat the bA, they will eat and destroy 

their (own) bAw which are on earth.1390 

                                                           
1381

 Drioton, BiOr 12, 62-66. 
1382

 Englund, Människans Möjligheter, 124-125, DuQuesne, Hermes Aegyptiacus, 58-59, Guglielmi, Die Göttin 
Mr.t, 153-173. 
1383

 See also spell 442 CT V 301a-302a. 
1384

 CT VII 485l-n, B1P. 
1385

 B5C. 
1386

 B1Be. 
1387

 CT IV 320e-321b. 
1388

 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 322-323. 
1389

 Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 200-206. 
1390

 CT II 254p. 
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These Slaughters occur in the Pyramid Texts as well as in the Book of the Dead, and other New 

Kingdom literature.1391  

Spell 384  

iw Dd.n=i rn=k I have said your name. 

pAwt(y)=k (?) ny {i}1392 xprt=k You are primeval, before you come into being. 

rn=k pw am ‘Swallower’ is your name. 

i iT bAw smsw O seizer of the bAw of the elders. 

m iT Axw=i Do not take my Axw! 

twr bA=i Respect my bA! 

mk HkAw=i Behold, my HkAw!1393 

The swallowers as demons are particularly after the shadow, corpse and bA,1394 but also the Axw 

seem at risk here. The knowledge of the name gives the speaker power over the ‘Swallower’ so that 

his bA is not affected. 

 Spell 406 is very short: 

r [n] Tsw7 nw mH[t wrt]1395 Spell [for] the seven knots of Mehe[t-weret] 

HA=k nhs-Hr ir xprw Stay away you Watchman, who makes manifestations, 

sqd bA itH ibw who ships away the bA, and who drags away hearts.  

Hr.ti r=i Keep away from me! 

ink gb rpa nTrw I am Geb, chief of the gods, 

tm nb xprw Atum, lord of manifestations.1396 

Spells 407 have the same titles as spell 406.1397 In the spells mentioning these seven Tsw,1398 they 

seem to be vertebrae of the goddess, so that her anatomy serves as locations which the dead person 

needs to pass, and at the same time containing references to the magical protection through seven 

knots.1399 Nyord is also connecting the seven Tsw to the creative utterances in the creation process, 

connecting it with the knowledge the spell will bring, referred to in the titles.1400 

                                                           
1391

 Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 204-205, Lucarelli in Backes, Munro and Stöhr (ed), Totenbuch-Forschungen, 
204, also 207-210 about eating and swallowing. 
1392

 Faulkner takes the i as a suffix pronoun but notes that he knows of no other place where ny is followed by 
a suffix pronoun, Coffin Texts II 16 n.9. 
1393

 CT V 51c-52b, B2Bo. 
1394

 Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 158-159. 
1395

 M22C. For the restoration, see the titles of spells 407 and 408. 
1396

 CT V 211a-f. 
1397

 CT V 224c. For these spells see Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 307-320. 
1398

 See also spell 691. 
1399

 See Rochholz, Schöpfung, 210-215 for the seven knots, and more about knots: Wenderich in Szpakowska 
(ed), Through a Glass Darkly, 243-269. 
1400

 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 319-320. 
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 These locations of the goddess’s vertebrae have guardians, and while the nature of the actions 

of the Watchman1401 is described in spell 406, the spell is careful to point out that these actions will 

not affect the performer of the spell.1402 This statement appears frequently in spells concerning 

guardians. There are clearly guardians in the Netherworld whose tasks are to keep away the 

dangerous dead from the Netherworld, and others are affected by them, as in spell 1099. 

n xr=i m HAqt I have not fallen as She-who-is-plundered. 

bA=s mm iT n Hr=f HA nmt nt nmt spdt1403 Her bA is among those who are taken to He-whose-

face-is-behind, the chopping-block of the slaughter-

house She-who-is-sharp.1404 

One group of coffins instead have aq=s.1405 Either group could have used the wrong bird,1406 but since 

both versions make sense they might be variants where the bA in this version represents the person. 

 The spells make sure that the different aspects of the coffin owner are not placed in the same 

category, so that they will not be hindered in the passage to the afterlife. In spell 406 above, the 

speaker is also identified with two gods, to further stress that he belongs to this place so the 

Watchmen should not come near him.1407 

 The same actions which the guardians of the Netherworld can perform, eating and taking 

different parts of a person’s identity, can be performed by the deceased for the sake of gaining 

power.1408 Spell 689:  

iw rdi n=f rHwy m1409 pw These two companions are given to him, 

wnmw HkA m gs dpty dmDy the eaters of HkAw as the complete protection.1410 

iw wnm.n=f sny He has eaten both of them. 

iT.n=f bAw=sn He has taken their bAw. 

nHm.n=f Axw=sn He has seized their Axw. 

                                                           
1401

 Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 204. Also compare CT I 196d. 
1402

 See also spell 491 CT VI 70a-b, in section 4.2, and spell 384 with the rubric ‘Not to take the bA of a man 
from him’ CT V 49-52. 
1403

 B12C, B1L, B2L, B3L, B2P. 
1404

 CT VII 390c-391a, following B2L. 
1405

 B3C, B4C, B1Bo, B2Bo. 
1406

 Both Lesco and Backes read aq, Book of Two Ways, 103, Zweiwegbuch, 95. 
1407

 See also for example spell 335 CT IV 301a, 319e. 
1408

 Eyre, Cannibal hymn, 134-135, Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 381-392. See also Chapter II. Lucarelli thinks that 
the act of swallowing defines the swallower as demonic of nature, ‘it is their main function of devouring which 
characterises them as demons rather than who their victims are’, also so when it is performed by a god, but 
does not raise the issue of the dead person himself swallowing and eating in the same kind of way as the 
demons, in Backes, Munro and Stöhr (ed), Totembuch-Forschungen, 207 and 209. 
1409

 de Buck notes ‘sic.’ next to it CT VI 321. The m might be intended to be i for ipw. 
1410

 See above spell 1017 CT VII 181i, n, and spell 469 CT V 392c. The word seems to be a variant of gswy-dpt 
‘protection’, Faulkner, Coffin Texts III, 119 n.1. 
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apr.n=f Ax nb m  1411 HAw Axw=f r=sn He has provided every Ax with a superiority of Ax-ness 

over theirs. 

iw in.n=f tm He has brought everything. 

n rdi=f nwD m Xt nt Axw nb He has not allowed (anything/anyone) to stray from 

the body of all the Axw.1412 

The theme of eating the two companions also occurs in in spell 469 where they are gods,1413 and 

saHy.1414 These two have themselves consumed different parts of the identity or powers. Ingesting 

them thereby seems to transfer this into the consumer.1415 

 In some of these spells, there is also an identification between the dead person and beings of 

a similar nature, or at least beings performing similar activities. This occurs for example in spell 431. 

Even though the speaker sounds like a very vile being, the title reveals that the spell is for having 

power over water and to receive gifts. Through this identification, the speaker of the spell gains the 

same type of power and ability as the being he identifies with. 

ink Afa nny I am the devourer of the Weary one, 

pr m nw who went forth from Nun, 

pr m wn who went forth from Unu, 

nnk bA nb to me belongs every bA, 

anx(=i) m bskw aan I live on the viscera of the baboon.1416 

According to Nyord, in the Coffin Texts bsk only occurs in this kind of context of someone living on it, 

and seems to refer to entrails which are explicitly cut out for eating. This use of the word is further 

strengthened by the absence of the word in medical texts.1417 

 Spell 219 has the rubric ‘Lifting up on the left side, placing on the right side.’1418 The speaker 

says:  

iw iT.n=i bAw=sn I have taken their bAw 1419 

Unfortunately, it is not clear who the bAw belongs to. Even so, it seems to be the action of the dead 

person, and the taking of the bAw is placed among other necessary actions in the afterlife, also 

present in this spell, for sustaining life. 

 

                                                           
1411

 Small blank space CT VI 321 n.1. 
1412

 Spell 689 CT VI 321a-h. 
1413

 CT V 387b, 394c. 
1414

 CT V 394n. 
1415

 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 383-385. See also Altenmüller, Synkretismus, 15 who further connects bskw with 
the heart. 
1416

 CT V 278e-279d, following S1C. 
1417

 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 128-130. For this use of meat, see Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 202-207. 
1418

 CT III 199a B2L and 200g B3L and B1L. 
1419

 CT III 200c. 
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IV 1.11.1 The bA causing harm 

In the majority of the examples, it is other beings who threaten the bA of people. However, the bA 

can also cause harm in its own right, and the Coffin Texts contain a few examples of this. 1420 Spell 

146: 

ir bA nb ir nTr nb rdi.t(y)=f(y) nHm.t(w) Abt 

nt N pn m-a=f  

As for any bA or as for any god who shall cause the 

family of this N to be taken away from him: 

rdi N pn swA.t(w) tp=f Hr maD pw n Xnm1421 This N shall cause his head to be cut off on thit 

slaughter house1422 of Khnum.1423 

BA seems to be used here as representing a person in general, paralleled with ‘any god’, who would 

be able to take away the family of the dead.  

 Spell 405 is a Ferryman Spell, and the speaker is interrogated about his knowledge. Among 

this he says:  

ir wnn hAy=f r HAt m-Xnwt “If he shall go aboard on the bow of the ferry-boat 

in bA=f Htm=f sw his bA is what will destroy him, 

ir wnn h[Ay]=f r pHwy m-Xnwt  but if he shall [go aboard] at the stern of the ferry-

boat, 

wa im pw Ax the Ax is the one there.”1424 

In these two examples it is the bA who takes action against others. This is possible a parallel to the 

Pyramid Texts references, where the king sends out his bA as a manifestation of power, which occurs 

in both singular and plural.1425 However, it can also be that the bA here is representative for a whole 

person. Even so, the person in his bA-manifestation can cause destruction. 

 

IV 1.12 Other uses of the word bA 

IV 12.1 Verb 

In some spells bA appear to be used as a verb in Egyptian. For example in spell 469: 

                                                           
1420

 See also spell 469, Chapter II, spell 475 CT VI 28h for this spell compare BoD spell 397, 11-12. 
1421

 B2L. Other versions have other names: B17C ra, B2P st-ib, B2La, B3L nbt-Hwt. 
1422

 Assumingly, from aD slaughter with m indicating it is a place. 
1423

 CT II 204c-205a. 
1424

 CT V 203g-j. 
1425

 Žabkar, Ba Concept, 54-56, and for bA-sending Otto, Miscellanea Gregoriana, 151-160, Nyord, Breathing 
Flesh, 453-459, Gee in Hawass (ed), Egyptology at the Dawn of the Twenty-first Century vol. 2, 230-231, Gee in 
Ciraola and Seidel (eds), Magic and Divination, 83-88, Quack in Kousoulis (ed), Demonology, 147-149. 
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ii.ki xa.ki bA.ki qA.kwi nTr.kwi kAr.ki m saH=i 

pw nTrw 

I have come, appeared, bA-ed, exalted, divine and 

enshrined in this my divine saH.1426 

However, it is seldom convenient to translate as a verb even if the words around it are kept as verbs 

in English. Spell 29: 

anx=f im bA=f im wAš=f im1427 He lives thereby, he is bA thereby, he is magnificent 

thereby.1428 

Also in other contexts, it is difficult to contain the consistency of the Egyptian in a translation.  

 Spell 316 has an identification with the fiery eye of Horus, and contains a description of the 

might of the eye: 

xat bAt qAt sxmt   who appears with bA, high and mighty1429 

As in other places in this spell, this is an expression of underlining the power of the Eye.  

 

 

IV 1.13 Miscellaneous 

Some spells contain comments about the bA which do not have any other parallel in the Coffin Texts, 

although this does not exclude the existence of such parallels outside this corpus.1430   

 Spell 322 is about Khenti-Khem,1431 and his power and individuality. The passage containing 

the bA concerns eating. 

ink bA wn npA=f I am the bA who eats his umbilical cord1432 

anx1433 m xnms=f TAm=f who lives on his friends (of?) his foreskin, 

wnm smAy=f and who eats his companions.1434 

Possible the ‘friends’ in this context is the friends in the same age-group which were circumcised at 

the same time?1435 However, the text might imply that he eats his friends and his foreskin, rather 

than the friends of his foreskin. Both the umbilical cord and the foreskin are cut off during rites of 

                                                           
1426

 CT V 391d, following B2L. See also Spell 937 CT VII 144d for a similar sentence. 
1427

 M.C.105. T9C has Ax=f im bA=f im wA=f  ‘He is Ax thereby, he is bA thereby, he is magnificent.’ 
1428

 CT I 81e. For this spell see also Chapter II. 
1429

 CT IV 106g. 
1430

 See also spell 504, CT VI 90a-d which is quite obscure. The context around the bA is also not clear. Spell 149 

contains the bA and has been discussed in Chapter III under ‘Gods and Birds’. 
1431

 See Chapter III under ‘Gods’. 
1432

 See Faulkners explanation Coffin Texts I, 251 n.4 and Quack, SAK 34, 377-379. For further references on the 
umbilical cord, see Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 388 n.3886. 
1433

 Anx only in M24C, all other versions omit the word. However, the meaning is the same. 
1434

 CT IV 149a-c. 
1435

 See Dunham, Naga-ed-Dêr stelae,102-104 and pl. XXXII which possible refer to that, Teeter, BASP 37, 160-
161, and Ancient Egypt: treasures from the collection of the Oriental Institute, 33-34, Cherpion, in Stadelmann 
and Sourouzian (eds), Kunst des Alten Reiches, 35. 
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passage, which is possibly why they are set up as parallels here.1436 The speaker is here not only put 

in a social context, but rather dominating it, eating his friends and companions. Again, the bA seems 

to be a manifestation, representing him or the side of him performing the actions. 

 Spell 1131. 

inD-Hr=k it r Hwy m sxt=k nfrt Hail to you father, for the two Hu on your beautiful 

countryside, 

nb n rdiw n btn HwAAt=k im=s lord of those who give to him who disregards your 

putrefaction in it. 

iw sšp=s r pt m bA=k Its (the putrefactions) light is to the sky as your bA.1437 

The passages describe the physical disintegration on earth, the putrefaction of the body, in 

opposition to the bA, which shines in the sky. Though it is normally the Ax which is mostly associated 

with shining, the bA is also in the role as stars of different gods and the shining here might be 

connected to that. The bA is also said to move out with the fluids lost by mummification in spells 99 

and 101.1438 

 Spell 1130 has the following line containing bA: 

mk irk xA=s-bA=s m iwnw Xnmmt m XraHa  See, now starry sky is in Iunu, the sun-people are in 

Kheraha1439 

Spell 1030 is the ending spell of Book of the Two Ways,1440 and has the rubric after the spells: 

r n sqdwt m wiA n ra  Spell for sailing in the bark of Re1441 

xA=s-bA=s, lliterary ’its thousands are her bA’ is a metaphor for the starry sky.1442 Also the rubric fits 

with the metaphor. 

 

 

                                                           
1436

 Consumption of the foreskin has been confirmed to take place in other cultures. Eating the foreskin was 
mostly noted after Bloch’s study, From Blessing to Violence. For more symbolic meaning ascribed to foreskin 
see Gollaher, Circumcision, 63-66.  
1437

 CT VII 472a-c. 
1438

 See above under ‘The origin of the bA’. 
1439

 CT VII 258a. 
1440

 See Chapter II and for example Lesco, Book of Two Ways, Hermsen, Zwei Wege des Jenseits, Robinson in 
O’Connor and Quirke (eds), Mysterious Lands, 139-159, Hornung, Books of the Afterlife, 11-12. Assmann, 
Search for God, 174-177, Lesco in Schafer (ed), Religion in Ancient Egypt, 101-102, Parkinson, Voices from 
Ancient Egypt, 32-34. 
1441

 CT VII 261b in B1L, B2L, B3L and B1C. Following B3L. 
1442

 WB III, 220, Backes, Zweiwegebuch, 250. See also Hornung, Conceptions of God, 80-81. 
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IV 1.14 Summary 

The bA is a part of the identity of a person, but it can also represent the whole, as a manifestation of 

a person or a god. bAw can both refer to plural bA, and as a collective noun refer to a sort of power.  

There are also a few examples in the Coffin Texts where the word bA is used as a verb or as a 

descriptive metaphor. The most common description, or epithet, for the bA of a dead person is that 

it is living or existing. Also when the person is identified with a bA, it is often in the context of 

continuous life and existence.1443 Other descriptions of the bA still describe it in very positive terms 

such as ‘great’, ‘potent’ and ‘respected’. Within the Coffin Texts there is a large focus on the free 

movement of the bA, and often this occurs when the bA is in company with other parts of the identity 

of a person.1444 

 The Coffin Text spells which refer to the creation of bA use terms such as qmA, sqd or ir, and it 

is either created by a god, or is derived from bodily fluids.1445 In spell 75 Atum created the bA of Shu 

separate from him, and in this spell there is a time when Shu himself exists before the creation of his 

bA. In contrast, in spell 575 the bAw of Geb existed before him in Nun, and were then united (smA). In 

all of these cases there is a certain separation between the creation (or existence) of the bA, and the 

creation of the person, or in most cases the god, of whom it belongs.  

 There are some clear cases where the bA is representative for the whole person or god. The bA 

and the first person sometimes replace each other in different versions of the same spell, one 

version having bA and the other ‘I’. The bA can represent an alter ego of the dead person. That the bA 

is both a part of the identity as well as a manifestation, is sometimes problematic when the speaker 

is identified with the bA of a god. Sometimes it seems clear that it is in particular the god’s active 

aspect that is intended with the choice of bA, in other cases, it is unclear if there would be any 

difference in identification with the bA of Shu and identification with Shu. 

The identification with the bA of a god is restricted to a limited number of gods. It is much less 

common than direct identification with the god by name, and the range of gods identified in this way 

is much larger. While some of these identifications as bA seem to focus on the active side of a god, 

others seem to use the bA to emphasise the role of the son, so specifically with Horus and Shu, and 

the continuation of the bloodline. The other gods concerned are Osiris, Re, Re-Atum, Geb, Wepset, 

the Great God and possibly Heka. In all these cases identification as their bA fall into the category of 

either representing the active side or possibly a manifestation of the god. 

                                                           
1443

 See Otto, ZÄS 77, 79. 
1444

 See section 4.2 below. 
1445

 Spells 94, 96, 99 and 101. 
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The separation between the dead person and his bA can be seen in examples when the bA is 

behind, or with the person, and not identical to the person. It can also be brought (in) and placed or 

given (rdi), and it has the freedom to move to different locations independent of other parts of the 

identity. The bA can have a specific task as other concepts of the identity do not, such as the aspect 

of procreation after death, connected to the son on earth, and the continuation of the bloodline. It is 

also very visible in spells where the bA occurs together with the corpse,1446 as two polar opposites of 

the Afterlife identity. 

 Even though the bA has its daily cycle of visiting the corpse in the tomb during the night and 

going out through the day, it has a vast freedom in terms of locations. Although the ‘location-

formulae’ ascribe the bA to the sky, it can also move to the Netherworld, and go out on Earth among 

the living.  

 A god or a person can also send out his bA, separated from him. In these cases there seem to 

be two different purposes visible in the Coffin Texts: either for the bA to exert influence, or for the 

purpose of seeing. There are also a few examples where the harmful influence of the bA is specified, 

where it can take N from his family1447 or cause destruction.1448 In spell 312, Horus is saH-ing the dead 

person into his bA in order to send it to Osiris in the Netherworld. However, Horus’ actions are quite 

unparalleled in the Coffin Texts, even though the sending and the bA going to the Netherworld occur 

in other spells. The use of the unrestrained movement of the bA is used in all of these cases, as well 

as its own ability to represent its sender and affect its target. 

 The movement of the bA is also what the guardians of the Netherworld are foremost in 

imposing their threat against. Another common threat is to seize the bA (iT), sometimes in 

combination with other parts of the identity, and perhaps this is connected for the necessity of 

nightly revival of the body, in which the bA plays the prominent part. The bA does not seem to be 

threatened that it will be consumed as often as other parts of the identity. 

 The uses of plural bAw are sometimes obvious, for example in the spells about knowing the 

bAw of a place, where the different bAw are named, but there are also cases where it is not that 

obvious. It seems that in the Coffin Texts, the distinction between bA and bAw-power is not that 

sharp,1449 or at least they have many similarities. Both the bA and bAw can be sent out, directed 

towards enemies, and both can be located in the sky.  

 

                                                           
1446

 See below. 
1447

 Spell 146. 
1448

 Spell 405. 
1449

 Though see Borghouts in Demarée and Janssen (eds), Gleanings from Deir el-Medina, 1 and n.2 and 3, 39-
40.  
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IV 2 The Shadow 

IV 2.1 The Shadow on its own 

In comparison to many other Egyptian concepts of a person’s identity, the translation is not so much 

a problem with the shadow. The concept has noticeable overlaps in meaning with the English word, 

but it also has some cultural specific meanings in Egyptian, which it also has in other cultures. In 

many cultures shadows are connected to the soul, both in concept and language where the word for 

shadow is also used for the soul and sometimes also for image.1450 As an image of the dead, ghostly 

shadows can be found for example in ancient Greek culture, where the dead are envisioned as 

shades both in Hades and when haunting the living1451 or as eidōla around a dying person.1452 

However, the concept of an insubstantial, ethereal spirit is hard to apply to the Egyptian vision of 

ghosts in general.1453 It does not seem to have the overlapping meaning of spiritual insubstantiality. 

 There are only a small number of spells containing information about the shadow in the Coffin 

Texts, and no spell exclusively about the shadow or even having the shadow as the main focus. In 

the Coffin Texts, only 33 spells mention the shadow,1454 and in some of these cases the translation or 

even the writing of the word is doubtful.1455 There is an even smaller number of spells where the 

shadow appears on its own, without being in the company of the bA. When the shadow appears on 

its own there is a certain lack of agency. It does not act directly but is rather a subordinate part, a 

shadow, of trees or of a god.  

                                                           
1450

 For example, Greek skia and Latin umbra. Also compare the Jungian concept of the shadow and the 
unconscious, for example The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious, 20ff, 123, 262-270.  
1451

 Homer, Odyssey, Book 11.  
1452

 See for example Fairbanks,  Athenian Lekythoi, 226 
1453

 For some examples of the more concrete metaphors and interactions described, Eyre in Poo, Rethinking 
Ghosts, 43-45. 
1454

 Including some very doubtful writings or translations. The selection here is based on listings of the reading 

of šwyt in van der Plas and Borghouts, Coffin Text Word Index, van der Molen, Dictionary of Egyptian Coffin 
Texts as well as a survey of translations using ‘shadow’. 
1455

 Some spells with a possible reading of šwyt have not been included below since it is more likely that it does 
not concern the shadow. In spell 427 CT V 272b, coffin B2Bo uses the the fan of ostrich feathers, but with a 
god determinative, while the other versions uses the normal writing of the god Shu. Also the context speaks 

for the reading as Shu. Spell 184 CT III 82c has n swr.n=i mw šwt Hrt mw and the meaning is clearly that the 
deceased do not want to drink something undesirable. Different translations have been suggested. Faulkner 

translates šwt ‘plume’ and Barguet, Textes des Sarcophages, 385 ‘bord (?)’, while Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 426 
choose to follow Derchain, RdÉ 30, 63 n.33 translating it ‘in the shadow on the lake’. If it should be translated 
shadow at all, it possibly refers to shade from the sun and not part of the identity of the dead. Spell 167 CT III 

22a B3C has šwyt with a god determinative in the apparent context of making its hair for N. This coffin is the 

only version out of the ten using šwyt, other versions have HAwt, wDt and kmAw, and in none of the versions the 
sense is clear. There are no other parallel of the shadow in the same context in the Coffin Texts so perhaps the 
word refers to a different meaning. George provides a development over time in the writing of the shadow 
Schatten als Seele, 6-11. 
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iw tA pn r Dr=f Xr šwyt=i the entire earth is under my shadow 

ink Hap I am Hapy.1456 

When the shadow appears together with the bA in spells it has a more defined agency, moving and 

avoiding being seized or constrained.  

is bA=i šwyt=i Go my bA and my shadow 

mA=k ra m-Xnw xm=f so you will see Re within his shrine.1457 

Nevertheless, the shadow then lacks a certain independence from the bA and is in a large extent 

adopting features which is typical for the bA, such as unconstrained movement. One of the 

difficulties is therefore the distinction between what might be specific for the shadow and what is 

affected by the context and purpose of the spell particular for the bA. The extent of agency of the 

shadow itself is related to this problem. 

 

IV 2.1.1 The relationship of the shadows to the light 

Two spells clearly talk about the dependence of shadow on the sun. Spell 316, with the heading 

‘Becoming the fiery eye of Horus’,1458 is about the solar eye, stressing her primeval nature, her 

strength and her might. The part concerning shadows reads:  

sy pn nw n iw nTr pn What is this, at the time this god came 

n wpyt šwyt n iryt sxrw nTrw before shadows were distinguished, before the plans 

of the gods had been made?1459 

The time of distinguishing shadows are contrasted with the time before sunrise. This parallels the 

time before the emergence of the sungod and the rise of the sun every morning. In the early time of 

creation there was only darkness and it is only through the emergence of the creator god or his eye 

that the sun creates the day. It is in this context the shadows first appear, when they are able to be 

separated from the darkness through the existence of light.  

 The same theme is visible in spell 161. Here, the Field of Rushes and the gate which the sun 

passes through at the east of the sky are described. 

iw N rx(.w) nht iptw  

nty mfkAt 

N knows these two sycamores  

of turquoise, 

prr ra imy=sny between which Re goes forth  

šm{t}.ty Hr stt šwyt r sbA r iAbt pt the two having moved1460 throwing a shadow onto the 

                                                           
1456

 CT IV 142i-j. 
1457

 Spell 488 CT VI 67e-f. 
1458

 CT IV 98a. 
1459

 CT IV 101g-h. 
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gate at the east of the sky 

r bw wbn ra im onto the place where Re rises.1461 

In the Fields of Rushes there is a middle gate which is in the eastern part of the sky. By this gate two 

sycamores of turquoise stand. The sun rises in the east and when Re passes through the gate and 

passes the trees, the sycamores throw shadows on the gate, creating shadows as the sun rises.  

 From spell 316 it is apparent that shadows are not distinguished before the sunrise and also in 

iconography shadows occur in the light of the sun.1462 So it seems that even though the shadow is a 

separate part of the identity of the dead, it is still under the same physical constraints as a shadow of 

this world. This also separates it from other components of the dead, which the shadow otherwise is 

closely associated with. 

 

IV 2.1.2 Under the shadow 

Two spells in the Coffin Texts talk about the shadow of a god being cast with possible effect for the 

subject on which it was cast. 

 In spell 318 the deceased is identified with Hapy. It describes inundation and its effects on the 

land and the coming of the seasons.  

Hr-ntt rd n=i is tA pn r Drw mrr=i because this land prospers for me to the extent of my 

desire. 

pt tn r st ib=i This sky will be the place of my heart1463 

AT Ts wi which nursed and raised me 

iw tA pn r Dr=f Xr šwyt=i the entire earth is under my shadow 

ink Hap I am Hapy.1464 

 The shadow in this context might be intended as a means of protection as a shadow does against 

the burning sun, or, perhaps more likely considering the first line in this example, the influence of 

Hapy as fertilizing the land. A possible interpretation is also a parallel between the flooding of the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
1460

 Apparently feminine dual stative. It is curiously that it is the trees which move and not Re.  
1461

 CT II 388o-r. 
1462

 See for example the vignette of BoD spell 92. These are collected by Lekov, JES III, 59-60 who, however, 

comes to a different conclusion regarding the identity of the black figure, thinking it is the kA rather than the 
shadow. There are also other theories that it might represent the corpse as well as the shadow. For a summary 
see George, Schatten als Seele, 101-106. See also Englund who clearly interpret the black figure as the shadow, 
Människans Möjligheter, 137. 
1463

 Nyord interprets the lines ‘because the whole earth grows exactly <as> I wish, and this sky (grows) 

corresponding to the place of my ib’, the ib being the place for wishes and desires, Breathing Flesh, 84. No 
explanation follows of what is meant with the sky growing. 
1464

 CT IV 142f-j, B2L contains some misstakes in the first line so B7C is followed, howewer, B7C is destroyed in 
the last lines so B2L is followed there. 
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water covering the Nile valley. Unfortunately, it is the only line in the spell mentioning the shadow 

so it does not give that much information about the meaning. 

 Spell 607 is about healing with the eye of Horus. It makes reference to the creation and the 

Horus-Seth myth. This particular part is about Shu and Tefnut, and Amun is the actor referred to as 

‘the god’. 

irty=k [Hr] prt m tm šw pw Hna tfnwt your two eyes Horus, which went forth from Atum, 

are Shu and Tefnut 

bwt=sn xr a nTr Hr-xt=sn mnsA šwyt nTr xt=sn their detestation is when the hand of the god falls 

behind them, and the shadow of the god is 

ithyphallic1465 behind them 

n aq mtwt=f im=sn but his semen has not entered in them.1466 

In this context the action of the hand and shadow seem to have a negative impact since Shu and 

Tefnut detest the actions. Kees translates the part ‘der Gottesschatten sie geschlechtlich 

missbraucht’ though noting that šwyt nTr is later associated with Amun-Min and that it might have a 

connection.1467 Faulkner is probably basing his translation ‘emission’ on the phallus determinative 

and the semen mentioned in the next line. He follows Kees’ idea and thinks that the meaning of the 

sentence is to convey sexual misuse as an insult.1468 There are other examples of the shadow having 

a negative influence, for example in Wenamun1469 where the butler makes a joke about the shadow 

of the king falling on Wenamun with an indication that it is considered negative.1470 Thought he 

passage is obscure, it still has to do with the influence of the identity through the shadow. 

 There is also a Coffin Text example of the Shadow having power outside the publication of de 

Buck, in Hussein’s translation: ‘O my Wilful One(?), unite with me so that I might thrust Those-who-

cause-trembling-in-the-horizon. O my Wilful One(?), may my shades have power therein. It is 

because of me that Those-who-are-in-the-mysteries (imyw-štAw) trembled.’ This text is 

                                                           
1465

 Possible. WB gives ‘erection’ but only has one parallel, WB II, 88. Faulkner translates it ‘emission’, Coffin 
Texts, II 195, Barguet leaves it blank, Textes des Sarcophages, 67. 
1466

 CT VI 220r-t see also Kees, ZÄS, 57, 92-120 which has been used for filling in the destroyed parts in the CT 
version. 
1467

 Kees, ZÄS, 57, 110. 
1468

 Faulkner Coffin Texts, 196 n.16. 
1469

 And also in medical texts. George also gives examples of the positive effect of a god’s shadow falling upon 
a person transferring the power of the god to the subject, Schatten als Seele, 90.  
1470

 For example, Schipper, Die Erzählung des Wenamun, 83. Meltzer, JSSEA 17, 86-88. Meltzer draws a parallel 
to the passage also occurring in the CT cited above with the shadow having a sexual role. The reading of this 
passage in Wenamun has however been debated. For a summary see Jackson who himself argues that the 
butler draws a parallel between the shadow of the sunshade and the shadow of the Egyptian pharaoh. The 
later would normally have a protective role but in this time is not able to give the normal role of protection 
and that the butler therefore is mocking Wenamun without the shadow itself having a negative influence, JNES 
54, 273-286. 
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unparalleled in de Buck’s publication and so is the specific example concerning the shadow, mr=i sxm 

šwt=i im.1471 The shadows are not cast in this spell, but it is still wished that they have power. 

 In the Coffin Texts there are very few examples of the shadow being cast overall. In the 

examples above with the shadow of Hapy and Amun it certainly seems like the shadow has an 

influence on where it is cast, in contrast to spell 161 where the shadow is merely mentioned as a 

natural consequence of the sunrise. In spell 607 it seems like the shadow is acting in a specific way 

with a negative outcome and its action is paralleled to that of the hand. This indicates that the god 

can act through the shadow as well as the hand. The shadow can be a metaphor for the presence of 

what casts it, or it is like the bAw of a god, something sent out to act. The influence of the shadow 

and its action is so a clear feature of the shadow but it does not move away from the god casting the 

shadow and there are no other signs of independence in that way. 

 

IV 2.2 The bA and the shadow 

There are two main groups of spells containing information about the bA and the shadow, namely 

spells 488-500, where it occurs together with the bA, Ax and HkA, and in spells 98-104 and 413, a 

group which has been named as spells of ‘bA –sending’.1472 Both these groups primarily focus on the 

bA rather than the shadow, but the shadow and the bA frequently occur together. For example in 

spell 663 when the deceased is supported in different ways by divinities: 

xa bA šwyt nt N pn the bA and the shadow of this N appear 

in Hwt-hr by the agency of Hathor1473 

They are repeatedly coupled when concerning free movement, in the context of not being restrained 

and threatened by guardians. The bA and shadow sometimes also occur in the same location.1474  

 

                                                           
1471

 Hussein, in Thompson and Der Manuelian (eds), Egypt and Beyond, 178-179. 
1472 For ‘bA–sending’ see for example Otto, Miscellanea Gregoriana, 151-160, Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 453-459, 
Eschweiler, Bildzauber im Alten Ägypten, 214-217, and for interpretation of some elements in the texts 
without treating them as a group also Žabkar, Ba Concept, 93-101. Gee has a somewhat different and 
sometimes doubtful interpretation of the spells in Hawass (ed), Egyptology at the Dawn of the Twenty-first 
Century, 230-233. 
1473

 CT VI 289r-s.  
1474

 See under the headings of movement, threats and location. For other examples of the bA and shadow 
occurring together outside the Coffin Texts, see for example Roberson, Books of the Earth, 160-161, 165, 193, 
382-383, 412, 417, 445, Stela of Sobekhotep, Brunner, Hieroglyphische Chrestomathie, plate 11, Steindorff ZÄS 
39, 117ff. The connection between them was also observed by Birch, TSBA 8, 386-397.   
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IV 2.2.1 Treated as singular 

In these occurrences the bA and shadow can be treated collectively as singular. For example in spell 

488: 

is bA=i šwyt=i Go my bA and my shadow 

mA=k ra m-Xnw xm=f so you (sing) will see Re within his shrine.1475 

‘you’ (sing) refers to the bA and shadow as a unity of a person. In contrast, spell 413 has a passage 

when it includes the irw-form: 

sk rdi.n=k šm bA=i šm šwyt=i therefore, you have made my bA walk, my shadow walk 

šm i[r]w=i my form walk 

m rdy=sn r bw nty s pf im on their feet to the place which that man is.1476 

When together with the irw-form they are no longer referred to as a unity but use plural agreement. 

This implies a closer connection and a form of unity between the bA and shadow, as well as the two 

together with the Ax and HkA,1477 than with other forms a person might appear in.1478 In spells 488-

500 this group of components of a person is also treated as singular.1479 The other option is that the 

bA and shadow and also Ax and HkA, in these particular instances are viewed as a unity, but that this 

might not be the case in other instances. 

  

IV 2.2.2 Location 

Several texts dated later than the Coffin Texts contain similar formulas such as ‘my bA in the sky, my 

corpse in the netherworld (imHt)’.1480 A Coffin Text version of the formula places both the bA and the 

corpse (XAt) on the earth (Hr tA) and in the ground (Hrt sATw)1481, and in several other places it is stated 

that the bA belongs to the sky1482 and the corpse is in the earth.1483  The bA and shadow are here 

separated in their locations since the shadow does not move up to heaven when it occurs alone. Its 

exact location is nevertheless obscure. 

 Spell 2 contains a version of the formula including the shadow. 

                                                           
1475

 CT VI 67e-f 
1476

 CT V 242d-243a. 
1477

 Specifically in spells 488-500 as well as for example 573 and 229.  
1478

 See also Lekov, JES III, 44-45. 
1479

 For example CT VI 71k-m, VI 69a-b. 
1480

 Urk IV 484, 14. Many other examples occur, both within the morturary sphere and behond, see for 

example Kurth, GM 237, 41-47, where the bA is in the sky, the troath (which does not seem to be the most 
common part to occur in this context) in earth and the corpse in the Netherworld, and Assmann, Death and 
Salvation, 90f. 
1481

 Spell 20 CT I 56d. 
1482

 For example spell 98 CT II 92f. 
1483

 For the bA in the sky see for example spell 98 and 102; for the corpse in the earth see for example spell 304 
and 500, also see above. 
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iw wD.n gb wHm.n rwty  Geb has commanded, the double Lion has repeated 

rdi.t(w) n=T bA=T imy tA šwyt=T imyt štAw  that you be given your bA which is in the earth and 

your shadow which is in the mysterious place. 1484 

In this spell the bA is located in the earth, and both the bA and the shadow shall be given to ‘you’; 

presumably spoken to the dead person. The location of the shadow that is mentioned, the 

mysterious, hidden or secret place occurs in several other spells in the Coffin Texts. Several different 

beings or objects are in the mysterious place, such as the gods,1485 the inert ones,1486 the Great 

One,1487 the speaker identified with Re,1488 and also the private matters of the god and Thoth are in 

the secret place.1489 Judging from the context of these spells, the secret place seems to refer to a 

place belonging to the gods.1490 Furthermore it can also refer to the Netherworld in itself,1491 secret 

places in palaces, temples or heaven, the later typically in the context of astronomy.1492 štAt has also 

been connected to the iAt-mound, suggesting a burial place,1493 and in embalming Hry sštA is a word 

for the overseer of the mysteries, the priest who takes the role of Anubis.1494 So the place seems 

connected to gods, burial and the Netherworld, and in the case of spell 2, it most likely refers to a 

place in the Netherworld.  

 The most specific lines about the connection between the shadow and the body (Dt) also give 

a location for the shadow.  

In spell 493: 

ink XAt tw rmt.n n=s tm I am this corpse for which Atum wept 

qrst.n inpw which Anubis buried 

iw bA[=i n] Dt=i iw šwyt=i n a=s [my] bA [belongs to] my body, my shadow belongs to 

its side1495 

Spell 495: 

iw bA=i n Dt=f iw šwyt=i n a=s My bA belongs to its body my shadow belongs to its 

side.1496 

                                                           
1484

 CT I 8a-b. 
1485

 Spell 33, CT I 112a. 
1486

 Spell 229 CT III 294g. 
1487

 Spell 584 CT VI 200c. 
1488

 Spell 818 CT VII 17c-e. 
1489

 Spell 1099 CT VII 391c-392a, 393a. 
1490

 George connects it with the Netherworld and that the dead goes through a resurrection like Osiris, 
Schatten als Seele, 75. 
1491

 WB IV, 553 for example occurring in Sethos temple. 
1492

 WB IV, 553-554. 
1493

 Darnell, The Enigmatic Netherworld Books, 291. 
1494

 Voos, Apis Embalming Ritual, 37. 
1495

 Spell 495 CT VI 74j-i. 
1496

 Spell 495 CT VI 77d. 
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‘Its’ side is feminine and therefore most probably refers to the body (Dt). The only other option is if it 

in spell 493 would refer to the corpse (XAt) which the dead is identified with. However, spell 495 

does not have this passage, and it seems unlikely that the exact same sentence would refer to two 

different things. Consequently, this passage would then locate the bA and the shadow together by 

the Dt.1497 

 Another curious place where the shadow(?) is said to reside occurs in spell 97: 

irt Hr šd wi Hna=T Eye of Horus, take me with you, 

ptr=i bA=i šwyt=i m wpt ra1498 [so] I will  see my bA and my shadow on the forehead of 

Re1499 

Only the coffins from Meir have bA and shadow, the other versions of the spell have insignia, Xkr=T or 

Xkrt=T instead. However, all but B1Bo do use a shadow determinative. Given that most of the 

versions imply that the ornament belongs to the eye, the forehead of Re seems like an obvious place 

for it to reside, but it is not clear from the texts how this actually relates to the shadow. The coffins 

from Meir has the ownership being that of the first person and thereby makes it unclear why ‘my bA 

and my shadow’ would be on the forehead of Re.1500  

 In the formulas above which specify different locations, the bA is often said to be in the sky, a 

place where the shadow is not when it is on its own. The shadow can be connected to the sky in the 

Coffin Texts, but only when grouped together with other parts as in spells 488-500 where the bA, 

shadow, Ax and HkA occur in a context of being near the gates of the sky.1501 When the shadow occurs 

together with other parts, the location seems to be affected either by some of the other parts, or by 

the totality of the person striving to reach a particular place. In contrast to the formula above, when 

the bA and shadow are in different places, they are below treated as a unity. 

 In spell 492 the bA, Ax, HkA and shadow are connected to the sky, which is often the location of 

the bA. 

i bA =i Ax=i HkA=i šwyt=i O my bA, my Ax, my HkA and my shadow. 

wn n=k aAwy pt The doors of the sky open for you, 

snš n=k sbw Hrt the gates of heaven open for you.1502 

                                                           
1497

 For a discussion of these passages see Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 346 who prefers reading the end as ‘…its 
arm’ and concludes that the shadow has an arm. 
1498

 M3C, M28C reads di=i ptr=i bA=i šwyt=i m wpt ra. 
1499

 CT II 91d-92a. 
1500

 A different interpretation is presented by Englund who thinks that a ‘shadow ornament’ on Re’s forehead 
is a metaphor for him becoming aware of his unconscious side, the side dwelling in darkness, Människans 
Möjligheter, 139. However, this seems to take a view on the shadow in a more Jungian than Egyptian way. 
1501

 For example CT VI 71k-m. 
1502

 CT VI 71k-m. 
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Spell 497 calls out to the gods ‘who are in the sky, in the earth, in the water and in the horizon’ and 

asks them to make a path for the bA, Ax and shadow.1503 That the doors are open, in contrast to being 

close, could also be a way of expressing free movement and that the group is able to pass through to 

the desired place, in this case heaven.  

 The shadow is with the bA, Ax and HkA in the sky and with the bA by the Dt or, possibly, on the 

forehead of Re. Only in one spell in the Coffin Texts is the shadow in a different place from other 

components of a person’s identity, and then in the ‘mysterious place’. Other parts of the identity 

appear to be in different places more independently, but again considering the small number of 

spells in the Coffin Texts which mention the shadow, this might either be related to the examples 

presented or a lack of an independence of the shadow. 

 

IV 2.2.3 Movement 

One important aspect of the bA is free movement, and this seems to be something the shadow 

shares with the bA when they occur together. The bA and shadow often appear together when they 

are threatened with restriction of movement and in the opposite way, when the wished for outcome 

is free movement.  

 

IV 2.2.3.1 Movement in spells 488-500 

In spells 488-503 free movement is a major theme and it is expressed in different ways. Spell 491 

brings up many of its different aspects: 

is sp 2 bA=i Ax=i HkAw=i swyt=i Go, go my bA, my Ax, my HkAw and my shadow. 

wn n=k aA ptrty The doors of ptrty1504 are opens for you. 

sn n=k Hwt aAt The great house is open for you. 

pr hA Come and go. 

sxm=k m rdy=k You will have power in/over your leg 

n xnr=k in irw awt wsir unrestrained by those who are in charge of the limbs 

of Osiris, 

sAAw bAw nb xnrw šwywt nt mwt mwtt nb (or by) those who watch over all the bAw or those who 

restrain the shadows of all the male and female dead. 

is sp 2 bA=i Ax=i HkA=i šwyt=i Go, go, my bA, my Ax, my HkAw and my shadow. 

sxm=k m rdy=k You will have power over your leg. 

                                                           
1503

 CT VI 78f-79b. 
1504

 or ptr, a part of heaven according to WB I, 565. 
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int=k mAat n ra You will bring maat to Re.1505 

These are some of the essential themes in this group of spells: doors being open, having power in 

the legs, not being restrained and being able to pass in and out. The bA is the part of a person mostly 

connected with movement but here it is together with the other three. The four parts mentioned 

above are possibly the parts of a person being able to travel to the Netherworld why the stress on 

their movement would be plausible.  

 Yet another way of expressing the freedom of the bA, Ax, HkA and shadow is to state that they 

should be wherever they wish to be: 

wnn bA[=i nb] Ax[=i nb] šwyt=i nbt m bw 

nb1506 

[My every] bA, [my every] Ax, my every shadow shall 

be in any place 

mry=f wnn im which it may desire to be in.1507 

The group of different parts of a person is referred to as singular, here translated with ‘it’. 1508 

 The movement of the shadow in the Coffin Texts is not specified in other ways than being 

free. Elsewhere, the movement of the shadow is more specifically described, for example from the 

Book of the Dead chapter 24, where the ability of the dead, identified with Atum-Khepri, to collect 

magic is described as be done ‘more swiftly than a shadow’.1509  

 

IV 2.2.3.2 The bA -sending spells 

To be seen by that man 

In the bA -sending spells, the purpose1510 of the bA’s and shadow’s movement to ‘that man’ or ‘that 

god’, is for the bA to be seen in every place it occurs. The bA and shadow often occur together, 

without any significant difference between instances where the bA occurs alone in the same groups 

of spells. 

Spell 104  

iTt=k bA=i šwyt=i mAA sw s pf You shall take my bA and my shadow, so that that man 

will see it  

aHa[.w] xft Hr=f m bw nb ntf im standing in front of him(/his face)) in every place he is 

in1511 

                                                           
1505

 CT VI 71a-j, B3Lb. 
1506

 There are two possible options filling the lacuna, HkA might be included instead of =i nb. 
1507

 CT VI 85f–g. 
1508

 Se above. 
1509

 Papyrus of Ani plate 15, Budge, Coming Forth by Day, 121. For a discussion also see George, Schatten als 
Seele, 74. 
1510

 Stated in every spell where ‘that man’ or ‘that god’ occurs. 
1511

 CT II 111c-d. 
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later in the same spell: 

iw=i m HH wsir I am seeking Osiris 

iTt bA=i pn šwyt=i tn mA sw s pf who has taken this my bA and this my shadow so that 

that man will see him 

xft Hr=f m bw nb ntf im in front of him (/his face) in every place he is in.1512 

The one addressed to take the bA and shadow might be Horus, since he has been mentioned earlier. 

Later in the spell the speaker in first person is seeking Osiris who has taken the bA and shadow so 

‘that man’ will see the bA in every place. 

 Seeing and being in front of someone’s face indicates that the bA and the shadow are in the 

same place as ‘that man’, although this place seems to differ, since the seeing should be done in 

every place he is in. Perhaps ‘that man’ moves as well as the bA and the shadow. This fits with the 

theme of the dead continuing to live, expressed here as standing and sitting, with their senses intact 

and retaining the ability to move. 

 

The identity of ‘that man’ 

‘That man’ occurs in a number of places in these spells in the context of him seeing the bA. The 

coffins from Assiut (S) and the one from Gebelin (G) have ‘that man’ while the group from el Barsha 

(B) has, instead, ‘that god’ in every instance where it is readable.1513 Otto dates the Assiut and 

Gebelin coffins as older and therefore more ‘original’ than the el Barsha versions.1514 The B-group 

also has two lines stating ‘cause me to see you in every place which it is in’1515 and ‘may he bring the 

living one to me so that I may see him and I may send him’1516 where it is the ‘I’, the speaker, making 

the seeing.  

 Otto argues that this was a time of religious doubt where people were deprived of old 

traditions, and the official religion was uncertain. Even so, he thinks this text presents ‘eine klare, 

stark durchdachte Anschauung von der Seele’ and that while this concept of the bA continues to live 

on, only a vague expression in the form of ‘that man’ is applied for an anonymous divine power.1517 

Žabkar suggests that ‘that man’ refers to Osiris and Atum, since they are ‘man’ and ‘god’ par 

excellence.1518 Quack suggests that it is a ‘powerful divine entity’,1519 and Hussein thinks it is Re.1520 

                                                           
1512

 CT II 111 i-k.  
1513

 Spell 101, CT II 101b and 102, CT II 106a. 
1514

 Otto, Miscellanea Gregoriana, 151. 
1515

 Spell 101 CT II 98c. 
1516

 Spell 102, CT II 105g. 
1517

 Otto, Miscellanea Gregoriana, 159. 
1518

 Žabkar, Ba Concept, 100 n.70. 
1519

 Quack in Kousoulis (ed), Demonology, 149. 
1520

 Hussein, in Thompson and Der Manuelian (eds), Egypt and Beyond, 190. 
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Nyord takes a more general approach, arguing that it is a general reference to any man, in the same 

way as the lines ‘in every place he is’ as a general statement.1521 Englund interprets ‘that man’ as an 

alter ego, as an Osiris N,1522 but does not discuss the matter further.  Gee believes that the bA is sent 

to another person and that the texts have parallels in earthly practice, pointing out the equivalent 

with execration texts where the bAw of the king was sent to enemies and later dream sending.1523 He 

mainly bases this on instructions given in spell 103 of using an image of clay and inscribing it with the 

name of a man,1524 even though images of clay can have other usages as well.1525 This group of spells 

also have other instructions, for example in spell 98 which should be said over a louse,1526 but Gee 

choses not to discuss this. 

 In specific places the different coffins have different versions of the text. In spell 101 the 

coffins from el Barsha have:  

 ii sp 2 bA=i šwyt=i xr nTr pf My bA and my shadow, come, come to that god 

di mA=i Tw m bw nb ntwf im [to] cause me to see you in every place which he is 

in1527 

While the coffins from Assiut and Gebelin instead have: 

ii sp 2 bA=i pf That my bA comes, comes 

mA Tw s pf m Hr=k n anxw m bw nb ntk im so that that man will see you in your living face in 

every place he is in1528 

So the different coffins have either that man or ‘me’ to do the seeing. Žabkar uses this as an 

argument for the original meaning no longer being understood since it seems here ‘that man’ and 

the dead, the first person, are the same if both versions are to make sense together.1529 Either ‘that 

man’ is the dead, or the bA moves to be seen both by ‘that man’ in the Netherworld and by the ‘me’. 

Another alternative interpretation of the B-coffins is that the deceased is identified with Osiris, if 

‘that god’ is Osiris, and the seeing made by ‘I or ‘that god’/Osiris would then carry exactly the same 

meaning. 

 

                                                           
1521

 Nyord, Breathing flesh, 455. 
1522

 Englund, Människans möjligheter, 247. 
1523

 Gee in Hawass (ed), Egyptology at the dawn of the twenty-first century vol. 2, 230-231, Gee in Ciraola and 
Seidel (eds), Magic and Divination, 83-88. 
1524

 CT II 110l. 
1525

 See Quack’s criticism of Gee’s interpretation, in Kousoulis (ed), Demonology, 147-149. 
1526

 CT II 94a, not in red. Also in spell 100 ‘image of the foremost of the Westerners’ CT II 97i. In spell 101 the 
text is destroyed in the particular place where it specifies what the words should be said over CT II 105b. 
1527

 CT II 98b-c. 
1528

 CT II 98b-c. 
1529

 Žabkar, Ba Concept, 100 n.70. 
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IV 2.2.3.3 The bA and shadow passing by 

In spell 98 and 101 the bA and the shadow pass by together, which seems to have an influence over a 

god. Spell 98: 

in smhy xnt pr DHwty smhy=f ib n mwt mwtt 

r swAt bA=i pn šwyt=i tn Hr=f 

Is Semhy1530 in front of the house of Thoth? Then he 

will neglect the male and female dead until this my bA 

and my shadow have passed by it.1531 

Spell 101:  

in smhrw rdi-nmi(?) shm=f  ib n s pf Does Semhru-redi-nemi1532 forget  that man 

r swAt bA=i šwyt=i pn Hr=f until this my bA and my shadow pass by him?1533 

The B-group in spell 101 omits the forgetting, and continues with the man being in every place and 

stating that he lives, while the bA is in front of him until both the bA and shadow pass by. The 

statement seems to be a rhetorical question, with the meaning that the bA and shadow will pass by 

and things will not be forgotten. The context gives no obvious explanation in neither of the three 

texts where similar sentences occur.1534 Žabkar interpretation is that Semhy ‘will make forgetful the 

heart of the dead’ or ‘that man’ in the other version. The meaning would then be that the Semhy-

god would keep away a threat from the bA and shadow in the form of the dead or ‘that man’, which 

Žabkar argues is here different from the man which the bA will go to, but instead a ‘sinister being 

whom the deceased passes’.1535 Since no difference is made in the writing of ‘that man’, and 

everywhere else in this group of spells it seems to refer to the same man, it is doubtful if it is 

different here. 

 

IV 2.2.4 Threats 

In the Coffin Texts the foremost threat towards the shadow and the bA concerns restraints on its free 

movement. For example, spell 503 has a short text followed by a long after script in red with 

instructions that if a man recites this text his heart will endure in every shape, he will have the ability 

to procreate and: 

n nDr.n.Tw bA=f his bA is not grabbed 

                                                           
1530

 Some god whose name means ‘forgetter’? 
1531

 CT II 93f. 
1532

 Sehemu is probably a corruption of Semhy, followed by a participial epithet. See also Barguet, Textes des 
Sarcophages, 237. 
1533

 CT II 103b-104b only S1C, G2T. 
1534

 The third one in spell 99 CT II 95g-96a has ‘until I pass by’ thereby not mentioning the shadow in specific 
even if it of course is included in the concept of ‘I’. 
1535

 Žabkar, Ba Concept, 100, n.74. Nyord discusses the passages in relation to the ib being the container of 
knowledge, Breathing Flesh, 97-98. 
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n grg.n.Tw šwyt=f his shadow is not snared1536 

In this spell the negated threat is expressed in general and impersonal terms. Although this applies 

particularly to the shadow in the company of the bA, other parts are also a matter of concern. For 

example the corpse when it is said that it should not be restrained or wrested away.1537  

 

IV 2.2.4.1 Guardians of the Netherworld  

A more common way of expressing the danger of restriction of free movement is to ascribe the 

threat to some mysterious beings that guard the Netherworld.1538 Spells 488-500 contain a 

descriptive picture of them, stating that they are mysterious or hidden of face,1539 or unknown 

(ixmw) of their face,1540 or they are in charge of the limbs1541 and the secrets of Osiris,1542 in charge of 

the bA.1543 They are called trappers,1544 and the ones of pitchforks.1545 Their major task seems to be to 

constrain particularly the bA and the shadow of the dead.1546 Some examples are given in spell 493: 

nHmw bAw xnrw šwywt the ones who takes away bAw and restrains 

shadows1547 

These dangerous beings are described as constraining the bA and the shadow in union in spells 488-

500.1548 

 The bA and shadow are in general risk of being put in the place of execution1549 and imprisoned 

in caverns (xnrw m TpHwt).1550 In spell 491 the guardians are described in their task as those: 

sAAw bAw nb xnrw šwywt nt mwt mwtt nb who guard all bAw and constrain the shadows of all the 

male and female dead. 

but are then told: 

im=Tn sxm m xnr=i m sAt bA=i šwywt=i Ax=i 

HkA=i 

You are not to have power to restrain me and guard 

my bA, my shadow, my Ax or my HkA.1551   

                                                           
1536

 CT VI 89m-n B3L is in red in both this lines. For this spell see also Chapter II. 
1537

 Spell 493 B3L CT VI 74f B3Bo 73k. 
1538

 For more on these beings, see above, under ‘Beings being bad to the bA’. 
1539

 CT VI 491 69d, or places in another version. 
1540

 CT VI 499 83b. 
1541

 CT VI 491 69e, 491 70f, 499 83b, 500 84c, g. 
1542

 CT VI 492 72e B4C has irw bA instead. 
1543

 CT VI 493 72e. 
1544

 CT VI 493 73e, 494 75l. 
1545

 CT VI 500 84g. 
1546

 CT VI 491 70a, g, 493 73f, 494 75m-n, 500 84c-d. 
1547

 CT VI 73f. For a similar sentence see spell 494 CT VI 75m-n. 
1548

 With only one exception; on coffin B3Bo which, for the most part puts the bA and shadow together, but 
omits the shadow once, CT VI 494 75m. 
1549

 CT VI 493 73g, 494 75o. 
1550

 CT VI 494 B3Bo 76a. 
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Even though the task of the guardians is to guard the dead they will not be able to restrain the 

movement of the speakers of these spells1552 so that the bA and shadow of the coffin owner will not 

be subject to this outcome. A descriptive picture of the underworld seems to be presented where 

guardians make sure the bA and shadows which present a threat, are restrained, but let through the 

shadows of those with the right knowledge. 

 

IV 2.2.4.2 The guardians outside spells 488-500 

In three other spells, threatening beings are also mentioned in connection with the bA and the 

shadow. Spell 336 contains vital information for the dead about portals, and when talking about the 

first portal a god who swallows shadows is mentioned. The very same passage occurs in spell 335, 

although the context it is slightly different. In both spells, Atum is addressed and asked to save the 

speaker from a god who is said to live on slaughter, who is dog faced but has human skin, who is in 

charge of the windings of the Lake of Fire, and who casts the lasso but is not seen.1553 He is also one: 

am šwywt  

xnp HAtw 

who swallows shadows and steal hearts1554 

This seems to be a guardian of the portal, and the dead want to pass unharmed. In spell 335 two 

versions1555 comment upon them saying that the name of the god is ‘the one who swallows 

millions’.1556  

 In the first line of spell 535 the deceased is identified with Shu and the point most stressed is 

that the dead will not be put to the slaughter: 

n[n] sA.tw=i in sAw1557 bAw I will not be guarded by those who guard bAw 

prr bA=i šwyt=i Hr=s m hrw/// anx my bA and my shadow go out because of it1558 on the 

day of //// life1559 

The guardians are described here as those who watch bAw, yet both the bA and the shadow of the 

dead will be able to move as a result. 

 Spell 409 addresses different parts of the nšmt –bark, and contains a repetitive formula.  

Hail to you, staff of the nšmt-bark of Osiris. This N knows you in your name and 

your forms, in which you came into being. It is these beings /// which seize his bA 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
1551

 CT VI 70a-b. 
1552

 CT VI 491 70b, 70c, 492 72g, 498 81b-d, 499 83c, 500 84c, e, l. 
1553

 CT IV 311c-314c, CT IV 327k-q.  
1554

 CT IV 314b-c, 327p. 
1555

 T1Cb and M4C. 
1556

 CT IV 315d. Also compare spell 656 and 841 where the same name is used in addressing.  
1557

 The double A are probably there because of the line break. 
1558

 ‘It’ refering to a qny-cloth mentioned earlier. 
1559

 CT VI 132i-j. 
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and take away his shadow. You will bring the bA of this N to him, to his body. He 

will go abroad on the nšmt-bark of Osiris. He will go abroad on the starboard side. 

He will go up on the larboard side.1560 

This particular passage is addressed to the staff (md), of the nšmt-bark. Some passages such as this 

one, add extra information in an explanatory fashion about the divine identification of the parts. 

Here: 

xprw pw pw /// iTt bA=f nHm šwyt=f It is these beings /// which seize1561 his bA and take 

away his shadow1562 

Earlier in the spell the steering-oar has been explained as the support to Thoth, and the blades of the 

steering-oar as the tongue of Re. Perhaps this particular passage above would refer to a specific part 

of the beings, if one small part was not missing.1563  

 Threats against the shadow and bA, either general threats or coming from specific entities, 

mostly concern restriction of movement. This is expressed through constrainment (xnr),1564 

ensnarement (grg)1565 and when the shadow occurring with the bA, Ax and HkA, guard (sAw).1566 In two 

cases, gods are also being described as swallowers of shadows. These beings in the Netherworld, or 

a particular gate or a part of a boat, act as guardians letting through the shadow of the coffin owner 

but keep away the unwanted dead.  

 Both the theme of moving and the theme of threats to this free movement involve both the bA 

and the shadow. Many more instances on the same themes involve only the bA and what is foremost 

connected to the bA. On the other hand spells 488-500 also includes other components of a person’s 

identity and rather seems to express that the deceased as a whole should enjoy unrestricted 

movement, indicating that it is not only the shadow following the bA, but that the themes concerns 

more than just the bA. 

 

IV 2.2.5 Divine 

To be divine, and to be identified with different gods are fairly common themes for the bA in spells, 

though it is not that often that the shadow is specifically identified. In spell 563 different gods are 

                                                           
1560

 CT V 231k-232b. 
1561

 Though one part is missing, the interpretation that it is the beings acting is supported by similar passages in 
the same spell with the same grammatical structure.  
1562

 CT V 231n T1Cb. 
1563

 For the bA and the Dt-body in this spell, see Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 344-345, for the parts of the boat 
corresponding to the tribunals of Osiris, Willems, Heqata, 168. 
1564

 See Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 127-128. 
1565

 Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 234. 
1566

 Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 128-130.  
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mentioned, and the speaker identifies with them in different ways. For example, he walks on his feet 

like Nefertum. In this context the bA and shadow are subjects of identification: 

bA=i pw bAw the rams are my bAw 

šwywt=i pw Xnmww the Khnum-gods are my shadows1567 

The shadow is identified with Khnums and the bA with rams. In the rest of this short spell the 

purpose of identification seems to be of being among those benefitted ones who walk upright, 

breathe, and are able to see. The identification between the bA and a ram is a pun on the word bA, 

and the connection between the shadow and Khnum is probably similar.1568 Khnum is also a ram 

headed deity and his sacred animal, thereby his bA is a ram. Khnum gods can also have a genie 

function and are connected to the bA and shadow also in other instances.1569 The bA and the shadow 

are separately identified with rams and Khnums, so the strong connection between them remains, 

both by occurring in the same line and by the connection between rams and Khnum. Khnum is part 

of the list of parts of the dead in the Tomb of Amenemhet,1570 but listed individually and not in direct 

connection to the shadow.1571 Perhaps it is here just a play on the connection between the bA and 

the shadow and Khnum being a ram headed deity. However, it was common to identify with 

different gods in the Coffin Texts,1572 and perhaps the purpose is more that of identification with the 

divine rather than for any specific connections. Through death the deceased gains access to the 

world of the gods, and by identification with the gods, rather than with the unsuccessful dead, the 

deceased is associated with an enjoyable continuous life as the gods are. The exact identity might 

therefore not always be of clear importance.1573  

 

IV 2.2.5.1 Ax 

It is common that the deceased in the first person states that he or she is an Ax, or identifies with the 

divine sphere. Even though the shadow is an individual part of a person after death it is also part of 

the same being and in the example above, together with the bA, taking on the same role. The form 

the dead want to take is that of an Ax and this is often expressed through identification. Spell 413 

talks about the true form as being that of an Ax: 

mi irw=i mAa n Ax apr nTr as my true form of an equipped and divine Ax 

                                                           
1567

 CT VI 162o-p. The double plural strokes in Khnum should probably be read as the –w in the ending of the 
gods name and as plural, rather than 6 gods. Morenz, Die Zeit der Regionen, 404. 
1568

 šwyt and Xnmw, š and X are similar in pronunciation. 
1569

 See also Badawi, Der Gott Chnum, 50. 
1570

 See Chapter II. 
1571

 de Garis Davies, The Tomb of Amenemhet, plate XIX. 
1572

 For example spell 290, 298 and 301 to become any god, 276, 331, 612 Hathor, 280, 326, 1016 Horus. 
1573

 See also Chapter III and identification with different gods. 
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psD=f m ra it shines as Re1574 

Earlier in the same spell the bA and shadow are caused to be Ax.  

sAx=k1575 bA=i šwty=i You will cause my bA and my shadow to be Ax 

mA=sn ra m inw=f so they will see Re in his returning.1576 

To cause the shadow to be Ax does not have any known parallel elsewhere, but to make the bA an Ax 

occurs in the Coffin Texts1577 as well as in the New Kingdom and Ptolemaic period.1578 Examples of 

the Ax as made up by other parts of a person’s identity also occur in the Coffin Texts where the irw, 

qmA and šsA make up parts of the Ax or saH.1579 The possible intention of expressing it through three 

different terms could be to underline the significance of being an Ax or saH in every possible way. In 

this respect, the shadow can also be one of the components of the Ax, another way of expressing the 

shadow as part of the identity of the dead. 

 

IV 2.3 Summary 

The shadow is a part of a person’s identity, as well as being under the physical laws of requiring light 

to exist. After death, it is seen as in danger of being snared and restrained, implying a more physical 

nature than we might ascribe to a shadow of this world, and a distinct existence of its own. In the 

Coffin Texts, the shadow occurs most often together with other parts of the identity, as in spell 488-

500 where it is occurs with the bA, Ax and HkA. In spell 491 and 493, it is said to belong to the side of 

the Dt, but most often the shadow occurs together with the bA. This is often reflected in the majority 

of spells where it is associated with the theme of free movement and the danger of being 

constrained. However, in some spells the bA and shadow are separated in regards to their location, 

indicating an independent nature. Lines more specifically about the shadow, and thereby 

differentiating it from other parts, place it in the mysterious place,1580 and identify it with the 

personal genie or god Khnum.1581 They also speak about a time when shadows were not yet 

distinguished, defining shadows as part of the created physical world,1582 both belonging to the 

motif of the disintegrated identity, but also which require the presence of the sun for their own 

existence.  

                                                           
1574

 CT V 242a. See also under ‘irw, qmA and šsA’ below. 
1575

 S2C and S10C have Ax, the others sAx. 
1576

 CT V 240d-e. If inw can be used in this way, in this particular context, as in Gardiner, JEA 24, 124. 
1577

 CT II 110i-j. 
1578

 George, Schatten als Seele, 108. 
1579

 Spell 99 CT II 94e-f and 95f, spell 101 CT II 102c- 103a, spell 102 CT II 108b, spell 103 CT II 110 k and spell 
413 CT V 241e- 242a. 
1580

 Spell 2. 
1581

 Spell 563. 
1582

 Spell 316. 
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 In the spells where the shadow occurs on its own in the Coffin Texts, it is typically cast by a 

god or trees and perceived as the dark image, and in these cases to different extents of influencing 

what it is cast upon. In these cases, the shadow is not separated from the god or tree casting it, but 

still exercises some degree of autonomous influence over what it is cast on.1583 However, because of 

the small number of spells in the Coffin Texts containing the shadow, it is difficult to distinguish a 

clear nature regarding this from this corpus alone.  

 In the company of the bA they are both coming and going, the shadow being presented more 

directly as being an independent part of a person’s identity. This presents two different perceptions 

of the shadow, related in concept but slightly differently presented. The shadow of the living or of 

gods, even as an image, could affect people on its own behalf, thereby having an extended agency 

comparing to a simple image. There is therefore not a clear separation between the two perceptions 

but rather different degrees of the shadow’s momentarily influence and actions. The independent 

movement to different places is closer connected to the independence of different parts of a 

person’s identity after death, than specifically connected to the shadow. 

The Egyptian shadow is in some ways very different to the shadow in other cultures. It is not 

a cold and threatening ghost concept, and it does not seem to be the same representation of the 

dead person as is found, for example, in Greek culture. Though there are some example of the cast 

shadow having a negative influence, it might as well be positive, and it is not restricted to the dead. 

 Considering the large amount of Coffin Texts and the relatively small amount of instances the 

shadow is mentioned in relationship to other parts, it seems that it was not of great concern at this 

date. This might reflect the shadow as not being well defined or playing a less important part in the 

mortuary  literature. It might also be the case that themes connected to the shadow were expressed 

by other means. If there are no obstructions in the way of the dead or of the dead’s bA travelling 

through the Netherworld, then the shadow should also be able to make it through, since it would be 

in the nature of a shadow to follow, being a reflection of its owner.  

 

 

                                                           
1583

 Spell 318. 
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IV 3 The corpse  

For the corpse, XAt,1584 there are two major themes. One concerns the daily cycle of the corpse being 

in the tomb and being visited by the bA during the night.  The other theme is the treatment of the 

corpse, for example to be wept for and buried, and to avoid putrefaction. 

 

IV 3.1 The writing of XAt 

In the majority of cases where XAt occurs in the Coffin Texts, 1585  it is followed by plural strokes. 

When the speaker talks about his own corpse, it should refer to one corpse and not that the speaker 

has more than one corpse. This can also be seen where other parts of a person’s identity is written in 

singular: 

1586         

ib and Xt are in singular so also XAt must refer to a single unity since the speaker talks about his own 

corpse . Therefore, the corpse seems to be treated as singular, though written in plural in Egyptian.   

 

IV 3.2 The corpse being in a healthy state 

The destiny of the corpse is decay if it is not prevented. In the Coffin Texts the opposite, positive 

outcome is described in a number of ways. Spell 155 describes the speaker as a great embalmer who 

knows exactly what to do to during Stundenwachen.  

ink mH s(y) I am the one who completes it 

wr r rxt n greater than the knowledge of  

the embalmer in front of this house. wt m xnt r pr pn 

                                                           
1584

 See Nyord, Breathing flesh, 342-344, Žabkar, Ba concept, 106-112, Englund, Människans Möjligheter, 54-
61, Assmann in Assmann and Assmann, Schleier und Schwelle II, 15-41. 
1585

 About ⅚, counting all spells where XAt occurs and also different versions of the same spells. 
1586

 Spell 304, CT IV 57f-g. 
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iw rx.ki HDt xnt XAt m a inp I know what is missing from the corpse in the hand of 

Anubis,1587 

In this way the speaker takes care of the embalming, and is able to do what is necessary to preserve 

the corpse. 

 

IV 3.2.1 Weeping and burial 

Mourning is a natural part of the process of burial. Weeping for the corpse is shown clearly in two 

spells. Spell 819: 

iw awt=i m ra My limbs are Re 

hA=f r iwnw r rmt XAt=f he goes to Heliopolis to weep for his corpse.1588 

Spell 493: 

n hp.t(w) xnr.t(w) XAt=i My corpse will not be wrested away or restrained. 

ink XAt tw rmt.n n=s tm I am this corpse for which Atum wept, 

qrst.n inp which Anubis buried.1589 

Since the corpse is motionless, it is unusual that the threats against it are hp and xnr. The group of 

spells to which this belong are focused on the bA and other parts of the identity having unrestrained 

movement. Nyord therefore interprets the passage as the restraining refers to the access of the bA 

to the corpse, and not regarding the corpse itself.1590  

 In spell 296, N enjoys free movement and is also said to be pure and without evil. While the 

spell so far has been written with sDm=f  it changes in the two last sentences to stative and sDm.n=f, 

indicating that what has been going on in the major part of the spell has now come to a result:  

mk N iw.w sxr.n N xftyw=f tp tA See, N has come, N has felled his enemies upon earth. 

XAt N sqrs.ti N’s corpse is buried.1591 

 

IV 3.2.2 Breathing 

The corpse is given back its functions again through the Opening of the Mouth ceremony.1592 There 

are also a few Coffin Text lines which have a similar theme. 

Spell 770 has as its first line: 

ssn Xrd To cause a child to breathe.1593 

                                                           
1587

 CT II 298/299c-300/301b. 
1588

 CT VII 19h-i. 
1589

 CT VI 74f-h B3L. In the other version on B3Bo it only says the corpse will not be restrained CT VI 74k. 
1590

 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 343-344. 
1591

 CT IV 49r-s. 
1592

 Otto, Das Ägyptische Mundöffnungsritual. 
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The short spell deals with walking upright and breathing. A parallel is probably set up between the 

newborn and the reborn to make it breathe.1594 The second line of the spell concerns the corpse: 

ink bA imntt smti XAt bš.n Hr Ts pXr I am the ram of the West, the smti of the corpse, 

Horus has exhaled and vice versa.1595 

In this sentence there are a number of uncertainties. For smti Faulkner and Barguet both suggest the 

meaning to be helping, or care for the corpse.1596 bš, normally means spit, pour or vomit.1597 

However, in spell 76 it is followed by the word tAw and must also be of the meaning of ‘breath’ or 

‘exhale’: bš=k TAw tp r šw.1598 The first line of spell 770 ‘To cause a child to breathe’, could imply that 

bš could have the same meaning here. In the continuation of the spell there is a certain interchange 

between the speaker and Horus. The speaker is able to go upright as Horus goes upright and even if 

Horus goes upside down the speaker can go upright. Perhaps Horus exhaling and ‘vice versa’ could 

have to do with resuscitation as an active method of making a child to breath. In either case, the 

spell has to do with the function of the corpse and the continuous function, as parallel to the 

function of the newborn where breathing is a presumption for life. 

 

IV 3.2.4 Watched over 

Beyond process of mourning and burial and resurrection, the corpse still needs to be taken care of. 

The wellbeing of the coffin owner is described in spell 44. 

anx n=k wnn [mw n]=k wDA n awt=k Life belongs to you, there shall be [water for] you, and 

wellbeing for your limbs. 

rs.ti Hr XAt=k You have guarded your corpse.1599 

 

IV 3.2.5 Not being destroyed 

At this point the condition of the corpse is also partly in the hands of the gods. In spell 73 Isis and 

Nephthys takes care of the corpse: 

xw=sn sbA HwAAt=k r tA m rn=k pw n sbA 

smaw 

They prevent your putrefaction dripping to the ground 

in this your name of Jackal of Upper Egypt. 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
1593

 CT VI 405a. 
1594

 Eyre, in Mouton and Patrier (eds), Life, Death, and Coming of Age in Antiquity, forthcoming. 
1595

 CT VI 405b. 
1596

 Faulkner suggests ‘helper’ from sm to help, Coffin Texts II 301 n.2. Barguet translates it ‘qui prend soin (?) 
du corpse’ Textes des Sarcophages, 252. 
1597

 WB I, 477-478. 
1598

 CT II 12h. 
1599

 CT I 182b-c. 
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xw=sn Dw sT(y) XAt=k r tA m rn=k  pw n Hr 

XAty 

They prevent the smell of your corpse rotting1600 into 

the ground in this your name of Horus and Khaty.1601 

This is also visible in spell 822 which has the heading: 

[r r tm rdiw]1602 sby XAt m tA [Spell for not letting] the corpse perish in earth1603 

The spell itself is unfortunately destroyed in many places, but what can be extracted from it is that 

different parts of the body, such as tooth, throat, hair, and phallus are identified with different 

deities in a divinisation of the limbs.1604 Concerning the corpse itself it is just said:   

nn HwA XAt im tA the corpse will not rot in the earth1605 

The identification of different parts with deities makes them divine and functional, and most 

important for the corpse is the preservation. 

 

IV 3.2.6 Daily cycle 

In spell 703 the speaker identifies himself with a bird.1606 He also says he is:  

sDr Hr XAt=f mrr=f one who sleeps on his corpse as he wishes.1607 

Without mentioning of the bA, the picture seems to be the same, with the bird accompanying the 

corpse during the night. 

 The same theme cyclical theme is seen in spell 746 where the speaker says: 

wnwn=i Hr tp XAt=i m inw I walk to and fro upon my corpse in Heliopolis 

Hr-ntt N ra Hr(y)-tp rxyw because N is Re at the head of mankind1608 

This is an early example of the dead envisaged as Re who visits his corpse in Heliopolis and leaves 

again.1609  

 

                                                           
1600

 Literary ‘being bad’. 
1601

 CT I 304b-d. 
1602

 CT VII 22, n.6. 
1603

 CT VII 22p. 
1604

 Altenmüller, LÄ, 624-627. 
1605

 CT VII 23a. 
1606

 CT VI 334i. 
1607

 CT VI 335j =f is probably a mistake for =i since the rest of the spell is in first person and also this sentence 
should refer to the speaker.  
1608

 CT VI 376e-f. See also spell 819 above. 
1609

 See Assmann, Death and Salvation, 92-93, for the Osiris-Re mysteries 186-191 and Assmann in Assmann 
and Assmann (eds), Schleier und Schwelle II, 21. 
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IV 3.3 bA-XAt 

The bA and the corpse have a relationship of interdependence in the Coffin Texts.1610 The static 

condition of the corpse contrasts the moveable bA. A cycle separates them during the day and unites 

them during the night. 

 

IV 3.3.1 Separated  

A number of passages assert that the bA shall be far away from the corpse. Spell 94 has the heading: 

sHr bA r XAt  Causing the bA to be away from the corpse,  

kt mdAt nt prt m hrw another book of going forth in the day1611 

The bA shall be able to move freely during the day and not be with the corpse in the grave.1612 This is 

expressed in a number of spells. For example: 

n sA.n.t[w] bA=i Hr XAt=i My bA will not be restrained (guarded) on my 

corpse1613 

A sentence with similar content occurs in spell 5001614 and 493 has a strange, possibly corrupt 

version. In this spell the two coffins have different versions: 

bA=i Hr.ti r XAt smA it=i1615  O my bA, be far from the corpse1616 which my father 

slew. 

or or 

Hr.ti bA=i r xftyw smA it=i1617 My bA, be far from the enemies who my father slew. 1618 

Normally the bA shall be far away from the corpse belonging to the same person. However, the 

corpses here are not defined as belonging to the speaker. Since the other coffin has ‘enemies’ and 

                                                           
1610

 See Žabkar, Ba concept, 106-112, Harrington, Living with the Dead, 6, Assmann, Death and Salvation, 91, 
95-96,  Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 342-344, Barbotin, RdE 63, 6, Janak, SAK 40, 145, Englund in Teeter and Larson 
(eds), Gold of Praise, 101, Barbash, Papyrus of Padikakem, 48. Also compare the way it is expressed in Books of 

the Earth: ‘Atum and Shu, they unite with him, their bAw having flown after Re, their corpses having remained 
in their place.’ Books of the Earth, 348-349, see also similar passages 335-337, 353, 354, 362, 372, 388 also 
passages such as ‘their corpses being established in their places, eternally.’, 340, provides an image of the 
corpses static condition after death. At the same time their relationship is remained, for example ‘…and cause 

your ba to rest upon your corpse!’, 329. For the bA and corpse related to Re and Osiris, Assmann, Egyptian 
Solar Religion, 57-62, 137, Death and Salvation, especially 186-191, Hornung, Conceptions of God, 93-96. 
1611

 CT II 67a B1C, b B1C and B1L. 
1612

 Te Velde in Kippenberg, Kupier and Sanders (eds), Concepts of Person, 92. 
1613

 Spell 333, CT IV 178m. 
1614

 CT VI 84e-f. 
1615

 B3L. 
1616

 Or corpses. XAt seems to be a collective concept. It is therefore hard to tell here if it should refer to a 
singular corpse or corpses in plural. 
1617

 B3Bo. 
1618

 CT VI 73c. Though the passage could equally be translated ‘the enemies who slew my father’. However, 
then it does not parallel B3L. 
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the father has slain them, it seems like there are some rightfully slain people, which the bA should 

avoid. Another option is a corruption caused by association, the bA shall be far from the corpse and 

enemies should be slain. Posener provides examples where enemies are inserted to avoid writing 

out that an evil act is committed against a god.  It has also been pointed out that in different 

versions of a text one may have a name of a god and one xftiw.1619 Goebs interpret ‘enemies’ in the 

decree of Nubkheperre-Antef in the temple of Coptos to be sacrificial animals which are called 

enemies i.e. Seth.1620 

 During the day, the bA and the corpse have different locations. The bA is most often located in 

the sky. Spell 44 has: 

xnt=k msktt xdy=k manDt May you sail south in your night-bark, may you sail 

north in your day-bark. 

sip=k bA=k m pt Hrt May you assign your bA in the upper sky, 

iwf=k XAt=k m iwnw your flesh and your corpse in Heliopolis.1621 

Through sailing the sky it is made sure that the bA is counted in among the ones in the boat, being in 

the upper sky while the flesh and corpse are in Heliopolis.  

 

IV 3.3.2 Unified  

In spell 20 the bA is on earth (Hr tA) and the corpse on the ground (Hrt sATw).1622 Spell 304: 

XAt=i m tA My corpse is in the earth, 

n rm=i s[y] I have not mourned it. 

iw bA=i Hna=i   My bA is with me, 

n wA=f r=i it is not far from me.1623 

In this example it is left open where exactly the speaker is when he says that his bA is with him. The 

examples where the bA and the corpse are under ground, reflect their position in the grave.1624 In 

spell 229 is clearly expressed that this concerns nighttime: 

sDr bA rs Hr XAt=i The bA will spend the night watching over my 

corpse1625 

In spell 44 it is also said that the dead has watched over the corpse1626 and it later continues:  

                                                           
1619

 Posener, ZÄS 96, 30-35. 
1620

 Goebs, JEA 89, 27-37. 
1621

 CT I 184g-185b. 
1622

 CT I 56d. 
1623

 CT IV 57g-j 
1624

 Žabkar interpret this as a sign of the growing ‘Osirisation’ of the mortuary religion where also the bA is 
underground, Ba Concept, 110-111. 
1625

 CT III 296i. 
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ib n bA=k sxA=f XAt=k The heart of your bA, it will remember your corpse 

smar=f swHt qmAt Tw that it make fortunate the egg which created you.1627 

The ib-heart being the place for thoughts and memory, the sentence states that the heart of the bA 

shall remember the corpse. In the daily cycle of the bA moving away from the corpse, it must still 

return to it and thereby remember it and its location. The bA shall make the egg, a metaphor for the 

corpse, fortunate. The image is that of the immovable corpse as a shell for the constant renewal of 

the cycle. Since the bA leaves the corpse renewed every morning it also contains a reference of the 

bA as a bird leaving the egg. 

 In spell 242 the title is ‘Spell for opening a portal for the bA.’1628 The speaker is then identified 

with Thoth: 

ink DHwty in mAat swDA wDAt m pr rwty I am Thoth who brings maat, who heals1629 the 

wedjat-eye in the house of the double lions. 

wn n=i mA=i XAt=i Open for me, so that I may see my corpse. 

ink bA anx I am a living bA.1630 

The location of the portal is related to the location of the corpse since the bA will be able to see the 

corpse as a result of the portal being open. Possibly, the identification with Thoth in his aspect of 

healing and doing maat, also has to do with the regeneration as a result of the unification of the bA 

and the corpse. Willems presents two, in his own opinion equally inelegant, interpretations of whom 

the corpse belongs to in these lines. The first would be an unknown person who’s corpse is in the 

care of Thoth, and thereby ‘Thoth’s corpse’. In the second option he suggests a ‘split personality’ of 

the deceased where he is both Thoth and the corpse which he cares for.1631 In either case, it does 

show the relationship between the bA and the corpse, and the necessity for the bA to reach the 

corpse. 

 This interdependence is also expressed in spell 75, in a passage which has been translated 

quite differently by different Egyptologists: n ns.n bA=i Hr XAwt=i1632 This statement comes in between 

sentences about how the bA was created and how the bA should not be restrained. Žabkar translates 

the passage ‘For the sake of my corpse, my ba shall not burn’.1633 Willems, following A1C, translates 

the passage ‘it will <not> burn over my corpse’, and the potential burning to be the guardians which 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
1626

 CT I 182c. 
1627

 CT I 182f-g. 
1628

 CT III 327a. 
1629

 Three versions actually have leg determinatives while only one has a papyrus. 
1630

 CT III 327b-d. 
1631

 Willems, Heqata, 267. 
1632

 CT I 362c, see also 395c. Some versions has n ns=f Hr XAt=i or n ns.n=f Hr XAt=i in 362c. 
1633

 Žabkars, Ba Concept, 106 and n.105. 
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protects the corpse with torches.1634 Nyord interprets ns as ‘flame’, and preferring a different variant 

of the passage, he provides the translation ‘but its flame is not on my corpse’. The flame would have 

to do with the sexual aspect of the bA.1635 It is in either case clear that the burning, or flame, should 

not cause any damage so that the bA can freely access the corpse. 

 In spell 45 they shall both rejoice: 

Ha bA=k m AbDw May your bA rejoice in Abydos.1636 

rš XAt=k imyt wart May your corpse which is in the district be happy. 

Ha wt m st=f nbt May the embalmed one rejoice in every place of 

his.1637 

The bA and corpse of the dead are here identified with those of Osiris, so that he rejoices in every 

sacred place that Osiris is in.1638  

 There are several later texts which rubrics and content concerns bringing the bA to the body. 

Book of the Dead spells 89, 91 and 92 all concern the bA to rest on the corpse, to join it, or to open 

the tomb for the bA. Also some of the Books of Glorifications focus on the same subject.1639 

 There are mainly two types of expression about the bA and corpse in the Coffin Texts. Either 

that the bA should be far from the corpse, or that the bA should watch over the corpse. This reflects 

the daily cycle of the bA. It travels freely during the day and in the sky like Re. During the night it is 

with the corpse in the grave, which is then paralleled with Osiris.1640 The corpse and the bA are polar 

opposites, the corpse being in the closest dead, immovable, and human, while the bA is mobile, living 

and divine.1641 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1634

 Willems, Heqata, 474 and 309. 
1635

 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 443. See also CT II 18a-d. 
1636

 B10Cc and B1Y have ‘May your heart rejoice in Abydos.’ 
1637

 CT I 198b-d. 
1638

 See earlier footnotes for the Osiris-Re unification. 
1639

 Schneider in Berger, Clerc and Grimal (eds), Hommanes à Jean Leclant 4, 356-362. 
1640

 Assmann, Death and Salvation, for example 105-106, Solar Religion, 137, Hornung, Conceptions of Gods, 
93-96. 
1641

 Loprieno, in Guksch, Hoffmann and Bommas (eds), Grab und Totenkult, 219. 
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IV 4 The bA and irw –form 

In a few examples in the Coffin Texts the bA and the irw occur together, or are exchanged in different 

versions of the same spell. While an argument has been put forward that the bA can function as a 

parallel to irw and also have the meaning ‘form’ in two spells, 1642 the two concepts are clearly also 

very different. 

 

IV 4.1 The bA and irw occurring together  

Spell 95 starts with a description of the guardians who watch the gate. The speaker says: 

pr=i m hrw I will go out in the day 

m bA=i m irw=i m hrw as my bA, as my irw-form by day.1643 

The name is lost but the spell presents a short description of a person going out as his bA and also his 

irw-form. Spell 96 contains a similar sentence.1644 In this spell the dead is identified with the bA of 

Osiris who says:  

pr(=i) m hrw nk=i im=f I will go out into the day so I may have sex by means 

of it. 

pr=i bA=i m irw=i I will go out, my bA as my irw-form1645 

In the rest of the spell only the bA occurs when Osiris is told to have sex by means of it.1646  

 In spell 312 ‘To become a divine falcon’1647 the dead is identified with the bA of Horus. In the 

beginning Osiris speaks and calls for Horus to come to him. Among other things he says to Horus: 

mAn=k irw=i You will see my irw-form. 

sqAy=k bA=i   You will exalt my bA.1648 

Instead of agreeing to come to Osiris, Horus says to Osiris:  

mAw irw=k Ds=k See your irw-form yourself,   

sqd bA=k shape your bA.1649 

                                                           
1642

 By Faulkner about the bA in spells 312 and 1033, Faulkner explains his translation in Coffin Texts I, 232 n.2.   
1643

 CT II 73b-74a. 
1644

 For this spell, see also under bA and procreation. 
1645

 CT II 80b-c, B3L. The versions differ. B1Ca pry=i bA=i m irw=i, B1L pr=i bA=i irw=i, M3C pr.n=i m bA=f m irw=f, 
M28C pr///bA=f m irw///. Except from M3C it seems like the bA is as the irw or equal to the irw. B1C also adds ‘in 
the day and I will have sex by means of it’ CT II 80d. 
1646

 CT II 77a-b,78d, 79c-80b. 
1647

 CT IV 68a. 
1648

 CT IV 68f-69a, T1C.  
1649

 CT IV 71e-f. 
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Perhaps Horus refuses to go to Osiris, or perhaps he cannot reach the place where Osiris is, because 

Horus instead sends a messenger and describes him:  

 ir.n=i irw=f m irw=i <šmt=f  m>1650 šmt=i I have made his irw-form as my irw-form, <his journey 

as> my journey 

šm=f iwt=f r Ddw saH.w m bA=i so that he goes and he comes to Djedu being saH-ed as 

my bA.1651 

In three different sentences in spell 312 irw-form and bA occurs together.  

 

IV 4.2 The bA and irw used as parallels? 

Spell 312 was translated by de Buck1652 and he did not attempt to translate bA but kept the Egyptian 

word. In contrast, Faulkner is of the opinion about the bA that ‘it is clear from the context, has rather 

the meaning of ‘form’ or ‘shape’’.1653 In this way he seems to think that the irw and the bA occur as 

parallels, and that the interchange here is a way of expressing how the messenger takes the form of 

Horus, so that bA and irw are synonyms. However, later on in the spell, the messenger also explains 

the purpose of taking the role of Horus’ bA:  

saH.n wi Hr m bA=f Horus has saH-ed me as his bA 

ir iT=i xrt=f n wsir r dwAt so that I may take his affairs to Osiris, to the 

Netherworld1654 

Horus is asked to go to Osiris but Horus cannot, or does not wish to, go into the Netherworld. This 

probably reflects the two different Afterlives, the sky and the Netherworld. While the sun travels the 

sky by day and goes into the Netherworld during the night, Osiris does not move up to the sky. In a 

similar way, Horus can fly to the sky as a falcon but he does not travel into the Netherworld.1655 The 

bA on the other hand, has the cycle of moving between the corpse, Osiris in the Netherworld, and 

the living during the day. A bA is therefore a form that naturally moves between this world and the 

other. The irw-form in this context might be another way of describing what the dead has been 

changed into in order to reach Osiris. When the messenger speaks the first time, he says that he is 

                                                           
1650

 Compare with B6C. Even if D1C in general is more reliable it seems like this part has been left out while it 
exists in B6C. 
1651

 CT IV 74a-b D1C. 
1652

 De Buck, JEA 35, 87-97. 
1653

 Faulkner, Coffin Texts I, 232 n.2. Faulkner also makes the same choice of translation in spell 1033 CT VII 

267c then referring to spell 312 for the same reason. The sentence then is Ax m bA=f which he then translate 
‘power is in his shape’ Coffin Texts III, 129.  
1654

 CT IV 76i-77a D1C. 
1655

 See for example Posener, Le Papyrus Vandier, 39-97. 
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the bA of Horus, as above. When the Double lions come into the conversation and ask him how he 

will be able to reach Osiris they say: 

isT Tw aprw.ti m irw Hr when you are equipped in the irw-form of Horus.1656 

 In spell 312 there is a difference in the way of expression about the bA and the irw-form. While 

the messenger is saH-ed with the bA of Horus1657 Horus has made his irw-form1658 and the Double 

lions says that the messenger is equipped in the irw-form.1659 When the most reliable version of this 

spell has ended,1660 B6C also states that this N is in his own irw-form.1661 Nowhere in this spell is the 

messenger saH-ed with the irw-form, which might indicate that there is some kind of difference 

between irw and bA, in which the bA is more prestigious, or more functional.  

 

IV 4.3 irw, saH and bA 

Spell 317 is a xprw-spell where the dead is identified with Hapy in his seasonal role of flooding. It 

puts a stress on his primeval nature and also relationship to other gods who pay him their respect. 

Repeatedly in spell 317 the dead identifies himself with Hapy, often with the words: 

mAA=sn1662 wi m saH=i n Hp They (the gods) see to me in my saH of Hapy.1663 

One alternative occurs once: 

n xsf=i m irw=i n Hp I have not been opposed in my irw-form of Hapy.1664 

 where saH is exchanged with irw-form. The same exchange between saH and irw can be seen in two 

different versions: 

S1P(, S2C): n xnr=i m saH=i1665 n Ax apr 

 

(S1C,) B2L: n xnr=i m irw=i1666 n Ax apr 

I have not been restrained in my saH of an equipped Ax 

 

I have not been restrained in my irw-form of an 

equipped Ax 1667 

S1P, and probably S2C, have saH while S1C and B2L have irw-form. The same is done with the bA and 

irw where different coffins choose different words: 

                                                           
1656

 CT IV 77d, D1C is slightly destroyed but B2Bo fills the gap. 
1657

 CT IV 74b, 76i, 81k, 85i. 
1658

 CT IV 74a. 
1659

 CT IV 77d. 
1660

 For a discussion about this see de Buck JEA 35, 87-97. 
1661

 CT IV 82h B6C. 
1662

 The second n here is most probably an error for plural strokes. 
1663

 CT IV 121h, B2L. 
1664

 CT IV 119d. 
1665

 Though the =i is not there in S1P, it also has a line break at that particular place, S2C seems to have it 

though the last part of the saH is destroyed. 
1666

 The =i in S1C but not B2L. 
1667

 CT IV 119e. 
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S1P, B2L:1668in ra ir wi m bA=f 

S1C: in ra ir wi m irw=f 

It was Re who made me as his bA. 

It was Re who made me as his irw-form.1669 

Again, the same coffin which had irw instead of saH now has irw instead of bA. However, coffin B2L 

which in 119e also had irw instead of saH now has bA in the last sentence.  

 In spell 317 the irw -form is also in a location where the bA normally is: 

irw=i m pt My irw-form is in the sky.1670 

This might simply indicate that the irw-form can be in the sky as well as the bA and might not 

indicate a relationship between them. 

 Comparing the terms, irw is a more broad term. The dead can be in the irw of a bA but not in 

the bA of an irw. irw can therefore describe the bA, or be a component of the bA. In the same sense bA 

can belong to a particular individual so that in spell 312, the messenger being the bA of Horus is a 

description of the messenger. At the same time, in particular contexts they might have closely 

related meanings, where the bA can be interpreted as the manifestation of a being which is possible 

why Faulkner choose to interpret bA in this spell to mean ‘form’. However, it is likely to have a more 

particular meaning because of the nature of the bA. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1668

 S2C is destroyed in this particular place but de Buck notes that it is a bird. About coffin S1P de Buck also 

notes that it is difficult to tell sA from bA which would in that case also be a possible version of the sentence. 
1669

 CT IV 119f. 
1670

 CT IV 111h. 
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IV 5 irw, qmA, šsAw 

In five spells similar sentences occur. The preceding context is the same in all examples. The speaker 

(in first person), addresses the bA (as second person) and tells the bA to move so ‘that man’ 1671 may 

see the bA in every place ‘that man’ is: 

m irw=i m qmA=i mAa <n>Ax anx in my form and my true shape of a living Ax.1672 

m irw=i m qmA=i m šsAw=i mAaw nw Ax anx in my form and in my shape in my true essences of a 

living Ax.1673  

m irw=i m qmA=i m šsAw=i m irw=i mAa n saH 

nTr1674 

in my form, in my shape and my essence in my true 

form of a divine saH.1675 

m qmA=i m irw=i m šsAw=i in my shape, in my form, in my essence.1676 

m qmAw=i m šsAw=i m irw=i mAa n Ax apr nTr in my shape, in my essence in my true form of an 

equipped and divine Ax.1677 

iar n Hr=f m irw n Ax Draw near to his face in the form of an Ax.1678 

 Though in a different context, a similar sentence occurs in spell 93. The spell is for going out 

into the day. 

isT wi pr.kw m hrw pn for I have gone out in this day 

m irw=i mAa n Ax anx in my true form of a living Ax.1679 

 

IV 5.1 Meaning of the words 

The three words listed together in this group of spells: qmA, irw and šsA seem to have overlapping 

meanings. irw is a fairly common term for form, shape of a person or an object, often used in 

combination with attributes (irw m …)1680 and is frequently used in this sense in the Coffin Texts.  

qmA has a root meaning of ‘create’ and is also commonly translated as ‘form’, ‘shape’, but exclusively 

                                                           
1671

 See above, 4.2. 
1672

 Spell 99 CT II 94f. 
1673

 Spell 99 CT II 95f. 
1674

 Only S1C and G2T. De Buck notes that there is not enough room for the passage on the other coffins, CT II 
102 n.2. 
1675

 Spell 101 CT II 102c- 103a. 
1676

 Spell 102 CT II 108b. 
1677

 Spell 413 CT V 241e- 242a. 
1678

 Spell 103 CT II 110 k. 
1679

 CT II 66a-b, B2Bob. 
1680

 WB I, 113. 
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of beings and not objects1681 and it occurs in a more limited number of spells in the Coffin Texts1682 

than irw. It is used in the following spells: 

Spell 320 when Hapy describes himself:  

ink aA bA xnty m xrw I am the Great one, a bA foremost on affairs 

Hr-tp nTr imy-ib n nb nTrw aA qmA on behalf of the god, favoured of the lord of the gods, 

great of shape,1683 

Spell 335. In this particular part of the spell Atum is addressed: 

nm=k wi m-a nTr pw May you save me from this god 

anx m xryt who lives by slaughter, 

nty Hr=f m Tsm whose face is (like that of) a dog, 

The next sentence occurs in different versions: 

inm=f m rmT1684 

qmA=f m rmT1685 

whose skin is (like that of) people. 

whose shape is (like that of) people.1686 

Only one version uses qmA instead of skin in the description of the dangerous god. If it is an 

overlapping meaning between the versions, it might indicate that in this case it is a shape in the 

sense of physical appearance. 

Spell 513. 

pry=i iTy=i qmA n inp I will go up and I will take possession of the shape of 

Anubis1687 

None of the above examples gives much information about the nature of the word. Outside this 

corpus, qmA also occurs most commonly in combination with other similar words such as qd, irw and 

xprw.1688  

 sšA, šsA or sšsA1689 differs more in meaning from the first two and occurs in a very limited 

number of spells in the Coffin Texts.1690 The root sense is something like ‘experience’, ‘competence’, 

‘wisdom’, ‘skill’1691 or ‘character’, ‘essence’.1692 Faulkner translates the word with ‘wisdom’ while 

                                                           
1681

 WB V, 36. 
1682

 Spells 99, 101, 102, 320, 335, 413, 513. 
1683

 CT IV 144 f-g. 
1684

 All other versions. 
1685

 M4C. 
1686

 CT IV 312b-313b. 
1687

 CT VI 98c. 
1688

 WB V, 36. 
1689

 Perhaps also šsr, see WB IV, 543. 
1690

 Spells 99, 101, 102, 132, 312 and 413. In spell 383 it occurs but as šsAw ipn ‘diese Anweisungen’ WB IV, 
554, 14. It is also followed by ‘of the house’ so has nothing to do with the identity of the dead. 
1691

 WB IV, 543. 
1692

 van der Molen, Dictionary of Egyptian Coffin Texts, 630. 
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Barguet tends to translate it with ‘essence’1693 in the same spells. There are only two other examples 

where šsAw occurs in the Coffin Texts. Even though the same word might be used for translation, the 

meaning in the four spells above seems quite particular compared with other contexts. 

 In spell 312 the context is that of the deceased being able to move into the Netherworld, the 

gates are open and he himself has the abilities needed, among them: 

dy šsAw N pn the skill of this N has been established.1694  

This particular passage is thus only part of a long list and does not say much about the particular 

word in itself.  

 In spell 132 the šsAw is also given to the deceased but here it is power. 

iw rdi n=i wsr m šsAty1695 Power is given to me as skill.1696 

None of the contexts, in spell 312 or 132, indicates that šsAw would be a component of the dead but 

rather something external which the deceased is able to benefit from. It is also notable that the šsAw 

in these two examples are given to the dead rather than being something which the dead already 

possess, which seems to be the case when šsAw is put together with irw and qmA above.  

 In relationship to other possible translations of šsAw, perhaps it carries the meaning of 

something achieved, or given, rather than a constant form, as irw and qmA. However, judging from 

this particular context, qmA, irw and šsA are probably meant to have a very similar meaning, perhaps 

used as synonyms to express different forms. 

 

IV 5.2 Forms of Ax/saH 

In these group of spells, the different forms always occur with the suffix =i defining them as 

belonging to the speaker. irw, qmA and šsA are followed by ‘of a living/divine Ax/saH’ while spell 102 

excludes what the forms are forms of. These three words, with similar meaning, seem to be different 

forms which make out parts of the Ax or saH. The possible intention of expressing it through three 

different terms could be to really underline the significance of coming as an Ax or saH in every 

possible respect.  

 

                                                           
1693

 In spell 99, 102 and 413.  
1694

 CT IV 85j. 
1695

 G2T. 
1696

 CT II 154b. 
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IV 5.3 Transformation from a bA to Ax/saH 

The speaker defines the forms as well as his bA as belonging to him. Still, the bA is directly addressed 

and commanded: 

is sp 2 bA=i mA Tw s pf Go, go my bA so that that man will see you. 

aHa.t(i) xft Hr=f m bw nb ntf im Stand in front of him in every place he is in. 

iar n Hr=f m irw n Ax Draw near to his face in the form of an Ax.1697 

As in the other examples, it would seem that the bA is told not to be in front of ‘that man’ in the form 

of a bA but in the forms of an Ax or saH. This would indicate that the bA would undergo a change, or 

the nature of the appearance of the bA would be different from being in the form of a bA, since it 

should here come as the forms of an Ax or saH in a complete integration of change.  

 The bA is a component able to change. Irw, qmA and šsA in these contexts probably carry 

similar meanings, and are something of which the Ax or saH consists. They are broader and less 

specific categories than the Ax, saH and bA. This is also reflected in the most common translations of 

the concepts which are normally in the sematic field of ‘form’, so that many things can be described 

as having a form, while fewer things have a bird form. A person can appear in the irw, qmA or šsA of 

an Ax, but not for example, in an Ax of an irw.  
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 Spell 103 CT II 110i-j. 
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Chapter V Final Discussion 

V 1 Ritual Texts 

The Coffin Texts belong to a wider framework of rituals associated with the mortuary sphere.1698 The 

tomb equipment, and some short rubrics with instructions, are also elements which assist the 

reconstruction of the context of their use.1699 However, the kinds of rubrics found in the Coffin Texts 

are often short and limited to, for example, specifying a particular object for the ritual, often over 

which the words shall be said. Several people took part in the rituals, but since we are reading 

mainly what was spoken in the scripts, the wider contexts of movement, gestures and other actions 

are largely lost for us.  

 The texts are primarily arts of a ritual performance and will, in different ways, have served this 

purpose. Even though we use them in order to increase our understanding of religious ideas, these 

texts were not created to communicate that. The address to the parts of the identity are therefore 

not a dogmatic statement of a descriptive nature, but belong more to their modes of participation in 

a ritual that mixes religious ideas, symbolic metaphor and active participation, not describing the 

form but invoking form as participation.  

 Some spells occur on a number of coffins, and some have only been found in a single example. 

The corpus of the Coffin Texts is a construction of a non-homogenous group, with spells which seem 

to belong variously to a mortuary context, and spells which appear to have a wider usage as well. 

Other texts which clearly were used in a mortuary context, such as the opening of the mouth 

ceremony, were used in other contexts, such as on statues in the workshop.1700 The texts are used 

and reused for different areas,1701 and change or develop over time,1702 not being a static canon 

immune to change. The corpus of the Coffin Texts is also not dogmatic or exclusive. There is no 

chosen dogma or selected representative ideas, and the text does not become fully canonical.  

                                                           
1698

 Assmann, Altägyptischen Totenliturgien, 13-20.  
1699

 See for example Willems on the topic of headrests and headrest spells, Heqata, 78, 402 n.aw. 
1700

 Otto, Das Ägyptische Mundöffnungsritual, Fischer-Elfert, Vision von der Statue, Lorton in Dick (ed), Born in 
Heaven, 147-175. 
1701

 And also seem to involve similar processes, see Chapter III under ‘usage’.  For Coffin Text spell 770 and 
relationship to birth as well as rebirth, Eyre, in Mouton and Patrier (eds), Life, Death, and Coming of Age in 
Antiquity, forthcoming. 
1702

 For example CT spell 335 and BoD spell 17, for example: van Voss, De Oudste versie van Dodenboek 17a, 
Schenkel, in Westendorf (ed), Beiträge zum 17. Kapitel, 37-79, Sledzianowski, in Westendorf (ed), Beiträge zum 
17. Kapitel, 115-128 (and the rest of the articles in the same book on chapter 17 of BoD), or the Cannibal Hymn 
in PT and CT: Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 11-24, Barta, ZÄS 118, 10-20, Altenmüller, in Assmann, Feucht, and 
Grieshammer (eds), Fragen an die Altägyptische Literatur,19-39, and in general, Thompson, JEA 76, 17-25, 
Assmann, in Israelit-Groll (ed), Studies in Egyptology Presented to Miriam Lichtheim II, 8-13. 
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 The New Testament, put together during the first centuries AD, was put together by actively 

choosing texts which would become representative for the religion. The Apocrypha, being excluded 

from the final work, might still play a role depending on the group, but the texts are, in general, not 

cited in the same dogmatic way, and most often not referred to at all in general discussions defining 

the religion. The exclusiveness and limitation of canonical texts creates a dogmatic approach where 

aspects of morality and mythology can be argued to be right or wrong and the texts become 

authoritative, rather than performative. 

 The use of Ritual Texts within different areas, the seemingly non-exclusive approach, and the 

variety of combination of spells on different coffins, all points to a rather free and more 

performative spirit in the use of Ritual Texts in general. The variety, the ad hoc approach, and the 

non-exclusiveness of the spells, also gives an impression of non-dogmatic religious ideas where 

another spell adds to the idea of the former rather than contradicts it, even if it might seem to do so 

if approached through the prism of binary logic, in a literal-minded way. 

 

V 2 Categories  

The method of using modern ethnocentric categories to approach the Ancient Egyptian material 

does not work very well, but other problems arise with the definition of contemporary categories. In 

order to describe something, the modern tendency is to use both descriptive and defining language, 

in order to define what is in the category, and what is not.1703 Egyptian texts are not as exclusive and 

other approaches must be made, such as approaching categories based on determinative,1704 or by 

other means set the starting point in ancient times. For instance the xprw-spells exemplify a class of 

spells which are given rubrics of a single type, thereby forming a category for them. However, the 

spells are very different, and it is hard to keep to one single translation and meaning for the rubrics, 

as reflected in the spell. Again, the category is, as a category, not very exclusive or well defined. 

Considering the inconsistency of adding rubrics to the spells during this time, theoretically a lot more 

spells could be included into fuzzy category. However, these (over one hundred) spells have, at the 

time, been included into this category, even if some of them might be fuzzy, and any addition will be 

a modern interpretation of the original idea(s). 

                                                           
1703

 Though the problem with this has been recognised, for example Rosch, in Rosch  and Lloyd (eds), Cognition 
and Categorization, 27-48, Lakoff, and  Johnson,  Metaphors We Live By, Nyord, in Grossman, Polis, and 
Winand (eds), Lexical Semantics in Ancient Egyptian, 143-144. 
1704

 See for example Goldwasser, Prophets, Lovers and Giraffes, Goldwasser and Grinevald in Grossman, Polis, 
and Winand (eds), Lexical Semantics in Ancient Egyptian, 17-53, Lincke and Kammerzell in the same volume, 
55-112. See also Lincke, Die Prinzipien der Klassifizerung. 
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 The complexity of describing the other world is reflected in the multiplicity of imagery. As with 

gods having multiple iconography, reflecting the complexity of their beings, the Afterlife and the 

deceased persons passage to, and integration into it, are described through applying images from 

this world, transferring them as metaphors for exploring the other world. Metaphors are a common 

technique to handle the spiritual and to be able to communicate it, to make concrete something 

whose materiality is not accessible but whose essence can be given iconography. The xprw-spells as 

a category is a subcategory to ritual performance, and the rubrics describe a process which takes 

place. In this way, the category is performative rather than defining. 

 Egyptian terminology includes a large vocabulary that superficially seems  to divide different 

parts of a person’s identity into categories and the attempt to narrow the definition of these 

individual categories underlies a substantial Egyptological literature.1705 Parts of these discussions 

surround how abstract or concrete such terms are, applying a modern categorisation to Egyptian 

concepts. Even though some concepts can be very concrete, such as the corpse, spiritual concepts, 

such as the bA, are not abstract, at least not in the Netherworld. A spiritual, and seemingly abstract 

concept, can still be concrete in its iconography. However, this concreteness in iconography does not 

necessary reflect the nature of the concept from the point of view of the world of the living, and the 

modes of its interaction with the living. 

 Also other parts of a person’s identity, which by modern terms might be labelled as spiritual, 

such as the Ax-ghost of a person, his shadow and his HkA-power, do have physical sides to them. The 

Egyptian metaphors look to produce a concrete iconography rather than a high level abstraction.  

These spiritual concepts have a material side in the Netherworld, shown by statements such as ‘You 

are not to have power to restrain me and guard my bA, my shadow, my Ax or my HkA.’1706  So for 

example the bA, having a concrete representation in iconography, and running the risk of being 

trapped and hurt by guardians in the Netherworld, can nevertheless in this world act as a less 

concrete power exerting influence, without being physically visible.  

 

                                                           
1705

 For example into ‘physical’ and ‘social’,  Assmann, Death and Salvation, 89, ‘Kontinuitätsmodell’ and the 
‘Entwicklung- und Entstheungsmodell’ Meyer-Dietrich, Seneni und Selbst, 356f, : ‘body and mind’, ‘immaterial 
sides of the mind’, ‘energies needed for transformation’ and qualities needed for self-realisation, Englund, 
Människans Möjligheter, 16 and the table of content. Parts present in life, after death and ‘other’, Harrington, 
Living with the Dead, table on page 2. See also Walker, Egyptian Anatomical Terminology and Weeks, 
Anatomical Knowledge. See Chapter II. 
1706

 CT VI 70a-b. 
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V 3 Personification 

In many instances, the bA is also closer to a personification of aspects which it represents, such as 

mobility and activity,1707 rather than an abstraction of a concept. The same process seems to take 

place in many instances where the dead person is identified with another being. It is seldom the 

being in its entire identity which is invoked, but the most important aspect(s). The particular aspect 

of the being is emphasised to such an extent that the being becomes an analytic personification of 

the aspect.1708 This is not to say that it might not be described as a physical metaphor, with Osiris N 

having wings and claws. Use of personifications as concrete metaphors seems to be preferred to 

abstractions, and personifications take visual forms.1709 Even the seemingly most abstract and 

spiritual concepts are often pictured in concrete form, and the fear of the influence of the invisible is 

characteristically expressed in physical metaphors.1710 By extension there are also objects in the 

tomb which can relate to different texts, or even processes. For example, the corn mummies1711 

objectify the spells where the dead is identified with Neper,1712 the grain god and grain 

personified1713  and scarabs are connected to the process of transformation spells.1714  

 

V 4 Metaphors and physical transformation  

The variety of a person’s identity, overlapping between this world and the next, is characteristically 

represented by the motif of a transformation, which is presented as metaphorical or symbolic as 

often as real. The spells which explicitly deal with transformations have, in the Coffin Texts and the 

Book of the Dead, a rubric containing xprw m, xpr m, or irt xprw m, followed by the transformation 

object.  

 In the Tale of the Two Brothers the important difference between a metaphor and 

transformation appears to be expressed by varying prepositions. When Bata or Anubis become 

angry, it is expressed as them becoming like a panther, mi is used: wn.in pA aDd Hr xprw mi Abw šma. 

1715 In contrast, when Bata transforms himself into a bull, m is used: iw=i Hr xprw m wa n kA.1716 In this 

case the m of predication is used to present it is as physical transformation to a bull. This is also 
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shown by the brother riding on the back of the bull, and the bull being presented to the king.1717 This 

distinction does not always seem to be made clearly or thoroughly in Egyptian, so the language does 

not directly reveal the difference between a metaphor and a symbolic transformation on one side 

and a real change in physical form on the other. 

 The locations of the Afterlife are not easily accessible,1718 but are still envisaged as within 

reach.1719 By taking on a form which is a personification of the action of flying, the ability is 

transferred to the dead for the particular purpose of passage. In relation to the two examples from 

the Two Brothers, this could be that the dead person is sharing the quality with the animal (temper 

with the panther and flying with the bird), or that he is temporary taking the physical form of the 

animal for a purpose (to be presented to the king, and flying).  

 The process invoked is often one of identification. The dead person in the ritual identifies with 

a particular being in order to acquire something. In many cases the outcome seems to overshadow 

the identity itself, focusing on the abilities which are to be acquired, rather than the identity of the 

being. If the purpose it to reach the sky, a transformation object is chosen for its ability to do so, 

something which can personify the action of movement required. This is probably not meant in a 

metaphorical way, that he is flying like a bird, but that he is, at least temporarily, really flying as a 

bird. The process of identification with a personification of a concept is more tangible than the 

abstraction of the same concept.   

 There are a few exceptions to the lack of clear distinction between metaphors and 

identifications in the Coffin Texts. In spell 205 the speaker says: ’I have flown up to them as (m) a 

swallow, like (mi) Thoth. I cackle to them as (m) a goose, like (mi) Shesemu.’1720 The actions of the 

identification objects1721 are compared to two gods who have bird iconography, linking them 

metaphorically.  

 After death a person has other means of passage than through a transformation. The bA can 

reach the sky and other places, seemingly without changing its xprw. The bird as a transformation 

object could therefore be viewed as metaphorical, since the bA, which is the part of the identity 

which xpr-s, and a swallow share certain aspects. The bA could fly like a swallow. However, in this 
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 For the story of ‘The Two Brothers’ and transformations see Buchberger, Transformation und Transformat, 
395-398, Zeidler in Rothöhler and Manisali (eds), Mythos & Ritual, 306-309 with further references. 
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case the aspects of the bA and the transformation object overlap. When the transformation object is 

a role, such as king or a scribe, there is no direct overlap between the bA and the transformation 

object. To take on the role of a scribe of Hathor in the Afterlife results in, for instance, authority, 

control over offerings, and also an established relationship to the goddess. This does, in a sense, 

make the ‘scribe of Hathor’ an embodiment of the mentioned advantages. However, the direct 

identification, ‘I am the scribe of Hathor’ seems to indicate a less metaphorical, and a more concrete 

transformation. This is further strengthened by the depictions of the transformation objects, for 

example in the Book of the Dead, where the new physical form is represented,1722 and spells which 

have very physical descriptions of the transformation object in the Coffin Texts. The process of xprw 

works as a means of acquiring aspects, which are made concrete through an imagery of different 

xprw which embodies the aspects. The embodiments work as personifications of, or metaphors for, 

the aspects, but the process of transformation and identification are not simply metaphorical. 

 

V 5 Parts versus the whole 

The many lists of different aspects of a person’s identity, which enumerate these concepts next to 

each other, mean that these parts come across as building blocks of the consistency of a person. 

Together with other parts they are interrelated, closely connected and add up to the whole. In a 

different context, some of these concepts are able to represent the whole of a person, such as the 

bA, Ax, xprw and the name.1723 By naming a person, also in modern times, he or she can be spoken 

about as a whole person and identity, not only discussing the person’s name in particular.1724 In 

certain instances, the name in Egyptian is also a part of a person, rather than representing him, for 

example, being placed among other components in lists. 

  In the Afterlife, the bA can also represent a whole person.1725 This is partly shown in the Coffin 

Texts where ‘I’ and ‘bA’ seem exchangeable.1726 Also in other instances the bA does seem to represent 

the whole being, not least when an identification sentence, instead of identifying with a particular 

god’s name, identifies the dead person with the bA of the god. If any difference can be discerned 

between these two, which often occur in parallel,1727 the bA represents the active side of the god. 
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 For a discussion about this see Smith, Traversing Eternity, 611. 
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 Žabkar, Ba Concept. 
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 See for example the beginning of spell 75, and the rubric which contains both, CT I 314a, in Chapter IV. 
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This can be seen in some examples where the god seems mainly to be represented in this particular 

aspect, and it is his bA which is constantly referred to.1728 

Different concepts can work as a category for other concepts. xprw is a form-category of 

different beings, including birds, gods and even professions. Other words for forms, such as irw, qmA 

and sšA, are in a few spells instead what an Ax consists of, or at least what can make up an Ax. The bA 

can manifest in animals and celestial constellations, and it is also the bA which xpr-s. The ability of 

the bA to manifest in different forms has been ascribed to it as one of its most important 

qualities.1729 The bA and the shadow can also become and Ax.1730 A bA can be a manifestation of a 

person, and represent the whole person, as the name can be used to represent a person. At the 

same time a description of a person can be broken down to the smallest parts to include everything 

there is.  

 

V 6 Integration and disintegration  

Death is partly pictured as a disintegration,1731 a motif visible in the Osiris myth, as well as in several 

mortuary texts where the different parts of a person’s identity, after death, can be in different 

locations. Beside the Osiris myth, the motif of unification and separation can also be found in 

creation myths where the pre-unified potential exists in Nun before they come together in a unified 

creation-god, still containing the potential, to then result in the polygenic diversity of the world.  

 The disintegration, and the fear of it, is shown in the many dangers which are related to 

dismemberment, other kinds of harm and dysfunction of the different components of the dead 

person.1732 Several Coffin Text spells serve to restore the disintegration of death. While some tend to 

mention the different components, presumably in the purpose of including them,1733 others give a 

very physical picture of the different parts being restored, for example placing the head on the 

neck.1734 This restoration and assembling of components is in no means restricted to the physical 

body parts, but also include bA, kA, Ax, HkAw and others.1735  
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 See spell 61, 75, 307, 818, 914 and 1142, Chapter IV. 
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 Overall, the listing of concepts of a person’s identity seems foremost to be concerned with the 

intactness of a person both physically and spiritually, so defining his identity. The variety of concepts 

included, and variety of the number of them, strengthens the impression of an undogmatic 

approach to the entireness of a person, where the purpose is that of inclusiveness. Therefore, one 

coffin can have seemingly similar spells which might have been included to duplicate the favourable 

outcome further. 

 At the same time, different parts of the identity can be separated after death and should be. A 

number of spells about the bA and the corpse focus on them being away from each other during the 

day, though being unified during the night. This separation of them in different locations is an 

intentional one, reflecting the different locations of the Afterlife, as opposed to life on earth. It is not 

disintegration into nothing, but a separation into different parts with a certain independency, as well 

as an assurance of unification.                                                                                                                                                   

 

V 7 Relationship between parts 

Some parts of a person’s identity have a stronger connection to other parts. To take the bA as an 

example, it has several other components closely connected to it. The shadow is strongly connected 

to the bA, and in the Coffin Texts the shadow occurs more often together with the bA than without. 

The shadow can also assume some of the aspects normally ascribed to the bA.1736  Also the bA and the 

corpse have a strong relationship, as polar opposites in the repeated motif of the bA to the sky and 

the corpse to the earth. The corpse is the closest presentation of physical death, immovable, and 

human, while the bA is mobile, living and divine.1737 These two contrasting concepts have a 

relationship of interdependence in the daily cycle of the bA leaving the corpse during the day but 

returning to it during the night.1738  

 A different relationship is found between the bA and the legs of a person. In this case, it is the 

aspect of movement which unites the two components, which is sometimes expressed in statements 

that someone has power in his legs as a living bA.1739 Expressions like this can also be found in 

relationship to other parts, for example:  

is sp 2 bA=i Ax=i HkA=i šwyt=i Go, go, my bA, my Ax, my HkAw and my shadow. 
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 See Chapter IV under ‘The bA and the shadow’.  
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sxm=k m rdy=k You have power in your leg.1740 

However, in this group of spells (488-500) it seems that the Ax, HkAw and shadow, as a unity, are 

foremost in taking on the aspects of the bA, and are treated thereafter.  

 In the way that the bA is connected to legs through movement, a specific part of its identity is 

connected to a desired outcome in the Afterlife, where the bA, is connected to bodily functions 

which have to do with movement. Further obvious connections of this sort are between eyes and 

seeing, mouth and eating, nose and breathing. However, these are very physical body functions, 

easily observable in life and equally important in the Afterlife, which are also evident in the Opening 

of the Mouth Ritual which serves to restore these after death.1741  

 xprw, being included in lists of components of a person, is also used in rubrics as representing 

a process, thereby also being connected to specific outcomes. While it does not seem that the hprw-

part of the person which does the xpr, xprw can be used as a category of different forms which the 

person, or god, does xpr into. Both signifying the process, and being a category for the result, xprw is 

connected to outcomes of, for example, passage and integration into the Afterlife. 

 

V 8 Relationships between the bA and xprw 

The xpr or xprw, and the bA, can both be means by which a dead person manifests, in the meaning of 

taking on a specific form, an aspect of the person manifesting in a particular way for a particular 

reason.1742 The bA is an important aspect of a person’s identity, and it is able to represent the whole 

person,1743 but it is also the active aspect of a person, representing movement, power, and the living 

and vital person after death. xpr and xprw are used in a wide range of ways, for example in the 

epithet xpr ds=f and related phrases for  ‘coming into being’. Also, xprw is used as a category for 

forms, in the broadest sense of the word ‘form’, which can be taken on by the dead person. This is 

shown by the use of rubrics of spells where the performer of the spell assumes qualities from the 

transformation objects by means of identification. It is not so clear in the Coffin Texts that it is the bA 

which actually performs the change into a different xprw, the manifestation that takes place, but it is 

obvious from later texts that this is the relationship.1744  

 Some collections have been made of sentences where the bA and xprw occur together, outside 

the Coffin Texts, which can say something about their relationship. Borghouts has one collection 
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from different genres in Deir el-Medina of bAw (nTr) xprw- sentences which he argues supports the 

relationship between bAw and xprw.1745 Another collection has been put together by Assmann, with 

sentences such as: ‘Hail to the bA, sacred of xprw.’ His interpretation is that it is the bA which xpr-s, 

that the bA is ‘the power that “happens”, materialises (xpr) in forms.’ 1746  

 In the spells with xprw in the rubric, the process is most commonly expressed by 

identification, and the most common transformation objects are gods and birds. At the same time, a 

large number of spells which contain passages about the bA, contain identifications with the bA of a 

god. Even though the bA-bird is not visible in art before the New Kingdom, it is clearly a bird in the 

writing, and occasionally this is also acknowledged in the spells, where bird features of the bA is 

described.1747 The two main categories of xprw-spells by transformation object, gods and birds, 

thereby coincide with a major category of bA-passages (bA of gods), and with the appearance of the 

bA (bird). 

A person’s bA did not have to stay in the form of a bird, and certainly not in the form of the 

deceased. The bAw of gods can manifest in animals and objects, such as the Apis-bull and Orion,1748 

raising the status of the subject of manifestation above the original one. Gods could also have 

several bAw, especially gods like Re. Gods and, at least dead, people could manifest, bAw, before 

others.1749 Since also a god can be the bA of another god, this links different aspects of the divine 

sphere, letting the gods have a closer relationship than if they were ‘simply’ linked.  

 If a person’s bA shares with the bA of gods the ability to manifest in a number of ways, perhaps 

then becoming, for example, Shu, would mean that the bA of the deceased manifests itself as Shu 

and then at the same time becomes that god’s bA. Since it is the bA making the xprw, if the bA of the 

dead person is identified with the bA of a god, it is essentially a manifestation (bA of a person) which 

manifests (xprw) in a manifestation (bA of a god). In this sense Shu would have several bAw as 

manifestations of himself, but at the same time this manifestations of himself are the deceased’s bA, 

manifesting itself as Shu. The dead being identified with a god would not mean there are thousands 
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of actual Shu-gods in the Netherworld, but thousands of manifestations of him at different times. 

This would mean an integration into the sphere of gods, and into the Afterlife, while the dead still 

keeps other parts of himself outside this sphere, and thereby he is not completely absorbed through 

this identification, but a part of him is granted integration.1750  

 

V 9 Parallels between sAxw and xprw 

sAxw-texts are a category which includes both texts which were so named in ancient times, but also 

texts which, although not specially labelled as such, seem to have as their function to cause a person 

to become an Ax.1751 The dead are at the centre, and such texts do not, according to Assmann, refer 

to any cultic act or anything else outside the divine sphere.1752 The sAxw is an oral rite, and the 

recitation in itself is complete. As accompaniment to symbolic action in this world, something 

happens in the world of the gods. The recitation of sAxw as a rite of passage accompanies the dead 

into the sphere of the gods.1753 To reach the new status of Ax through the sAxw-texts, the dead 

person is, among other things, placed in social context to integrate him into it.1754 This is partly done 

by placing the dead in a ‘family’, naming gods in kinship relations to him, and him being received as a 

beloved one, welcomed and worshiped.1755 To become an Ax is similar to an initiation into the world 

of the gods, but it can only be done for the dead and not the living.1756  

 The themes of passage and integration of the dead into the divine sphere, are the same in 

sAxw-spells1757 as in some of the xprw-spells. Assmann separates the sAxw from other funerary 

liturgies by the form of personal pronoun used. The first person, or third person, are often used in 

the xprw-spells while the sAxw-texts have an anonymous speaker addressing the dead or, as in the 
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pyramid texts, talking about him in the third person.1758 It has been suggested both with sAxw and 

xprw that it is the bA which sAx-s and xpr-s.1759 The social integration in the sAxw also seems to be in a 

sense of the dead keeping his identity, or changing it to an Ax, though giving him new ties, while the 

xprw-spells use identification to take on an aspect of a distinctive transformation object. 

 The causative form of Ax clearly states the function of the ritual, with the special text corpus 

belonging to the genre. sAxw is a category of texts where sAxw, as with xprw, refers to a process. 

Where becoming an Ax is the goal with the sAxw-texts, a xprw-form is a broad category for different 

forms into which the dead person can xpr, again both defining the process and the goal. However, 

xprw appears as a very broad category, in which many different aspects might be included, while Ax 

is narrower. The xprw-spells of the Coffin Texts and the Book of the Dead are not included in 

Assmann’s lists of sAxw–texts.1760 Even though Ax are mentioned in the xprw-spells, the texts do not 

seem directly related to the sAxw process. Having many similarities in their processes, and their 

goals, sAxw- and xprw-texts then appear as two similar categories, rather than that either one 

process added part of the other. However, neither category being excluding in their definition, they 

constantly overlap. 

 

V 10 Influence 

The different concepts of a person’s identity can influence other beings or objects in various 

degrees. The shadow, as a part of the identity of a person or god, is also like the shadow of living 

people and objects, and can be cast upon something or someone. This is expressed on the stela of 

Sebekhotep where he says: 

šsp pn ir.n=i r šwyt n bA=i sxn n šwyt=i …this chapel which I have made to be shadow for my bA 

and a resting place for my shadow.1761 

 This pun is also a nice description of the shadow, as being a part of a person’s identity, is also 

exactly a shadow which provides shade. The relationship between the bA and the shadow is also 

expressed by the bA enjoying shade, and the resting place for the shadow parallels the bA as a bird 

alighting.1762 
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 When the shadow is cast, it has the ability to influence, and the Coffin Texts provide some 

examples of this. In positive terms, it is expressed in spell 318, that the entire earth is under the 

shadow of Hapy, which seems to be in the meaning of protection and making the land flourish. 

Amun is also potentially imposing influence over Shu and Tefnut through his shadow in spell 607. 

Even though the passage is quite obscure,1763 it is clear that it is negative.1764 Also the bA and the bAw 

can exert influence, and the bAw can be sent out in this purpose, often in a hostile way against 

enemies. 1765 The bA can also cause harm,1766 possibly being paralleled to the harmful dead and 

guardian gods in spell 146. However, in spell 405 it is the person’s own bA which will destroy him if 

he enters the wrong side of the boat. 

 When different parts of the identity occur together in one spell, they are sometimes treated 

as one; being referred to in singular, and having the same goals and aspects ascribed to them. The bA 

is primarily the part which is associated with free movement and going to the sky. When the Ax, HkA 

and shadow occur together with the bA in spells 488-500, the other parts of the identity accompany 

the bA also in this aspect and location. In these spells, it seems that the bA is the main character, 

which influences the setting for the other components. This also illustrates the problem of 

separating the different concepts of the identity, and trying to define them in isolation.  

The transformation and identification with another being in the xprw-spells, involves taking 

on one or more aspects, or abilities, from the transformation object. Even though the xprw, as a 

concept in its own right, does not actively impose its influence in the same manner as the bA/bAw 

and the shadow, the process in the xprw-spells has an impact on the outcomes in the Afterlife, 

adding to the ways of passage and integration. This synchronisation of the identity of the dead and a 

different identity which embodies or personifies certain aspects, relates to beings inhabiting each 

other, synchronising vital characteristics of their personality, thereby influencing the aspects and the 

altogether identity of the final persona. 

 

 

 

                                                           
1763

 See Chapter IV under ‘the shadow on its own’ for both of these spells. 
1764

 See also the same chapter on the shadow and the passage in Wenamun which seem to have a potentially 
equal influence. For example, Schipper, Die Erzählung des Wenamun, 83. Meltzer, JSSEA 17, 86-88, Jackson, 
JNES 54, 273-286. 
1765

 Only one instance of xprw in the Coffin Text can possibly be paralleled to this, in spell 52 when ir.n=f xpr r 
nTr pn CT I240a. However, in other examples someone takes a particular xprw to act against someone, 
changing form to something suitable for the purpose. This particular passage should probably be understood 

as him manifesting against this god in a way of approaching him, though in a threatening way (r) and not that 

the unspecified xprw itself is comparable to the bAw being sent out against enemies. 
1766

 Spell 146 and 405, see Chapter IV under ‘The bA causing harm’. 
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